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Preface to the
Paperback Edition

"Few books on European history in recent memory have caused
such
controversy and commotion," wrote Robert Wahl in a major
review
article of Neither Right fzor Left published in 1991 in the
Journal of
Modern History.1 Indeed, most of the questions analyzed in this book
still rouse passions in Europe and provoke reactions that
may seem
strange to the American reader. In continental Europe
, unlike the
English-speaking world, the debate on fascism, the interwar
period, and
World War II is never restricted to the relatively limited
circle of the
academic community. This debate easily becomes a public
issue and
very often generates violent confrontations. For many
people, to think
of fascism as a phenomenon inseparable from the
mainstream of Eu
ropean history and to consider the fascist ideolog
y as a European ideol
ogy that took root and developed not only in Italy
and, in a violent and
extrem� form, Germany but also in France
can lead to parallels and
�ompansons that are still difficult to accept. Some conside
r this view an
msult to their country and do not fail to say
so. It is certainly much
more convenient to restrict fascism to its
Italian version, to treat it as
merely a local accident if not an aberration;
it is even more reassuring to
. a
see It.
s something involving only a few opportunist
s particularly clever
. g
at selzm
an exceptional oppornmity.
On the other hand, to allow fascism a theore
tical dimension to see it
as possessing a body of doctrine no
less solid or logically defens ble than
that of any other political movement,
to conceive of it as a system of
�hought and a political option comparable
to any other movement or
Ideology, involves a painful revision of
a whole series of assumptions.
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. What
also of the historical importance of the fascist ideology in France
rative
happens when one applies the tool forged through the compa
prove
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study of fascism to a particular case, that
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tual climate of the country? Or is one dealing, on the contra
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system of thought and a politic
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reason
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1940?
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really be manifest only after the great defeat
ed
nurtur
,
n
to suggest that democratic and liberal France, Jacobi France
its antithesis?
not only the ideology of the French Revolution but also
and politiCS
history
French
of
is
A detached and clearheaded analys
tradition is
ling
shows that France is nO[ only a country where the prevai
Revolu
universalistic and individualistic, strongly rooted in the French
in coloring. It
tion, rationalist, democratic, and either liberal or Jacobin
of the nine
end
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at
birth
is also a country that, like Germany, gave
dom
n,
teenth century to a particularistic and organicistic traditio often
sometimes,
inated by a local variant of cultural nationalism that was
to the
close
very
ter,
charac
racial
and
but not always, of a biological
,
century
nth
ninetee
the
of
1I0ikisch tradition in Germany. From the end
de
liberal
on
this other political tradition launched an all-out attack
applica
mocracy, its philosophical foundations, its principles, and their
lic that
tion . It was not only the institutional structures of the Repub
t.
tenmen
Enligh
were questioned, but the whole heritage of the
that is
This other tradition, contrary to a certain misconception
al ideol
soothing for national susceptibilities, is by no means a margin
intel
on
ce
influen
its
ry,
contra
the
On
.
ogy in twentieth-century France
nated
impreg
has
it
and
rable,
lectual and political life has been conside
the end
society to a far greater degree than is generally admitted. From
but
of the nineteenth cenrury, these two traditions fought each other
also coexisted, often in the same work, in the thinking of the same
tradi
person, independently of the celebrated left-right dichotomy. The
s of
realitie
the
t
tional concept of a left-right conflict takes into accoun
ac
the period only very partially, and it often fails to take them into
count at aU.
In this respect, the most interesting and significant case from the end
of the nineteenth cenrury is that of Ernest Renan. The standard text
book on the history of ideas, the Nouvelle Histoire des Idees pofitiques.
states in connection with the famous Reforme inteIJeGtuelle et morale
that "nowhere was the violence of the shock of the events of 1871 bet
ter to be seen than in the case of the 'sceptic' Ernest Renan."1 This
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explanation, which is supposed to represent the accepted opinion on
this question, is characteristic of a certain tendency prevalent in current
French history-writing: to give excessive importance to circumstances.
Thus, the evolution of ideas, like human behavior in general, is far too
readily described as merely a reaction to political events.
In fact, it was not the shock of the defeat of 1870 that created the
antimaterialist reaction of the end of the nineteenth century any more
than the collapse of 1940 gave rise to the revolt against "materialism"
represented by the ideology of the national revolution. The rejection of
the Enlightenment, of individualism, utilitarianism, and bourgeois
values. of democracy and majority rule, of the idea that society is no
more than a collection of individuals and that its ultimate aim is to serve
individual interests-or, in other words, the principle of the absolute
primacy of the individual in relation to society-was not the outcome
of any conjuncture of events, and it existed independently of them. The
rejection of these principles, to which a rejection of Marxism was very
soon added, and which can be summed up precisely as a revolt against
materialism, constitutes the basis of an alternative political tradition.
Essentially, it is a phenomenon connected with the nature of civiliza
tion, and this other political tradition appears first of all as a cultural
question, in the broadest sense of the term. To be sure, it is not solely
nor, still less, exclUSively a cultural question, but it is a cultural question
first of all.
From this point of view, Renan constitutes the natural line of depar
ture. La Reforme intellectuelle et morale is undoubtedly a result of the
cfeat of 1870. Most of its contents, however-all that is really of
Importance-is already to be found in a long article published in La
Revue des Deux Mondes in November 1869, nearly a year before the
battle of Sedan. In this essay, Renan expressed what was before the
ann�e terrible and what was to remain after the annee terrible, his es
sential political thinking. He condemned above all "'the idea of the
equa1 rights of all men, the way of conceiving government as mere
a
. service which
public
one pays for, and to which one owes neither re
spe�� nor gratitude, a kind of American impertinence," the
claim "that
politiCS can be reduced to a mere consultation of the will of
the
majority."]
After having poured scorn on the United States, Renan urged
Napoleon III to adopt "'the truly coservative programme," which
was
�he only one that could hold back "that materialist conception" that
is
Inherent in democracy and that finally could only give rise to "a SOrt
of

�
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.
I med,·ocrity· " W hatever the case, he concIuded, and whatever
UOlversa
t e future held in store-and here Renan ventured ontO part'cularIy
S;lP pery ground and predicted in 1869 that France "appears, . ,stil�f r
a iong period to be likely to avoid a Republic"-it was "prob�ble, �e
sal·d, "that the nineteenth century 'III be ...regarded in the history 0f
France as the expiation of the Revo UtlO' ,"4
.
This analysis was repeated, often wor� for word,In La Reforme:
I

WI

Enervated by democracy, dem�raHzed b its very prosperity, France has expi
ated in the most cruel manner Its years:r aberration. , . , France as formed by
universal suffrage..has become pr.ofoundlY materialist. the noble concerns of
or b e,utv." the l�ve of glory-have vanyesteryear-patriotism, an enthUSiasm
. reprefsented
the soul of France. The iudgment
ishcd with the noble classes which
and government f th'lOgs.have been transfccred , ,he masses and the masses
are heavy and coarse, dommated by the most superficial ideas of interest,!
0

0

,

' d as the defeat of a political culture that was
Sedan was thus :o�ce,lve
"the negation of dlsclphne" .and that tended "to diminish the state to
the advantage of individual hbe r� '" �a�:d 7 ith a Prussia that had pre
served. .all the. virtues of a "quasl-feu a eg me, a military and nation�I Spirit carr ed o h int of uncouthness," France was now pay
mg. the pena� ty ;or \�/).?philosophical and egalitarian conception of
. "the false lities of Rousseau." Renan taught
SOCiety," togeth�r w'th
his own generation and his. innum�able disciples in the following gen
eration that "a democratic country cannot. be well-governed, well
,
was the reason why
er , II d ed " That in his OpInion,
;:��:!:� t �� l�;O-�:u�� n�t be r:garded as the consequenc a:::�
policy or of.. military incompetence but �eP resented ' � � k :o:n
entire pohucaI cuIture. It was a certam farm af ,e :[ ::hiP between
people, a cert.ain way of life, and a 'd I dominated by the perto decadence. The de��:���: !:�:,b:i����u�:���: � �f� "ieOfd �h:"���;�u:�:y
S
i� :�
I
;Y
:�
'
;
::
;:,
s
p
s:��:�;;
c
e
"defects of temperament
whICh one
, ,
"appeared in aSlOlster manner.
.
" A k ey idea if there
Th f ost of these defects was "maten. allsm,
ever ;a��: antimaterialism constituted the bac k bone and, the co
on denomi�ator of all the tendencies that, from Sedan to �Ichy" w ::
: revolt against the heritage
of the eighteenth century, ag�mst ,be "l
.
and socialist utilitari �nlsm . "Maten'ali!�"was the summation afI wha ,
Renan called "the Sickness of France . "Wh'le we were going care"6

I
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lessly down the slope of an unintelligent materialis
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According to Renan, democracy and socialism were form
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rialism, but there was also a "bourgeois materialism,'"
yet
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ther as
pect of the same mediocrity that since the end of the eigh
teen
th
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had carried all before it.It
erialism that was the cause oftury
the
French decadence; it was libewasralmat
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mat
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t
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e
defeated at Sedan. This basic idea recurred in an almost
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l
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ner at the time of the defeat of 1940: once again, it was mat
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lism
was accused of having eate
y the body of the nation.The diffthaert
ence was, however, that sincne awa
turn of the century, liberal and bour
geois materialism had been supthe
plem
d with Marxist and proletarian
materialism. Renan, to be sure, wasente
ady aware of the dangers of
socialist materialism, but it was not untalre
il
the
1890s that Marxism, with
its various political parries, its tendencies and
ideological groupings,
became a force of the first importance. In the summer
ism was once again made responsible for all the disaofster1940, material
s that had be
fallen the country.
Despite the shock tha owed the rwo defeats, it must
be admitted
that these at the most onlt yfollhelp
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e or condi
tions favorable to a revision of the materialist values.
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accelerate
a movement that already exists; they do not create
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.
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was set up in September
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nt,
At the same time, how r, it also gave rise to its ant
ithesis and stage by
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itical tradition. The evolution of this tradi
tion did not cease after the Bat
tle of the Marne in summer of 1914, and
it COntinued throughout the inte
r period. In July 1940, the long
antimaterialist impregnation roserwa
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surface and the great anti
materialist revolution was set in motiothe
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It is interestin to note that the dissidents of the
generation of 1890,
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elements to add Renan's criticism of the
rev
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individualism. Bytowh
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of La Reforme
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French 
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is it that his anticlericalism was enough to find him favor with the
republicans?
"Ibere is, of course, his famous lecture "Qu'est-ce qu'une nation?"
given at the Sorbonne in 1882. In reading this manifesto ?f natur�1
. In
rights, this proclamation of the rights of people to seif-determlOatlon,
scrutinizing this text which is in fact the application to a specific case of
the principles of the French Revolution and which is in flagrant contra
diction to the spirit of La Refonne, one wonders what Renan's evolu
tion would have been if he were not under the obligation of justifying
the demand for the return of the annexed territories. If he had been in
the place of Mommsen, Ranke, or Treitschke, would Renan in 1882
have defined the life of a nation in terms of a "daily plebiscite"?'O In
1871, Renan had thought that the Prussian victories represented a "vic
tory of the ancien regime, of the principle which denies the sovereignty
of the people" over the French Revolution; like Drumont, DeroulCde,
and, later, Maurras, Renan came to the conclusion that it was urgently
necessary to reject the old nationalism of 1848 and even the whole revo
lutionary tradition. But how, in that case, in the name of what univer
sal principle, could one demand the return to France of Men and
Strasbourg?
Renan's was a specimen case. For Barres, Sorel, and Maurras, as well
as for the minor figures-a Lemaitre, a Bourget-he was a revered in
tellectual master, and in the 1930s Mussolini spoke of Renan's "pre
Fascist illuminations."" At the same time, the innumerable streets and
/ycees named after Ernest Renan and the place given to the writer of the
Vie de jesus in school textbooks bear witness to his status in the repub
lican liturgy and mythology. As a figure, Renan exemplified a problem
atic phenomenon that changed very little between 1870 and 1940; the
coexistence-in this case, in the work of one and the same person-of a
fundamental duality.
Seventy years later, one found the same analysis, the same general
approach, in Emmanuel Mounier.u Mounier is also regarded as a kind
of republican saint and had considerable influence, quite incommensu
rate with the intrinsic value of his work. Like Renan before him,
Mounier pondered the reasons for the defeat. Once again, the collapse
was blamed not on the conduct of operations, a lack of preparedness
and leadership, or questionable policies, but on the liberal-democratic
political culture. Like Renan, Mounier looked at the recent past to de
termine the nature of the trouble, what remedies ought to have been
applied, and what direction should be taken from that point on. Once
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again it was the ideological modernity, the heritage of the Enlighten
ment, that was responsible for the fall of France.
Indeed, the founder of Esprit provides a most revealing and charac
teristic example of the profound ambiguities of this school of thought,
which proclaimed a will to revolution based on a rejection of Marxism
and of capitalism and liberal democracy. Indeed, Mounier's rejection of
the liberal order, as well as his analysis of the sickness of French society,
had affinities with the ideas professed by other nonconformist groups,
including those that were prOtOfascist or already fascist. At the same
time, a nonselective examination of his writings reveals that Mounier's
involvement in the national revolution in 1940-41 and his decision to
revive publication of the journal Esprit did not derive from a single
error of judgment but rather resulted from the positions he had adopted
during the decade preceding the war.
From its foundation until its prohibition by the Vichy government in
August 1941, Esprit made a veritable onslaught on liberal democracy.
Its rejection of the "established disorder" was nothing other than the
rejection of a certain political culture normally associated with the heri
tage of the French Revolution, universal suffrage, and the essential prin
ciples of liberalism. Mounier thus had certain ideas and certain political
reflexes that were common to fascists and those who, like himself, were
not fascists but contemplated with various degrees of sympathy the
fascist struggle against the established order.
I feel one must insist on this point. This merciless criticism of liberal
�emocracy was directed not only against the workings of the regime
Its weaknesses and institutional faults-but also against the very princi
ples of a certain political culture. This rejection of the basic principles of
�olitical liberalism, on the one hand, brought the ideology of "personal
Ist democracy" close to that of the Ordre noulleau group and, on the
other, caused both trends, after they had developed a theory of an or
ganic or communitarian society, to join the true fascists in a single re
:ol� against individualism and materialism. Moreover, this rejection of
individualism and materialism in their liberal and Marxist forms ac
COUnts for the acceptance by dissidents like Mounier or L'Ordre nou
v�au and the "Jeune Droite" groups of the defeat of France; in their
View, t�e overthrow of the liberal Republic would open the way for the
revolution whose coming they had continually proclaimed throughout
the decade preceding the war.U "Ibis continuous denunciation of the
principles of liberal democracy, this obsessive condemnation of the de<:
adence of France (made inevitable by the individualism and materialism

'"
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inherent in the system that had grown out of the French Revolution},
made Mounier's thought and the ideology of Esprit adjacent on certain
points to the ideology of fascism.
The obsession with decadence and rejection of the principles of
democracy and liberalism manifested by dissidents and rebels like
Mounier went together with the belief that elections and party politics,
pressure groups, and coalition governments could only mean compro
mise and therefore corruption. They all refused to have anything to do
with sllch a republic, and, through the very logic of theif political posi
tions, the rebels and revolutionaries who hated the practices of the to
talitarian regimes nevertheless drew dose to those other rebels and
revolutionaries who also detested the bourgeois and liberal Republic
but had already formulated a fascist ideology. For these people who all
shared the same antiliberal and antidemocratic mentality, there was no
doubt that the system was doomed. This antiliberal and antidemocratic
bias went together with a violent rejection of Marxism: anti-Marxism,
anticapitalism, and antiliberalism were the common denominator of all
these different variants of the revolt and were a fitting expression of
their essence, namely, the rejection of "materialism."
Thus, different schools of thought all shared the same rejection of the
liberal order, constituting a kind of outer circle around the hard core of
fascist thought. This was the real importance of the fascist ideology. Its
widespread dissemination and influence were possible only because of
the channels of transmission provided by the nonconformist milieu. In
these groups, one may have hated the totalitarian state, but one could
not avoid identifying oneself with the fascist criticism of bourgeois soci
ety, liberalism, and democracy. It was because it was not only the bour
geois world that was attacked, but also a number of universal principles
readily associated with the bourgeoisie, that the harsh criticisms of the
regime brought their full weight to bear. These criticisms, in fact, were
directed less against a system of government that, in a divided society,
considerably weakened the executive authority than against democracy
itself. The obsession with decadence and the sense of participating in
the collapse of an individualistic and basely materialistic civilization
were the common elements in this way of thinking.
The most striking and doubtlessly most significant case, the one that
illustrates in the most concrete manner the extraordinary ambivalence
of these ideas, is that of the National School of Youth Cadres at Uriage,
a small spa near Grenoble in nonoccupied France. The school was founded
in September 1940 by Captain of Cavalry Pierre Dunoyer de Segonzac
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and recognized as an official institution by a law of the Vichy regime in
December of that year. 14 The community of Uriage represented the real
ization of the ideas of Esprit and was one of the vehicles of the national
revolution. It is historically important because of its character as a
highly influential laboratory of ideas, its status as an official organ of
the regime, and the fact that it reflected the reaction to the defeat of
France of a major sector of the Catholic intelligentsia. But what is even
more important is that the Esprit-Uriage intellectual complex throws a
great deal of light on the intellectual dissidence of the interwar period
and on the Vichy national revolution.
Uri age is also the most impressive example of a collective attempt to
obscure the realities of that period. For nearly half a century, the former
members of Uriage succeeded in propagating the myth that this institu
tion was conceived from the beginning as a center of resistance to the
occupying power. The fact that among the former members, their sym
pathizers, and their ideological friends there were many who made a
great career for themselves in the postwar period (the most famous be
ing the celebrated journalist Hubert Beuve-Mery, founder of the news
paper Le Monde and its editor for twenty-five years) does much to
explain the respectful silence that, until recent years, has surrounded the
Uriage experiment.
The reality was far more complex than the myth suggests. The school
of Youth Cadres at Uriage, as its name indicates, was established not to
wage the struggle against the Germans but to train the elites of the new
regime and to prepare the activists of the national revolution for their
tasks. The frame of reference of this revolution was fixed by the Vichy
legislation promulgated by Petain between July and December 1940.
Steeped in Catholic antiliberalism, the school adopted the Esprit ideol
ogy as the conceptual framework of its educational program: anti
individualism, antiliberalism, anti-Marxism, and a rejection of democ
racy, on the one hand, and, on the other, a cult of order, hierarchy and
elitism, and reserved admiration for the German, Italian and Portuguese
youth movements. 1 $
The members of Uriage threw themselves into the national revolu
tion with great enthusiasm. In the old chateau where the school was set
up, they instilled a cult of Marshal Petain and absolute obedience to the
head of the French state, and they devoted themselves eagerly to the
task of re-creating a France that would be "communitarian," pro
foundly Catholic, violently antimaterialistic, and "spiritualistic" in the
sense given to these terms in the initial period of the 1930s by Mounier

xviii
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r with Arnaud
or Robert Aron, who in November 1933 wrote, togethe
Chancellor of the
Dandieu, an extraordinary "Letter to Adolf Hider,
of a new civili
Reich."'6 At Uriage, they sought to lay the foundations
bourgeoisie
the
of
l
scornfu
zation: virile, heroic, chivalrous. They were
expres
This
r."
and their values; they attacked the "established disorde
time onward became
sion, coined by Mounier in the 1930s, from that
alist camp to assault
person
the
in
the code word used by all elements
regard to democr cy,
the principles and institutions of democracy. With
hierarchy, orgamza
they opposed the following formula: "authority,
was an absolute
tion, interdependence, restriction of liberty."17 There
the future
teaches
school
fidelity to Petain and his policies: "The
Marshal,
the
by
leaders, in accordance with the guidelines laid down
ation, and the neces
the profound natural laws, the present-day organiz
and society."ult
work,
family,
the
sary or desirable reforms relative to
undertaken by
on
was only to be expected that the measures of repressi
s, the racial
Vichy, the handing over of anti-Nazi refugees to the German
occupied
the
in
police
French
the
by
Jews
of
ps
laws and the roundu
Uriage.
of
"
"knights
the
zone failed to arouse any reaction among
This point should be emphasized. The members of Uriage took part
of
eagerly and with conviction in the cultural and political revolution
"conser
a
was
It
n.
revolutio
national
a
called
Vichy, which was rightly
vative revolution," in the sense the term possessed in Germany, where it
meant the local variant of a revolt against modernity, liberalism, and
democracy. They felt that to serve Vichy was the best, in fact the only,

�

way of saving the country from decadence. Segonzac understood per
fectly well the nature of the difference between himself and General de
Gaulle: he reproached the latter for being "a conservative. "1' Indeed, de
Gaulle was simply a classical conservative, while Segonzac was a revo

lutionary conservative. That is why the members of Uriage refused the
option of Gaullism. De Gaulle, who merely called on people to fight the
enemy, seemed to have no other aim than the liberation of French terri
Free
tory and the restoration of national sovereignty. The leader of the
the
French sought to restOre France, just as it was, to its rightful place in
n.
civilizatio
new
world, not to create a
That was the reason why the members of Uriage felt that this classi
cal form of conservatism failed to satisfy the requirements of the period.
But there was more to it than that. De Gaulle probably aroused their
suspicions, doubts, and anxieties even more by allying himself with the

feeble and materialistic bourgeois democracies. At the same time, Vichy
was launching a revolution that, eradicating the principles of 1789,
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aimed at transforming society from top to bottom, instilling new values
and destroying the liberal, democratic, and secular heritage of the En
lightenment and the French Revolution. We should remember that the
personalists had always felt the attraction of the great antimaterialist
revolt taking place on the other side of the French border, both to the
east and to the south. When the time came that they had to choose
between what seemed to them to be an ordinary, conservative national
ism and the great leap forward made possible by the new regime, they
resolutely opted for the revolution.
For them, as for Renan in 1870, true patriotism meant

first of all

carrying out an intellectual and moral reform. That is why they con
doned the most sordid aspects of Vichy-the Vichy of racial persecu
tion, the Vichy of dictatorship. Protected by Petain and his government,
they only began to break away from the regime when its subjection to
Germany became intolerable. The members of Uriage finally aban
doned Vichy not because of a rejection of the principles represented by
the revolution of 1940, but out of anti-German patriotism. One should
remember that the real difference between the Vichy of Petain and that
of Laval was not the dictatorial and totalitarian nature of the latter but
its degree of dependence on Germany.
The return to power of Pierre Laval on 18 April 1942 signaled the
beginning of a reversal of policy, marked by the famous collaborationist
speech of 22 June in which the new head of government declared his
hopes for a German victory. On 8 November the Anglo-American
armies landed in North Africa, and three days later the Wehrmacht
invaded the free zone. Official policy hardened toward the Uriage
school, and on 27 December Laval signed a decree ordering its closure.
The cadres of the school went over to the opposition and then, increas
ingly, entered the armed Resistance. It is nevertheless worth noting
that de Gaulle was under no illusions concerning the nature of this
tardy change of direction: at the beginning of 1944 he refused to receive
Segonzac, who had come to Algiers. When, finally, he yielded un
willingly to the entreaties of Henri Frenay, a friend of Segonzac and one
of the founders of the "Combat" resistance movement, who made great
efforts to retrieve the Vichyist Catholics before it was too late, he
treated Segonzac, whom he regarded as just another "Vichyist," "with
a hostile coldness." It was only through personal friendships that
"Segonzac obtained in extremis an FFI [Forces Fran�aises de l'lnterieur]
military command. "10

The last phase of the organized activities of the Uriage group was not
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the least interesting. When the school closed, the hard core of its mem
bers decided to create an Order to perpetuate the Ueiage community. ll
Beuve-Mery was one of the three members of the Council of the Order
and was second in command to Segonzac, the undisputed leader who
expected and was given absolute obedience. The Order of Ueiage was
less concerned with liberating French territory than with providing a
solution to the "crisis of civilization. "ll The members of Uriage were
preparing. in fact, for the revolutionary situation that inevitable came
about with the defeat of Germany. They wished to provide the country
with its new revolutionary cadres.
The ideology that the Order offered the communities of the Uriage
network, which on the eve of Liberation extended throughom the
length and breadth of the country-from Marseilles and Toulouse via
Lyons, Grenoble, and Saint-Etienne to Paris, Roubaix, and Rennes
was always the same: anti-Communist, anti-individualist, anti
Masonic, elitist, and somewhat sexist. The Order did not pursue an
overtly anti-Semitic policy, but Jews were firmly excluded from it.lJ A
document entitled "The Policies of the Order" condemns those French
men for whom '"'the interests of an International-whether capitalist,
Jewish, Freemason or Communist"-have priority over "the national
interests. "24
When they entered the Resistance, the national revolutionaries of
Uriage never abandoned their ideas. The means had changed, but the
objective remained the same. As Liberation took a direction quite dif
ferent from the one the personalists had hoped for, however, their ideo
logical baggage, like their co:nmitment to the national revolution, soon
proved extremely embarrassing, and the former members of Uriage, like
many people of their generation, endeavored to throw a modest veil
over this troublesome past.
The work of repression and banalization began from the first days of
Liberation. Essentially, it meant isolating Vichy from the period pre
vious to the national revolution and reducing its place in twentieth
century history to a minimum. This complex process took three forms,
which, although independent and different from one another, very
often crossed and overlapped. The first-the most banal-originated in
the necessity for many men, who either professed fascist ideas in the
1930s or collaborated with the Vichy regime, to cover up this embar
rassing past. Since the 1940s, after having done much to facilirate the
moral collapse of France in the spring of 1940, these people often have
had brilliant careers, which they have used to vindicate their former
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ideas and political activities. Whethet we are dealing with Thierry
Maulnier, the brilliant writer and journalist who was elected to the Aca
demie fran�aise, or the well-known political thinker Bertrand de Jou
venel, both of whom became liberals, their new "conversions" strongly
affected how they viewed the past and the role they played between the
wars. What, after all, is simpler than [0 interpret one period in the light
of the next? What is easier than to conceive of people as being made all
of one piece and never varying?
To reason in this way is to make what is after testify in favor of what
is before: the postwar in favor of the prewar. One can thereby avoid
questioning the ideas professed by a major section of the interwar gen
eration. Yet a close examination of these ideas reveals the profound
attraction fascism held for important and often unexpected sections of
the public and the intellectual world. The broad dissemination of these
ideas does not, as some claim, attest to their unimpeachably nonfascist
character, but, on the contrary, demonstrates that a fascist type of
thought was at that time very prevalent, that its roots went deep, and
that its influence was considerable. That eminently respectable people
professed such ideas means not that they were ideas entirely foreign to
fascism, but simply that fascism was then part of the intellectual bag
gage of eminently respectable people. That after the war many of these
people became convinced democrats, passionate liberals, and declared
philo-Semites unfortunately changes neither the significance of fascism
nor that of their former ideas. People can change and have the right to
do so, but they do not have the right to distort their own history or that
of their time.
These surviving figures from the past are not, however, the only ones
to have "rewritten" their history. Contemporary members of the intel
ligentsia, who were not themselves involved, have also contributed to
the distortion. In 1981, the well-known publishing house Plan pub
lished a new edition of Robert Brasillach's Notre avant-guerre. This, as
we know, was one of the closest works to the Nazi ideology ever pub
lished in France. The notice on the cover informs us that Brasillach
"was condemned to death for his political opinions." Brasillach distin
guished himself under the Nazi occupation by his denunciatory articles
filled with violent hatred. In October 1941, as chief editor of Je suis
partout, he demanded an exemplary punishment for the perpetrators of
anti-German actions, as well as for all those guilty "of an at least pas
. complicity. These people who are sometimes arrested for distribu
Sive
tion of tracts and illegal action in the most bourgeois milieux are, in
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effect, moral accomplices. What are we waiting for in order to strike at
them? What are we waiting for in order to shoot the communist depu
ties already imprisoned?" Brasillach even succeeded in horrifying the

German officer Gerhard Heller, the literary censor attached to the prop
aganda services of the German "embassy" in occupied Paris, by saying
of the Jews, "One must kill them all, even the young children. "2.l

Forty years later, Pion-with no mention of Brasillach's virulent
nazism-would have us believe he was sentenced to death for his politi
cal opinions rather than for demanding the execution of members of the

Resistance, for visiting the eastern front, or for a relationship with Ger
mans that made him one of the great symbols of high treason.
"The Problem of Memory" was the title given by Jeannie Malige to

her preface to the memoirs of Bertrand de Jouvenel. Such a problem
does indeed exist, but in a sense quite different from that intended by
Malige, and in order to perceive its acuteness one need only read Jou

venel's famous report on his interview with Hitler in Paris-Midi of
28 February 1936 and compare its tone with that of his recollections
published in 1979.l'
In his 1936 article, Jouvenel was eager to stress the German chancel
lor's desire for peace, and he expressed his admiration for this man who

extended his hand in friendship to France. He unabashedly portrayed
Hitler as strongly attached to a "foreign policy entirely directed toward
friendship with France. " As a result of this meeting, Jouvenel wrote, "I
have to revise all my ideas about the dictator," and he added, "What,
this simple man who speaks quietly, reasonably, pleasantly, with
humor-is this the fearful mob orator who has roused the whole Ger
man people to frenzy, and in whom the whole world has seen an even
tual threat of war? . . . He laughs candidly; his face comes dose to mine.
I no longer feel at all intimidated. I also laugh. I see the features at dose
quarters, the lips that form a gay, droll smile."
But Jouvenel was not content to praise only the man: he eulogized
the entire system. Near Hitler's residence-small, simple, modern
Jouvenel noticed that the "shrubs at the corner nearest the balcony had
been trampled down, the sign of a recent outburst of popular enthusi
asm" for a regime that, he thought, was truly of the people. Jouvenel
contrasted "Nazi good-naturedness" with "Prussian formality." He ex
pressed an admiration for Nazi egalitarianism: party dignitaries and
typists fraternized in the House of the Party, and it was the doorkeeper

at the law courts who led "the corporation of the magistrature" at the
"national ceremonies on the first of May. "21
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Nothing of this is found in the six pages (including two pages of
quotations) of the chapter entitled "That Famous Interview" in Un

Voyageur dans Ie site/e. The stir caused by this article is put down to a
"machination of Ribbentrop," who "made a fool of" Pierre Lazareff's
senior reporter. As for the interview itself, it is described either as a faux

pas or as a professional obligation: "The reporter only reported what
the interviewee said. n21
One can hardly believe one's eyes, for when one considers the spirit
of this interview, the atmosphere in which it takes place, the total mes
sage it seeks to convey, and the "local color" it describes and bears in
mind the particular sensibilities of the French public and its receptivity
to certain types of argument, Bertrand de Jouvenel's reporting was no

less pro-Nazi than Robert Brasillach's reports from Nuremberg a year
later.u Moreover, this celebrated interview, with its panegyric of

nazism, which Jouvenel today claims was required by his profession,
had been sought by him in a way that leaves no doubt about either his

sentiments or his purpose. Jouvenel was closely associated with Otto
Aberz, the famous Nazi agent and specialist in German propaganda in
France, adviser to Joachim von Ribbentrop on French affairs, and fu
ture German "ambassador" to occupied Paris. Jouvenel asked him to

obtain for him a meeting with Hitler. In a letter of 22 January 1936,
Jouvenel wrote:

Dear Otto, I am here for th ree wttks. During this time, do you think we can
carry OUt our Berchtesgaden project? You know that Paris-Soir now has a circu
lation of 2,200,000. I don't need to tell you how anti-German the newspaper is.
Let's give it something, lor heaven's sake, and it will change its tone!
Give my best regards to the Baron Ribbentrop and be assured of my very
affectionate friendship. Bertrand.'"

Hitler himself was well aware of the intentions of the French journal
ist, who was at the time very active in the campaign for
a rapproche
ment with Nazi Germany, and he spoke about them in his speech at
the
Reichstag on 7 March 1936.3\

Another instructive example of the reconstruction of the period can
be seen in the way Jouvenel now emphasizes his
Jewish origins. This
former Doriotist who in the 1930s was not afraid, as
a member of the
Iitical bureau, to endorse the campaigns of the Parti Populair
e Fran
.
agamst
"Judea-Marxism," today claims to be particularly proud of
hLs status as "half Jew."J2 Fifty years ago, howeve
r, the brilliant jour
nalist bitterly reproached the left (which saw him as a
German propa-

�
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gandist)ll for risking a "new War of Rights

"

in order to defend "the

socialist widow and the Jewish orphan."14 With Pierre Orieu La
Rochelle, he traveled to Berlin to be present at a racist lecture given by
his friend before the leaders of the Hitler Youth and the Association of
National-Socialist Students.JS
At the end of 1938, jouvenel once more went to Germany, this time
to Nuremberg to cover, on behalf of the anti-Semitic journal Cringoire,
the National-Socialist Party Congress. He wrote about it in the issue of
9 September 1938, in an article whose complaisance toward the Nazi
regime was surpassed only by that of his pro-Hitler reporting, again
in Cringoire, on 10 November 1938, the day after the famous
Kristailnacht (Crystal Night). jouvenel must have written his article, "II
y a 15 ans, Hitler cchouait," commemorating the failed putsch of 1923,
a short time before the night of the pogrom in which dozens of Jews
were massacred, but neither on the day after nor at any time in the
following months did Jouvenel express any reservations concerning
nazism. On the contrary, his best-known work of the period, Apres la
de{aite, published in 1941 in praise of the Nazi spirit, was immediately
translated into German and became a widely advertised instrument of
Nazi propaganda.J'
No less interesting is the case of Thierry Maulnier. Maulnier is
coauthor of a work called L'Honneur d'etre juif, written in praise of the
Jews-"these people who prevent the world from sleeping."" The
writer, who wished to "gather up in one basket all the fabulous fruits of
the tree of Judea," came to the conclusion that "all the upheavals, meta
morphoses and mutations that have changed the face of our planet
until we have reached the other planets-had jews as their creators and
promoters. "J' This work made a "rough inventory" of the jewish ori
gins of everyone and everything of importance in the twentieth century

(one could multiply references and examples), from Picasso and Proust,
whose mothers were Jewish, to Bergson, Husserl, and joseph Kessel, to
Eisenstein, Marcuse, and Leon Blum.
Lcon Blum! What was not said about Blum in Combat, the journal
edited by Thierry Maulnier, at the time of the Popular Front? What
injury, what insult, what base insinuation, what vulgar accusation was
he spared by Maulnier's friends and collaborators, by the journals and
reviews to which Maulnier contributed? Did not Maulnier himself, in
an anicle written in the purest tradition of Ommont anti-Semirism, ad
vocate the practice of a "reasonable anti-Semitism" toward the jews,
who had "become our masters"?Maulnier was willing to exonerate the
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jews of only one accusation against them: their domination of Western
society was to be attributed not to any "premeditated designs" but to
"their cleverness in taking advantage of circumstances" and exploiting
"historical situations." Having said this, he then proceeded ro analyze
in an impartial, academic tone the various aspects of anti-Semirism:
Anti-Semitism can be approached either from the humanistic poim of view
the poim of view of historical and moral justification-or from the poim of
view of political effectiveness or revolutionary effectiveness, if you will.
"

n

These two approaches are not necessarily connected. Anti-Semitism can have a

philosophical validity (if the Jews are really a force of corruption and enslave

ment of the people) and yet have no practical application in France (if it is
impossible or very difficult to mobilize the French people against the Jews). Or,
on the other hand, ami-Semitism can be devoid of philosophical validity (if the

Jews are innocent of all the crimes of which they are accused) and yet have a

usable practical effectiveness (if anti-Semitism is a good means of crystallizing

revolutionary tendencies).

The brilliant young editor of Combat concluded, "We have no wish to
point a moral."1\1
The historian, coming half a century later, has no wish to point a
moral either. His task is to explain, nOt to moralize or make value judg
ments. However, he cannot help wondering if Thierry Maulnier's re
fusal to point a moral was not symptomatic, on the eve of the war, of a

certain state of mind and a certain outlook, and if it did not have some

thing to do with the events that overtook France such a short time
afterward.
The second reason for this process of repression, the one that has
been most often invoked and not only by political leaders like presi
dents Pompidou, Giscard d'Estaing, and Mitterrand, was the necessity
to achieve national reconciliation.
In this regard, 1947 was the crucial year: it was then that the first
taboos were broken. In April of that year, jean Paulhan, cofounder of
Les Lettres {ranqaises, the organ of the literary resistance, undertook

�he d� facto rehabilitation of his friend Marcel Jouhandeau by publish

Ing him in his Cahiers de la Pleiade. A notorious and vicious anti

�

Semi e, jouhandeau had belonged to the hard core of collaborationists,
and In September-October 1941 he had participated in the famous
Weimar meeting at which the French supercollaborationists came to
gether to promote the Nazi war effort. The spokesperson for the group

�as jacques Chardonne, an early collaborator who i n 1940 published

vltrioic articles in La Nouvelle Revue {ranqaise.40 The publication of
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Jouhandeau by Paulhan-who wanted France to be given back "aU its
voices.... 1-began the legitimization of the most notorious collabora
tors. Soon the writers among them, together with their publishers:!
regained their place in the world of letters. Jouhandeau was propelled

to the forefront of the Paris literary scene, and Henri de Montherlant
and Paul Morand became members of the Academie Franr;aise. Lucien
Rebatet, condemned to death in 1946, was republished by Gallimard in
1951. One could easily multiply such examples.
It was always through the great gateway of antibolshevism and in the
name of disengagement that the former collaborators who had been

weeded out, and those who had fled to other countries to wait for better
days, returned to respectability. Such was the case for a whole bevy of
intellectuals who, without playing a role comparable to that of Char

donne or Montherlant, had been much promoted by the German pro
paganda services in France. These services had judged the writings of
Alfred Fabre-Luce, Jouvenel, and several dozen other writers extremely
useful to the Nazi cause.]"l Thanks to the cold war, these people came
back cleared, rehabilitated, and sometimes triumphant, after having

greatly contributed to lowering the "threshold of acceptability" of the
intellectual collaboration.....

The following text of Raymond Aron, published in 1983, is charac
teristic of this state of affairs. One of the Free French from the outset,
Aron, writing in London, had condemned Montherlant, Chardonne,
and Fabre-Luce. Forty years later, however, his perspective changed
completely, and political exigencies modified his view of the past.

Today I would nor write any of these articles just as they stand. They are to be
found in the collection L'Homme contre les tyrans, published first in New York
in a series edited by Jacques Maritain, and then in Paris after rhe Liberation.
Since then, Alfred Fabre-Luce has several times analyzed the positions he
adopted between 1940 and 1944; the third volume of theJournalde France was
unknown to me when I discussed the first two. Nor had I read the introduction
to the Anthologie de la nOllUetle Europe, which da[C�s from the end of 1941, and
which in London would have angered me. Since then, we have so otten found
ourselves in the same camp that I would feel il to be tiresome to revive old
i the first rank of the virtues necessary
polemics. Renan placed forgetfulness n
for politics. I can only hope that Fabre-Luce finds forgetfulness as easy as I do."
Undoubtedly, this is a rather extraordinary example of relativism in
historical judgment, a relativism that suppOrts a vision of the 1940s as
an exceptional period to which the usual norms do not apply. The best
argument that is offered for this point of view (even Aron shares this
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predisposition) is precisely the "reconversionn to liberalism of all these
people who, through the 1930s and the Vichy period, never ceased
fighting democracy, liberalism, capitalism, and socialism, which they

regarded as aspects of the "materialist" sickness constantly eating away
at French society.
The third form taken by Vichyist apologetics is more complex and
basically relates to problems concerning the interpretation of fascism in
general and French fascism in particular. The controversy resurfaced
violently in autumn 1994: the debate that took place at that time was
not the first on the subject, but it was suddenly invested with concrete
ness and drama, being placed in a new context.
A few months earlier, in Apri1 1994, Paul Touvier, having for more
than forty years enjoyed the generous support of a section of the French
church, and having benefited from an attitude of good will on the part
of President Pompidou, had become the first French citizen to be con
demned for crimes against humanity. This condemnation implicitly sig
nified a revision of the concept of the Vichy regime prevailing for half a
century. In September the polemic was suddenly reactivated by the
appearance-attended with a fuss of which only the Latin Quarter is
capable-of the work of journalist Pierre Pean, Une Jeunesse Franftaise,
Franftois Mitte"and 1934-1 947'" This new biography, written with

the assistance of the president of the republic, investigated the past of
the chief personage of the state. There were few authentic revelations
for professional historians, who knew that Mitterrand, a genuine "na

tional revolutionalryn and a high official of the Vichy government,
joined the Resistance rather late. To discover that at the beginning of
1943 the future president, who had just been awarded the Francisque,
the Pctainist equivalent of the Legion of Honor, was still writing in the
Vichy press is hardly a surprise:'7 Readers favorable to Mitterrand
might say that the Francisque might well have been a suitable cover for
someone who was already beginning to be active in the Resistance. The
less well disposed could say that the future president's choice of the

Resistance came late in the day, that it was well after Stalingrad and
long after the Anglo-American landing in North Africa, and that in any

case, those who had been in the Resistance from the beginning were not
decorated with the Francisque.
There are several reasons why the book caused such a stir. First of
all, the public was struck by the fact that the career of the president of

�

t e Republic not only was not at all extraordinary, but was representa
tive of the intellectual and political development of a major part of the
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elite of the period. Consequently, the "banality of evil" represented by
Vichy became apparent to many French people with a new clarity.
Second, in a long televised interview the president, taking up the tradi
tional apologetic, explanatory themes, refused to assume responsibility

on behalf of the French nation for the misdeeds of the Vichy regime.
This was tantamount to saying that Vichy did not really belong to
French national history, but at the same time Mitterrand's biography

demonstrated how natural a phenomenon the Vichy regime had been
for many people of his generation. Minerrand also claimed to have
been unaware of the nature of the anti-Semitic policies of the Vichy

regime:41 Finally, the readers of this best-seller learned that their presi
dent, having for more than half a century maintained very close rela
tions with the man who had been the key figure in the deportation of
Jews to Auschwitz, still expressed his admiration for the personality of

Rene Bousquet and refused to pass moral judgment on the conduct of
his friend, indicted on 3 April 1991 for crimes against humanity"�
For an explosion of this kind to take place one had to await the

arrival of a new generation-one more demanding, more pugnacious,
and more sensitive, because it was free of the burden of the "dark
years." It was a generation that wanted to know and not to cover things

up. It was undoubtedly this new generation that was responsible for the
holding, on 1 6 July 1993, fifty-one years after the great roundup of July
1942, of the first official commemoration, presided over by the premier,

of Vichy's "racist and anti-Semitic persecutions." It was public opinion,
again, that caused the practice of placing presidential wreaths on Pe
rain's tomb to be discontinued in November 1993. But above all, this

new mentality was strikingly expressed in the indictment of Paul Tou
vier and Rene Bousquet for crimes against humanity. These two person
alities were representative, each in his way, not only of the national

revolution, but also of the way in which the political and judicial estab
lishment refused for half a century to face the reality of those difficult
years.

Secretary-general of the police in 1942-43 and directly dependent on
head of government Pierre Laval, Bousquet had in recent years become

the living symbol of the concrete results of the national revolution and
of the willingness of the Vichy regime to collaborate with Nazi Ger
many. As head of the French police, he bore direct responsibility for the
deportation of 59,000 Jews. More than four-fifths of all the deportees

were handed over to the Nazis by his force: the German police in occu
pied France were few in number and consisted of less than three thou-
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sand men. The huge roundups were carried out on Bousquet's orders
and executed by French police. In the roundup of 16 and 1 7 July 1942,
thirteen thousand people were arrested in Paris, of whom four thousand

were children. The youngest was two years old.JO
Nowadays, Bousquet's name is associated primarily with the fate of
the children, for it was on the express demand of the French authorities
that children under six, separated from their parents and exempted by

the German legislation, were also deported. The French administration
did not wish to be burdened with these orphans. Two thousand chil
dren of less than six years of age were thus sent to Auschwitz, contrary
to the wishes of the Germans themseives.H The charge of crimes against

humanity made against Bousquet on 1 March 1991 accused him of
"'having knowingly been an accomplice to the violent abduction of chil
dren in the occupied zone and the free zone, having sent telegrams on
the eighteenth, twentieth and twenty-second of August 1942 asking for
the planned measures of arrest, internment and handing-over to be ex
tended to groups in the free zone, and especially the children, who had

previously been exempted. ")2

Assassinated on 8 June 1993, Bousquet could not finally be judged,
but these facts had been well·known in 1949 when the secretary-general

of police-the right-hand man of Laval and one of the tOp civil servants
of the regime-was brought, like the other secretary-generals of the

Vichy government, before the High Court of Justice. Acquitted of
"harming national defense interests," Bousquet was declared "guilty of
infamous actions" and given the penalty, systematically applied at that
period, of five years' loss of civil rights. Then, at the same time, this

penalty was waived because he was declared to have "participated ac
tively and consistently in the resistance against the occupier."Jl Thus,
seven years after the Vel d'Hiv' (Winter Velodrome) roundup of July
1942, Rene Bousquet was consecrated a "Resistance fighter"
in the
same way as Jean Legay, his representative in the occupied zone,
and as
such directly responsible for the ruthless manner in which
the rounding
up of Jews was carried out. Dismissed from his
police function in 1945
(an administrative, not a penal measure), Legay
was rehabilitated in
1955 "'for acts of resistance."J� Twenty-four
years later, in March
1979, he was charged with crimes against
humanity, but he died in
1989 without having been judged.

Fran�ois Miuerrand was opposed to putting Bousquet on
trial again,
.
JUst as he had probably intervened indirecdy
on his behalf in 1949."
But it would be wrong to think that this was simply
a matter of friend-
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ship. Mitterrand considers Vichy to have been an exception�l period, a
. Intellectual
period in parenthesis, as it were, where even men of high
and moral caliber could tilt as easily to one side as to the other. One
could have been a Vichyist, a collaborator, or a member of the Resis
tance at different times or simultaneously and still have deserved well
from one's country. One could even have remained a Vichyist to the
end, participated in the "final solution," and served one's country w�ll.
As the president tells us: "It is unjust to judge people for errors whl�h
.
are explicable in the atmosphere of the period. "56 If the moral vahdl
?
of this statement is more than questionable, its historical Significance IS
very dear. Mitterrand is right: a considerable part of the w� r generation
was impregnated with ideas that were taken up by the natlo� al r�volu
.
tion, and they entered into the service of the regime believmg
It was
working for a national revival.
We should note what Fran�ois Daile, the president's friend in youth,
speaking of their student years in the Latin Quarter on th,e eve ? f the
. s faSCist re
war, said: "We were dose to Combat [Thierry Maulmer
view], which guided our political opinions." He continued, "At that
period, we speculated a great deal about fascism. We found . that of
. would
Mussolini and Salazar to be attractive. We thought Mussohm
not follow Hitler. We were bourgeois, Catholic students, distant from
money-matters. . . . We already knew that the war was lost, because
our armaments were as useless as our leadership. . . . We were cannon
fodder. . . . We were influenced by Gringoire and Je suis partout, and,
without being anti-Semitic, one could speak in our case of ostracism
through contamination. "$7
Mitterrand wanted to avoid the Bousquet trial, for the indictment of
this great state official-later a respected businessman and a celebrated
figure in the Parisian social scene-would rapidly have assumed the
proportions of the trial of a whole elite, a whole state apparatus, the
whole enormous administrative, cultural, judicial, military, and educa
tional machine, which, like the young Mitterrand himself, voluntarily
placed itself at the service of the dictatorship.
The case of Paul Touvier illustrates another aspect of thiS. same prob
lematic. Touvier was the head of intelligence and operations of the mili
tia in Savoy and later in the Rhone area-regions where the armed
Resistance was particularly active. Having succeeded in avoiding cap
ture, he enjoyed from the start the protection of the churc�. Thanks �o
this systematic and continuous assistance, he found refuge In many dif
ferent monasteries, and when he was finally arrested in 1989, it was in a
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monastery of integristes (supporters of pre-Vatican-II-style Catholi
cism). While Touvier was a fugitive and should have been sought by the
police, a highly placed ecclesiastical figure, Canon Duclair. petitioned
General de Gaulle to pardon him in 1963. The request was refused, but
it was granted by President Pompidou, and the pardon was issued on 23
November 1971. Meanwhile, in 1967 a statute of limitations for crimes
committed more than twenty years earlier had come into effect, and
Touvier was no longer in danger of going to prison. Why, in that case,
one may ask, was he granted a presidential pardon, which no longer
had any practical significance? Was it really-as was claimed in one of
the arguments used on behalf of Touvier and his family-to permit
Paul Touvier's children to benefit from an inheritance from their
grandfather?58
From Pompidou's point of view, the pardon was more than a hu
manitarian gesture. The act of pardoning had symbolic value and pos
sessed historical significance: "Has not the moment come to cast a veil
over the past, to forget thOSe times when the French did not like each
other, tore each other apart and even killed each other?" asked the
president of the republic in September 1971.5' Pompidou, who readily
admitted to having displayed a very cautious attitude during the Occu
pation, was-like Mitterrand and Raymond Aron-of the opinion that
forgetfulness was a political virtue and that national reconciliation had
its price. It was no doubt in order to promote forgetfulness and recon
ciliation that French state television suppressed Marcel Ophuls' s cele
brated film The Sorrow and the Pity, which appeared a few months
before Touvier's pardon, in April 1971. The film was able to appear on
the screens of French television only ten years later. In October 1990,
when Bousquet's indictment was being prepared, did not Georges Kiej
man, President Mitterrand's minister of justice, continue to speak of the
necessity of maintaining the "civil peace"?MI
The second important aspect of the official view of fascism and Vichy
revealed by the Touvier affair came to light in 1992. The law of 1964
On the imprescriptibility of crimes against humanity permitted the asso
ciations of members of the Resistance to lodge two charges against
Touvier, in 1973 and 1974. After a long legal battle, these charges led in
1989 to the arrest of the former militiaman, but, on 13 April 1992, the
Chambre d' accusation of the Parisian Court of Appeal, the equivalent
of a grand jury, declared that Touvier would not be put on trial for two
reasons: on six counts there were insufficient grounds for prosecution,
and on the seventh count, the assassination of seven Jewish hostages,
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not
for which there was enough ground for prosecution, Touvier could
be judged because his crime could not be defined as a crime against
humanity. The tribunal said that the former militiaman had not partici

pated in the execution of a scheme carried out in the name of "a state
it
that was practicing a policy of ideological hegemony!' Vichy,

claimed, "was not a totalitarian state," which means that the officials
who served it could not be classed with the officials of the Nazi state

and consequently could not be judged guilty of crimes against human
ity.�1 The court's historical analysis and its consequences caused a great
stir both in the public at large and in the ranks of professional lawyers.
The dismissal was rejected, and Touvier was finally judged and given a
life sentence on 20 April 1994.

This interpretation of the nature and significance of the National
Revolution was not invented by the Parisian Court of Appeal. It forms

an integral part of the ideas prevailing in the majority of French histo
riography and was accepted by the French public for nearly half a cen

tury. In a work of great intellectual probity published in 1987, the
historian Pierre Milza summed up the situation by demonstrating that,
in contrast to the ideas put forward in Neither Right nor Left. one finds
"a near-consensus in the history-writing of the French universities, es
pecially among the representatives of the 'new political history' school

grouped around Rene Remond . . . for whom French fascism was no
more than marginal, and who rightly believe that the Vichy regime did
not belong to the same category as those which sprang up between the

wars in Italy and Germany. "62

Indeed, for many years the interpretation whose foundations were
laid by Rene Remand in the 1950s was dominant both among the pub
lic and in French historiography. This was that France had never pro
duced an autonomous fascist tradition, and that fascism never had any
importance or significance there. It was only an importation from
abroad, a vague imitation and consequently extremely limited, without
any real hold on society. It was claimed that the Vichy regime belonged
to the counterrevolutionary tradition that began with joseph de Maistre
and continued with Charles Maurras and Action fran<;aise: "The so

called national revolution was far more of a coumerrevolution than the
revolution which the fascist movemems wished to promote," wrote Re
mand in October 1994.6J In replying in this way in Le Monde to my
analysis of Vichy, which had appeared in the journal two weeks ear

lier,'" the president of the Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques
reiterated the' ideas contained in his work published forry years before
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and regularly reprinted since that time. That work has served as a man
ual and, some say, a Bible for several generations of French srudents.6.i
Here, however, we must modify this picture somewhat. JUSt as the
indictment of Bousquet and the Touvier trial, impossible to imagine not
so long ago, was the product of a change of mentality and the appear
ance of a new generation of French people, so a new school of histo
riography has arisen in the last few years that is open to a questioning of
Remand's general thesis. This new approach implicitly recognizes the
fact that Remand's interpretation has had the effect of paralyzing his
torical investigation in France for the space of an entire generation. It
has recently found expression in two major works:
Maurice Agulhon, and I'Histoi re des

La Republique, by
Droites en France, edited by jean

Fran<;ois Sirinelli and Eric Vigne, representatives of the new genera
tion.6f; But, as Pierre Milza has shown, it is always the Rene Remond
school of "political history" that claims to speak on behalf of French
historiography. It is thus necessary for us to have a clear understanding
of its ideas.
Because he StaffS with the axiom that France never produced a fascist
ideology or a revolutionary right, Remond conceives of Vichy as an
anachronistic phenomenon without any hold on society and thus with
out any real importance. That is why, in the last edition of Les Droites

En France (1982), a work of five hundred pages, chapter six-"1940-

1944: Vichy, the National Revolution and the Right"-takes up a little
less than eight pages. That is also the reason why anti-Semitism is al
most absent from the book and hardly touched on in Remand's most
recent work, Notre Siecle, published in 1991.67 The racial laws of Octo

ber 1940 and june 1941 are not even mentioned, any more than
the
roundups, the collaboration, and other forms of repression, all of which
had the same purpose: to replace, once and for all, the idea of a
society
made up of free citizens endowed with equal rights with the theory of
the organic unity of the nation.
Anti-Semitism, however, was not merely an aberration but a political
tool of great importance. Anti-Semitism permits us
to give a concrete
reply to the only question that really matters: what
is the true nature of
the French nation? Is it a collection
of citizens, as the French Revolution
Would have it, or is it a large extended family
huddled around its
church, bound together by the cult of
its dead and connected by ties of
IOOd? It was undoubtedly this total form of
nationalism, the national
ISm of "blood and soil," that
triumphed in the summer of 1940.
Volkisch nationalism was never a monopoly of the Germans. This
type

�
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of nationalism, which regarded itself

as

an ethic, a total conception of

the politically desirable, and which sought to create a new form of rela
tionship between the individual and the collectivity, did not date only
from the defeat of 1940. This nationalism, which denied the existence
of any universal norms, which had a vision of society shut in upon itself,
came into being in France at the end of the nineteenth century and
exploded in the Dreyfus Affair. But Remond never treated the Dreyfus
Affair as constituting a whole; on the contrary, he marginalized the
political and ideological totality formed by Boulangism and anti
Dreyfusism and included it in that category without consistency or true
identity, known as Bonapartism. Thus, Remond remains captive to an
explanatory schematization that forces him to minimize the intellectual
significance of the revolutionary Right. He can only conceive of Vichy
as reactionary, dust-covered, and irrevocably turned toward the past,
and not as it was: the concretization of the French version of fascism.
Of course, if the totalitarian character of the system were to be made
absolutely indisputable, the Vichy regime would have to have been pro
vided with a single party. The nonexistence of such a single party was
the pillar of the court'S argument in favor of the nontotalitarian charac
ter of the Vichy regime. But in Italy and Germany a single-party system
was always merely a means, never an end. The Fascist and Nazi parties
were the only ones to survive, but the real power was soon concentrated
in the hands of the leader, in his capacity of head of state (e.g., Hitler) or
head of government (e.g., Mussolini). Moreover, it is an interesting fact
that Petain enjoyed a status that was both nominal and real, closer to

that of Hitler than of Mussolini. The Duce in Italy had less absolute
power than the Marshal in France: Mussolini was deposed in July 1943
by the king and put in prison with the assent of the dignitaries of the
National Fascist party. This was something that could never have hap
pened to Petain, who was answerable to nobody. In April 1944, nine

months after the fall of Mussolini, he was still being cheered in the

streets of Paris. Even if this manifestation could not be compared with
the scenes of enthusiasm that in August greeted de Gaulle, it neverthe
less demonstrates the popularity of the Marshal on the very eve of Lib
eration. Petain remained untouchable to the end.
Petain, who never had to struggle to gain power, had no need of a
party. He only needed to prohibit all parties. On the other hand, how
can one gain a true picture of the nature of the Vichy regime without

mentioning that the police repression in the nonoccupied zone was of
ten harsher than in Italy, that in many respects the Mussolini regime
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was more lenient than Petain's and that it was fifteen
years after the
fascists came to power that the racial laws were promu
lgated in Rome?
Need one add that these laws were never applied on
the Italian penin
sula with the rigor with which they were carried out in France
?
Finally, one must insist on the depth and quality of
the roots of the
national revolution. A serious ideological analysis of the
national revo
lution leads necessarily to the conclusion that the Vichy
regime un
doubtedly carried out the ideological and political
program found not
only in Boulangism and anti-Dreyfusism, in the work
of Barres and
Maurras, but also in that of Renan and Taine. Anyone
who attempts an
analysis of the legislation of the Vichy regime, anyone
who seeks to
study the rationale of the national revolution, will quickl
y discover that
this was only a case of applying the principles contained
in Renan's La

Re{orme Intellectuelle et Morale de fa France, Taine's Origines
de la
France Contemporaine and Histoire de fa Litterature Anglaise
(one of

the earliest examples of social Darwinism), and Barres
' theory of the
Soil and the Dead. U
Like alhhe other European national revolutions. the
national revolu
tion in France did nOt appear out of a void. The Vichy
regime was heir
to a long tradition that was both indigenous and
European: it repre
sented the revolt of an intellectual and political
France that had never
accepted the philosophy of ideological modernity.
In concrete terms,
this revolt, as expressed at the turn of the
century, in Boulangism and
anti-Dreyfusism, took the form of a rebellion
against liberal democracy.
As in Italy and Getmany, this rebellion
against the "materialism" of the
Enlightenment, whether in its bourgeois
or proletarian form, had an
undoubted attractiveness for a large sectio
n of the educated classes. It
was the seductiveness of this antim
aterialism, very often amounting to a
real fascist temptation, that expla
ins the sympathy of the majority of
Italian intellectuals for the young
movement led by Mussolini, and of a
great part, of the German
academic world first for the "Conservative
evolutionn School and later for
nazism. A large number of French
�ntel1ectuals did not behave very differently in 1940. The
new regime
Immediately gained the
support of the elites: those elites who, throu
gh
the 1930s, had been favorably
disposed to the great "antimater
Ialist" revolt and proc
laimed their rejection of what in certa
in noncon
formist circles was calle
d "the established disorder," which
was nothing
other than democra
cy.
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Introduction

The purpose of this book is to ancmpt an analysis of fascism as it is
reflected in French society. It aims to grasp the nature of a particular
political phenomenon, to reconstruct an ideology, to apprehend the
characteristics of a certain spirit and outlook, as they were manifested
in the proving ground of France. France. as it happens, offers especially
suitable conditions for such an endeavor, since the fascist period in
France was marked by movements and ideologies but not by a fascist
regime. For it is before coming to power, before pressures and compro
mises have transformed them into governmental groups like all the
others, that ideologies and movements may be discovered in their purest
form. The nature of a political ideology always emerges more clearly in
its aspirations than in its application.
It was in France that the radical right soonest acquired the essential
characteristics of fascism, and it was in France. also, that this process
was most rapidly completed-on the eve of the outbreak of the Great
War. The term did not exist yet, but the phenomenon existed, complete
with a solid conceptual framework. To become a political force, it re
quired only the proper social and economic conditions: widespread un
employment, an impoverished middle class, a terrorized petite bour
geoisie. The rise of the fascist ideology in France cannot he ascribed to
the war alone, and even less to the triumph of Mussolini in Italy or of
nazism in Germany. To be sure, in France also the war played an in6nitely important role in producing the psychological, economic, and so
dal conditions in which fascist ideas could be transformed into a politi

cal force, hut neither with regard to the people involved nor with regard
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to movements and ideologies was the war the complete break it is gener
ally thought to have been.
If the rise of fascism cannot be ascribed to the war, it can be said that,

all things considered, fascism was the product both of a crisis in liberal
democracy and of a crisis in socialism. It was a rehellion against bour
geois society, its moral values, its political and social structures, its way
of life. Fascism thus seems an expression of a rupture signaling a crisis of
civilization, and for that reason fascism, although it drew sustenance
from the crisis of Marxism, was no mere reflection of or reaction to
Marxism, but on the COntrary a phenomenon with considerable intel
lectual independence.
Fascism and Marxism have one point in common: both want the de
struction of the old order of things that gave rise to them and its replace
ment with new political and social structures. In this respect the fascist

ideology is a revolutionary ideology, even if it does not wish to impair all
the traditional economic structures, and even if it intends to strike at

capitalism and not at private property or the idea of profit. In a bour
geois society practicing liberal democracy, an ideology that glorifies the
state to such a degree as to identify it with the nation and regards poli

tics as so important as to make the state the sale arbiter of social life and
spiritual values, an ideology that considers itself, when all is said and
done, the very antithesis of liberalism and individualism, is a revolution
ary ideology. An ideology that propounds an organic society is bound to
be unsympathetic to political pluralism, just as it can only reject the
more blatant forms of social injustice.
The very term fascism has to be examined. Indeed, few terms in the
political vocabulary have been more employed than this one, and yet
few contemporary political concepts are so fluid and so ill defined. In its
most limited sense the term refers simply to the Italian political regime
of the interwar period, but it can also be employed as a banal term of
political invective-being regarded, in that case, as the supreme insult,
to be used against any political adversary whatsoever.
Thus, very few major political figures of the twentieth century have
not been somebody's fascists at one time or another, and even fewer

have been the political movements to which this epithet has not at some
time been applied. What, then, is fascism and who is a fascist when the
socialists are "social fascists" to the communists, and when Italian con
servatives, Prussian Junkers, and French Croix de Feu are in turn con

sidered "fascists" by the ,::ery people who are regarded as fascists by the
onhodox Marxists?
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Even today, when some excellent works enable us to understand the
fascist phenomenon with a clarity that was scarcely possible previously,
there is still no definition that is generally acceptable or regarded as uni
versally valid.' In comparison with socialism or communism, fascism
remains a relatively unexplored subject, and its very heterogeneity only
serves to obscure still further a political idea that is already ambiguous
enough. In the interwar period, fascism-which, among other things,
was a form of extreme nationalism and hence of particularism-was as
widespread in the great industrial centers of western Europe as in the
undeveloped countries of eastern Europe and was as attractive to the
leading intellectuals of the time as to illiterate peasants. Thus, without
any clearly defined social foundation, fascism seems to lack consistency,
texture, or even any real existence, and, moreover, its intellectual ori
gins are vague and confusing. As a result, some authorities reasonably
enough doubt the possibility of ever arriving at a conception of fascism
that can satisfy the requirements of scientific precision,! while others,
unwilling to face the problem, less reasonably deny the very existence of
fascism.J
But are the problems any less serious where democracy or socialism
is concerned? Are they not, on the contrary, inherent in any effort of
conceptualization necessary for a real knowledge of history? And are
not the concepts themselves too broad for the words that are intended
to convey them? There is obviously no single example in history that
corresponds to a "model" or "ideal type" (in the Weberian sense of the

term) of democracy, socialism, or communism. Much the same applies
to fascism: Italy in the twenties or thirties could not claim to be an

.'

"ideal' fascist state any more than the Part! Populaire Fran�is (PPF),
.
the British Union of Fascists, or the Legion of the Archangel Michael
was an ideal fascist party.

Compared to comm nism or ocialism, however, fascism has one
�
�
fundamental weakness: It lacks a smgle source comparable to
Marxism.
If communism and socialism have very diverse and often
opposing
and
.
a�ta Ontstic regional variations, these variations are
always contained
�
wlthm the framework of Marxism. In the case of fascism,
such a frame
work does not exist, and the historian has to try to discern
the common
.
denominator or hfaSClst
. minimum
.
'" shared not only by the various por!tIcal movements and ideologies that
claimed to be fascist but also by
those that disclaimed th ti le but nevertheless
belonged to the family.
.
�
With regard to faSCist Ideology as such, the difficultie
s are even
greater. For a very long period. i t was usual
[0 regard fascism either as
.

�
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entirely lacking a system of ideas or as having rigged itself out, for par
tisan purposes, in the semblance of a doctrine that could not be taken
seriously and that did not deserve even the minimum of consideration
given to the ideas of any other political movement. This attitude was
perhaps not always unconnected with a basic refusal to see fascism as
anything else than a mere accident of European history: to admit that it
had intellectual substance would have meant granting it an importance
in the history of our time that people on both the left and the right, for
similar or contrary reasons, were unwilling to allow it. To admit that
fascism was anything other than a simple aberration, an accident, an
outburst of collective folly, or a phenomenon that could be explained
simply by the economic crisis, to observe that in nearly all the European
countries there existed homespun fascist movements that were not
simple imitations or caricatures of the Italian movement, to concede
that the armed bands of Rome and Bucharest, Paris and London, Berlin
and Vienna were backed by a body of doctrine no less logically defen
sible than that of the democratic or liberal parties, and to recognize, fi
nally, that the ideas put forward did not belong only to the rejects of
society-the dregs of the great European capitals-manipulated by
international high finance would have required the revision of a whole
scale of values, of a whole chain of reasonings. This they were not will
ing to do.s
In this connection, it must be said that the official Marxist interpreta
tion of the history of the interwar period, whereby fascism is alleged to
have been merely the tool of monopolistic capitalism and its ideology a
mere rationalization of imperialist interests, was a major obstacle to a
comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon. For a long time, the
idea that fascism could have been a mass movement possessing an ide
ology that reflected the realities and contradictions of modern society
was inconceivable and hence indefensible for anyone who did not wish
to be regarded as an "objective" ally of fascism. For many years, histo
rians could only reflect an attitude that, however reassuring to a large
section of public opinion, could only hinder any attempt at a deeper ex
amination of a major phenomenon of our time.
The present analysis of fascism in France covers the period from the
end of the nineteenth century to just after the fall of the Third Republic.
It begins at a time when the term fascism did nOt yet exist, about thirty
years before the appearance on the political scene, first in Italy and then
in France, of the first movements to describe themselves as fascist; it
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ends with the collapse of liberal democracy in France, at the very mo·
rnent when these movements appeared to be victorious, although in fact
this period was far more the beginning of the end of fascism than its
culmination. It was during this period that the French fascist move
mentS lost their autonomy, and thereafter they were condemned to
evolve in an inauthentic environment; for even if the ideological col
laboration of Jacques Doriot, Deat, and Bucard with the Germans was a
logical and natural conclusion of their development, it took place in spe
cial conditions, under the shadow of the Nazi victory, amid all the be
trayals and acts of treachery that the defeat of 1940 entailed.
With regard to the origins of fascism the late 1880s are the necessary
point of departure. It is then that one can first clearly discern the signs of
an intellectual evolution without which fascism could never have come
into being. It is then that one first finds a synthesis of a new kind of
nationalism and a certain type of socialism, a synthesis that Georges
Valois as well as Pierre Drieu La Rochelle, Paul Marion, Mussolini,
Giovanni Gentile, and Oswald Mosley recognized as the very essence
of fascism. These, indeed, were the years of incubation of the fascist
phenomenon. An examination of this period reveals the national roots
of French fascism, its intellectual independence with regard to other fas
cist movements, and the intrinsic quality of fascism as a universal phe
nomenon that found expression in various national movements. This
period also bears witness to the rapidity with which fascist ideology
matured, and to the continuity of this school of thought in France and in
twentieth-century Europe.
To be sure, fascism never succeeded in coming to power in France: the
traditional right was sufficiently powerful there to be able to look after
its own interests. That was the case everywhere in Europe: the fascists
never really succeeded in shaking the foundations of the bourgeois
order. In Paris, Vichy, Rome, and Vienna, in Bucharest, London, Oslo,
and Madrid, the conservatives were perfectly conscious of the difference
between the fascists and themselves and were not deceived by a propa
ganda that sought to place them in the same category. Admiral Horthy,
generals Antonescu and Franco, King Victor Emmanuel, and Belgian
and British conservatives like Colonel-Count Fran�ois de La Rocque,
Marshal Petain, and Pierre-Etienne Flandin were
aware that Fer
e�cz Szalasi, Corneliu Zelea Codreanu, and Jose well
Antonio, Mussolini,
�n Degrelle, and Mosley, like Doriot, Deat, Bucard, Drieu, and Bra
sillach, represented a movement and a mentality that they accepte
d only
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owing to the force of circumstances. In fact, neither of these twO groups
permitted the confusion to continue: each side rid itself of the other as
soon as the opportunity arose.
In France, the traditional right was so firmly entrenched that no revo
lutionaries could upset it, and it never found itself in the extreme situa
tion, which overtook conservatives elsewhere, of having to place itself in
the hands of the fascists. But the French traditional right did not have [0
call in the fascists for the excellent reason that when the time came, it
revealed itself [0 be much more vigorous and readier for revolutionary
changes than most of its counterparts in other countries. lbe French
traditionalists were not fascists in the strict sense of the term, but they
were not conservatives either. In many respects, the traditionalists who
reached power in the summer of 1940 were also genuine revolutionaries,
no less so than the famous German school of "conservative revolution."
Nevertheless, the long struggle between the right and fascism-between
all the right-wing factions and all the fascists-remains one of the most
fascinating and least-known chapters in French politics in the period be
tween the creation of Georges Valois's Faisceau in the middle of the
twenties and Marcel Deat's campaign for the founding of a totalitarian,
single-party system during the first months of the Vichy regime.
That conflict did not go back only to the interwar period; it came
into being with the appearance, at the end of the nineteenth century, of a
radical, popular, and socialistically inclined right, which heralded and
prepared the way for the fascism of the twenties and thirties. This pre
fascism (which ideologically was already a mature form of fascism) im
mediately clashed with the conservative right; their collaboration on
specific issues for particular purposes cannot conceal their essential op
position. Indeed, this latent antagonism only needed a suitable oppor
tunity in order to break out violently into the open. The traditional, lib
eral, and conventional right played the same role toward prefascism and
then toward fascism itself that social democracy plays toward commu
nism in times of extreme crisis.
The study of fascism in France is particularly interesting for other
reasons as well. First, one should mention the remarkably high intellec
tual standard of French fascist literature and thought. Apart from the
work of Gentile, nowhere else in Europe was there a body of fascist
ideological writings of comparable quality. Next, it should be pointed
out that, in addition to the mystical, irrational, romantic, and emo
tional side of fascism, French fascism had a "pianist," technocratic, one
might say almost "managerial" aspect. This important but often ne-
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�ecte.d aspect of fascism grew out of the crisis of socialism of that pe_

riod, Itself the result of the incapacity of Marxist thought to respond to
the challenge presented by the crisis of capitalism. More than anywhere
else, every conceivable kind of fascist sect, clique, and group flourished
in France. This multiplication of schools and tendencies no doubt con
tributed a great deal to the political ineffectiveness of French fascism
but it also attests to its ideological richness and irs potential. Fascist in:
fluence in France was much deeper and far more groups were affected
than is generally believed or recognized.
Speaking of that time of preparation, the period before the First
World War, Bertrand de Jouvenel was right enough when he said, a
quarter of a century later, "Historians of the future will ask if France
were it not for the explosion of August 1914, would not have been th�
first country to have a national revolution.'"
This celebrated imellectual of the PPF, and great admirer of Mussolini
and Hitler, was not the only observer of the French political scene dur
ing that period to ask questions of this kind. His colleague, Drieu La
Rochelle, even made a preliminary comribution to an answer:

Undoubtedly, when one looks back on that period, one sees that certain de
�ents of a fascist atmosphere came to ethe in France around 1913, before they
did elsewher�. There were young people from various classes of society who
were filled With a love � heroism and violence, and who dreamed of fighting
�h�t they called the eVil on twO fronts-capitalism and parliamentary so
Cialism-and who were imila ly disposed toward both. There were I think
people in Lyons who called themselves socialist-royalists or somethi;g of tha;
natu�e. marriage of nationalism and socialism was already being envisaged.
. the groups surround
Yes, In France. In
ing the Action Franc;aise and Piguy' there
was already a nebulous form of fascism.'

g
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A simi ar opinion was expressed by Pierre Andreu, a Sorelian
J.�I.�ed the PPF. In 1936 he published in Combat, a journal for who
fas
�IStIC�lIy inclined imel1ecmals, an article with a self-explanatory tide:
FaSCiSm 1913." In this article he described the coming together, just
b�fo�e 1914, of the outer wingof the Action Fran�ai
se and Sorelian syndica
lism
·
"
um
t
e
d
"
In
t
h
elr
d
etestatlo
"
n
0
f
liberal
"
democra
cy, intellectual.
Ism, and' bourgeois culture. After
giving an account of this meeting, he
advocated a return to the source of national socialism and a renewal of
t�e for�er alliance between the santilib
eral and antibourgeois right and
t e antidemocratic left. Andreu went to
trouble of unearthing the
. .
old Ief(1st writings of Charles Maurras,· the
and
compared the killings
ordered by Clemenceau at Dravcil in 1908 tohethe
events of February
"

"\
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1934. It is always the same bourgeois, democratic, liberal Republic, he
said, that fires on the people: on 6 February it killed the veterans, and
on the nimh it sent the police against the workers.'
Likewise, the writers of

Combat who, throughout the year that saw

the rise and victory of the Popular Front, had praised Georges Sorel and
the Cerde Proudhon for having sought an alliance of the "revolutionary
force" with the "force of national restoration" 10 reaffirmed that tradi·
tion, advocating the same kind of synthesis. They undoubtedly repre
sented a similar school of thought with the same ideals, the same loy
alties, the same mentality. The figures they admired were not only Sorel,
Maurice Barres, and Maurras but also Charles Peguy, the Marquis de La
Tour du Pin, and Pierre�Joseph Proudhon. This form of fascism, already
fully developed, was infinitely more subtle, more cultured, more sophis�
ticated than the simplistic approach of Gustave Herve in

La Victoire or

the brutality of Je suis partout. 1t was a fascism of people who do not die
the violent death of agitators and rabble�rousers but end their days as
members of the Academie Fran�aise. It is precisely this ordered, elegant,
intellectual quality that has caused some authorities to doubt if this par�
ticular school of thought was authentically fascist. At any rate, there is
no doubt that by the time it reached its full development this "salon fas�
cism" was already wdl established in the French political tradition, and
on the eve of Munich and the great collapse of 1940 its hour seemed to
have arrived.
Long before the time of Orieu and Andreu, however, in the days
when he founded the Faisceau, Georges Valois had already declared,
"We find all we need here at home." II Philippe Barres likewise replied to
the opponents of the Faisceau who tried to "make out that the doctrines
of fascism are essentially Italian" that "they are French." Il Valois was
quite correct in claiming that it was Barres, the author of Les Deracines
and

L'Appel au sofdat, the Boulangist deputy for Nancy, the militant

nationalist of the tum of the century, who had "had a premonition of
fascism and first given expression to it" and "who had been the first to
envisage the possibility and the necessity of fUSing socialism with na�
tionalism," and he called Barres's

La Cocarde "the first fascist jour�

nal."IJ Valois repeated this idea at every opportunity, and the careful
reader of Barres will not fail to acknowledge the correctness of this
claim of kinship on the part of the founder of the Faisceau. He had gone
over

Scenes et doctrines du nationafisme with a fine�tooth comb and

come to the conclusion that Barres had foreseen and fo�etold the vast
operation begun in Europe after the First World War." Fifteen years
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later, in the months preceding the second war that that generation was
to experience, Rene Vincent, writing in Combat, the most sophisticated
and the most Barresian of the fascist reviews of the thirties, insisted on
the unquestionable timeliness of Barres. Praising his work Leurs figures

in his article, "Retour a Barres," Vincent spoke of the tremendous influ�
ence of this great writer on the youth of the period before the First
World War." Jean de Fabregues also spoke of this,'" and two years previ�

ously Drieu had invoked the authority of Barres as one who, "like us,
wished to fuse all the French traditions."'7 Even Doriot looked back to

Barres, >I and dozens of texts written by the intellectuals of the PPF seem
to have flowed directly from the pen of the national�socialist militant of
the turn of the century.

Together with Barres, the other great influential writer was Sorel,
"the intellectual father of fascism."!� "In assimilating and transcending
democracy and socialism,"lo wrote Valois, Sorel achieved something
that, in his opinion, provided the basis and formed the originality of fas
cism and distinguished it from Leninism: the capacity to mobilize not
only the proletariat but also the bourgeoisie and to call fonh the com�
bined vitality and energies of these two generally hostile classes. In Va

lois's opinion, the peculiarity of fascism was precisely this capacity to
transcend contradictions, to mobilize energies, and to inspire the bour
geoisie to use its social and economic activities for the greamess of the

country and the benefit of the community as a whole. He thought it one
of the glories of fascism that it had adopted Sorel's idea that an active,
demanding proletariat gave back the bourgeOisie its creative energy. A
fully expanding modern economy could not, without risk of a total col
lapse such as the Soviet Union had recently experienced, forgo one of its
main supponing elements. Therefore, one ought not to suppress the
ourgeoisie but to utilize it, not to empty it of its substance but to place

�

It under the direction of a syndicalist and corpora
tist state, a national
state founded on "a close alliance with the workin
g people"l! and
capable of imposing the national will on econom
ic forces.
Like Valois, who wanted to revive the experim
ents of the Cercle
Pr udhon on a much larger scale, the
rebels of the thirties, such as
Dneu and Maulnier, faced with the Popula
r Front, dreamed of "the re
newal of French society and the binh
of a new world." They asked
whether what had been possible before
the war and its carnage had de
stroyed the hope of bringing together
"the least corrupt element of the
revolutionary force" and "the force of
national restoration" was still
Possible in their own rime, and their answer was positiv
e. Such an al�

�
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liance, (hey believed, was always possible and feasible, and it was neces·
sary for the future of the nation and of civilization, for it represented a
"desire to assure a better future for oppressed and depredated classes,

and a desire to restore grandeur and order to the nation. There can be 3
valid French order only if no Frenchman is excluded from it, and there

can be a strong society only if all partake of its benefits."ll
This idea was repeated by rhe radical, revolutionary fascist fight
throughout the half century between Boulangism and the Vichy revolu

tion. Not only did the ideas not change, but evcn the style and vocabu
lary remained the same.

For the rebels against the established order of the interwar period, the
alliance of the Sorelians and Maurrassians was the prototype of an

ideal synthesis, the only one that could break the republican consensus
and counteract the collusion "between the revolutionary leaders, the
politicians and the financiers." u From the Blanquists in the days of Bou

langism to the former Maurrassians, socialists, and communists who
opposed the Popular Front, this was how all of them defined the republi
can consensus. Because he had condemned social democracy more vio
lently than anyone else, seeing it as the cornerstone of a system based on

the acceptance by the proletariat of the rules of liberal democracy, the
"old proletarian fighter" Sorel seemed, when social democracy tri
to be the prophet of any future attempt
umphed in the summer of
to destroy this unnatural alliance, to gain the adherence of "the forces

1936,

today led astray by wordy, political and corrupt socialism."24
It was in order to attempt to put the national-socialist synthesis into
practice that the Maurrassians and revolutionary syndicalists founded

1911.

This circle was undoubtedly
the Cerde Proudhon in December
one of the most significant developments bequeathed by the prewar gen
eration to the generation that came out of the trenches. Led by Georges

Valois, a Maurrassian who was for�erly an anarchist and later a fascist,
and the revolutionary syndicalist Edouard Berth, who after the war

drew near to communism, the Cerde Proudhon brought together those
nationalists and syndicalists who believed that "democracy was the
greatest error of the last century," because it allowed the most abomi

nable exploitation of the workers and the setting up of the capitalist re
gime, and thus a substitution of the "laws of gold for the laws of blood,"

and that, accordingly, "if one wishes to preserve and to augment the
moral, intellectual and material capital of civilization, it is absolutely
necessary to destroy the democratic institutions."u
The Ccrcle Proudhon was the culmination of several years of tentative
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efforts, the concrete expression of a type of political thought that had
already reached maturity by
It was in August of that year that
Sorel published his

1909.

La Deroute des mufles in Italy-a work in which he

presented the Action Fran�aise as the movement that was to put an end
to the reign of stupidity in France. Four months later, when Terre fibre, a
national-syndicalist and anti·Semitic journal, began to appear, Sorel
published

La RelJofution dreyfusienne, one of the most powerful indict

ments that had been written of the coalition that had emerged from the

1910, in an impressive artkle in L'Action
franfaise entitled "Le Reveil de I'ame fran�aise," Sorel praised the work
famous affair. On 14 April

of Peguy, another former Dreyfusard, who had JUSt published Le Mys.

tere de fa cbarite de Jeanne d'Arc.

The aim of the Cerde Proudhon, wrote Valois, was to provide "a
common platform for nationaliStS and leftist antidemocrats."l6 Placing
itself under the authority of Proudhon, it also took inspiration from
Sorel-two great thinkers who had "prepared the meeting of the two
French traditions that had opposed each other throughout the nine
teenth century: nationalism and authentic socialism uncorrupted by de.
mocracy, represented by syndicalism."l7

The founders of the Cerde saw Sorel as the truest disciple of Proud.
hon. They admired his anti-intellectualism, his antiromanticism his
dislike of Kant, his Bergsonism, and his contempt for bourgeois an lib.

d

eral values, democracy, and parliamentarianism. Thus, Gilbert Maire
stressed the great difference between a syndicalism based on 3n authen

tic Marxism, "a philosophy of arms and not of heads" that "saw the
s cial revolution in a mystical light," and a democratic Dreyfusar
d so
.
clahsm,
a socialism of unnatural atJiances.lI The Maurrassians wel
comed Sorel so gladly because he enabled them to invoke Marx
against
ean Ja res, the interests of the proletariat against the solidarity
of the
,r publlCan
defense," syndicalism against socialism, and the new social
�
s.'lences against Rousseau, the eighteenth century,
democracy, and
liberalism.
In place of the bourgeois ideology and as an
alternative to democratic
sO�ialism, the Cerde Proudhon propounded
a new ethic suited to the
alhance °f natlOna
.
I'Ism and synd'IcaI'Ism, those "two synthesizing and
convergent movements, one
at the extreme right and the other at the
extr me left, that have begun
the siege and the assault on democracy." u
�
Their solution was thus intended as
a complete replacement of the lib
er 1 order. They wished
to create a new world-virile heroic pessi�
•
•
.
mistiC
, and puntaDi
"
caI-based on the sense of duty and sacrifice: a

�

!

�
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world where a morality of warriors and monks would prevail. They
wanted a society dominated by a powerful avant-garde. a proletarian
elite, an aristocracy of producers, joined in an alliance against the deca
dent bourgeoisie with an intellectual youth avid for action. When the
time came, it would not be difficult for a synthesis of this kind to take on
the name of fascism.
For the generation of the thirties, the values of this synthesis arrived
at before the war lay precisely in its total negation of democracy, of the
French Revolutionary principles of the law of numbers, in its cham
pionship of youth, of activitistic minorities, of heroic values, in its con
stant campaigns against hoth large-scale capitalism and bourgeois cu\
ture, and in its merciless attacks on conservatives. "Conservative, now
there's a word that is bad from the stan," said Thierry Maulnier, ad
dressing the object of his indictment. "We are not the splendid young
people that have been hoped for," he continued, "the

milice sacree that

the traditional right hopes will arise so that it will be able to prolong the
age of horses and carriages, to defend Tradition, Property, Family, Mo
rality, and, with a bit of luck, to revive the happy period of our conser
vatives' boyhood, the period when one still had servants."JO
Far from it: this new, vigorous, revolutionary young party rose up
with all its strength against both the socialist and democratic left and
the bourgeois right, that "party of blindness, timidity, passivity, fear and
egoism." This "new militia," for the first rime since, at the turn of the
century, it confronted the left "with ambitions, not regrets, not with the
past but with the future," now saw its time arrive: "It had fought . . .
and in certain foreign countries, after the war, it triumphed." That was
the clearest lesson that the generations of 1890 and 1914 had to offer the
French youth of the 1930s. Maulnier now summed up this experience
and launched an appeal:

It is once more time to begin, like the prewar syndicalists, to combat both the
political and the social forms of the regime, for they are inseparable. Today un
scrupulous politicians mobilize crowds of workers in defense of the political re
gime that permits and necessitates their enslavement. It is not inappropriate to
remind these imposters that the birth of the First Republic coincided with the Le
Chapdier law that delivered up the workers defenselessly w capitalist exploita
Tion; it is not inappropriate to remind them that the Second Republic came to
birth in the blood of the June insurgents, and the Third Republic in the blood of
the Commune. The Blums and the Jouhaux have forgonen this rather tOO easily.
The democratic Republic, whether the first, second, or third of that name,
can only be for us the great enemy of the people, the symbol of its centuries-old
oppression and the massacres that ensured it. h is against this blood-filled idol,
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it is agai�st capitalist democracy itself and against all the parties,
down to (he
commUnists, that, depending on it, become its defenders, that
one mUSt direct
(he battle.
Democracy and capitalism are one and the same evil: they can
only be over
thrown �ogether. A regenerated narion, a better furure, a flouris
hing peace can
only sperng up on their ruins. The people do not have to defend
the real l"b
1 er
lies: [hey still have to win them.J'
_

One finds these ideas, developed by the rebels
of the turn of the cen
tury, advocated by all the members of the interwar gener
ation of fascists:
as much by Valois, Herve, Jouvenel, Jean-Pierre Maxe
nce, Drieu, Brasil
lach, and the hundreds of intellectuals around them
as by the agitators
and killers, Bucard's followers, Joseph Darnand's
militia
men, the anti
.
emltes of Henry Coston and Louis Darquier de Pellep
oix, and the linle
.
lournallsts of La Solidariti franftaise or Le Franciste.
One finds this same continuity of ideas in 8erger
y's La Fleche and
Deat.'s La Vie socialiste. Indeed, the latter, a theore
tical monthly journal
pubhshed by the right wing of the Section Fran�
aise de l'lnternationale
Ouvriere (S.FI?), he French socialist party, seeme
d to revive the "pure
,
French sOC1ahs
� of the former Revue socia/isfe directed by Benoit
Malo . which Edouard Drumont had appro
ved of and which was very
much In the Proudhon tradition, violently anti-M
arxist and often anti
Semitic. Immediarely after the split in the SFIO
in July 1933-a split that
.
led to the fficlal
emergence of neosocialism_the "neos" expou
nded
the same kmd of voluntarist, anti-Marxist
socialism, rooted in an old
"truly French" tradition, associated with
the names of Proudhon Sorel
Malon, Georges Renard, and Gustave Roua
net.JZ They had
uch i
comm n with the leader of frootism,
Bergery, whose departure (at the
same tlme as Jouvenel's) from the
Radical party and development to
ward a very "left-wing" form of fascis
m seems like a repetition of the
evolt of the old Boulangists who had
come out of radicalism. Indeed,
Ike A[fr�d Naquet, Charles-A
nge Laisant, and Henri Michelin-for
mer parllamenrary radicals, all
situated on the extreme left of the politi
cal spectrum, who becam
e Boulangists-Bergery and Jouvenel
asked
only one thing of the party:
the fulfillment of its promises the carry
ing
Out of the old radical pro
'
gram.
To a onsiderable degree, the generation
of 1930 returned to the pre
oc upatlOns of the gene
ration of 1890, somewhat increasing
�
their scope
It
true that, in the interve ing years
, the fundamental problems ha
�
hardly changed: the .
Victory In the First World War had
obscured them
fOr a moment, but the
worldwide crises of the twenties and thirti
es only

�

�

�

�

�
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made them worse. Moreover, the European or even global character of
these crises-the revolutionary crisis of the early twenties, the economic
and financial crisis at the end of that decade, the international crisis and
drift toward war throughout the thirties-created a state of unrelieved
tension that made some say that "crisis is endemic to society" and
others that this was a crisis of the old and obsolete, a structural crisis,
a "total" crisis: a crisis of capitalism, of bourgeois society, of liberal
democracy. Both trends, in their own way, took up the same battle that
had been fought by the generation of 1890: from the first stirrings of
Boulangism to the death thrOts of the Third Republic, it was the essen
tial nature of a society, of a way of life, of a civilization that had been
called into question.
Thus, at the beginning of the twentieth century, France was a kind of
laboratory in which the original political syntheses of our time were cre
ated. It was in France also that the first battles took place between the
liberal system and its opponents. Similarly, it was in France that one saw,
in Boulangism, the first attempt at a fusion of nationalism and social
radicalism. It was in France, again, that one saw both the first right
wing mass movements, such as the Ligue des Patriotes, the Ligue Anti
semitique, and the Jaune movement, and the first of those left-wing
trends, such as Herve's and Hubert Lagardelle's, that ended by leading
their adherents co the threshold of fascism. Products of a crisis of liber
alism-one of the gravest Europe had known-these currents of thought
finally met on the eve of the First World War. The fascist spirit had now
reached maturity. It was in France, finally, that one saw, on a scale com
parable only to that seen in Italy before 1918, a phenomenon that one
must take into account if one wishes to understand fascism: the shift to
the right of elements that were socially advanced but fundamentally op
posed to liberal democracy.
Regarding these, it should be pointed out that in France the sources
of the fascist movement, as well as its leaders, were to be found as much
on the left as on the right of the political spectrum, and often more to
the left than to the right. To be sure, this was also the case elsewhere in
Europe. Thus, the fascist positions of the labor minister Oswald Mosley
in Great Britain and the group of Italian revolutionary syndicalists sur
rounding Mussolini and the warm welcome given nazism by Henri De
Man, president of the Parti Ouvrier Belge (rOB), parallel the reactions
of the Doriotist militants, of Deat's followers, and of certain of Bergery's
collaborators. The tradition was an old one, extending from the ex
treme left-wing radicals of the time of Boulangism, to Sorel, Lagardelle,
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and Herve, to Deat, Doriot, and the thousands of ex-socialists and ex
communists who surrounded them. No other communist party lost as
many members of its political bureau to a fascist party as the French one
did. From the period of Boulangism right up to the time of the Collabo
ration, the French left never ceased to augment the ranks of the right
wing and even extreme right-wing parties, of the prefascist and already
fully fascist movements. This was one of the recurring factors in French
political life, and one of the main constituent elements of French
fascism.

The wish to break with the liberal order was the connecting link be
tween the Boulangist rebellion of the Blanquists, the former Commu
nards, and the extreme left-wing radicals and the fascistically inclined
or already fully fascist revolt of the neosocialists, the frontists, and the
PPF. For both of these groups what really mattered was not
the nature of
the revolution but the very fact of a revolution. For both of these groups
the nature of the regime that succeeded liberal democracy manered
much less than ending liberal democracy. This total rejection of the es
tablished order motivated one of the most important factors in the rise
of fascist ideology: the transition from left to right. For if, throughout
Europe, the extreme left was the traditionally revolutionary element, it
soon became clear that the supposedly subversive character of socialism
was largely theoretical. Each in turn and in its own manner, the various
socialist movements all took the social-democratic path of compromise
with the established order. In France, the Dreyfus affair only confirmed
this tendency by consecrating an alliance between socialism and the
bourgeois center for the defense of democracy. In deciding to join forces
with the liberal bourgeoisie, French socialism initiated a policy that it
was to pursue continuously throughout the twentieth century.
This shift from left to right occurred in three successive generations.
At the end of the 1880s some Blanquists, a number of Comm
unards, and
some radicals of the extreme left turned to Boulangism, princi
be
caus� they saw it as a means of overthrowing the liberal, bourgpally
Re
eois
�ubt.c. The regime, for which this was the first great confrontation, then
Included the possibilists among its supporters. For the first time in the
history of European politics, the right wing the socialist movement
entered into an alliance with the liberal centeofr. The
system of alliances
bern:een moderates, like the process of integrating socia
l democracy into
the hberal system, came into being at that time and lasted
for more than
half a century,H just as a synthesis between social radicalism
and na-
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tional radicalism came into being during the Boulangist and nationalist
revolt of the last years of the century. The "leftists" of the time-Henri
de Rochefort, Ernest Granger, Ernest Roche, Laisam, Naquet-at

tacked the failings of bourgeois society, while the nationalists of Paul
Derou)ede's circle and the Ligue des Patriates assailed the weaknesses of
parliamentary democracy. All the members of these groups, whatever
their differences, agreed that liberalism was the main enemy.
The second generation in which this shift to the right took place em

barked on this process on the eve of the Great War. For some of its mem
bers the war had little effect on the process; for others it merely speeded
it up. Four names represent the second group: Sorel, Berth, Lagardelle,

and Herve-participants in the theoretical activity of Le Mouvement
socialiste, This review, run by Lagardelle, was one of the best that had
ever existed in Europe, and the influence of its contributors on the devel

opment of the syndicalist extreme left was considerable, The theory
of ethical socialism developed by the revolutionary-syndicalist school
now spearheaded this revoh against both liberal democracy and social
democracy.

The Sorelian synthesis of the twO forces opposed to liberal democ
racy-socialism and nationalism-had already existed before the war,
and took place regardless of it. Sorelian socialism itself can be seen as a

form of revisionism that testified to the failure of Marxist determinism:
industrial society had not developed as expected, a polarization had not

taken place, and the proletariat had lost its fighting spirit. For Sorel,
nothing was more despicable than the form of Marxist orthodoxy ex
emplified by Karl Kautsky, than the immobilism of that left wing that

used a petrified Marxism, frozen into hackneyed formulas, to excuse its
own impotence. Confronted with Kautsky, Sorel already preferred the
point of view of Eduard Bernstein; in fact, it was with Sorel that the
process began of "transcending Marxism," which reached its culmina
tion with Henri De Man's Au-de/a du marxisme and Marcel Dear's Per

spectives socialistes. Going "beyond" Marxism in practice generally led

to positions outside Marxism and very far away from it.
However, the socialism conceived in ethical terms of Sorel, Roberto
Michels, and Arturo Labriola was an important contribution to politi

cal thought, for it played a tremendous role in the development of the
national-socialist synthesis, both before 1914 and between the wars. It
soon became dear that a conception of socialism in terms of universal
values, independent of concrete historical circumstances, a conception
of socialism in vitalist, intuitive, Nietzschean, and Bergsonian terms,
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was to have a definite influence on the development of Marxist ideolog
y.
Indeed, Sorel ian socialism insisted from the beginning on the
impor
tance of the ethical dimension of Marxism, and Sorel stressed the
moral
content of Marx's thought as a tool of historical analysis and a
means of
transforming society. Sorel launched into a comprehensive crit
icism of

the deterministic aspect of Marxism, whose materialistic and mecha
nistic element he deplored. The further he went in his criticism
of the
vulgarization of Marxism, of that orthodoxy that he regarde
d as unin
telligent and unfaithful to Marx's real intentions, the more he inveigh
ed
with an ever-increasing violence against the social-democratic derivati
ve
as represented by Jaures.
Sorel's form of socialism was in fact undergoing a metamorphosis.
Despite its formal connection with labor syndicalism, it aimed increas

ingly at the moral regeneration of society as a whole, and the rescue
of
civilization rather than the liberation of the working class. Sorelian
re
visionism is in fact an idealistic form of revisionism, and its labor
ter
minology cannOt alter that fact. The ease with which Sorel
turned

to nationalism and anti-Semitism only a few years after publishi
ng his
Reflections on Violence shows how superficial this anti-intellectual
laborism was.
Indeed, Sorel's ethical socialism owed as much to Nietzsc
he and
Bergson as to Gustave Le Bon, Benedetto Croce, and Vilfredo
Pareto. A
dose examination of Sorel's theory of myths reveals that
Sorel regarded
socialism as far more than the labor movement. Sociali
sm to him was
not only the creation of a particular class in modern
society but also an
ideological aspiration toward a different human
order.

Thus, the spiritual and ethical renewal that was integra
l to the Marx
.
Ism of the beginning of the century, just
as it was in the 1930s, cansti
uted a crucial turning point. In enabling
socialism to be regarded as
Independent of the working class, it made possib
le a socialism without a
roletariat. To Sorelian revolutionary syndic
alists, to the nonconform
Ists f the interwar period, social
ism was more pedagogic than eco
�
nomlc, and relatively indiffe
rent to the class conflict. In the 6nal analy
.
SIS, t erefore, no essential
relationship appeared to exist between
.
CIallsm and the proletariat. Just
as all labor movements were not so
.
clahs
, SO all socialists were not proletarian
s, and socialism was nOt nec
essanly associated with any parti
cular social structure. The interwar
ge�eration claimed that there
was an "eternal socialism," a socialism
valid for all men, for all times
. From the moment when they like the
.
.
revoIutlon
'
ary syndi.calists
before them, lost faith in the revolu
tionary

�

�

�

�
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virtues of the proletariat, they turned toward the only historical force
that could still serve as an agent of moral regeneration and social trans
formation. When the time came, the nation replaced the proletariat,
and the transition from revolutionary syndicalism to national socialism
took place quite naturally. As soon as it became obvious �hat the pro
letariat had neither the mcans nor the energy nor the desire to he the
savior of heroic values, it was replaced by what appeared to be the great
rising force: the nation.

.
Herve and Lagardelle made this transition under the Impact of the

war. The war, they claimed, had demonstrated that the motive force of
.
history was not the class but the nation. The idea of classes had lost Its

La Guerre socia/e, was renamed La
Victoire-a name that this former left-wing weekly retained a quarter of

value for them, and Herve's journal,

�

a century later when it became the first journal to re�ppe�r in occup e
.
.
Paris. Lagardelle, the editor of Le Mouvement socral,ste, jOined V lols s
�
. ,s
Faisceau and Bergery's frontists, and finally became Marshal Petam

�

minister of labor.
Immediately after the First World War, Gustave Herve founded a
national-socialist party. His second in command was Alexandre zevaes,
.
a former deputy for Isere, a former Guesdist, and an orthodox Marxls�,
'
who in the interim had become the defender of jaures s murderer. ThiS
party-the second national-socialist party founded in Fr�nce, which
.
soon after its founding declared its enthusiasm for Mussohm and Ital
ian fascism-in August 1919 won the support of the old socialist leader

�

Jean Allemane, who wrote, "We have the duty ?f e lightening thc wor 
�
.
ing class concerning its real interests and showmg It that they are Identi
cal with those of the nation."J4
Yet if the outbreak of the First World War created favorable condi

f

tions or the spectacular change of direction of Lagardelle, Herve, and
Allemane' this about-face really had a long preparation and was not a
simple outcome of the war. Its origins went back to the Dreyfus affair at
the beginning of the century.

, .
Indeed if the vast majority of French socialists followed Jaures m

;

taking th path of democracy without meeting any effective resistance
.
from jules Guesde, an active minority opted for an out-and-out OppO I
�
tion . Sorel, Lagardelle and the ,:ontributors to Le Mouve ent socla

�

liste, and syndicalist leaders like Emile Pouget and Victor Gnffuelhes r�
.
garded the affair as an enormous hoax. Once again, they sald
as m
�
1789, 1830, and 1848, the bourgeoisie had utilized the revolutionary

capacities of the proletariat to protect its own interests. Once again, the
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proletariat had become the bourgeoisie's watchdog. Once again, in the
name of liberty and the Republic, democracy and secularism, it had
been cheated by its political leaders, who had persuaded it to save its
own exploiters, its own oppressors.
The conclusion, then, was simple: since democracy and the bour
geoisie are inseparable and since democracy is the most effective offen
sive weapon the bourgeoisie has invented, democracy has to be over
thrown in order to destroy bourgeois society. Lagardelle, Sorel, Berth,
and Herve all agreed that not only did democracy not serve the interests
of socialism, as jaures believed, but it was its mortal enemy. In a parallel
manner, Maurras and Valois believed that democracy brought the na
tion to the verge of extinction. Socialism and nationalism thus discov
ered their common enemy, whose elimination was necessary to their
own existence.
Together with the revolt against the established order and a growing
awareness of the national entity, a third cause of the switching of sides
(as exemplified by Sorel) was a certain form of non-Marxism, anti
Marxism, and, finally, post-Marxist revisionism. "National" socialism,
without which fascism could never have come into being, first appeared
at the end of the 1880s, and the tradition continued without interrup
tion until the Second World War. It has generally been overlooked that,
until that time, the currents of thought opposed to Marxist orthodoxy
were very strong in French socialism. The legitimacy of "national"
socialism W3S questioned only very late, around 1930, when Marcel
Deat's ideas in

Perspectives socia/istes were described by the left-wingers
Vie socia/iste

ofthe SFIO as "neosocialist." It was not until 1933 thatthe

group-under the nominal leadership of Pierre Renaudel, a close associ
ate of jaures's, but in reality led by Deat-was excluded from the so
cialist party. Only after it had been tainted by collaboration with the
Germans was a "national" socialism definitely discredited.
The socialist left was not the only group to provide members for fas
cist or quasi-fascist formations: the liberal center also played its part,
contributing both Bertrand de Jouvenel and Gaston Bergery. These two
"Young Turks" of the Radical party (the first was to become Doriot's
economic expert and the second Marshal Petain's ambassador) played a
far from negligible role in the formation of a certain fascist outlook.
One need only recall Jouvenel's contribution to the "pianist" and tech
�ocratic aspect of fascism and Bergery's to the idea that one should fight
hb�ral democracy and communism at home instead of engaging in ideo
logical warfare against the fascist and Nazi dictators.
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However, it was the revision of Marxism that constituted the most

significant ideological aspect of fascism. In many respects, the history of
fascism can be described as a continuous attempt to revise Marxism and
create a national form of socialism. From Sorel to Dear and Henri De
Man, who had much influence on French socialism, onc factor re
mained constant-the desire to "go beyond" Marxism. But if, in the

words of the title of De Man's most famous book, one goes "beyond"
Marxism without reaching social democracy, one finally finds oneself
outside Marxism. The work of Georges Sorel, like that of Arturo La
briola and the Italian revolutionary syndicalists, was a "leftist" tran
scendence of Marxism, while that of Deat and De Man was originally a
revision of Marxism coming from the right. Their solutions differed,

but the questions they raised were fundamentally the same, just as their
different forms of revisionism led to the same political consequences,
From the beginning of the century, the great question on which the

orthodox Marxists and the dissidents-from both the right and the
left-were divided was, Is classical Marxism still capable of acting as a
means of changing society? Does it remain the key to the interpretation

of history? Can it he used to foresee the future? For both the leftist revi
sionists and those who had come from the right, the reply was, to vari
ous degrees, negative. Thus, in 1906, Sorel, in the midst of an already
very productive career, wrote his Reflections on Violence, which re
mains to this day a classic of revisionism, but of a leftist, voluntarist, and
vitalist form of revisionism. Five years later, Sorel inspired the creation

of the Cercle Proudhon, and his writings of that period were already
quasi-fascist. The shift toward fascism had therefore already taken
place before the Great War, and was unconnected with it. It was com

pleted as soon as Sorel and the revolutionary syndicalists of France and
Italy became convinced that Marxism provided no real answer to the

crisis of capitalism and that the proletariat would never bring about the

revolution.
Increasingly, the idea gained ground-not only among th�oreticians
like Sorel and Berth but also among genuine activists like Emile Jan
vion-that the true revolutionary force, [he one that would finally over

throw liberal democracy, was the nation and not the proletariat. At the
same time as Sorel, the revolutionary syndicalists in Italy came to this
conclusion: they threw themselves enthusiastically into the war not out
of patriotism, as is often thought, but because they saw it as an instru
ment of revolution. Since war is a conflict between nations rather than
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between classes, the nation was seen as the foremost agent of revolution,
.
and Italian revolutionary syndicalism became the backbone of fascist
ideology.
The "leftist" form of revisionism did not survive the war. In the years
following the war, a very different form of revisionism flourished, at first

sight closer to the Bernstein tradition but in reality quite different in
spirit. This was a "pianist," technocratic, "managerial" form of revi
sionism, which maintained that between traditional capitalism and the
proletarian revolution was a third option-the celebrated "intermediate

regimes" referred to by Marcel Deat. At the same time, all these variants
of revisionism were contained within the same conceptual framework,

which was their common denominator and their factor of continuity,
namely, the rejection of materialism. Liberal and bourgeois materialism

was as abhorrent to them as Marxist proletarian materialism. On that
point all the rebels, from the turn of the century onward, were agreed.

The true ideologist of this new form of revisionism-to which not
only some of the leading figures in the ideological collaboration with
Nazi Germany, such as Deat and Jean Luchaire, but also simple Vichy
ists like Lagardelle and Belin and suppOrters of Doriot who stopped en
route, such as Jouvenel, contributed-was undoubtedly Henri De Man.

In 1926 De Man published Zur Psych% gie des Sozialismus. Four
years later, when an Italian translation of the book appeared,
Mussolini
expressed his interest in the work in a letter to the author: "Your
criti
cism of Marxism is much more pertinent than that
of the German or
Italian reformists: it is also definitive, since it comes after
the events of
1914-1 919 that destroyed whatever 'scientific' element still
remained in
Marxism."u Mussolini was particularly appreciative
of the idea that a
corporative organization and a new relationship
between labor and
capital would eliminate "the psychological distanc
e in which-more
than in the dash of economic interests-one
sees, precisely, the germ of
class warfare." J'

Mussolini had perfectly understood the nature
of De Man's revi
sionism, and he recognized its true signific
ance. He realized that the
work f the Belgian socialist provid
ed fascism, whether one liked it or
not, with a kind of legitimacy. De
Man, moreover, never disavowed this
fact. Quite the contrary: while not
concealing his objections to fascism
•
he
s
WI
"II'
109
to
k
ac
now
I
edge
that there were aspects that he found
��
POSitive. "Having said this," he wrote, "I
beg you [Mussolini] to believe
that no preJu
·
' dIce
prevents me from following daily, insofar
as one

�
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can from reading, with an ardent concern for objective information,
the doctrinal and political work that yOll are undertaking." De Man
continued:
It is precisely because, belonging, like you, to the "generation of the front," and
inAuenced.. like you, by the ideas of Georges Sorel, I do not c1o� my mind to any
manifestations of creative force, it is precisely because 1 am not afraid to do jus
rice to certain organizational aspectS of the fascist enterprise, that I follow its
progress with a passionate interest. This passion stems bOlh from my anxieties
the
and from my hopes. My anxieties, because I believe that history will credit
to
order
in
done
have
they
that
actions
those
with
only
leaders of our period
accomplish the two gr�at tasks of our civilization: to proyid� pwple with
gr�aTer concrete liberty and to provide mankind with gr�ater political unity. My
hopes, btcause I have to believe that a man of your intellectual dynamism is too
much possessed by the eternally revolutionary forces of the spirit not to seek the
perfecting and perpetuation of his work-and its acceptability to the ideals of
one's youth-in the revolutionary task par excellence: the organization of lib
eny and peace!'

It was no accident that De Man mentioned Sorel and stressed the
long-term influence of the author of Reflections on Violence, or that he
wrote to the Italian leader in a tone of historical complicity. Henri De
Man's "pianist" reformism, like Marcel Deat's, was a response both to

the crisis of capitalism and to the incapacity of orthodox socialism to
rise to the challenge. The basic problem preoccupying this new revi
sionism was the same one that concerned Sorel and the prewar revolu
tionary syndicalists. This no doubt explains the similarity of their intel

lectual developments.
Seen in this context, the events of the summer of 1940 are less sur
prising and the dissolution of the Parti Ouvrier Beige by its president is
less inexplicable. On 28 June 1940, De Man, succeeding Emile Vander

velde, who had died in 1938, published a manifesto addressed to the
socialist activists asking them to accept the Nazi victory as the starting
point for the construction of a new world. This work is a classic of fas
cist literature.
and
Th� war has brought about the overthrow of the parliamentary regimes
ies.
the capitalist plutocracy in the 50-called democrac
For the laboring classes and for socialism, this collapse of a decrepit world,
far from being a disaster, has been a deliverance.
Despite all the setbacks, sufferings and disillusionments we have experi
enced, the way is clear for the two causes that embody the aspirations of the
people: European peace and social justice.
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Pe.acedi� �ot arise t�rough th� voluntary agrument of sovereign Slates and
.
rrval lm�rlahs�s, bur It could anse out of a Europe united by arms, in which
r
have been leveled.
economiC rontlers
S�ial justice d�d not arise from a rtgime claiming to be democratic but that
.
In re�lIty was dO�lInate� by �e pow�r of money and the professional politicians,
a regime grown ,ncreaslngly Incapable of any bold initiative, of any serious re
.
{arm. It could atl� out of a r�gime in which the authority of the state is mong
.
enough to undermine the prIVIleges
of the propertied classes and replace unem
ployment by the obligation for all to work. . . .
You. should therefore co�tinu� �o pursue our economic activities, but regard
.
role of the Partl Ouvner Beige as terminated. This role was a fruit
the political.
ful and glOriOUS one, but a different mission now awaits you.
Pre�are yourselves to enter the cadres of a movement of national resurrection
all the living forces of the nation" of its yo",h or ·,t-� ,-t.
that Will embrace
,- .. rans,
.
W.1·fh·m a SIn�Ie pa�ty-th at �f the Belgian people, united by its fidelity to its
Kmg and by Its deSire to realize the Sovereignty of Labor.»

This text represents neither a rupture nor an aberration in the ideo
logical development of a whole school of socialism in the French
spea ing countries. For years, De Man had developed a political ideology

�

that 10 all respec s was alr ady fascist. During these years, however,
�
�
De Man was nOt Just one thlOker among others, or an isolated socialist
revi ionist: h e was a leader of a great socialist party, and his conduct as
�
preSident of that party and his writings during the German occupation
were merely the logical Outcome of a process that had been in operation
for nearly twenty years.
In the case of the younger and less known Marcel Dear, this ideologi

cal development tOOk place during the same period, but his writings
. 1 30, when the Librairie
nly beg n to a p ar In
Valois published his
�
� �
ersp�cllves socla/lstes, whICh paralleled the Belgian writer's Au-de/a du
mar�ts1n�. !hree years later, Deat founded a new socialist party. the
Partl Soclallste de France (PSF), which already had a fully
fascist ide
ology, and which aimed at transforming the world but without
passing
t rough Marxism. Thus, Deat's speech
as the leader of the collabora.
.
[IOms[ and P'O-NaZI. Rassemblemen! National
Populaire (RNP) at the
fi st c gress of the movement, which
took
place
at the Palais de la Mu
. ��
hte 10 P ris on 14 and 15 June 194J, hardly differed from the one he
�
h a made In the Palais
de la Mutualite eight years earlier as the SFIO
deputy for the twenti�th
arrondissement in Paris. Returning to the famous "n"
eo" sIogan "0rdre, autorite, nation," and invoking the
auth 'ty of enri De Man
as he had always done at the beginning of the
th
es, Deat concentrated on the theme of the state
and the nation:

�

�

�
�
�

��

':'
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"The state that socialism requires," he said, "should be not only a na
tional state but an authoritarian state."19
Deat then proceeded (0 give a brief explanation of national socialism
that CQuid have been given in very similar terms at any time from the
end of the nineteenth century onward:
nationalism serv
Those who at first were deceived by the false mystiques of a bad
come [Q realize
gradually
ing the greater interests of international capitalism have
from the na
aloof
stand
will
these
that
that there exists a body of workers, and
of the domi
nt
instrume
the
of
instead
become,
nOt
has
tion as long as the state
of the pro
liberation
the
for
tool
the
interests,
r
particula
of
or
class
a
of
nation
as the
long
as
letariat. They have realized, I say, that nothing will be possible
as
long
as
and
,
everyone
of
ion
nat
state and the nation are not the state and the
ad
in
has,
everyone
which
in
ty
communi
national
a
the narion has not become
y of devel
dition to the possibility of living decently and normally, the possibilit
his being
oping the expectations and potentialities within him until he realizes
n
revolutio
same
the
at
arrived
they
and his personality. Having understood this,
e
incomplet
the
via
ion
nat
the
d
discovere
we
whereas
as ourselves via the narion,
classes.40
the
of
revolution
a
idea of

In the period of ideological collaboration with Germany, Deat once
more recalled the heritage of Proudhon, Barr�s, and Sorel. He thus
brought to a close half a century of national-socialist thinking.
le originality
History and sociology have restored to us a sense of the unalterab
r the biorediscove
and
farther
go
must
one
But
.
.
.
.
ngs
of national surroundi
be preserved,
logical notion of the race. . . A race, too, is not just something to
purification
it is the point of departure for the conquest of a future. It requires
cen
seU-trans
said,
Nierzsche
as
or,
ion,
and defense, improvement and select
eugenics,
practice
to
identity,"
"ethnic
its
tighten
to
invited
dence. France is thus
in order to
to have a demographic policy, and to ensure its ideological survival
s
outrageou
so
he
can
preserve its spirit and maintain its historical role. What
the
to
next
position
its
regains
body
the
about this state of affairs, in which
of men, which
soul? Is this not a return to Gre«e via Sparta, that fine breeder
Barres praised in a book of particular lucidity?4'

.

He ended:
is replilced
This new idea of a living community in which an abstract fraternity
of
protection
the
to
rights
same
the
has
everyone
which
by a kinship of blood, in
, but re
beginning
the
at
ities
opportun
same
the
given
is
and
y,
communit
the
in which
ceives duties whose importance is determined by one's capacities, and
mo
critical
at
sacrifice
of
equality
exclude
the existence of a hierarchy does not
however:
past,
the
with
break
no
is
There
concepts.
new
are
these
l
ments-al
of
French liberty, like German liberty, is part of an order, and the same is true
a
in
man
total
a
develop,
can
person
each
which
equality. It forms a totality in
total society, without dashing with others or crushing them, withollt :marchy.
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This, in short, is the definition of socialism' which is not a m','
'" '" ,d,'us,ment a1
.
l·�ter�Sts between rival classes more or less ilrbitrated by the state, but the subor
dmatlon of all to the whole.
It i� no lon�er a matter �f Marxism, of the universalization of the proletariat,
.
.
or of mternanonallsm. It
a question of a national socialism that h,s Ios, or
1orgonen noth'mg 0I ItS
· true spirit."

IS

�rom Bar.r�� in the days of Boulangism to Deat after the 1940 defeat,
natIOnal soc.lalt� m always pursued a particular aim: "the integration of
th� �roletaflat IOta the narion."·J It was in order to be consistent with
thiS Idea that Marcel Deat insisted that the revolution should be di
. both the "old left" and the "old right," "the
rected agamst
diehards of
the left and right," the "ill-weaned nurslings of Maurrassism."'" Simi
larly, he maintained that one ought to destroy "economic liberalism
,:hich is a bourgeois materialism, which is paralleled by the labor mate�
. of Marxism, both indubitably children of rationalism"-which
nahsm
is "inverted fanaticism."·}' In attacking materialism and rationalism
Deat doubtless �is�ed to discredit the old traditions of the Enlighten:
meor before begmnmg to lay the foundations of the new order.
The w�e�1 had come full circle. In Deat's writings one does not find a
· : baSIC Idea that had not, in
smgl
one way or another, been expressed by
Batres fifty years before.
. In the forties, as at the turn of the century, there were two main right
wmg trends: on the one hand, the conservatives and the liberals who
accepted the basic rules and principles of liberal democracy and thus
the establis�ed social order, and, on the other hand, the dissidents and
the revolutionaries, whose rejection of those very principles through
out the half century before the summer of 1940 had prepared the down
fall of democracy in France.
My analysis differs fundamentally from that of Rene Remond who ',"
"
,
· ·ded the right
the
'
. les
· dI'll
Into
three
streamstradition
. fift
alist
(or
legit�: �st), II.�eral (Orleanist), and populist and authoritarian (Bonapar
-whl.ch could cross and intermingle but have nevertheless, from
the.restoratlon
of the French
monarchy in 1815 to the present preserved
.
'helf separate 'dent"meso
R'emond's br1lhant
' , exposition portrays ilCCUI the real.'ties of the nineteenth century
up to the first years of the
.
��:r� Repubh�,
but Its pattern no longer fits from Boulangism onward.
W. h Boulanglsm began the era of mass politics
theuE. uropean continent, the technological revolu: the modernization of
tion, and the d'"..mocra· t
· I 1'1e created a new
tlZa
lOn 0f pormca
social
ilnd
ideolog'lCaI reaI'Ify.
.
'M.
I n es e new cond.ltlons
produced the new right-a right that was popu-

�

'

I

I

-
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pre
lar and even proletarian, but violently ami-Marxist, a right that
Blood
of
alism
nation
a
alism,
scribed an organic, tribal form of nation
a re
and Soil, of the Land and of the Dead. This new right represented
the
ted
sponse to the problems of modern society; Bonapartism reflec
ary
very different concerns of preindustrial society. Thus, the revolution
to
ed
spond
corre
all
right
t
right, the prefascisr right, and later the fascis
needs that Bonapartism could nOt even conceive of.
Ideologically, the new right reflected the great intellectual revolution
so
of the turn of the century. combining social Darwinism, racism, the
Politi
.
revolt
al
ophic
philos
cial psychology of Le Bon, and Nietzsche's
rted
cally, whereas Bonapartism thought in terms of a coup d'etat suppo
p
orshi
by the great mass of peasants eager for stability, for whom dictat
of
was above all a means of assuring public order and the protection
new
a
ity,
moral
new
a
private property, the new right wished to create
a
type of society, and new rules of political behavior. The cultural integr
uni
tion of the lower classes, the increasing nationalism of the masses,
versal suffrage, the general rise in literacy, and the dissemination of daily
le
newspapers politicized society to a degree hitherto unknown. A strugg
,
system
g
for public opinion began, a struggle for or against the existin
for or against the accepted order.
Also with Boulangism there came into being within the right twO
of
opposing blocs that confronted one another up until the defeat
place
their
France in 1940: on the one hand the conservatives, who took
next to the liberals and accepted the value system of liberal democracy,
and on the other hand the revolutionaries, who wanted to destroy the
c
political structures and to sweep away those same liberal-democrati
Bo
with
on
values. This new revolutionary right had little in comm
be
napartism, which, despite its populist and authoritarian character,
cal
longed to a society where the participation of the people in the politi
ial
essent
two
lacked
artism
process was limited. Furthermore, Bonap
lism
radica
arxist
modern ingredients of the revolutionary right: anti-M
of its
and organic nationalism. As a result, it did not have an ideology c
intelle
own, elaborated-like that of the revolutionaries-by leading that,
tuals of the period, and consequently it lacked the intellectual force the
ed
throughout the half century preceding the defeat of 1940, assur
revolutionary right of its influence.
the
It was this tevolutionary right of the turn of the century that laid its
e
despit
m,
groundwork for fascism. Thus, not only did French fascis
the
political weakness, come closest to the ideal, the "idea" of fascism in
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Weberian sense of the term, but France was also the country in which
, l gy i its main aspects came into being a good twenty
, Id
the faSCist
�� �
years before Similar Ideologies appeared elsewhere in Europe, particu
, Italy. French fascism was thus in every respect an indigenous
larly 10
school of thought: in no way can it be regarded as a foreign importation,
or-from the 1920s onward-as a vague imitation of Italian fascism,
The fascist movements-all the fascist movements-had the same
lineage: a revolt against liberal democracy and bourgeois society, and an
absol�te refusal to accept the conclusions inherent in the general out
look, 10 the explanation of social phenomena and human relations, of
all the so-called "materialist" schools of thought. The rise of fascism ap
pears to have been one of the by-products of the crisis of Marxism and
the crisis of liberalism, one of the consequences of the enormous diffi
culties encountered by both Marxism and liberal democracy before the
realities of the twentieth century.
Thus, the historical circumstances of the half century preceding the
Second World War gave rise to the essence of fascism: a synthesis of or
ganic nation�lism and anti-Marxist socialism, a revolutionary ideology
based on a sImultaneous rejection of liberalism, Marxism, and democ
racy. In its essential character, the fascist ideology was a rejection of
"materialism" (liberalism, Marxism, and democracy being regarded as
mere�y t�e three faces of one and the same materialist evil), and it aimed
at brmgmg about a total spiritual revolution. Fascist activism, with its
marked tendency to elitism, favored a strong political authority freed
from the trammels of democracy and emanating from the nation, a state
that represented the whole of society with all its different classes,
, economic dirigism, and corporatism were important elements
�laOlsm,
In f��cist thought, in that they expressed in concrete terms the victory of
politics over economics and placed all the key positions in the economy
and society in the hands of the state,
A classic ideology of rejection, fascism implied the repudiation of a
.
.
certaI,n porItlca
- I cuIture aSSOCiated with the eighteenth century and the
�rench Revolution, and sought to lay the foundation of a new civiliza
tion, a communal, anti-individualist civilization that alone would be capable of perpetuatlng
'
·
the eXistence
0f a human collectivity in which all
Iayers and
classes of society are perfectly integrated, The natural frameWork of such a harmomous,
orgamc
' coIIectlvlty
· . was the nation: a nation
·
that boasted a moral unity
that liberalism and Marxism-both produc"Ive of faCtlona
,
' and discord-co
' IIsm
uld never provide. These, then, are
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acterization of fascism: fascism
the main features of a "minimal" char
from its being the product of a
derived its power from its universality,
.
crisis of civilization
ects the history of a desire
The history of fascism is also in many resp
the adaptation of political sys
for modernization, for renewal, and for
eding century to the demands
tems and theories inherited from the prec
Resulting from a general crisis
and necessities of the modern world.
from the end of the last cen
whose symptoms had been dearly apparent
the whole of Europe. The fas
tury, fascism manifested itself throughout
the universal character of the
cists were all completely convinced of
dence in the future was conse
wave that bore them, and their confi
quently unshakable.
and with eventful intellec
People from many different backgrounds
ulation of the fascist ideology.
tual histories contributed to the form
stressed a particular aspect of
Each one brought his own share, each one
systems, but all were united in
their common rejection of the existing
ce of those systems-"materi
rejecting what thcy felt to be the cssen
rialism or Marxist and pro
alism," whether liberal and bourgeois mate
erialism" was the common
letarian materialism. This opposition to "mat
iola, Michels, De Man, Berth,
denominator uniting Sorel, Arturo Labr
Barres, Enrico Corradini,
Gabriele D'Annunzio, Angelo O. Olivetti,
Antonio, Codreanu, Drieu,
Mussolini, Gentile, Mosley, Degrelle, Jose
lnier, and so many others.
Deat, Brasillach, Rebatet, Jouvenel, Mau
y subjects, and at various
These people, to be sure, differed on man
them formulated the whole of
periods professed different ideas. None of
an ideal model of the fascist
fascism, and the writings of none represent
to all the socialists after Marx
ideology, but the same applies, after all,
e. The differences between the
and all the liberals after Hobbes and Lock
less-than those between
fascists were no greatcr-in fact they were
T. H. Green, Bernard Bosanquet
1- S. Mill and Spencer, Tocqueville and
Ferdinand Lassalle, Kautsky
and Leonard T. Hobhouse, Proudhon and
and Sidney Webb and Leon
and Jaures and Bernstein, and Beatrice
some of them appear to belong
Blum, and yet, despite their differences,
list school. The affinity be
to the liberal school and others to the socia
names are found in any work
tween them is sufficiently great that their
dealing with liberalism or socialism.
communism, was a universal
Fascism, like liberalism, socialism, and
ms. This was especially the
category with regional and cultural varia
d associated with a certain
case since the "age of fascism" was a perio
ideology rather than a pethat
ideology and movements connected with
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riod haracterized by a certain type of regime. Fascism attained power
�
only In Italy and, for a very short period, in Romania. That fascism
never came to power in France does not mean that there was no French
fascism. Does the failure of the French communists demonstrate the
nonexistence of communism in France? Was there no French socialism
before 1936 or 1981?
As a historical phenomenon, fascism can be perceived on three lev
els: it is an deology it is a movement, and it is a regime. Undeniably,
�
where the history of Ideas is concerned, the First World War was not the
major break it was in so many other spheres. Fascism belonged not just
to the interwar period but to the whole period of history that began
with the modernization of the European continent at the end of the
nineteenth century. It was the intellectual revolution of the turn of the
century, the entry of the masses into politics, that produced fascism as a
system of thought, as a sensibility, and as an attitude toward the essen
tial problems of civilization. The Great War and the economic crisis
produced the necessary sociological and psychological conditions for
the setting up of fascist movements, but they did not give rise to the
fascist ideology. As a system of thought, fascism was not "invented" on
�he PiaZl� di San Sepolcro, any more than communism came into being
�n the tralO that carried Lenin toward the Finnish frontier; it originated
10 the great ideological laboratory of the Belle Epoque.
However, if fascism was to be found throughout Europe, its effect
as
� not the same everywhere. One should retain one's sense of propor.
�Ion �nd remember that though the revolutionary right won a resound109 ViCtOry in Germany and Italy, it did not do so in France. The rebels
and the revolutionaries played a major role in the formation of a certain
sensib�lity, of a certain widespread mentality, but they nevertheless had
' the last of a long series of
� wan unt!·1 the Summer of 1940 to WIO
battles, beginning with Boulangism and the Dreyfus affair. Thus while
'
.
the mfJuence of the radical
fight on French politics was considerable
,
"
French sociery reSlsted the flse
' 0f th'IS revolutLonary
'
movement 10 a way
not found beyond the Rhine or the Alps. This, at any rate, was the case
. the final days of the
Until
Third Republic, but one must remember that
the re olution embarked on by the Vichy government-the most impor
�
tant smce 1789-can really be understood only in relation to the long
.
process of antlmatena
. 1·1St" Impregnation-antiliberal
.
' antidemocratic.
and ant·t�Man(Jst-o
'
f th� half centur� before the defeat of 1940.
The hl tory of th t perlo� presents mnumerable ambiguities. It is per
�
�
haps not mappropnate to Illustrate this point with two examples. The

"

,

.
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Dreyfus affair has undoubtedly become the symbol of the great wave of
anti.Semitism that arose in Europe at the end of the nineteenth century.
It provoked an explosion of strong passions and clearly revealed the pre
cariousness of the Jewish condition. At that time, France was the center
of anti-Semitic agitation in Europe. However, this celebrated affair also
had another aspect: it gave rise to a controversy that not only resulted in
dashes in the streets but also provoked reflections on the fundamental
principles of political philosophy. For a number of years the entire coun
try was intensely involved in a debate of universal signi6cance. Few in
deed are the nations that can claim for themselves the credit of having
transformed, regardless of political considerations, a miscarriage of jus
cice into a national trial of conscience, and fewer still are those that can
boast of having overruled reasons of State for the sake of certain univer
sal principles.
A generation later, when French society had been deeply affected by
fascist influence, Leon Blum took office as prime minister of France. To
be sure, Xavier Vallae, Maurras, Maulnier, and Brasillach were all ex
tremely active at that time and their influence was increasing, but the
fact remains that it was a Jew who presided over the triumph of the
Popular Front. Thus the situation during that period was much more
complex than is often alleged.41
It is perhaps precisely this fact that makes the study of the radical
right in France so interesting. Here the revolt took place within a society
that, unlike the Italian and German societies, had produced the most
important liberal revolution in history and the only one to take place on
the European continent. The French Revolution had molded the charac
ter of the nation and deeply affected it. In France, liberal democracy was
not something imported from abroad but an inseparable part of the col
lective consciousness, and its overthrow would have required a mobi
lization of forces far greater than the comparatively modest effort re
quired of the revolutionary right in Italy and Germany.
The same can be said of the economic and social conditions that
existed in France. The process of industrialization, which proceeded at a
much slower rate in France than in Germany and northern italy, did not
have the destabilizing effect in France that it had in the neighboring
countries. French society was never as deeply affected by its economic
growth and consequently never reacted with the same violence. France
was able to modernize stage by stage, and its relatively slow rate of de
velopment enabled it to preserve a very great stability.
This stability, in turn, favored the creation and perpetuation of an al-
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Iiance between democratic socialism and liberalism. The fact that the
socialist movement as well as the liberal bourgeoisie functioned within
the republican system and had a vested interest in preserving the ex
isting order served to increase the resistance of that system to the
onslaughts of the radical right throughout the half century before the
Second World War. It is these fundamental considerations and not par
ticular circumstances such as the war and the economic crisis that ex
plain the great difference between the fate of liberal democracy in Ger
many and Italy and France.
However, the historical picture has still another aspect. Isolated from
the Vichy period, the thirties in France appear to be tremendously
- dis
similar from the identical period in Germany or Italy, but, taken to·
gether with the fonies, these difficult years take on a somewhat different
aspect. In the space of a few months, the France of 1940 drew consider
ably doser to its two neighboring countries. Undoubtedly, the summer
and autumn of 1940 were a truly revolutionary period that changed the
face of the land. Very little now remained of the France of 1789: the old
democratic tradition failed to resist the shock of a great national crisis
the defeat and the occupation of part of the national territory.
In the autumn of 1940, Vichy France, of its own volition, fell into line
with Italy and Germany, and that is yet another reason why the study of
the fascist and revolutionary right in France is of far greater interest
even than the study-itself fascinating-of the history of the country in
the first half of the twentieth century.

CHAPTER ONE

From One Prewar
Period to Another

The Crisis of "Old Things":
Democracy, Liberalism, Socialism

First World War and the decade that
The thirty years that preceded the
nary period in the history of Europe.
followed it formed a truly revolutio
ury the condition of society, the form
In the space of less than half a cent
's
ress, and in many respects people
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at
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way of looking at themselves unde
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other time in modern history. The
radically altered the pace of life,
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t
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brought into being great metropol
on life in the provinces.
our century, there was a strong
In the second and third decades of
in a world that was changing with
and widespread awareness of living
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ry of mankind that can be com
not many qualitative changes in the histo
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as that differed from the world of their

very characteristic of his genera
ago." 1 And he concluded, in a manner
t
est social revolution tha
tion, "We are living in the midst of the great
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history has ever known. There is an old world that is passing away and a

new world that is being born."J

However, if it was only in the interwar period that this consciousness

of the new situation became practically universal, a presentiment of the

upheavals that were to overtake an entire civilization already existed at

the end of the nineteenth century. Indeed, in the sphere of ideas that

�

period was already deeply affected by a resurgence of irrational v lues

by a cuh of instinct and sentiment, and by an affirmation of the su�
premacy of the forces of life and the affections. The rationalist and

"mechanistic" explanation of the world that had been dominant in Eu
ropean thought from the sixteenth century onward now gave way to an
"organic" explanation, and the new importance given to historical val

ues and various idealistic factors amounted to a condemnation of ra
tionalism and individualism. The role of the individual was made subor

dinate to th�t of society and of history. To state the matter differently, for
the generatlon of 1890-Le Bon, Barrc�s, Sorel, Georges Vacher de
Lapouge, and others-the individual had no value in himself and

d

therefore society could not be regarded simply as the sum of the in ivid

uals who composed it.' This new generation of intellectuals was vio

lently opposed to the rationalistic individualism of the liberal order to
the dissolution of social bonds that existed in bourgeois society,

�nd

to the "utilitarianism and materialism" that prevailed there.J It was

precisely in this desire to overturn the prevailing order of values that
th most dear-sighted fascist intellectuals of the interwar period per
�
celvc the origins of fascism. Gentile defined fascism as a revolt against
.
positivism.·

�

That revolt, which was also an attack on the way of life produced by
.
.
hberailsm, an opposition to the "atomized" society, led to a glorification
of the inStitutIOn
.
that was felt to represent the element of unity-the
.
nation Th·IS gIon·fication
af the nation,
the emergence of a nationalism
' v lving a whole system of defenses and safeguards intended to assure
�
t e I ntegriryof the national body, was
a natural outcome of the new con
.
ooPtlon of the world. The new school of thought rejecting the system of
'
vaIues b ueathe d by the eighteenth
cent ury and the French Revolution
��
and assallmg the foundations of liberalism and democracy, had a very
.
dI-fferent Imag
, of th-lOgs: "The scIectlOll1st
- - morahry
- gives one's duty toWard thesp,cles
- the position
af supremacy that Chnstlamty
gives one's
dlIry tOwa
rd God," wrote Vacher de Lapouge.'
.
!-fere we mUSt .inSiSt on someth-109 of great importance for an under.
StandIng
of subsequent developments. The antirationalisl reaction that
.

.

�

.
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questioned the underlying principles of both Marxi�� and democracy
was not the mere product of a literary neoromantlClsm that affect�d
only the world of arts and letters. These principles were ch�lIenged In
the name of science, and this was the real significance of the Intellectual
revolution of the first quarter of the twentieth century. When one sees
them in this context, one can understand the nature and scope of the
new directions taken in many fields in this period: the new humanistic
and social sciences, Darwinian biology, Bergsonian philosophy, Ern:st
Renan and Hippolyte Taine's interpretation of history, le Bon's SOCial
psychology, and the so-called Italian school of political s?ciolo�
Pareto Gaetano Mosca, and Michels-all opposed the basIC premises
of libe�alism and democracy. The new social sciences, which inherited
many aspects of social Darwinism (this was especially tru� �f anthropol
ogy and social psychology), created a new theory of political conduct.
They thus contributed to an intellectual climate that helped to under
mine the foundations of democracy and to enable fascism to come to
power.
The positivist character of their scientific method cannot alter the
fact that the objective criticisms of given realities of Mosca, Pareto, and
Michels amount, in actualiry, to sweeping attacks on democracy. The ra
tional explanation of the irrational provided by the theory of elites con
stitutes a bridge between social research and fascist practice. This ex
planation by the Italian school of political sociology contributed to the
development of revolutionary syndicalism and nationalism, and in many
respects represented the meeting point of these twO schools of thought.
A conception of man as being essentially motivated by the forces of the
unconscious, a pessimistic idea that human nature is unchangeable, led
to a static view of history: human conduct cannot change, since psycho
logical motivations always remain the same. According to this view, in
all periods of history, whatever the current ideology, under whatever re
gime, human behavior is unchanging, and therefore the character of a
regime is finally of little importance in itself. Moreover, these th�ee a�
thors' like Max Weber at a later date, were agreed that the SOCial SCI
ences could not provide a basis for value judgments either of pol�ti.cal
structures or of ideologies. This scientific objectivism, based on a VISIon
of man as an essentially irrational being, thus played an important r.ole
in undermining the foundarions of democracy, and the theory of eh�es
associated with Mosca, Pareto, and Michels remained until the fo�'es
one of the most formidable offensive weapons against both MaoClsrn
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and democracy.' Their writings influenced every form of rebellion against
democracy, liberalism, and Marxism; nationalists, syndicalists, and
nonconformists of every kind referred to them, but in fact, from the end
of the nineteenth century, all the social sciences contributed to the ero
sion of the spirit of optimism, of faith in the individual and in progress,
without which it is difficult to conceive of the survival of democracy.
Here we must mention another important factor. From Mosca and
Pareto at the turn of the century and Michels on the eve of the First
World War up to De Man and Deat, the social sciences-sociology, an
thropology, political science, psychology, and Bergsonian philosophy
were working toward what seems, at least in retrospect, to have been an
attempt to create an alternative system to Marxism-a system that
could give a total explanation of things comparable to the one given
by Marx's. But this long-drawn-ollt competition with Marx involved
not only people like Pareto, Michels, and Mosca but also Weber and
even, by implication, Emile Durkheim and Freud. De Man's revision of
Marxism was based on psychology, and it was by no means fortuitous
that his major work was called, in the best tradition of Gustave Le Ron,
Zur Psycho[ogie des Sozia/ismus.'

Throughout the interwar period, the influence of these modem dis
ciplines was enormous. They were the only ones with enough authority
to be able to speak, along with Marxism, in the name of science, and
they were the only ones to provide revisionism with its conceptual
foundations.
Thus, at the beginning of the century, these new social sciences, par
ticularly psychology and anthropology, which in turn influenced sociol
ogy, political science, and historical research, provided both the anti
liberal and the anti-Marxist reactions with their conceptual framework.
They also helped to fuse the ideas of the generation of 1850 (Darwin,
Arthur de Gobineau, Wagner) and those of the generation of 1890 into a
complete and coherent system. The old romantic outlook, the old his
toricist tendencies, the old theory of the unconscious origins of the na
tion, the idea of living forces that make up the soul of the people
thus
received scientific legitimation. One sees the reappearance, modernized
and adapted to the requirements of mass society the old princip of
les
the subordination of the individual to the collect, of
ivity
and the integrity
�f the national body. These new theories completely rejecte
tional mechanistic conception of man that made human d the tradi
pendent on rational choices. The idea became prevalent behavior de
that feelings
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and the unconscious played a far greater role in politics than did reason,
and this, by a logical process, engendered a contempt for democracy, its
institutions, and its machinery.
The biological and psychological determinism of Le Bon, Vacher de
Lapouge, Batres, Drumont, and even Taine, and of innumerable pub
lications in every field of intellectual endeavor led finally to racism.
According to Le Bon, a people's life, its institutions, its destiny are
"simply the reflection of its soul,")O or, that is to say, the "moral and
intellectual characteristics" that "represent a synthesis of its whole past,
the heritage of all its ancestors, the motivation of its concluct."l1 "Hu
man conduct," he said, "is inexorably predetermined" because "each
people is endowed with a mental constitution that is as fixed as its ana
tomical characteristics," and these "fundamental, unchanging charac
teristics" derive from a "special structure of the brain." 11 Here Le Bon
introduced the idea of race that, he said, "is becoming increasingly
prevalent and tends to dominate all our historical, political and social
conceptions."u He often returned to this theme, claiming that race
"dominates the special characteristics of the soul of crowds," 14 and rep
resents the influence of past generations on the living.
The critical attitude to individualism, democracy and its institutions,
parliamentarianism, and universal suffrage owed a great deal to this
new view of man as an essentially irrational being, confined by historical
and biological limitations and motivated by sentiments, associations,
and images, never by ideas.
The belief in the dominance of the unconscious over reason, the
stress on deep, mysterious forces led, as a natural and necessary conse
quence, to an extreme anti-intellectualism. To rationalism, to the critical
spirit and its manifestations, the rebels of the end of the nineteenth cen
tury opposed intuitive feelings, emotions, enthusiasms, an unthinking
spontaneity welling from the depths of the popular subconscious. Thus,
for the generation of 1890, as for the generation that emerged from the
trenches, the motive force of political conduct was the unconscious will
of the people. This anti-intellectualism was paralleled, moreover, by a
demagogic populism that decried intelligence and the use of words and
glorified action, energy, and force. Barres, for instance, no longer asked
which doctrine was true, but which force would enable one to act and
be victorious. This was the basis of the new nationalism that came into
being at the end of the last century and hardly altered until the time of
Munich.
The new nationalists sang the praises of every source of power, and all
\I
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its forms: vitality, discipline, social and national cohesion. Convinced
that nothing can be accomplished unless one joins the majority, the
crowd, Barres, the committed intellectual par excellence, was able to
"savor deeply the instinctive pleasure of being part of a flock." ,. He de
liberately sacrificed the values of the individual to collective values:
"What gives an individual or a nation its values is that its energies are
tensed to a greater or lesser degree," he maintained.l1 Thus, the new na
tionalism of the turn of the century was a mass ideology par excellence,
designed to embrace and to mobilize the new urban strata.
Based on a physiological determinism, a moral relativism, and an ex
treme irrationalism, nationalism, in the definitive form it assumed at the
beginning of this century, well expressed this new intellectual direction.
The new ethics that Barres developed in the last years of the nineteenth
century and that he opposed to the Jacobin mystique at the time of the
Dreyfus affair was perhaps the most striking expression of the transfor
mation of French nationalism. To be sure, it was Peguy's achievement to
have stamped an important fringe of that nationalism with the mark
of his universalistic genius, but his voice was scarcely audible among
the chorus of such journalists, writers, and agitators as Rochefort,
Drumont, Gustave Tridon, Barres, and Maurras and such scientists as
Jules Soury, Le Bon, and Vacher de Lapouge, for it was this form of de
terminism that provided the conceptual framework for the nationalism
of the end of the century, and its underlying racial argument was precisely
the main legacy of the generation of 1890 to the generation of 1930.
These two generations had another point of resemblance: like the
neonationalists of the 1890s, the fascists of the interwar period rejected
the political and social consequences of the industrial revolution and of
Iib�ral a�d bourgeois values. Moreover, just as the turn-of-the-century
natIOnalists could not imagine their revolt without the support of the
masses, so the fascist ideology was a mass ideology par excellence. One
could multiply these parallels. Was not fascism also an anti-intellectual
react.ion, a reaction of the feelings against the rationaLity of democracy?
Was It nOt a kind of reflex of the instincts? Did it not also have a cult of
physical force, of violence, of brutality? All this explains the importance
.
. pal·d to decor, great ceremOnies,
.
attached to the semng,
the attention
Parade�-a new liturgy that substituted songs, torches, and processions
.
fOr deliberation ,nd d·ISCUSSlon.
· seems a direct
.
In th·iS respect, fasclsm
.
Continuation of the neoromanticism of 1880-90 but the scale of that
revolt was determined by the mass society that the generation of 1890
Was only beginning to glimpse.
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�is, which had a long future before it, that the signifi

menr of this synth

cance of the National party resides: it attracted emergent socialism
wherever it appeared. The Guesdist and Blanquist extreme left was per

�

fec ly aware that Boulangism represented a rev?lt against bourgeois
,
soclery and hbe al democracy. Paul Lafargue and Emile Eudes, the spiri
,
tual heir of LoUIS Auguste Blanqui and his chief disciple, were convinced

�

that it was their dury to support Boulangism in its attack on the es
tablished order. Antiparliamentarianism was in any case one of the
most characteristic features of the struggle of the extreme left against
liberalism.2G
Antiparliamentarianism, heir to a Jacobin tradition that reappeared
in the extreme-left radicals, combined with two other elements: Blan
quism and nationalism. Blanquism was directed against the bourgeois
order and nationalism against the political order that expressed it.
These three elements united in a common opposition to liberal democ

�acy. Their fusion toward the end of the 18805 found its first expression
.
� Bo�langlsm,
and ten years later it reappeared in anti-Dreyfus na

I

tlonahsm. At the beginning of the twentieth century, this rebellion was
represented by the Jaune movement, then by a certain form of non
conformist syndicalism, and finally by the Cercle Proudhon. After the
war, this synthesis bore the name of fascism.
Boulangism exemplified this particular phenomenon to an excep
,
tl nal degree. It represented an alliance of all the political forces that

�

� to destroy the immobilism of the parliamentarian regime at any

wlshe

COSt; It was the first of the waves of assault that were to assail liberal

democracy. In Boulangism one observes, for the first time, a phenome
non that would henceforth characterize prefascist movements and later
,
faSCism: the shift toward the right of elements with advanced but funda

�entally

antiliberal social conceptions, which professed either a du
biOUS Marxism or a frankly anti-Marxist form of socialism or, as on
'
the eve af the war, abandoned Marxism for that other form of solidarity
'
.
natIO
nalism,

Here we must 10
' d'Icate the ImpOrtance,
·
during that period' of those
,
Independent sociarIsts wha advocated a French, national socialism and
wh0, when
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sUPPosedly more 10
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. With
the national temperament and
'
.
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socialism, which constantly criticized Marxism, actually consecrated
the legitimacy both of Boulangism and of social anti·Semitism. The
closely related ideas of these two schools of thought provided a frame·
work for the great post-Boulangist alliance that laid the foundations of
anti-Dreyfusism, and demonstrate the ease with which one moved from
left to right during that period and throughout the history of the Third
Republic.
Gustave Rouanet, who was not a Boulangist but who was a Drey
fusard (which makes his criticism of Marxism all the more significant),
provides a perfect example of this way of thinking. Just before the rise
of Boulangism. he wrote, "Purely materialist, the ultimate stage in the
evolution of the German historico-fatalist school that was a reaction
against eighteenth-century philosophy, Marx's thought was essentially
anti-French. Hence the complete rupture with our traditions, with our
old socialist parties, effected by his translators, the religious deposi
taries of his thought both in its form and in its content. But a people
does not, any more than a period, break easily with its past. We believe
that this fruitless rupture has been disastrous for socialism in general."
Unlike "Getman socialism," which is full of a "hatred of French
thought," "French socialism . . . came out of the Revolution." The great
difference between them, said Rouanet, is that "while the present so
cialism wishes to undo the work of the Revolution, French socialism
considers itself its natural, indispensable complement."u
Rouanet was an adept of the great Jacobin tradition: he could only
conceive of socialism as an extension of "the most glorious event not
only in the history of France but in the history of the world."lJ He was
horrified by Marx's comparison of the French Revolution, the English
revolution, and the Getman Reformation, regarding it as an absolute
sacrilege. A future collaborator of jaures's, he opposed Marxism be
cause he believed it incompatible with the old revolutionary tradition.
Its victory, he thought, would mean the end of French socialism.
This notion of a German socialism as against a French socialism, of a
historical concept that is based on the principle of "class antagonism"
and ignores the "antagonism of ideas,"H was very characteristic of the
end of the nineteenth century. It was prevalent in many different left
wing circles and provided a common ground for left-wing Boulangists
of Blanquist, Guesdist, and radical origins, for the independent socialists
around Benoit Malon (who, like Rouanet, sought to demonstrate the
existence of a purely French brand of socialism), and for social anti
Semites such as Auguste Chirac of La Revue socialiste and Orumont,
11
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whom Malon spoke of with enthusiasm. It was this community of ideas
that enabled Barres to bring out La Coc:arde in 1894 and permitted the
formation of the great post-Boulangist coalition, and it was the same
anti-Marxist ideology that made possible the synthesis between Maur
rassian nationalism and revolutionary syndicalism. After the war, it was
again the rebellion against Marxism that gave rise to the revisionism of
Henri De Man and of Marcel Deat, and enabled the various "pianist,"
dirigist, and neosocialist schools of thought to come into being. These
movements all aimed, within the framework of a nationally oriented
spiritual revolution, at offering an alternative to Marxism.
To be sure, a revision of Marxism does not in itself necessarily entail a
shift to the radical right. When this retreat from the ideological posi
tions of the revolutionary :efr was accompanied by an acceptance of the
basic principles and rules of liberal democracy, a form of democratic so
cialism resulted that, with Bernstein, jaures, and Filippo Turati, took
root in western Europe. However, when this revision of Marxism was
accompanied by a deep "antimaterialism," an appeal to irrational val
ues, an antiliberalism, a rejection of parliamentarianism and the party
system, an authoritarianism, and an appeal, beyond class interests, to
national unity, the fascist equation was always possible. In times of crisis
this synthesis became almost inevitable.
From the very beginning, national socialism was a mass movement. It
had its party apparatus and its shock troops: it was more than just a
popular ideology. It also had its popular power base. The Boulangist
revisionist-socialist c.omites, the powerful and well-structured Ligue des
Patriotes, the Marquis de Mores's bandes, and finally the Ligue Anti
semitique and Jaune movement prefigured the fascism of the interwar
period not only ideologically but also in their methods of recruitment
and action. Issuing mainly from the poorer quarters, these action groups,
�ften feared by the police, had real power in the streets, and the authori
tles always regarded thrm as a serious threat to the regime. Like the fas
. and quasi-fascist
CiSt
/igues of the 1930s that were disbanded by the
government of the Popular Front, these action groups of the end of the
century could be crushed only when the entire machinery of repression
a� the disposal of the Republic was brought to bear against
them. The
Llgue des Patriotes was disbanded at the beginning of 1889; ten years
. I1St
later the mos" Important natlona
' and anti-Sem
.
. leaders were either
itic
��tenc:d, like jules Guerin, to long terms of impriso
nment or, like
eroulede, sentenced to banishment.
The Ligue des Patriotes was the first mass parry in France to have a
.
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and political and social forces gene
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of a new age.
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was to be repeated with Dreyfusism and the Bloc Republicain, and later
with the Popular Front.
Thus, the alliance of the Guesdists, Blanquists, and extreme left-wing
radicals in the days of Boulangism was opposed by a coalition of radi
cals and opportunists already supported by the right-wing socialists
known as the possibilists. Ten years later, when the radical right once
more seemed to hold the popular quarters of the big cities in its grip, the
liberal center was able to confront it only because of the support of all
the factions of socialism. At the time of the Dreyfus affair, French so
cialism abandoned its revolutionary pretensions and helped to found
the Bloc: outside the liberal and democratic consensus there now re
mained only the revolutionary syndicalism of Sorel and Berth, Herve
and the

Gue"e sociale group, Lagardelle and the Mouvement socia/iste
Terre fibre group.

group, and Janvion and the

All these nonconformist groups of the pre-First World War period in
one way or another developed toward fascism or ideological collabora
tion with Germany. The same was true of the generation of 1930; the
rebels could not resist the attraction of fascism, or, at any rate, of an
ideological abdication to the dictatorships. The only left-wing elements
that did not yield were, on the one hand, the orthodox Marxists, loyal
to their party, with its organization and discipline and fidelity to the So
viet Union, and, on the other hand, those whose socialism was insepara
ble from their commitment to democracy and who regarded the cause of
the proletariat as intimately connected with the protection of liberty.
And yet, for all that, even Leon Blum's democratic socialism had to sum
mon up all its Marxist faith to resist the ideological pressures of neo
s?�ia.lism, and the leaders of the SFIO decided that a policy of doctrinal
ngldlty was not too high a price to pay for that resistance.
The �artel of left-wing parties and especially the Popular Front were
expressIOns of the same defensive reflex that had enabled the liberal Re
public to overcome the two great crises of the end of the nineteenth cen

tury. The common front
. liberal bourgeoisie and the proletariat' of
. of the
the MarXlst
· or MarXist-leaning left and the liberal center was always
.
directed against one and the same danger: the pOwer w elded in the
Stree
. rs by the rad-IcaI fig
- ht and the creanon
af a quasI-revolutionary po.
hrl�aI c.I-lmate. This
- was the case both in 1888-99 and in 1934-36: the
'adlcahzation of the right had the immediate effect of causing a shift of
the vast
"
af t he left toward the center and its integration into
maloflty
t e hberal and bourgeois consensus. In 1936, this process embraced the
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fi.onal socialism, said that "the next revolution,"JZ that "necessary. so" al ,ev01ut·lon,"j) a pun'fication of the national body, wouid be aimed
·
agamst the Jews, whose " hour would come" as soon as the masses be�ame aw�re af. th� tremendous power represented by a union of the
' Semmc
" movement " J4
workers syndICalist organization" and the "antI"
e
w
o
e
of
the
radical
right
shared
th
,s
'
I
convICtion
h
. 8arres, RocheTh
'
, and he syn
fart,
.
. . and Drumont' the Action Fran�alse the .Jaunes
�
dlCailsts of Te"e fibre all believed that antl'
� 5emltlsm was an Ideolo
gy.
that couId prOVide the revolt against the establ'IShed order wnh
' a popuIar ch aracter,. a
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.
.
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.
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.
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,
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. .
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. .
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. .
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rwar period added nothing esse
Semitic movement of the inte
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end of the last century. During
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. .
During 1898-99 it was a genuine mass movement, and the on,,
,, ·-Semmc
.
disturbances of that period were extremely serious. In Alo
iers, notably,
0"
where four af the SIX deputies were anti-Semites and where the anti
. .
Ieader Max �egis became mayor, the settlers were in open revolt
Se�ltJc
agal nst th� m �tropohs. In the Chamber of Deputies, proposals for anti
. legislation receiv d as many as 158 votes, which, although not a
Jev.:ls
�
�
maJority, was an appreciable number. Anti·Semitism was indeed an im
�rtant aspect of the national-socialist revolution, and the anti-Semites
Wished to destroy both the concepts and the political structures of de
m�racy. Beginning in �he 189?s and throughout the twentieth century,
thIS was to be the claSSIC function of anti-Semitism.
For the second time in a decade, the socialists, like the communists
throughout Europe in the 1930s, were confronted with a dilemma:
should they choose the lesser of two evils and join the republicans or
should t�ey refuse to take part in a struggle that, from the point of view
of MarXist orthodoxy, did not concern the proletariat? Thus, one was
faced, from the last quarter of the nineteenth century, with one of the
k�y problens of European history. In the France of 1900, the socialists
� resign themselves to joining the republican consensus. In
dId not eaSily
deed, th: socialist activists committed themselves only when after a
long pc�lOd of hesitation, doubt, and wavering, anti-Semiti; groups
seemed In danger of progressively taking over the streets. As late as
Ja�uary 1898, the socialist leaders published a celebrated manifesto
� which they refused to take part in "a struggle between two rival fac
tions o� the bourgeois class"-a struggle that they claimed was financ d
�y JeWIsh capitalists who were attempting, by means of the rehabilit 
tlO� �� Dreyfus, to gain the support of the nation for their reprehensible
aC�lvltles. The old anti-Semitic element in French socialism was at that
elRt v�ry much in evidence, as was the necessity of explaining Drey.
.
us�s� m a way that would tally with basic Marxist doctrine. The party
c sts followed Jaures, who himself had hesitated a great deal, only
.
It
became clear that, as Rouanet said, "not only the bourgeois Re
.
publIC but also the social Republic was in danger."40 In other words, I.,
. .
was aniy after a year and a half of agitation
and disturbances and an
.
.,tempted coup d'etat that the vanous
socialist factions came to the
'0ncI USlon
·
·
that the Interests
of the proletariat and the bourgeoisie
ag ed n o e �ssen ial poin : they both
required the democratic sys
�
�
�
te Th
. . SOCialists dId not bnng their full weight to bear until the antiSemltlc lt.gues demonstrated thelr
. control of the streets and they had be.
gUn to lose
their sway over the urban masses.
The appearance on (he political scene of the radical right as a mass
.
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In 1906, after four years of intensive work, Bietry was elected deputy
for Brest, and the movement began to aspire to political action on a
large scale. Like the ligues of the 1890s and the fascist movements of the
1930s, the Jaune movement could not resist the temptation to engage in
active politics and exploit the opportunities provided by liberal democ
racy. In France, no political movement has ever existed that, after having
poured scorn on the parliamentary regime, refused, when the oppor
tunity arose, to try its luck at the polls. However, until 1940, at any rate,
the parliamentary democracy in that country was strong enough to
wit�stand the successive attacks of the forces arrayed against it, to neu
tralize them, and finally to assimilate them. What in fact took place was
that, in agreeing to play the game according to the democratic rules, the
radical right implicitly accepted the legitimacy of democracy and conse
quently found itself operating in an area unsuited to its specific charac
ter and unfavorable to its development, with the result that every such
right-wing movement disintegrated, giving way to a direct or indirect
successor that, in turn, experienced the same rapid development and the
same disintegration.
One could say that in many respects the Jaune movement was like an
earlier version of the Parti Populaire Fran�ais. Bierry himself was the
ideal prototype of a fascist leader. A great trainer of men, indomitably
co�rageous, a true man of the people, this formet syndicalist was widely
haIled as a "leader," "valiant and sublime," and was the object of a veri
table cult in the movement's press of Paris and the provinces"l
Based on the principle of the absolute authority of the party leader
over his followers, the Jaune movement was Bierry's special preserve, as
the PPF was later Doriot's. Arousing an extraordinary enthusiasm and
dev�tion among those who regarded themselves as his "soldiers," Bietry
excited a ferocious hatred in his enemies. It was not only the socialist
workers who detested him; at the turn of the century he was the most
hated man in France. Not until Doriot appeared on the scene did one
see the emergence of a similar phenomenon. Indeed, Bietry appears to
day to be the real precursor of the communist leader who founded the
('PF. With him, national socialism ceased to be the preoccupation of aris
tocr�[ic adventurers like Mores, journalists like Orumont and Rochefort
'
an Intellectuals Iike �arres, and became proletarian.
.
Or the first time, It became evident that there could be a violently
.
.
antl-Manast
' proIetanan
·
mass movement with a clear ideology that
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century, and on the other her
socialist doctrines of the end of the laSI
ical programs put OUt by Le
alded those of the 1930s. The many polit
Fran�ois Cory's L'Arni du
J.'ranciste or La Solidarite nationate or by
ained in the many Jaune pub
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alism"·l and a "national syn
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"a national unity of workers
dicalism"') that would prepare the way for
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and employers."" To facilitate "3 reconcili
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ing Boulangist circles in the
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and the sharing of profits. Re
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chist at the turn of the cen
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power" be given to the workers
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spontaneous working-class
The Jaune movement was an authentic,
tieth century, it had an un
phenomenon, In the first years of the twen
the left-wing Boulangism that
doubted working-class power base. Like
developed industries, in the re
had succeeded in taking root in recently
in the popular quarters of
publican milieu of provincial towns, and
wing among the workers,·'
Paris, the Jaunes had a considerable follo
ine corporatism, but the em
They also tried to bring into being a genu
' organizations only in the con
ployers, who could conceive of workers
opportunity, It had been dem
text of class warfare, failed to seize their
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onstrated that the industrial proletariat
or plebeian anti-Marxism, and
to a certain form of national socialism
logy at once anticapitalist, anti
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to an anti-Marxist yet popu
Semitic, and authoritarian. This receptivity
t was the consequence of a
lar and socialistically inclined viewpoin
prevailed at a given moment
socio-economic and political situation that
of production.
in a particular society, and not of relationships
�aise, and it was preThis was well understood by the Action Fran
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cisely for this reason that it detached itself from the laune movement
,
, mterest
and transferred Its
to the extreme left-wing dissidents. The
aurrasslan
Clg
t
had
come
to the conclusion that the work'lng cIass,
"
h
M
represented y the Confederation Generale du Travail (CGT) and the extre e left wing of the socialist party, was ready for an insurrection
�
,
against the ourgeOls Republic and democracy. Particular attention was
therefore paId to the "red" workers, and everything possible was done
to encourage the ne� antirepublican and antidemocratic tendencies, to
, over the revolutlon ry potential of the CGT, and to gain the Support
WI?
�
of Its memb�rs. At that time, the opposition of the extreme left appeared
to be suffiCiently strong to allow the Maurrassians to hope that they
could find there the popular forces that could undermine the regime.
_

�
�

1

_

'

Nationalism and Syndicalism
The mood of the years preceding the First World War strangely re
,
called t e atmosphere of dIscouragement,
disaffection, and disenchant
ment wlth the established order that prevailed just before the rise of
,
�ulang,sm.
The parallels with the situation in the late 1880s are strik
mg. wo decades after the Boulangist phenomenon, there was a similar
malaIse among the same social classes and a similar clash between the
moderar� left a �d t�e extreme left-a clash that led to similar alliances.
To c�rtaln syndIcalists and their allies, the Radical Republic was as dis
edJtable as the Opportunist Republic had been to their predecessors
, radIcals,
,
e Ieft-wlng
the Blanquists, and the former Communards Th
.
I als' hat�e for Jules Ferry was paralleled by the horror with hic
abor actiVIsts regarded Clemenceau, The Radical Party of 1908 a
peared to have reached the same low point as the Opportunists f
twenty years before, and liberal democracy was sub,'ect to the same acCUSat'IOns and the same suspicions.
The na lona
I'1st awakening before the war:' the emergence of what
�'
has sometimes been called "the generation of Agathon'"U can be ex
, ed at 1
plain
ea �t partIy by this disenchantment with liberal democracy
of a Iarge section of the proletariat, of the rank and file of the 0" eat ur
ban centers, an d. af Intellectual
'
youth, The breakaway of certain popular
grou
a basl�ally caused, as i t had been twenty years earlier by the
,
Rep i rIC
�S�inability
to satisfy the legitimate aspirations of those ho had
been
m st a d� defenders' l?e members of the proletariat who in
the 18 Os ad al e the Repubhc as the beginning of a new
era and
am'd
I the troubles of the Dreyfus affair had championed what the be-
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.
cd to be a new revolution, now Sllddenly realized that they had once
.
�::in been deceived. for the bourgeoisie had once more turned the VICtory to its sole advan ag
In many respects t�e �reyfUs affair appeared to the labor activists to
be an enormous hoax. For aU thOS who to halt the wave of nationalism, had consented to a common ; nt �f the workers and the liberal
, the da�gers pres: : d by such an alliance for the
bourgeoisie, despite
; �e proletariat the affair had
c
s
newl u
� i:: ;:iiu��� ;o���: ;�����::ders who had defe�ded the reg�me
canode
. I 0f I·,beral democracy, placed the phYSical
d to ensure the .surVlva
. d·IsposaI,
.
albe,'r belatedly-at Its
ml.gh[ 0f hc amzed proIet3n3t.
t:n i��; resuit of their victory had been the ri�e of radicahsm
::�
o� t�e socialist party into a p �a: ::: r
, ���tranh�formation
Th' oClaitsm very soon toOk on :� � �. �;. i�
:� �:n:�:d�:"�Alex
�n�re Millerand, Aristide Briand, Re e . Vivlan:
and this radicalism no less quickly assumed the compteXlon
0f he
Clemencist repression.
AU the attacks on liberal democracy-whether Herve's insults or
Sorel and. Berth's theories about prole�arian vio.lence a : e : ::'.:
.
. bo ed down In reformlsm an;� �Yf �� �
:
;�:::;':I��; ��:;:'elh'��ag��:,��, �;:
e
a
;
:.
�
::
-;
,
:
;.
�
;�;e�r:::; ;�
y
riding concern: stemmmg t e l
swamp the working class.
,
. after 1 May 1906 Le Moullement sociallste,
La Guerre
l�medlately
'
sOClafe, and the CGT, suppo�ted by the extreme left wing of the socialist
party an� nonconformis. ts h e ;o:!����:��d a violent campaign not
�
st the political
��d s::c���s:y�:::e�::a�r::ghth Sthem into beitngalsao��ag�ainga�:;
t
fusard alliance that perpet� ated them. Lagar�le� o !:r�::�
Pouget,.Griffuelhes, Andre �onz. ;� �;::;t on �who wrote a vio
Dre;fusism or The Triumph
lent antl-Oreyfusard
attack, The il
.
of the Jewlsh Party"), Herve' and Berrh all 'ook part in a huge camever take place agam.
paign to ensure that noth'mg !"Ike the affair would
.
. up in protection of
and that the working masses would never agam rise
democracy.
In April 1907 an international conference was held. in Paris that well
expressed the spirit of. th.at rebellion. I s
f 11 he "leftists" of Eur�pean SOCialism, �he rsua::\;,,: :f �:�;��a� ;U:ity: such as
Arturo labriola, Roberto �Iche .' . d Hubert Lagardelle, who never
ceased to upbraid the offiCIal sociaI1St movement for having accepted
r

fa

•

so

Jl
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the rules of democracy and stituted class collaboration
for class
struggle. In that prewar periodsub, Lag
ard
elle
nev
er
wea
ried
of
sing
praises of the general strike and of condemning "pseudoso ing the
cialist theo
ries of class collaboration and democratic and social peace."
delle saw the "parliamentary activities" of the socialist par H Lagar
gulf between these parties and the groups of labor revolutionties and the
had gained an awareness of their revolutionary role through aries who
struggle as
the main cause of "the depth of the socialist crisis," and he said
struggle was in progress between "a purely parliamentary soc that a
ialism and
revolutionary labor socialism."$<
In much the same way, Roberto Michels regarded the exodus
of the
revolutionary syndicalists, overru
led
at
eve
ry
par
ty
con
gre
ss,
as
a
loss
that would change the character of Italian socialism. That exo
dus
an
in 1907:" the Sorelians left
er to fashion an ideology thabeg
t
ulti

mately would become the conincepord
tua
l
fram
ewo
rk
of
Ital
ian
fasc
ism
.
Be
fore this happened, they had ed with the idea of creating
a political
syndicalist party-a party oftoybou
rge
ois
inte
llec
tua
ls
wit
h
ideas, a vigorous opposition party that would have been socialistic
midable opponent for the bourgeOisie than the isolated a far more for
in any case, said Michels, the project would have bee syndicalists. But
modern democracy, "which is a regime and a struggln stillborn, since
leaves no room for parties of an elite who do not kno e of the masses,
w what to do with
large numbers.""
It was not until
t World War, however, that the situation was
ripe for the creationtheofFirs
suc
h
parry and the transmutation of such ideas
into a political force. Thus,aJUSt
before the war, Labriola embraced a
militant nationalism, and later retr
ed into an "eternal" socialism
of the kind envisaged by De Man;eatMi
Lagardelle, after joining Valois's Faisceauchels became a fascist; and
came a minister under Marshal Petain. A and Bergery's frontists, be
certain concern for the preser
vation of doctrinal purity and a cer
tain
fide
ary spirit fired these people with an lity to the prewar revolution
the liberal order. The same was tru overwhelming desire to destroy
of Herve and Zevaes, admirers of
Mussolini and founders of a new nateion
al-socialist party.H Later, in the
case of Deat, of Doriot and the int
elle
ctu
als
of his circle, and of De Man,
One sees the same phenomenon:
wh
ate
ver
rev
olutionary ardor remained
....hen
. the Marxist faith of the oppo
nen
ts
of
democratic socialism disap
Peared became a desire to destroy
bo
th
Ma
rxi
sm and liberal democracy.
Th
. e leftists of the pre-First World War period
ISts
, like the no nform
of the thirties, felt that there was an
inherent incompatnco
ibility be.!l

p
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and parliamenrarianism, so
tween socialism and democracy, socialism
other hand, the new elitist
cialism and bourgeois liberties. On the
wing of socialism that advo
theories met with a deep response in the
ocracy and, among the labor
cated direct action as against social dem
minority that was to lead the
avant-gaede, the conscious and activist
that advocated the conquest
proletariat to revolution. To the socialism
to the tame bourgeois so�ial�sm
of power by means of universal suffrage,
liberal democracy, syndlcahsm
that accepted the passwords and fules of
proletarian elite. Michels, ac
opposed the revolutionary violence of a
t theory, which regarded the
cordingly, was able to claim that the elitis
the capacity to determine
masses as a source of energy but denied them
contradicted t�e materialist
the direction of social evolution, in no way
warfare.sl And Emile Pouget
concept of history and the idea of class
t could "express itself in a
claimed that direct action by the proletaria
forceful and violent manner,"
benevolent and peaceful way or in a very
icalism and "democratism"
and that the great difference between synd
rsal suffrage, permits the un
was precisely that "the latter, through unive
. and stifles the minorities
aware, the unintelligent to assume control .
see that the socialist ex
we
that contain the seed of the future."" Thus
and parliamentarianism
treme left preached a contempt for democracy
cious activist minorities.
together with a cult of violent revolution by cons
taught the working class
Finally, since, as Sorel stated, experience had
nt the progress of so
preve
that "democracy can work effectively to
of initiating the reaction
cialism," the syndicates would have the task
not particularly surprising
against the established order.60 It is therefore
suffrage, Victor Griffuelhes
that, speaking about the future of universal
be relegated to the lumber
should say, "It is dear to me that it should
ct in maintaining that
room."·' And Lagardelle was therefore corre
reaction of the proletariat
"French syndicalism was born out of the
was never anything but a
against democracy"-which, he claimed,
&! Sorel, Pouger, and ��ar
"popular form of bourgeois domination."
in his own way, that socialism
delle were all careful to point out, each
ration of classes and on the
could be based only "on an absolute sepa
wal."'" This meant, in fact.
renunciation of any hope of a political rene
ntary politics and the inval
the abandonment of electoral and parliame
patibility between class and
idation of the socialist party. If the incom
the very basis of syndicalism.
party, between "class and opinion,"'" was
lists were attempting to do
and if, in trying to combine the two, the socia
to take up a position of
the impossible, the syndicalists of necessity had
tariat as a left-wing
noninvolvement that, in effect, eliminated the prole
_
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political force. The Action Fran�aise was the first to recognize both th
sig�ificance of the antidemocratic tendency that had grown up in revo�
. .
icalism and the implications of the position of neutrality
lutJonary synd
adopted by the CGT.
The Action Fran�aise, always sensitive to the development of ideas in
labor circles, was quick to stress its points of resemblance with revolu
tionary syndicalism, especially as at that time the essence of revolution
ary syndicalism �as the rejection of anything that even remotely re
sem�led bourgeOiS values or collaboration with the bourgeoisie.
Like Berth, who condemned "anarchism as the negative, lazy and ab
�tra��!rotest of the individual," favoring instead a "labor Napoleon
Pouget declared that the methods of action of a confederal orga
Ism,
. .
Oizatlon could not be based on the "vulgar democratic idea; they do not
express the consent of the majority arrived at through universal suf
frage."� Poug�t believed that if democratic procedures were adopted in
lab�r Clrcles, the lack of will of the unconscious and nonsyndicalist
.
ma)Oflty wo�ld paralyze all action. But the minority is not willing
to abandon ItS demands and aspirations before the inertia of a mass
that the spirit of revolt has not yet animated and enlightened. Conse
quently, the conscious minority has an obligation to act without reck
oni�g -:Vith the refractory mass." '7 No one, he claimed, h�s the right "to
reCflmlnate against the disinterested initiative of the minority," least of
�11 "the unconscious" who, compared to the militants, are no more than
'huma� zeros."'" This out-and-out elitism linked up with that of Pareto
a�d Michels, and after the First World War finally turned against so
.
Cialism.
These elitist characteristics reappeared in the thinking of Henri
De Man, Bertrand �e Jouvenel, and Marcel Dear, and were among the
.
main features of theIr transition to fascism.
The �orelians, as well as Some of its own adherents, could only regard
rev�lut,onary syndicalism as representing the very antithesis of a demo
c�a:lc society. There can be little doubt that a society based
on the prin
Clp es advocated by Sorel, Berth, Pouget, Lagardelle,
and
Griffuelhes
.
Would have possessed most 0f rhe major
characteristics of a fascist so.
CIety. Led by "the conscious, the rebellious," " who have
a boundless
.
Contempt for democracy, UOiversaI suffrage,
parhamenta
rianism
and
.
the bourgeOis
way of life, this syndicalist society would forge a ne� type
:f man, characterized by "the boldness, the marvelous discipline" demnStra�ed by an army of str
iking workers.70
10 dlustrare the essential qualities of this man of the new society
Berth-who liked to draw parallels
between work and war, betwee�
.
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y virtues-quoted a passage from
the virtues of labor and the militar
es of workers, true annies of the
Proudhon that spoke of "compani
affion, ma
rker, like the soldier in his bat
Revolution, in which the wo
m
machines."7L Berth had learned fro
neuvers with the precision of his
ers,
be taken by this society of produc
Sorel that the direction that would
ible to foresee; its character is un
raised on "social myths," is imposs
ause it rebels against the scientific
foreseeable by its very nature. But bec
y of the bourgeoisie, it would [Orally
outlook and individualistic anarch
t
life with a new dynamic and activis
replace the condition of bourgeois
new proletarian society would he
reality. The role of the producer in this
lization that
s of a new, virile, and mighty civi
to lay the foundation
created by the bourgeois, that eter
would be the antithesis of the one
politan, for whom there are no
nally "rootless person," that "cosmo who "understands nothing of
nt
fatherlands or classes," that mercha
stock market."n
honor, . . . a value not quoted on the
dicalists regarded themselves
Undoubtedly, certain revolutionary syn of proletarians to war
e army
as a new aristocracy leading the hug
er theoreticians of syndicalism
oth
the
th,
social war. Like Sorel and Ber
tzsche. They fully sympathized with
were subject to the influence of Nie
ty and had no trouble turning his
his contempt for the bourgeois mentali
concept of an elite and his glorifi
"superman" into a revolutionary. His
sm, and faith-in short, his stress
cation of violeuce, heroism, dynami
Marxism that the syndicalists had
on activism-radically altered the
onward, they emphasized the cre
professed until then. From that time
capacity to change the course of
ative powers of the individual and his
history.
be associated with faith and
The revolutionary idea thus came to
a consciousness of historical evolu
willpower and no longer only with
ter with the Action Fran�aise was
tion, and for that reason the encoun similar conception of political
very
not an accident but the result of a
du
ounter centered on the Cahiers
enc
ideals and historical forces. This
CercJe Proudhon.
r Proudhon? From its very incep
Why was this new group named afte
la
red the author of La Philosophie dethe
side
con
ise
n�a
Fra
tion
Ac
the
n,
tio
in
is philosopher had a place of honor Our
misere one of its "masters." Th
ly.
cise
pre
d,
the movement entitle
n
weekly section of the journal of
ed this privileged place in L'Actio
his
Masters. Proudhon, of course, ow
,
nism
assians saw as his antirepublica
framiaise to what the Maurr
eau, his disdain for the French Rev
anti-Semitism, his loathing of Rouss
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olution, democrac�, and pariiamentarianism, and his championship of
. the family, tradition, and the monarchy.71
the nation,
The Cabiers du CercJe Prolldbon took u these a e rhemes, but laid
;�
greater stress on Proudho.n's socialism. M reove , ke Maurras, wh0
. d h·1m because, "qune apa., fr0m h·IS l·deas' Proudhon had a feeIadmire
. were at pains
. to point out hoW
French
politics
"7"
the
Cab
for
lers
ing
'
. for order
· passion
r
worrhy of respect was a man who, in addition
0 hIS
'
.
-I of France and demanded for the
attcmpted to prove the supremaMl
.
.
Freneh natton, "which has produced the finest flower of human ClVI1I. za. ht to command the rest of Europe " Valo,·, .
.[Jon," the ng
.
, In turn' mSlsted
.
·
·
on the "revoIutlOnary
passion of Proudhon'" WhICh, mstea
·
d of causmg
. to Iaunch attacks against French . a d
m
h1m
P
�I ;r turn ;�ai st t�e true culprits: Jewish ca �i m nd��
pose y orelgners.'6 Berth, next presented Praudhon as the represen'
. sOCIa
. I·Ism with a
tative of a "Gall·IC" socia
. I.Ism-a pea'anr' warnor
.
.
·
·
Strong feeI109 for unIty and order, a SOCialism drawn "from a pure
French source."77 Finally, Gilberr Maire wrore' "He dared to express
mOre op�nIY than anyone elst' the utility of direct action, the beauty of
i
. of reason."71
VIO cnce
the servICe
T e �Orclia and �aurrassians shared this intellectual revolt against
the �I �: o t e �nllg renment and the French Revolution. They re
.
garde
la ds
f .Bergson and "an enthusiastic adherent of
,:;:
P
�
�
:
�
i
the intuitive P l s p y, since Sorel had never failed to come to rhe
defensc 0f Bcrgson I.USt as he had aIways expressed his appreciation of
Le Bon and Pareto. The same was true of Berrh and VaIOIS
. ' who were
.
.
.
well acquamted
I
With the Iralian school of S�IO ogy and referred to it in
their writings. All thI·S heIps to explam the "fundamental con. an syndICalist
· · aspiravergence" of "rhe l· deas of the Action Fran�alse
d
tions " whO h .as b�sed on the conviction that "nationalism, like syn
dicalism' c: tw
rtu':"� only through the complete eviction of democracy
and the democrauc Ideology.
.
VaIois declared that the "lunctlon
" between syndicalism and nationalism had aIready been made,'" whereas Berrh believed that this
"dual
· h "the complete eviction of the
revoir" couId take pIace onlY Wit
regime of gold a d h nu�
. :h of heroic values over the ignoble bour
geois marerialis; t a: �l 1 g rese t-day urope In
E
. other words,
�
this awakening of Force :� � p a lnst
Gold
.
must
end with the
..
�
downfall of the plutocracy. " n t�is
war waged by "these two great
Currents of national energy . . . , both of them antiliberal and anti-
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" was at the same
democratic," against "big capital" and "high finance
nce."
time a struggle against French decline and decade
and Drieu and
Indeed, the Sordians, like Barres around 1890
nce: their work was
Maulnier around 1930, had an acute sense of decade
civilization. "Bour
whole
a
of
dominated by a perception of the decay
nce-it is all one,"
geois decadence, labor decadence, national decade
,
cannot he Imple
said Berth.'1 Berth took up Sorel's idea that socialism
heavy industry
mented in a country in a state of economic decay, where
bourgeoisie
petite
essive
is undeveloped and where a timid and retrogr
thrive only where
continues to vegetate. A revolutionary proletariat can
bourgeoisie.1I
there is a powerful and equally bold and revolutionary
the whole of
es
embrac
it
social;
and
ic
But decadence is not only econom
s and
manner
and
s
political and cultural life and impregnates custom
morals.

ed if
Sorel thought that the Dreyfus affair could never have happen
Russian
The
years.
many
for
g
France had not already been declinin
Jews of La
novel, neo-Catholicism, anarchism, the aesthetics of the
Revue blanche, cosmopolitan salons, and the paintings of the impres·

went."
sionists and the fauvists all demonstrated how deep the sickness
with
strong
very
was
ion
civilizat
This feeling of living in the twilight of a
ate
immedi
their
the rebels of the turn of the century, as it had been with
r period.
predecessors, and would be with their successors in the interwa
mor·
public
of
ck
shipwre
general
"the
d
Toussenel had already lamente
the
in
frozen
be
to
seemed
als," in a period "in which the blood
1
and
'
near,"
is
heart"; !'O Mores constantly repeated that "the crisis

Drumont warned continually of "the final catastrophe." n
nce
To arrest this decadence, one had to wipe out the spiritual inherita
in·
and
m,
liberalis
values,
is
of the eighteenth century and reject bourgeo
of
rights
natural
the
dividualism, together with faith in progress and in
gen·
of the
man. The moral outlook of the generation of 1914, like that
mysti·
nitarian
"huma
the
to
d
oppose
y
violentl
eration of 1930, was
"the
because
m
Marxis
to
hetic
cism"') of democracy; it was sympat
class
made
,
.
.
.
e
Marxist philosophy, steeped in the idea of warfar
d conflict not
struggle the main motive force of history,"� and it glorifie
but also because
only because violence, in its view, engendered greatness
ionary event of the
violence "could, in certain cases, constitute a revolut
s of this moral
ntative
represe
the
that
first order."" For the same reasons
were also pa·
they
m,
outlook considered themselves close to Marxis
nce," and
significa
triotic, for "patriotism can also have a revolutionary
the man
than
"the man of the people is much more a part of his country
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of the wealthy classes," that cosmopolitan vagabond "uprooted by an
encyclopedic culture and an idle existence."" A national and class soli·
darity can exist only in a society that rejects the "atomistic and purely
mechanical conception whereby man is no more than simply a carrier of
merchandise,"'7 and for that reason socialism and patriotism alike re·
quire the destruction of democracy. And, as for democracy, that cor·
rupter of morals, not only does it "postulate an easy life, comforts, the
commodities of existence, an anarchic liberty, a reduction in working
hours, an indefinite increase in leisure,"" but it is "by nature hostile to
the organization of labor"" and consequently "the worst possible terrain
for a genuine class struggle." 100 Thus, the revolutionary syndicalists, like
the socialists, accused democracy of obscuring social realities and dif·
ferences and of encouraging ideological debate to the detriment of real
relationships of production. All rhis, finally, could have no other effect
than to assure the survival of a system of capitalist exploitation sus·
tained and strengthened by the mediocriry of a decadent civilization, by
the baseness of a vulgar optimism, and by the obfuscation of a coarse,
empry ideological debate.
All these themes recurred almost word for word in the fascist and
quasi·fascist literature and journalism of the thirties. That rebellion
against the liberal and bourgeois order revealed the same propensities,
the same loyalties, the same memaliry as the eariierone, and when Valois
in the twenties and Drieu in the thirties claimed that fascism was simply
a variant of socialism, they were only reviving, in a somewhat modern·
ized form, an idea that already in 1912 was not particularly new. The

writers of Combat, for instance-Pierre Andreu, Thierry Maulnier (the

writer of the interwar period closest to Baeres), and Jean Saillenfest
were perfectly aware of this and readily acknowledged their ideological
lineage. As Saillenfest wrote, "In crossing the frontier of the Alps, fascism
passed through the gateway of a national experience: under a foreign
name, ideas that had originated in France came back to us, illustrated
and put into practice. Did not the main features of fascism already po·
tentially exist in prewar French social nationalism and syndicalism?"IOl
Maulnier gave a very clear answer to this question in "The State of
Force versus the Liberal Society," an important article of historical
and
Political analysis written at the beginning of 1938. In order to overthrow
the I'b
I eral SOCiety, he advocated the creation of a very broad
front
embracing "all the nonproletarian social categories" affected by "the
.

e�onomic tyranny of a caste" and based on the liberation of "syn.
dlcalism from its antinational proletarian ideology." Thus, "a syndi-
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nation
and proletarian deviations, a
calism purged of its materialist
h make it
al and idealized tendencies, whic
alism purged of its sentimem
one day
d
coul
,
presem masters of the state
a weapon in the hands of the
of a
tion
e of sterility in the positive crea
pass beyond their present stag
LOl
new form of community."
ular
find expression in "mighty pop
This synthesis could henceforth
but
s
clas
a
of
was not "the domination
movements" whose supreme aim
res
the
unity beyond class divisions and
the affirmation of the national
Such
er."
pow
omic
econ
petition for
titution of the state beyond com
of
nts
eme
mov
ist'
onalist' and 'fasc
popular movements were "the 'nati

com
a
se
ted "a colossal effort [0 impo
these last years," which represen
er
es." Maulnier concluded. "Whatev
munal unity on the warring class
ght
be, it is clear that they have brou
the future of these movements may
back
ities
mun
com
structure of human
the historical and biological infra
ed for a moment to class competi
don
to the forestage of history, aban
to
kind of synthesis strong enough
tion, and thus given rise to the only
created by industrial development
resolve the enormous antagonism
er and the old world of human
between the tools of economic pow
10J
relationships. "
The First Corporatism
n to the conservative, conformist
Having arisen out of an oppositio
dis
e de la Patrie Fran�aise, and ill
nationalism of the respectable Ligu
of
turn
the
at
�aise
Fran
on
, the Acti
posed toward moderates of any kind

fight
a
be
to
d
of new ideas and aime
the century was a real laboratory
t
emen
mov
bership. The Maurrassian
ing movement with a popular mem
e young movement, sufficiently close
at that time was a radical, combativ
fascist
lism to attempt a genuinely
to a certain form of national socia
stress
laid
ly
erate
Maurrassians delib
synthesis. First of all. the left-wing
so
ing
left-w
mon with the extreme
on the element they had in com
nal
natio
liberalism. To the integral
cialists: a hatred of democracy and
sts, it
; to the revolutionary syndicali
ists, democracy was antinational
re
legitimacy, it was contrary to naru
was antisocial. To both, it had no
on
Acri
in
finds
one
from 1900 onward,
it symbolized evil. Consequently,
ide-
hist" or "monarchist-socialist"
Fran�aise circles a "socialist-monarc
de
quis
expression to describe the Mar
ology. Maurras himself used this
he
of an "eternal socialism" that
La Tour du Pin,l04 or when speaking
alSO
OJ During that period Maurras
claimed La Tour du Pin represented.I
on
would be "nationalist in directi
toyed with the idea of a journal that
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with a few socialist propensities." But he knew well enough how to tem
per his left-wing tendencies, and when it came to naming a program he
preferred the term social equilibrium to social ;ustice. IOOI
The Maurrassian movement at that time, still faithful to its origins,
waged a long campaign against conservatism, liberalism, and capi
talism-ag�inst the soci�1 atomization that existed in bourgeois society.
.
ThiS campaign reached Its height in 1908, in the violent confrontations
between the CGT and the Clemenceau government. In the eyes of the la
b�r activists, the day of bloodshed at Draveil represented the supreme
failure of democracy. One day. at the Bourse du Travail, a center of mu
tual aid, work�rs' educati�n. and Jabor exchange, a huge black flag ap
peared at a third-floor wlOdow with a bust of the Republic attached

�

� to its folds. Maurras was quick to react: "The hanging of

by t e nec

Mananne 10 front of the

Bourse du Travail is the most significant act of

our history since 14 July 1789. Do you understand that, you conser
vative bourgeois?" he wrote. I,"
s this common struggle against liberalism and bourgeois society,
It
. ,:,,�
thiS VISion of a world given up to "economic anarchy. generator of the
labor crisis," which raged in the name of liberty, that served as the basis
of the attempts of the Action Frant;aise to erect a common platform with

the proletariat. 101 Until just before the war, the movement tried to culti
vate relations with syndicalism, not only because it appeared to be an
.
obVIOUS
ally in the fight against the Republic but also because it was

regarded as an element of stability that could easily become a factor of
cons rv�tism. The Action Frant;aise saw the corporative character of
�
syndicalism as a virtue: based on tangible affinities and concrete inter
ests, the labor movement reflected social and economic realities and for
that reason constituted an element of organization and stratification.
.
Through ItS antl-IO
. . d·IVI·duaI·Ism, syndicalism helped to ward off the
forces that threatened to destroy the nation. "A pure socialist system
Would be free 0f any democratlc
. element," wrote Maurras already in
1900. " would submit
" to the rules of the hierarchy inscribed in the
COnstltutlo
"
n of nature and the spirit." 101'
.
At thc annuaI nanona
.
I congresses of the Action Fran�ise• the quest"lon of rela fIonsh"IpS Wit
· h labor Circles was particularly important. It
....
h.as Georges VaIOIS
· Wh0 generally dealt with these matters. His conclusio s
o �Iways followed the same pattern. A new ideolegical situation had
<o"'e lnto b "
el?g, he sal" d, and It
· had to be brought to its fulfillment by
.
�k109 an alliance of all the political and
social forces opposed to dc
rnacracy.
It should be pointed out in this connection that the Maurras-

I�

.

>
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of nationalism with
sians never believed that this hypothetical alliance
tity. On the con
syndicalism would imply a renunciation of labor iden excellent phe
an
as
class
trary: "'n all respectS, we regard the spirit of
spirit," said Valois
nomenon, which completely destroys the democratic
.
addressing the congress.IIO
forc� of �ntl
g
stron
a
d
foun
�aise
Fran
n
Actio
the
m,
icalis
In synd
.
posed of mdlvldu
individualism. While "democracy wants a nation com said Valois,"1
n,"
als . . . , syndicalism builds up the body of the natio
matter even more
the
d
state
he
and in LA Monarchie et fa dasse ouvriere
of indivi�uals
asses
m
e
�
t
explicitly: "The syndicalist movement replaces
,
the professional
that the Republican state wishes to have under It with
was supported:"
groupings by which the traditional French monarchy
ul analysIs of
Jean Rivain reached the same conclusion in a caref
socialists
"The
s."
Sorel's essay "The Socialist Future of the Syndicate y," he wrote,lll
nom
understand very well the necessity of corporative auto
the syndicate as "a
rd
rega
l
Sore
not
and he was surely not mistaken. Did
facto? " �n the
the
in
r"
body that would have the monopoly of labo
uction In our
prod
of
same way as formerly the guild had the monopoly
cities?" " ,
m or to en
The attempts of the Maurrassians to influence syndicalis close to
be
ld
wou
that
m
courage the emergence of a current of �yndicalis
waged a
had
who
them were not always unsuccessful. Emile Janvion,
the spring and
violent anti-Masonic and antirepublican campaign in
review, Terre
summer of 1908, the following year founded a bimonthly joined forces.
tes
Semi
antilibre. in which antirepublican syndicalists and
in elements of
In fact this union of the left-wing Maurrassians and certa intellectual
on the
revolu;ionary syndicalism took place on twO levels:
the level of syn
on
and
dhon
prou
le
and ideological level in the Cerc
Terre libre. Together
dicalist activism through their collaboration in
ts of encounter were
poin
with Paolo Orano's La lupa in Italy, these two
nced initiatives of
among the most serious and ideologically most adva concerned, [he
ry is
�
European national socialism. Indeed, where theo
maln
re
ter,
arac
�
c
l
mera
ephe
�
an
.
meeting points, despite their small scale
ist syntheSIS. .
faSC
the
of
dmg
rstan
unde
any
for
stick
yard
an essential
[hat join d force� With
However, the left wing of the Action Fran�aise gave�ItS
l and
Berth under the patronage of Maurras and Sore
continually sought the
that
p
grou
ical
Janvion was not the only polit
ro pted the
support of labor. By its very significance, this mo.ve �m �
Its makeup
d
varie
more
ist movement-which was also much
nsion su;;,,,I'"
dime
l
socia
a
of
appears at first sight-to set off in search
I II
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it. The person who took on this task was Firmin Bacconnier, a self
educated printer who had become a royalist.
In April 1907, Bacconnier founded a bimonthly journal, L'Accord
social, which in October 1908 became a weekly. The first issue of La
Guerre sociale had come out in December 1906, and Terre fibre ap
peared n
i November 1909. The times were decidedly propitious for new
nonconformist publications in opposition to the existing order. L'Ac
cord social attacked Clemenceau and his policy of confrontation with
labor, and invoked the authority of Sorel and Lagardelle against the re
publican consensus, political socialism, individualism, and pacifism.
The panicular preoccupation of this journal, however, was the restruc
turing of social relationships. Most of the ideas expressed in it were
taken up again by the various fascist movements twenty years later. In
deed, corporatism as expounded by "socialist monarchism" has a very
modern ring to it. The antithesis of liberalism and individualism, it was
to be the instrument par excellence of the integration of the proletariat
into the body of the nation.
The corporation, however-and this was an important aspect of the
system-was not regarded simply as a private association unconnected
with the national community as a whole. On the contrary, it was to
"provide the basis for our political reconstitution" and was "invested
with a social and political function," 1U Not only did it eliminate "the
wild, disloyal competition of liberalism/' but it created social organisms
that should function under "state control," for "a concern for the
general interest is undoubtedly a matter for its authorized guardian, the
�tate. . . . The state has the right to intervene, which it does by means of
Its agents."
For the "social traditionalists," the corporation was an imponant
element in the state-both a channel of transmission and a framework
for organizing [he masses. It has an "educative function," said Leon
ThoyOt, who stressed the many-sidedness of the activities and duties of
� corporation.lIl Bacconnier elaborated further. He said, "The term
Corporative regime' has a much wider connotation: it embraces any hu.
. . unite
man coilectlvlty
d by a common social task or professional interest. There no, onIy eXist
'
' corporations
0f commerce and industry and
arts
l.. but there are aiso rehglous
. and craus,
and IOtellectual cornn
·Y-ratlons." I l' He concluded, "A monarchy" can be .
said to be corporative
Wh.en the state IS
' master and sovereign in general matters and the corno"
rations
. 0f a II k'm ds are supreme, under state control,
in purely local, corPOrative matters.
116
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The difference, indeed, is fundamental. In this area, the corporatism

of

L'Accord social was much closer to the fascist model than one might

at first think. Here, it was a matter not of counterbalancing the influence
of the state but of placing the corporations at the service of the state, as
later in Italy. It is also a common error to regard the corporatism advo
cated by the French extreme right as a prolongation of the system of the
ancien regime. While L'Accord social was by no means loath to sing the
praises of those long-gone days, neither was it so naive as to want to
revive a bygone era. Quite the contrary.
In fact,

L'Accord social contributed more than any other contempo

rary source to the development of a preliminary version of a genuine
theory of the corporative state. Its writers regarded corporative institu
tions as model examples of organizations that subordinated economic
to

noneconomic interests. Bacconnier and his colleagues never ques

tioned the principle of the supremacy of the political, which was the
cornerstone not only of the thinking of the Maurrassians but also of
most prefascist and fascist ideology. The word

corporation was under

stood in its etymological sense of "constituting a body"-which was
also held to be the chief attribute of the state, that which guaranteed its
life and unity.
It was for this reason that, despite all the differences between corpo
ratism and Marxism, the nationalists felt so close to the revolutionary

syndicalists. Did they not both abhor "liberals and ,conservatives," III

those "satiated democrats" of the "social defense"? uz Did they not both
reject "the enormous trickery of anticlericalism," the "hypocrisy of so

cial laws," the "tyranny of parliaments"-in short, the "republican im
posture" ? 1l.I Above all, did they not both advocate the same methods,

the same "savage principles"? IH As Jacques Helo, a close associate

of Bacconnier's, said in his lucid account of the relations between the
new corporatist right and the revolutionary syndicalists, "If one looks
closely, is the syndicalist 'Direct action' anything other than the 'PolitiCS
first' of the royalists? Both of these formulas express revolutionary doc
trines: doctrines of violence, unheeding of constitutional legality. Both.
moreover, justify themselves by practical success." 125

The war was to disorganize these attempts at a rapprochement. For a

few years it looked as if the Union Sacree might make some changes in
political life, but it soon enough became quite clear that the war had
made no difference. The four years of hostilities had changed neither the
social situation nor the main ideological tendencies nor the facts of poli
tics. It quickly became obvious that everything had to be taken up again
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just where the prewar generation had
left it on the d,y 0f mob'I'
I Izatlan'
Thus, the ml'ddIe of the next decade saw
the emergence of the Falscea
'
u
of Georges Va IOIS,
" Immediately followed by
the rise of the /eu
' nes eqU/pes
,
(young groups), the great wave of revision and "modermzan
'
on" af so, '
'
ciaI Ism,
and the different syntheses ,nd
variOus attempts to go "be
.
y? nd" Marxlsm nationalism, and liberalis
m that constituted the fas:
.
,
CISm of the thut
les. The idea of "transcending"
0ppOsltlOns, af actl' Og
outSI'de the framework of the traditio
'
"
nal poIItlca
1 parties and conven.
.
.
uonal ldeologles, thcn reached its
climax'' the deSlr
' e to break away at all
stsffrom "the ld and outworn," from
democracy and liberalism and
�
� so rom Ma r lsm,
whi
ch
alre
ady
appeared to be part of the
�
estabhshed order, welghed heavily on a larg
'
"
, part of public 0plm
on 10 France
.
and was a major element in the fascist
penetration of the country.
In those cnsl
" s years, there were undoub
tedly many French who
,
,
sensed 10 thiS revolt against liberal
'
,
democracy 'nd bourgeOis
,
sOCiety a
certam rebeIhou
' s freshness, a certain flavor
of youth. During that period
,
of nc rta n
nd tomizarion, when individu
�
alistic liberalism seemed
to e ea e
or disaster and capitalism had
to grapple with endless
,
(flSeS, an even greater number
of people, in order to avert cata
stro he
bcgan o r spond enthusiastica
'
lly to appeals for unity, res
�
�
ponsib ity,
and solidarity between the
classes.
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C H A P T E R TWO

The Revolution
of the Moralists

Revolutionary Syndicalism, or the
Antimaterialist Critique of Marxism
ed in from the beginning of
The critique of Marxism that had been engag
led to two different conse
the century by socialists of various kinds
ure but ultimately very far
quences, sharing the same point of depan
exemplified by Bernstein and
apan. The liberal form of revisionism, as
romise with the established order.
Jaures, was based on the idea of comp
l values as "metaphysical
Neither Bernstein nor Jaures regarded libera

harlots," as Lafargue called them.l
the pre-1914 "leftiscs" rep
Unlike this liberal revisionism, that of
established order and its so
resented nOt only a total rejection of the
revolt against its moral values.
cial and political structures but also a
expression in bourgeois so
against the type of civilization that found
cterized above all by a violent
ciety. This current of thought was chara
of
ethical and a spiritual revision
antimaterialism, which led to both an
s were the first, at the turn of the
Marxism. The revolutionary syndicalist
al
in every form-not only its liber
century, to rebel against materialism
.
n
taria
prole
and
also the Marxist
and bourgeois manifestations but
these
of Marxism remained with
Consequently, even when very little

extreme left, a horror of bour
the
or
men who had come from the left
us,
rialistic society persisted. Th
geois life and a hatred of a basely mate
. n
e, Herve, Michels, and the italia
the path followed by Sorel, Lagardell
means an illogical onc.
revolutionary syndicalists was by no
rwent a similar develop
The generation of the interwar period unde
n
expressed by Henri De Ma
ment. An implacable logic linked the ideas
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at the Conference of Heppenheim in 1928 to his manifesto of the Parti
Ouvrier Beige of 3 July 1940. In his exposition of ethical socialism at
Heppenheim, De Man forcefully stated that "vital values are superior to
moral values" and that "the aims of socialism cannot be deduced from
any given causes in the capitalist milieu, and particularly not from the

�le of a class for interests and power." l Similarly, shortly after the

stru

NaZI conquest, he said in an appeal to Belgian socialists:
In linkin� their fate to the victory of arms, the democratic governments have
accepted 10 advance the verdict of the war. This verdict is clear. It is a condemna

tion of regimes where speeches replace acts, where responsibilities are lost in the

verbosity of assembli�, where the slogan of liberty serves to support an egotistic
.
conserv�tlsm. It calls IOta being a period in which an elite prefers a short, dan

�etous ltfe to a long, easy one, and, seeking our responsibility instead of evading
I t, wnstructs � new world. In that world the spirit of community would prevail

oveT c.lass egolS�, and wo�k would be the only source of dignity and power. The
.
soclal1St �rder WIll be realIZed not as the manifestation of a class or party but as
.
the bmdmg force of a national solidarity that will soon be continental if not
worldwide_ J

Here one touches the heart of the matter. De Man, Dear and the neo
socialists, and Paul Marion and the other communists who went over to
the Parti Populaire Fram;:ais may have abandoned their Marxism but
not (heir taste for revolution and their desire to regenerate society.

Their

revolution, however, now became an ethical revolution, a spiritual revo
.

lution, a political and national revolution. This was the classic concep
tual framework of a fascist revolution, the ideal meeting point where
former socialists, nationalists, and former Maurrassians could come to

�ether once more. Sorel and Berth's association with Barres and Valois
m the offices of L'lndependance and the Cahiers du Cercle Proudhon

was paralleled in the 1930s by the revisionists' association with Drieu

:

La Ro helle, Brasillach, and Maulnier in fighting the same opponent.
. Anti-Marxism led ethical socialists, out-and-out modernists' "planISts"_the dVocates of a planned economy-to join forces with the
n onat,.ona[lsts i n their fight against materialism. Whether this materi

�

�

� Ism took the form of liberal democracy or Marxism was finally of little
�ort�nce: in both cases it was regarded as the same bourgeois evil.

�

. IS eVIl could take an economic, political, or social form but above all
It as �ral.
for the rebels and revolutionary syndicalists like the ethi
' sOClahsts of the thirties, were above all moralists. Sorel and Michels
cfore 1914 an d De Man and Deat between the wars primarily attacked
' .
fllatenal
lsm, whether b ourgeOls,
" I'bera' matertahsm, the mechanistic or-

�

�

:

�

-

,
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ced by the social
thoclox Marxist variery, or the opportunism practiLagar
Berth,
democrats. In that respect, the evolution of Sorel, for itdelle,
ated
anticip
ting.
interes
ily
labriola, and Michels is extraordinar
cur
the
all
to
sion
dimen
that of the generation of 1930 and gave a new
rents of political nonconformity of that time. began contributing to
Sorel became a Marxist in 1893: when he
g his contribu
the Marxist journal L'Ere noul/elle. Noteworthy amon
et la nouvelle
tions to the journal were two long articles, "L'Ancienne
) and "La fin du
metaphysique'" (The Old and the New Metaphysics
st essays. In
paganisme'" (The End of Paganism), both classical Marxibrac"
the
bric-ast
the latter article, Sorel even spoke of the "ideali never did that
again).
Marxists were accused of neglecting (something he n that was evi?
During this period, he was concerned-a preoccupatio
uent
dent in his first book,' and was to be present in alltaskhisthesubseq
Christi
to
books-with the problem of decadence. Sorel took extreme individanu
ideology that had overcome the martial spirit, the fabric of the an
alism that had undermined and finally destroyed the d the links that
cient world. "The Christian ideology," he wrote, "severe
sowed seeds of
existed between the spirit and social life; everywhere itthe
only to
quietism, despair and death,'" and since he examined onspastabout
the
discover if it was possible "to make a few useful reflecti equally disas
had
have
would
m
present," he added, "Utopian socialis
away
trous results if it had had a lasting influence instead of beingisswept
e
by the wave of capitalism."'o Marxism, on the other hand,y to"athedoctrin
role of
of life that is good for strong peoples. It reduces ideolog that econom
ic
holds
it
reality;
of
an artifice for the summary exposition
so
new
a
of
n
development is the necessary condition for the creatiothey are able to
ciety; it teaches men to want to acquire the rights that
bear responsibility for.""
Roman world by
Sorel claimed that Christianity had destroyed the the
absolute indi
of
s
emancipating property. The "clear consciousnes "emancipatio
n of the
vidualism of property" in turn brought about the"no longer owing
any
individual." Man was henceforth regarded as ively preoccupied with
thing to the collectivity, each person being exclus lf with the interestS
his spiritual interests without concerning himse
enthusiastic Marxist,
of the country."'l In the period when he wasevil,an and
this point he
Sorel saw individualism as the root of all ued to beon violen
tly anti
never changed his opinion. In fact, he continceased to be a Marxi
st in
individualistic even when he had long since syndicalism was a form
the orthodox sense of the word. Revolutionary
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of anti-individualism, and the left-wing Maurrassians understood this
immediately. On the eve of the First World War, it was once again the
hatred of bourgeois, individualistic, liberal, and decadent civilization
that led Sorel to allow the Cercle Proudhon to use his name in the most
developed attempt of that period at a national-socialist synthesis.
"Christian egoism," claimed Sorel, gives rise to the bourgeois spirit;
"bourgeois wisdom" takes over society and proves fatal to the martial
spirit." Sorel said that even if one cannot maintain that Christianity de
stroyed the martial spirit of the Romans, it "drew conclusions from the
peaceful, bourgeois evolution of the Empire." The bourgeois spirit was
inimical " to the ancient concept of the heroic society," and not until
Saint Augustine was it realized that "this metaphysical shopkeeper's fa
naticism was idiotic." The same, he claimed, was true "in all the mod
ern countries": If "the martial spirit grew weaker and the bourgeois
spirit became predominant, the social idea grew weaker also."" This
was a process that was bound to take place "unless the people were
strongly affected by a collectivist propaganda." 11 In the case of France, a
propaganda of this kind had been favored by "the warlike early develop
ment of French democracy" in the time of the Revolution and the Em
pire." This "new revolutionary paganism" had produced "an amazing
revival of a spirit quite close to the spirit of antiquity,"l0 and had given
rise to a period of grandeur that will find its equivalent in the future only
in "the scientific transformation of society by socialism."ll Finally, only
when "the worker in heavy industry will replace the warrior of the he
roic society and machines will replace weapons"ll will the moral dis
�ol�tion of the modern world, the product of Christian and bourgeois
mdlvidualism, be arrested.V
Sorel's preoccupation, in his first period of activity, with the moral
character of a given age and society remained characteristic of him in
the period of the Cercle Proudhon and L'Indipendance. One can say
that this obsession with the fate of civilizations remained a constant fac
tor in Sorel's thinking.
From 1894 to 1897 Sorel devoted his efforts to two Marxist journals
that, as he himself tells us, were boycotted by the independent socialists
un�er Millerand and never had much success:l4 L'Ere nouvelle, of
which we have spoken, and Le Devenir social. L'Ere nouvelle was
founded by Georges Diamandy, an emigre from eastern Europe' in July
1893, and appeared until· November 1894. Le Devenir
so ial included
;abrie.l Devil.le and Paul Lafargue among its founders, but
was equally
hort-lIved_1t appeared from August 1895 to December 1898.
The aim
1l

1l
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France a form of Marxism
of these tWO journals was to introduce into
ist vulgarization of that
that would be something other than the Guesd
ideology.

ism in France was
The promotion of a deeper understanding of Marx
for at that time socialist
indeed an urgent need at the end of the century,
The custom that pre
thought in that country was at a very low ebb.
s in abridged and sim
writer
vailed of disseminating the works of foreign
in 1914 and De Man at
plified form was not limited to Marx: Michels
ent-they were known
the end of the twenties suffered the same treatm
er, provides the most
only through summaries, "digests." Marx, howev
Sorel began his
when
1889,
extreme example of this phenomenon. In
sm found in bookshops
career, the only works of the founders of Marxi
and Scientific Socialism,
were the first volume of Capital and Utopian
Anti-Duhring in 1880.
which Lafargue had extracted from Engels's
by Marx or Engels ap
Throughout the 1 8 80s, no book or pamphlet
pamphlets by Guesdist
peared in France: the socialist library sold only
Manifesto was trans
leaders. It was not until 1885 that the Communist
of four months in
period
a
over
lated in France, appearing in serial form
only in 1895 that
was
It
Le Socialiste, the party's doctrinal publication.IS
let by the socialist re
the Communist Manifesto was issued as a pamph
view

L'Ere nouvelle.

the Guesdisfs had to
Owing to their ignorance of foreign languages,
works of Marx and
gain their knowledge from translations-of the
ky, Labriola, Georgi V.
Engels, and those of foreign Marxists (Kauts
e himself had only a
Plekhanov). There can be little doubt that Guesd
acquaintance with
cial
superfi
poor knowledge of Marx and only a
economists of
Capital. Even the works of Deville and Lafargue, the twO
sm on that account. In a
the Parti Ouvrier Fran'j'ais, are open to critici
"to reread Capital seri
letter of I t August 1884 Engels urged Lafargue
errors in his refuta
many
the
t
ously from beginning to end" to correc
Marx and Engels
ism.to
tion of Paul Leroy-Beaulieu's criticism of Marx
to point out the shortcom
themselves were on several occasions obliged
s complained that in France
ings of the vulgarization of Marxism. Engel
the leaders, leaves much t� be
"a knowledge of the theory, even among
Deville's summary of CapItal,
desired" and criticized the many errors in
e, went so far as to say, "What
and Marx, speaking of Marxism in Franc
is certain is that I am not a Marxist." 17
ists were hampered not
In their assimilation of Marxism, the Guesd
of Marx's works but alsO
only by their very incomplete knowledge
the pedagogical nature
by previous ideological influences. Moreover,
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of their miSSion led them to accept certain fundamental features of
Marxism but to overlook, in part, the role of Marxism as an instrument
of analysis and the importance of the dialectical method. The Guesdists
tended to conceive of class struggle as the struggle of the proletariat
alone, whose numbers and revolutionary significance were automat
ically increased by economic and historical evolution. The overthrow of
the bourgeoisie was thus regarded as inevitable and near at hand, and
the leaders of the Parti Ouvrier never tired of proclaiming that the revo
lution was imminent.ll
The Guesdists left us no comprehensive account of their doctrines;
their theoretical works were few. The Parti Ouvrier devoted little atten
tion to the study and dissemination of Marxist philosophy; it offered
no systematic exposition of dialectical materialism.n This observable
weakness in doctrine helps, no doubt, to explain both the strong influ
ence of the independent socialists under Millerand in the last decade of
the century and the significance of Sorel's role in initiating a serious dis
cussion of Marxism in France. To appreciate Sorel's role, there is no need
to belittle that of Guesde or Lafargue;lO onc necd only draw attention to
Sorel's own efforts.
The collectivist doctrines of people like Lafargue were steeped in ma
terialism. Lafargue insisted on the primacy of matter, of which thought
was only a derivative, a reflection. In a controversy with Jaures, he vio
lently criticized Jaures's Neoplatonic idealism. To Jaures's contention
that the natural, eternal concepts of justice and fraternity were the mo
tive force of historical evolution, Lafargue replied that these ideas had
come into being with the creation of private property and the division of
society into opposing classes, and that society had developed only in
consequence of the necessities of production.j, "It is in the economic
sphere, and there alone, that the philosopher of history must seek the
first causes of social developments and revolutions," he wrote.)!

Sorci began his career as a Marxist theoretician at a time when a vig
orou campaign was in progress both in France and in Germany for
the
�
.
reVISi
on, modernization, and supersession of Marxism, This assault on
orth doxy was the outcome of an unprecedented
political and eco?
nomiC S't
.
I uatlon
. Europe. A lIer
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situatIon
'
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.
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prosperity.
marked the beginning of a period of expansion and
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new situation, some
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ed Marxism
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alists, and
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were
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was
he
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not
were
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label
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particularly eager that the party should become interested
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he claimed, was
sophical aspect of socialism. None of the socialists,
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all interested in a close reading of the texts: they
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ch socia
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an social demo
Germ
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work
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regarded as reveal
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one of the initiators of revisionism, he came to the conclusion tbat
henceforth he would have to work "outside any scheme connected with
Marx�st o�thodoxY." !"le now devoted himself to the task of "renewing
MarXIsm., but he WIshed to do so "by Marxist methods."lf He re
mained, then. within the Marxist framework in the widest sense of the
expressio�. and not within the framework of Marxist orthodoxy as it
.
was practlced In France by the only official Marxists. the Guesdists.
There can be no doubt about the importance of Sorel's contribution
to (he introduction of Marxism into France. After Deville had left no
one in the Parti Ouvrier Fran�ais besides Lafargue had a really g�od
knowledge of Marx�s t�ought, and, outside the Guesdist ranks. hardly
. Jaures did. These three names thus summed up socialist
anyone beSides
thought in France at the turn of the century. However, from the start
Sorel's Marxism was much subtler and less dogmatically materialistic:
and far more susceptible to outside influences and more easily affected
by the changing political situation. than was the Guesdist ideology as a
.
whole. It IS not surprising that. alone of these three men, Sorel broke
with Marxism and, after delving into Marx and Proudhon Nietzsche
and Bergson. moved toward various forms of national sociaiism.
Sorel embarked on a revision of Marxism for reasons that were first
and foremost ethical. In his first book, he reproached Socrates for
having "confused morality, law and knowledge." and consequently for
representing "only probabilism in morals. the arbitrary in politics."40
TIll.s was Sorel's main accusation against Socrates: "That whole philoso
phy leaves us without moral certitude. The good is assessed according
to a pro�abilistic scale of values."" For that reason, Sorel believed that
Socrates accusers were by no means wrong in claiming that he cor
rupted youth and undermined society:': his ethics "were detestable"4l
and socially destructive."" Indeed. the whole of Sorel's work was marked
by a search for moral certitude, for a way of achieving a "moral
reformation." 43
quite right in claiming in his ar. Sorel's follower Edouard Berth was
'
,
t1cl
e on SoreI 10
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faithfully following Marx's teaching. "The International urges one to
protest and to assert the rights of Justice and Moraliry," he wrote.I' It
was for that reason that when "the efforts of the proletariat have proven
fruitless," the proletariat "gives its support to that element of the bour
geoisie that defends democratic institutions."60 Sorel was well aware
that when that happened, "the struggle took on a paradoxical character
. . . and seemed to contradict the very principle of class warfare,"" but

�

he neve theless believed "that a temporary coalition for a specific, non
economIC purpose between members of groups that the theoreticians of
Marxism would regard as implacably hostile is not fatally injurious to
the independence of socialist thinking."'l The position adopted by the
proletariat is not arrived at merely through theoretical analysis but rep
resents a genuine popular reaction, for "when the people have been
touched by the socialist spirit, they do not hesitate; they do not listen to
the theoreticians. Without entering into any bargaining, they walk side

� � with the bourgeoisie."6J Sorel pointed out that in the Dreyfus
a�alr It ,,:as the most aut en icany proletarian elements that adopted

� �

by id

.
thiS position most enthuslastlcally: the Allemanists were the first to
throw themselves into battle for "the defense of Truth, Justice and Mo
rality. This is proof that in proletarian circles the erhical idea has not lost
its importance." .... The political conclusion that Sorel drew from this
analysis was that "socialism in France is becoming more and more

a /a

bor movement within a democracy."�

��

!hus, at the time of the affair, Sorel, justifying himself through his

�

hlcal con ept of socialism rook the side of social democracy. He took
.'
s stand with the Allemamsrs, yet a few years later, in the name of the

same ethical principles, Sorel �upponed the national-socialist synthesis
of

L'Independance

�
�� �

and the

Cahiers du Cercle Proudhon,

and Jean AI

lemane gave his allegiance to a fascist group led by two former rebels of
t e extreme left, Herve and uvaes. After the First World War, the so
.s
ts f the genera ion of 1890 were still looking for a true socialism.

�

s�lal-democratJc amalgam of the turn of the century had proved
Shon-hved. For a moralist like Sorel, the
spectacle seen after the victory
of Dreyfus'
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' .
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,

In his article "L'A
' I'Iste des syndicats " Sorel had already
' socia
vemr
'
CIearly stated that, accordmg
'
to the materialist conception of history, the
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scribe�s to his journal, [the] Dreyfusards of the stock exchange and [th,I
socia. l1st countesses."" Nothing could have pIeased them more than the
- that
. of politicians' revolutions is ove,"14 0' 'he cIalm
"dI ea that "the time
.
.,time has fina11y shown. that such a coordination of social'Ism and det0 pre.ser:e the elemocracy does not permit the revolutionary. ideolo
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th
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IS
accomplish
Its historou
pm
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.
. ".5
IcaI miSSion.
_

Spiritualism and Activism
Soon after the "Dreyfusian revolution" in which he had laced su h
" ho�s because �e saw it above all as a moral issue, So�l fell ba�k
high
. quoting Rosa Luxemburg to the effect tha, ..proIetanan
on syndICalism,
-al-s
dI·
I
m
or
syn
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Ism
does
not
full
\'
.
"<0CI
Y rea Ize us nature unless it is vol
untan.1y a Iab. �r movement directed against the demagogues."'6 He. the�
of
began a reVISion of Marxism "that would ensure the conservation
whatever there IS. In. It. that has been fruitful for the study of soCletles
· . ' In.
order to. .rid I"t f externaI accretions such as those ofjau,e's. Th-IS process
of revlsIon Ied h·1m to the conclusion that, to understand "the true
to resort to experience' and to
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. l7 0n'I"y 0bnyethh·aISdme
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.
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..
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· to transform the proletariat into a
weapon of attack agal�st. t e ourgeois and liberal world as a whole'
Sorel threatened the eXisting order not onIy Wit. h a "material catastrophe" but also with. a "�oraI catastrophe."" He brandished this threat
not after Dreyfu"sm ha come to an end but. already in the period when
. . The idea of a "moral
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catastrophe" iS �II-.I�portant
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"movement is the main element in the life of the emotions," and it is "in

terms of movement that one should speak of the cr�ative conscious
ness." ,04 The d a of class struggle fulfills this function of promoting
:
.
movement; If
IS m fact a myth aiming at the maintenance of a state of

�

continuous tension, scission, and catastrophe,lOj a state of covert war, a

daily moral struggle against the established order. Only when that is
achieved can the work of the socialists, that "grave, fearful and sublime"

work,'oo fulfill its function of overthrowing the bourgeois, liberal, and

democratic order and destroying not only its political and social Struc

tures but also its moral values and intellectual norms. To the idea of jus
tice, that "vapor," as Maurras always called it, "that old lag, ridden for
centuries by all the renewers of the world deprived of surer means of
historical locomotion," as Rosa Luxemburg said,'o, Sorel opposed the

idea of the strike, which is a "phenomenon of war." He concluded that
"the social war for which the proletariat is continually preparing in
.
the syndICates could create the elements of a new civilization proper to a
people of producers." ,01

�

B t w at happened to these hopes of regeneration when the pro
�
letanat failed to respond to Sorel's expectations? What happened when

he finally concluded, with Croce, that "socialism is dead"? '''' What be

came of his search for social and intellectual forms that could resist the
decadence of the modern world when the day arrived when he said

again with Croce, that "Marx had dreamed up a magnificent epic,""�
.
whICh, however, was but a dream? To whom did he turn when he came
to believe that this "heroic proletariat, creator of a new system of values

;

�

ca led to found, in a very short time, a civilization of producers on th

r�lIls of capitalist society," did not exist anywhere, and that "the revolu
tion foretold by Marx is chimerical"? 1 1 1 The answer is found in

L'lndi
pendance, in the abortive plans for La Citi fran�aise, the national
Socialist review that Sorel intended to found, in the Cahiers dll Cercle
P�ou�hon, and in the foreword to the Matiriaux d'une thiorie du pro.
.
letartat• III
· W h·ICh the nation
emerge as the only morally
and trad·man

creatIve forces, the only ones that can arrest the progress of decadence.
Thus one comes full circle and returns to the basic ideas of Sorel's first
.

�ook, Le Proces de Socrate. At the end of this development Sorel, too,
' ml.ght have spoken of the "smoke of all these lost' banles that
hke Barres,

obscures the horizon."

The greatest of these banles was that for Marxism. It was after his
.
.
attempt at savmg
Marxlsm hat Sorel moved toward a synthesis of popu.
.
lism and nanonailsm
.
III whICh the cult of Joan of Arc was mingled with

�
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of the nation. The socialism of these people required the proletariat only
to a limited degree.
Thus, the revolutionary syndicalist Michels, like De Man, Labriola,

and even Spengler following the path opened up by Sorel, stated cate
gorically, "It is not true that the capitalist system in giving birth not to

the proletariat but to a new form of proletariat brought socialism into
being. Socialism as an ideology existed before it."'" One may conclude,

then, that if need be, socialism can exist without a proletariat and is not
necessarily linked to a system of production. Thus, there arises the con

cept of an "eternal" socialism, an ideal socialism that requires the pro

letariat only as long as it can act as an agent of political and social

change and as a factor of moral regeneration. That form of socialism

aimed at bringing about the creation of a new civilization, as different as

possible from the bourgeois tradition. As Lagardelle wrote, "I confess

that even if the dreams of the future of syndicalist socialism never come

t�e-and no one foreknows the course of history-the fact that, at the
time I am speaking, it is the main agent of civilization in the world
would be reason enough for me to give it my full support. " 1 1l

This whole structure collapsed when events gave rise to the first

doubts concerning the capacity of the proletariat to fulfill the role as
si�ned to it by the first generation of ethical socialists. The second gener

ation, that of the revisionists of the interwar period, benefiting from the
.
expenence of Sorel, Berth, Lagardelle, Labriola, and all the revolution

�ry syndicalists both in France and in Italy, from the start had only lim
It�d c�nfidence in the proletariat. If the first generation increasingly lost
faIth In the messianic potentialities of the proletariat, for the second
.
generatIOn
the question did not even arise. It was willing to come to

�

ter s wit its skepticism and construct its whole ideological edifice on
�
.
assumption that socialism, in order to be realized, needed
th� Imphclt

�elth�r

capitalism nor the proletariat. It soon became apparent that
SInce It depended neither on a given historical situation nor on a social
lass but on a certain set of values, socialism could be not only national
Ut also independent of political and social circumstances, of the char. .
acter of a regime, and of the power reianons
.
a gtven
society.
h·IpS wlthm
·

�

· .
. 1 reaI!ties,
.
CUt off from h·IStOrICa
conceived
only as an eternal aspira.
tlOn toward Justice
.
. h De Man, La riola, Spengler, and also Andre
·
Ias Wit
. the case of revolutIonary syndicalism in terms of
Philip) or else, as m
•
:
"d
uratlon,.. 0f energy extended toward an objective that perhaps will
never be att ·
alOed, 0f movement that may never be operative• this form of
. .
SOCIalism can easl·1y go astray. For, contrary to appearances, nothing is

�
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m: the idea of. [.h�
less real, less tangible than revolutionary syndicalis .
"
tion of the �p�nt
general strike, said Lagardelle, is 3 spontaneous opera
of sOCialism,
form
This
II'
to which "no date or place can be assigned."
ies," defi�es
though it aims at practicality, has no time for "utopian rever
in the workmg
itself solely in terms of class struggle, and is interested
11
only 3 st��e �f
class only when it is "in combat formation," 7 seeks
ion. It IS
ontat
confr
.
permanent tension that generates a dear will to
the proletanat
enough," said Lagardelle, "for the combative faculties of
lose the adto be kept constantly on the alert and that it should never
"
111
venturous energy that creates conquerors.
een twO
What is most important, then, is the confrontation "betw
se of revo
worlds that have an opposite conception of life." ,'t The purpo
is the
class
ing
work
The
WI
lutionary action is to "renew the world."
c�n
that
one
only one that can accomplish this because it is the only
m
rema
can
"isolate itself within its natural confines," the only one that
ectual sub
truly "foreign to bourgeois society" and refuse "the intell
stance of the bourgeoisie." W
ic "left
Roberto Michels, representing the German social-democrat .
retation to
ists" at the conference of April 1907, gave a similar interp
"create a
revolutionary syndicalism. The main thing, he said, was to
and en
tariat
prole
the
up
.
psychology of moral revolt" that would stir
.
to VIC
It
lead
dow it with "that revolutionary idealism that alone can
ar�ly �erbal
tory." III The proletariat must be kept away fro� that "co,:"
lzatlo� that
socialism," "that heavy, bureaucratic hierarchical organIII
The Im�or
act."
heroic
"estranges it from all virile effort, from every
grandiose
"the
in
tance of revolutionary syndi..:alism. said Michels, lies
union 0f the l·deawl·th th e c1ass." 114
.
.
iOns In
Michels repeated this formula-and idea-on many occas
not enough
order to assert his conviction that "class egoism alone" was
the prese�t
of
tion
to attain a revolutionary end. W The total transforma
g "ethi
havin
society could be effected only through a labor movement
of a mor�l
cal elements that raise brutal class egoism . . . to the level
ration of th�s
necessity" for such a transformation. U6 A concrete illust
"The ec�nomlC
point is the moral predicament of the workers of Krupp:
sanly lead
neces
egoism of the working masses employed by Krupp must
s Krupp
ment
them to militarism," he said.1Z1 The more orders for arma
the Krupp facto
received the more the salaries of the metalworkers in
ent" th�t
ries wo�ld tend to rise. "Without a good dose of ethical sentim
comrades In
would make them see their dury of solidarity with their
of revoluother industries, these workers would be lost for the cause
.
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tionary class struggle. Consequently, "the economic factor is powerless
without the coefficient of moral pedagogy."'l1
The most striking example of the impotence of a working class and a
socialist parry that lack a "moral thirst,"ll' thought Michels, was the
German socialist party, which, with four hundred thousand members
was the largest in the world, and in general elections obtained mor�
votes than all the other parties combined. The "innumerable uncon
scious and blind proletariat" that never received any "socialist and
moral" education and possessed no "courageous will to action" was
only one "of the grim consequences of an ill-understood historical mate
rialism. Owing to the daily preaching of the strict subordination of
man's feelings and ideas to economic fatality, one has finally denied the
eternal truth that willpower and energy can also strongly influence our
actions, sometimes in a manner contradictory CO the material require
ments of life." IJO
If the proletariat is to progress, it therefore has to be educated. An
"ideological unity" IJI must be created, and that task falls to the intellec
tuals. Unlike Sorel and Berth, who for a short time sought to learn from
the proletariat, Michels, even in the midst of his revolutionary-socialist
period, thought that "the labor movement could not exist without a
troop of intellectuals to serve it as guides."lJl He developed an elitism
a�cordin� to which the labor movement "was quite incapable of doing
without mtellectuals," IJJ for only the intellectuals were able to teach the
pr�letariat to exert its willpower; only they could prepare it for its revo
lutlonary role by giving it a sense of its final goal. And only they could
��ke the proletariat understand that, as Engels said, the democratic po
htlcal milieu is the most suitable for revolutionary class action.IJ' The
proletariat required a "free milieu" where there would be only
"one
Obstacle to the development of proletarian forces: the ignoran
ce-to be
overcome_of the masses." III
However, it should be understood that if Michels believed that the
proletariat needed democracy, for him it was
only a means, a mere tool.
The labor movement needed liberty: liberty of express
ion, of propa
ganda, of organization. But if it required liberry
it
had
no
commitment
'
.
.
to the InstItU
' " tiOns 0f a democratlc
regime. Everywhere in Europe' said
M.Ichels "parI·lamentanam.
. sm k1· 11s socialism in the deepest sense by
substituting a um·1atera1 socia
. I·Ism 0f poI·ItIctans
· ·
."'U In Germany' he
sal.d' you ha d the worst pOSSIb
"
' le situatio
n: there was no atmosphere of
Jiberty, the people were not used to
it and did not always seem to wane
it, and yet the corruption
of socialism by parliamentarianism was ram.
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rtunism.• and
was full of the grossest opp�
ty
par
t
ialis
soc
The
t.
pan
km constltut�d
Luxemb�rg, and C1ar� Zet
people like Kamsky, Rosa
compromIse
ry conceIvable concesSIOn and
only a small minority.')? Eve
e votes: the bank
more seats and a few mor
was made to assure a few
III
plete.
ism" in Germany was com
ical
rad
ist
cial
"so
of
tcy
rup
ties of Europe
ever, that all the socialist par
Michels maintained, how
was everywhere
democracy, and the danger
were endangered by liberal
temptation to
the
as
other dangers, such
the same. And there were also
and the desire
fOf the sake of having aneut
possess an organization just
well-filled cof
in Michels's words, "[0 have
[0 enjoy material benefits, or,
e of peace for
iety." 140 This danger of a "lov
fers shielded from all anx
cts inherent
defe
, was compounded by
one's coffers," 141 said Michels
Here it was
y form of representation.'4l
in every organization, in ever
speaking, but
lutionary socialist who was
no longer Michels the revo
or of Political
t political scientist and auth
Michels the future eminen
y form of rep
ever
y organization,
Parties. These dangers inherent in ever
threatened the
he maintained, as those that
resentation, were the same,
esented at the
ses themselves that were repr
syndicates. It was not the mas
rise to bour
e, it was not the party that gave
crucial moment of the strik
. The great
such
but the organization as
geois values and deviations,
syndicate
an answer to the fact that the
problem, therefore, was to find
cruel contradiction." 14j
"also bears within itself its
that the
Sorel, came 10 the conclusion
A few years later, Michels, like
alism is
soci
that
revolutionary factor and
proletariat would never be a
of the
ng
inni
nging the world. At the beg
consequently incapable of cha
sionism," a
eved that a "revolutionary revi
century, however, he still beli
. . . and on
clearest rigidity of principles
political trend based on "the
words, on a
nsive action," 144 or, in other
courageous willpower and offe
inertia and
the
g
would succeed in breakin
voluntarist and vitalist ethic,
War, Michels,
On the eve of the First World
conservatism of the masses.
e to acknowl
nary syndicalists, finally cam
.
like nearly all the revolutio
s not d�lve a
true situation; capitalism doe
edge what he saw to be the
proletanat to
een the bourgeoisie and the
sufficiently large wedge betw
r to him that
clea
At the same time, it became
.ine the
provoke a workers' revolt.
recognized and that determ
self
him
he
that
s
law
l
gica
the sociolo
y hope of get
anizations made illusory ever

behavior of all men and org
of which the syn
as the revolutionary agent
ting the proletariat to act
dicalists had dreamed.
revolution
disappeared, one feature of
When faith in the proletariat
ral democracy·
d; the wish to overthrow libe
ary syndicalism still remaine
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"Socialism is not a derivative of democracy," said Arturo Labriola ad
dressing the Paris conference of 1907 on behalf of Italian revolutio ary
synd·IcaI·lsm.14J Three years later, Labriola and Michels were already col.
.
.
laborating
With Ennco Corradini, the theoretician of Italian nation

�

alism, in founding La lupa, a review in which revolutionary syndicalists

and na�ionalists joined forces.146 Edited by Paolo Orano, it first ap
peared In October 1910 Soon afterward, Labriola became one of the

.

ost fen:ent supporters of the Libyan war, and through his advocacy of
�
.
Lnterventlomsm
he helped to lay the groundwork for the Italian fascist
movement.
It is perhaps not without interest to recall that it was in Labriola's
.
reVIew, AI/�nguardia sodafista, that a young revolutionary syndicalist

called Benito Mussolini made his debut. His biographer claims that
for him, too, socialism was above all a state of soul; socialism was ac
tio�, and it was through this weekly journal that Mussolini, exiled in
SWItzerland, took part in the intellectual ferment of the Italian extreme

Avanguardia socialista' as
we1I as writers of the next generation-Sergio Panunzio, Angelo o.
. Orano, and Agostino Lanzillo-who all reappeared in La lupa
.
Ohvettl,
left.147 Pareto and Croce also contributed to

and later took part in the Tripoli campaign and were finally reunited

�

aroun

Muss lini. This convergence of ideas occurred in Italy at the
�
sa e tlme as In France, before the First World War and even before the
�
Trtpoh. expedition. It was the logic of a particular situation and intellec
tual development and not a conjunction of external circumstances that
led to this new synthesis.
Activism_the wish to throw oneself into the battle, to reshape the
world and remold history-led both the revolutionary syndicalists and
.
the nat'lonaI·ISts to assaI·1 the estabhshed
order. In the political domain•
the target 0f th elf
· attack could only be liberal democracy. At the begin.
ning
�f the century, liberal democracy had become the guardian of the
established order, a veritable citadel of conservatism. It was for that
eason that Lagardelle received all manifestations of proletarian antiemocratic sentiment with such delight. "I must admit," he said, "rhor
,,
.
thIS d·l affectlon
.
of the French workers with the state, which has become
�
repubhcan, seems to me th e cui ·
·
mlnatlng
fact of the history of these re
cent years." 148

�

�J

ardelle claimed that what permitted "the proletariat to break
e ocracy was the very experience of democracy." 14' In the period
�
of"S . fltual confusion"
that had followed the Dreyfus affair, participation
government had seemed to the labor activists a natural conseWit

��
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m, on the other
; 1$0 revo\U[ionary syndicalis
quence of social democracy
substitute, parlia
liberal democracy and "its
hand, set itself against both
is the principle of
uting "direct action, which
mentary socialism," substit
e debilitating at
ry, warlike action-for "th
syndicalism"-revolutiona
dicalist move
UI Thus, he claimed, the syn
mosphere of social peace."
n of economic
agent of moral progress tha
ment became "even more an
been lost, in a
ich the taste for liberty has
progress. In a world in wh
living forces of
for dignity, it calls forth the
period that lacks the feeling
energy." Ul
petual example of courage and
humanity and provides a per
tionary syn
the French and Italian revolu
A few years later, however,
singly discov
, Labriola, Michels-increa
dicalists-Sorel, Lagardelle
had no desire
that the European proletariat
ered, well before the war,
the "agent of
idea of playing the part of
for revolution and that the
was it willing
n entered its mind. Even less
moral progress" had never eve
ents of the
purpose. The former propon
to make any sacrifices for this
did not,
riat
lem
on of the world by the pro
idea of the moral regenerati
gress
pro
e
t mad
ire to attack those forces tha
however, abandon their des
y
. The very
society and liberal democracy
impossible, namely, bourgeois
same enthu
other horizons and with the
soon turned their eyes toward
objective in
e
sam
, but always with the
siasm engaged in other battles
established order.
view: the destruction of the
of 1912,
socialism written at the end
In a classic work of national
of the Sore
despair and feelings of revolt
Edouard Berth summed up the
rgeoisie
bou
e
"th
ble positivism" in which
lians. He condemned "the igno
and the
y
rac
eping along both the aristoc
seems to have succeeded in swe
he said, "are
itarianism and materialism,"
people." '$l "Pessimism, util
s."'H These
les, bourgeois and proletarian
eating away at all of us, nob
ciated at that
ary syndicalist who was asso
words of Berth, a revolution
tile. Did not
ali'sts, read like a text of Gen
time with the integral nation
revolt against
see fascism principally as a
the Italian philosopher also
gime of money,
itivism that created the "re
positivism? Against that pos
ime" that de
alistic and cosmopolitan reg
the essentially leveling, materi
rgeois materi
nce and quintessence of bou
livers up France to "the esse
e saw socialism
and financier"? us Thus, "on
e
alism, the Jewish speculator
Jews and becom
ly pass into the hands of the

and syndicalism successive
lthu
Ma
which
and pestilential ideology of
defenders of that nauseating
ce
ole substan •
antinationalism are the wh
sianism, anti-Catholicism and
ire only to the
t, that the people now asp
fac
in
m,
see
uld
wo
it
and
.
. .
pletely un
who has retired and is com
state of well-being of the man
of social
or
pension, and lives in terr
his
ept
exc
g
thin
any
in
ed
interest
a stupid.
s for only one thing: peaceor international unrest and ask
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" satisfactions
"
vacuOUS peace made up of the most med"locre matenal
." IS'
'
·
"bourgeois decadence'" aga!nst "th� com�letely
Berth ral"Ied agamst
bourgeois pacifism" that infects "the peopIe commg to birth with the
.
.
.
. coming to an end." '37 8ourgeOIS
corruption 0f the bourgeOIsie
decadence bequeaths to the people "a hypertroph"Ied state the roduct 0f a
'
beggarly and half-starved rural and urban democracy'" an It creates a
" borrows "the worst
"universal stagnation" in which the proietanat
l"deas 0f the decadent bourgeoisie." '"
" the past' Berth saw
To counteract the effects of decadence' then as m
.
war. "War'" he sal·d , "IS not a1ways that 'work 0f
but one solution:
'
death tha� a vain .people of effeminate weaklings imagines. Rehind every
powerful mdustrlal and commercial develoPment there IS
. an act of
.
force' an act
of
war
"ut
W.
ar
assures
the
progress
of
civilization
and at
.
.
the same time raIses the question of the state and the nation. ,OIl Berth,
.
who was Sorel's
disciple, quotes Proudhon "War IS
" our hIstO"'
. " our
.
I e, our entire. soul"-and Arturo Labriola, who cialme
" d that "the senn
.
"
tlment
0f national Independence• like the reI'
·
·
Iglous
sentiment
leads to
.
.
. '
e can
n
of
sacrifice
"
'
0
I
I
y
the most incredIble manifestations
enc
vi
a
.
.
.
save the human race from "becommg umversally bourgeois," "from the
p1antude of an eternal peace." "l
Si� years before writing these words under the pseudon m of e
'
retur .ng �o one of Sorel 's main ideas, had s id th t
h
e
t
e .syn Ical1st movement and proletarian violence os
�sed "the capacity o� regenerating the degenerate bourgeoisie an re. power of reSIStance so that it could fulfill its h"Istonca
storing Its
" I miSSion
" "
to the end'" 'U In r;voIutlOnary
.
syndicalism
he
had
seen
a
fusion
of
the
.
Very Nictzs h
a 0f ;es�o:ding wi�h. "blows of the fist" to the self
interested e
o e ce a t e ourgeOlsle and the "Marxist precept"
.
that if 0n e :�
h:��o �e:�;; s:cial �ntagonisms, they first have to be
',
taken to an tr
' rt ;;as mf1ucnce� by Nietzsche, that was
certainly not accidentaI Nlettsc e had a considerable influence on the
"new school "
he ha for�erly had on Barres,'" and it is therefore
.
not at alJ su pr s ng th at �heJr successors In
YO')'
the thirties should also be
"
.
p 'eo'
..CUpled With him. Th·lerry Maulmer wrOte a book about
him
'66 and durmg
" the sameper·10d Dr�eu
.
. ' La Rochelle acknowledged his
'
Intelle
ctual debt to N'
h s peSSimism and his pragmatic philosophy
of irrationality and a i
"�
.
However, Berth attemp ted a syntheSls of !"larx and Nietzsche,
\V�ereas Drieu re·oiced at the o erthrow of MarXIsm by the Nietzschean
�
SPirit. '"
Berth c uId not conceive that the purpose 0f proletarian vioIcnce
was merely that 0f settmg
'
two antagonistic classes against each

"
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of creating the condi
other, but thought it was, rather, primarily that
omic unity" (or "unity
tions in which a class could be formed, for "econ
ion for the forming of
of situation"), he said, may be the necessary condit
economic unity should
a class, but it is not a sufficient condition. To this
created only through
is
be added "unity of will," ," and "unity of will"
ous of themselves
struggle. It is in snuggle that the classes become consci
Philosophy of Right,
and of what Berth, apparently following Hegel's
Q
ality.,7
person
called the collective self or complex
the idea of a class
According [0 Berth, the concept most dangerous to
n a class and
was that of a party. The real difference, he believed, betwee
and a class an eco
a party was not that a party was an ideological unit
an ideological en
also
is
ed,
nomic unit: a class, when it is fully develop
a collection of
tity. The real difference, he said, is that a party is only
not allow class
individuals from various classes-something that does
of an idea. In a
consciousness to awaken and to attain the full clarity
does not know
racy
"democ
and
word, a party is an organ of democracy,
.1.
acy is fatal
democr
Consequently
classes, it only knows individuals."
for socialism and the proletariat.
led to so
Berth claimed that liberal democracy and bourgeois society
a mar
only
is
it
where
point
the
cial atomization: "Society is brought to
ing
everyth
which
ket made up of free-trading atoms, in contact with
s of individu
dissolves. There are now only individuals, dustlike particle
and their
als, shut up within the narrow horizons of their consciousness
nt,
mercha
the
"of
ration
disinteg
money boxes." I7l Side by side with this
pro
the
has
one
r,
bourgeois, liberal and democratic world," howeve
minutes to the
letariat "restoring the scattered condition of things and
"the strong
permanent unity of its will to power." Entrenched within
restoring to
"of
capable
is
alone
riat
holds of its syndicates," the proleta
For, finally
idea\."
an
n,
a dissolving world a meaning, a goal, a directio
sublime, and
(here Berth quotes Sorel), "it is war . . . that engenders the
Consequently,
without the sublime there cannot be a lofty morality." L7l
morality and
of
tion
redemp
the
for
setting off, like Sorel, on a crusade
plutocracy"
ational
"intern
civilization, Berth once again assailed the
fear� "a
racy
that "is pacifistic by instinct and interest," for this plutoc
.
.
purely matenahsuc
revival of heroic values [that1 could only hurt its
b
Berth quotes at length a text that Pareto m had contri
domination."
gist
sociolo
Italian
the
which
in
nce,
uted to Sorel's journal L'lndependa
and the usurers
accused this plutocracy of being "cowardly, as the Jews
it knowS
sword:
the
not
had been in the Middle Ages. Its weapon is gold,
side, it
one
on
out
how to scheme; it does not know how to fight. Thrown

,1.
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comes back on the other, without ever facing the danger; its riches in
crease while its energy diminishes. Exhausted by economic materialism,

it becomes increasingly impervious to an idealism of sentiments." 17'

After having found inspiration in Pareto, Labriola, and Corradini,
Berth turned to Nietzsche. Like Nietzsche, Berth wanted to destroy "the

power of the average, or, that is to say, of democratic, bourgeois and
liberal mediocrity (as Nietzsche said, the proper word to qualify what

ever is mediocre is 'liberal')."]7] It follows, then, that "the dual, parallel
and synchronized national and syndicalist movement must bring about

the complete ousting of the regime of gold and the triumph of heroic
values over the ignoble bourgeois materialism in which Europe is pres
ently stifling. In other words, this revolt of Force and Blood against
Gold, whose first signs were detected by Pareto, and the signal for

Reflections on Violence and by Maurras in
Si Ie coup de force est possible, must end with the total downfall of the

which was given by Sorel in

plutocracy." 17' To save civilization, one therefore had "to persuade one
group that the syndical ideal does not necessarily mean national abdica
tion, and the other group that the nationalist ideal does not necessarily
imply a program of social pacification, for on the day when there will be
a serious revival of warlike and revolutionary sentiments and a vic

torious upsurge of heroic, national and proletarian values-on that day,
the reign of Gold will be overthrown, and we shall cease to be reduced

to the ignominious role of satellites of the plutocracy." L1'
The intellectual evolution that we see here was not the result of
chance, but followed naturally from the Sorelians' basic conception of
the relationship between socialism and the proletariat. Ultimately, they
looked on it not as a fixed relationship but as something circumstantial
arising out of a given historical situation. The relationship between so

:

cialism and the proletariat could even be regarded as accidental, and
hat explains the ease with which the proletariat could be integrated
Into the nation and lose its unique status as a revolutionary factor. It
transpired that the revisionists, those "revolutionary revisionists"
of the
pre-1914 period, like the "ncos" of the thirties, came to believe
that this
role could be played not only by the proletariat
but also by the nation
and this was what connected
the thinking of people like Sorel, Labriola
Berth.. and Michels with that of the next
generation'S critics of Marxism
and liberalism. Neither group really
set as its goal the liberation of the
proletariat and
the liberation of the individual; both groups, rather,
sought to save civilization through
a negation of bourgeois and liberal
values and a condemna
tion of the old Socratic tradition.

�
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C H A P T E R THREE

An Ingenuous Fascism:
Georges Valois
and the Faisceau

The Beginnings of the Movement
More than ten years passed before the ideological synthesis arrived at
and the Maurrassians of the Cerde Proudhon beg�n to
'
by the 5orcI"ans
I e. In Italy, the situation was relatively
· I I·f
be reflected In Freneh poI·mea
.

. ht orward. W·th
I "' few exceptions, such as Ernesto Cesare Longostralg
.
bard·l, Alceste De Ambris' and Enrico Leone, the revolutionary synd"I
.
'
. .
" sUpport
calists, together with the nationalists, after havlng �Iven th elr
.
. .
.
.
MussoIInl.
to an out-and-out mterventlOnlSm, faught SIde by SIde With
. '
0
g 0f the
begmnm
the
From
however.
Things were different in France,
192
I,"
1922.
war Sorel had lapsed into silence. He died in August
Ber h became a member of the Communist party and the �farte gro
.
f
whereas Lagardelle backed out and turned towa�d.reglonahs�. The
but
,
Falsceau
the
Jomed
finally
sociafiste
mer director of Le MoufJement
did not play an important part in it.
.
de
Only Valois, therefore, remained to pursue the �lm of th e. Ce
.mte lm, ut
Proudhon. Undoubtedly, many things had changed m t e
.
up.
not the maIO goaI·. the war had demonstrated the eXistence 0 an
,
.
ahstll
af na�I.
��
sur e of nationalism, but it had not resulted in a
t 'vean socialism. It is precisely for t at re�so� that Valo s ew
.IS ea mg
h'
short-lived as it was, is so interestmg: thiS time, one
.
rae
n
mere political theory but with an attempt t� put that the�ry
I tical
orgamze
an
flod,
p
postwar
the
in
time
tice. For the first
�
.
ould
.
movement forced the "socially" oriented right t� make a c o ce.
it
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agree to give up some of its privileges? Would it come around to the idea
of an onslaught on capitalism, liberalism, and bourgeois society and
culture? In OIher words, the question posed was, Was there any real
rev
olutionary potential outside Marxism?
No one was better qualified than Valois to provide a concre
te answer
to this question, one that put to the test both the Maurrassian right and
the "modernist" right-the great patrons of industry, avid for prog
ress-for on the eve of the war it was Valois, the leading spirit of
one of
the most developed forms of a national-socialist synthesis in pre-19
14
Europe, who had orchestrated a vast campaign to obtain the
suppOrt of
as large a section of the workers as possible.'
In the immediate postwar period, Valois-an infantr
y officer,
wounded and decorated in the front line-pursued his politic
al career in
the Action Fran\aise, but from the starr, it seemed, his heart
was not
really in it. The war, the Russian Revolution, and the march
on Rome
had transformed the world, but Maurras and his journa
lists did nOt
seem to be aware of it. The men of action in the Maurrassian
movement,
however, began to feel that the time had come to chang
e their approach.
Valois, in particular, had been permanently influen
ced by his experience
in the Cerde Proudhon and refused to be restric
ted to the role of spe
cialist in war veterans or economist of the movem
ent that Maurras had
intended for him. He therefore took the initiat
ive of launching a move
ment for the convocation of the States Gener
al, thus adopting a style of
action that aimed at being "revolution
ary" and that was to be very
much developed in the following decad
e.
With Valois were two great industrialis
ts: Eugene Mathon, a textile
manufacturer, owner of Mathon et
Dubrulle, one of the major firms of
the Roubaix-Tourcoing region
, and Gaston Japy, senator for the Doubs,
who had been associated
with Pierre Bietry and had been a leader
and
finanCial backer of the
Jaune movement. Continuity was thus assur
ed,
and the way made
dear for fascism. With regard to theor
Valois's
y,
monthly journal,
Cabiers des E tats generaux, offered a new synthesis
of
the ideas put
forward both by the "social" Catholics
of L'Accord social
and by Bietry's
followers and the members of the Cerd
e Proudhon.
Where its methods of
action and alliances are concerned,
the Faisceau
Was rema
rkable both for its modern qual
ity and for its fidelity to the
tradition of
the French right.
ValOis, who paid a
fervent tribute to Christian corp
oratism on the
OCcasion
of the death of Colonel de La Tou
r
du
Pin/
was
very conscious
of this
tradition: the Cahiers des Etats
generaux claimed that. in its
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modern form, it went back as far as Renan.) Thus, Valois endowed cor
poratism with the classic significance that continued to be attributed to
it for the next twenty years. It was, he said, the coming together of the
"scanered limbs of one and the same body in order to join them to the
head that is the state, to the torso that is the narion, with its heart,
which is the Family, so that the nation will really form a body in which
all the organs want nourishment, in accordance with the requirements
of necessity and justice, but are willing to act as a single entity, com
manded by the same blood that flows through all of them, and the same
spirit that watches over the whole body of the nation and cares for it." 4
Nevertheless, Valois was aware from the start that his social ideal,
translated into terms of corporatism, differed considerably from that of
other promoters of the movement. Corporatism, he said, is not "an in
ternal reform for the purpose of satisfying the selfish interests of each of
us," but, on the contrary, "it represents the end of civic and economic
individualism and the long-prepared coming of a new social and eco
nomic regime, and the revelation, for the country that has prepared it
for long years, of the existence of an organized nation made up of mutu
ally supporting bodies in place of a nation in which individuals live

juxraposed." j
From a very early stage it was clear that the great industrialists asso
ciated with the enterprise saw things quite differently. For them, the gen
eral aims of corporatism, it social objectives, and the changes in human
relations that it implied were secondary if not contrary to their aspira
tions. Eugene Mathon said bluntly that the main purpose of the corpo
ration "was economic and was first of all to assure the prosperity of
[the] industry." Accordingly, the principle was established "that only
employers should direct the economic corporation,'" for it was only on
this basis, it was believed, that a real cooperation between employers
and employed could be set up and joint ownership of industrial property
and workers' participation in the direction and profits of the enterprise
could be envisaged. The very strict discipline necessary for any social
organization (Mathon supported his argument with the authority of
Gustave Le Bon) required compulsory membership in the organization
and full compliance with its decisions.' However, this principle of the
supreme importance of discipline and the collective interest I could not
be carried over into the economic sphere. In that area, the principle that
"individual interest" must be "the basis of all economic organization" .
could not be questioned.' The "ordered liberty" that would replace "the
present anarchic liberty" 10 while taking care that "the corporation does
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not interfere with private initiative"" was based on the idea of the "di
vine ri " of the employer and was primarily an employer's defense
mechamsm.
As had always been the case as was the case with the first, unprac
�
.
.
utterances of the radical
IIced
nght at the end of the nineteenth centu
and again with the Jaunes-an attempt was made to convince the wor
f the fundamental error of class warfare, and of the need "to replace
�rs �
It �uh a freely entered co laboration." IZ Thus, Mathon's idea of corpo
ratism was profoundly different from Valois's, inasmuch as the great
woolen-goods manufacturer from nonhero France believed that "the
state should limit its intervention to the role of counselor, guide and ar
bitrator," U not imposing any real limitations on the employers' freedom
of actio� but ensuring the necessary conditions for social peace. The
corporation thus became a tool in the hands of the employers, which
was assuredly something very different from what Valois had intended.
Matho n's version of corporatism had already been attempted a few
.
years earher by the Redressement Fran�ais, a propagandist organization
financed by Ernest Mercier's group for the promotion of constitutional
reform. Valois �ad taken pan in this enterprise, which Drieu La Rochel
le,
:-vho was also Involved, was to describe a few years later as one more
to the series of "idiotic attempts" of fascism
in France.'" Among its
. ers was aphael
orgamz
AUbert, who became Petain's minister of justice
and was responsible for the home policies of the Vichy govern
ment in its
early stages. There can be no doubt that Valois viewed the
development
from the Redressement Fran�ais to the States Genera
l, followed by the
. n of the
creatIo
Faisceau, as a constant progress toward a more militant
'
mOre radical, more "social," more left-wing politic
al conception.
The role that Mathon wished to play in the movem
ent for the con
.
vocation of the States General was precisely the
one that Gaston Japy
ad played with Pierre Bietry. The conception
of the role of the corpora
Ion PUt forward by the Rouhaix factor
y owner was in no way different
rom that of the industrialist from Franc
he-Comte at the turn of the cen
tury. Ij In n respect, however,
the
two cases were very different. Whereas
� �
he aSSOCiation of Japy with
Bietry lasted throughout the existence of the
une movement and influenced the
development and determined the
, 'racter of this form of national socialism, the assoc
iation of Mathon
With VaIOIS
. d·d
I �Ot last beyond the opening stages. In accepting a pater.
naliStte
conception of corporatism, after a few years the
Jaune move
lTl�nt lost its proletarian character,
its specific identity' and with that its
"
raiSOn d"etre. lt ecame
.
Increa
b
smgly
·
subservient to the traditional right
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d to resist the anraction
Valois, however, wante
and finally disappeared.
succeeded in doing so
s and industrialists, and
of the great factory owner
ene Mathon was with
rupture of relations. Eug
only through a violent
sceau and the launch
in the financing of the Fai
him long enough to help
and his departure
cle, but he left very early on,
ing of Le Nouveau Sie

h Franc;ois Coty, the cel
same happened later wit
was quite a shock. The
ist,
fasc
was an authentic
acturer. Because Valois
ebrated perfume manuf
ate a movement that
cre
inning, he wanted to
beg
the
m
fro
e,
aus
bec
ause he had the feeling
above all parties," 1& bec
would be "outside and
," 11 he took seri
to be made in this country
that "there is a revolution
that he was working
ionalism and socialism
ously the synthesis of nat
wing of the financiers,
place himself under the
out. He had no wish to
lry that had become
getting entangled in a riva
but he could not avoid
gism-that between
since the time of Boulan
permanent and had existed
servative right.
the radical and the con
vement for the
Faisceau episode, the mo
A kind of prologue to the
ve Boulangism," in
General-that "corporati
convocation of the States
," as Le Temps
, that "pedestrian Bouiangism
the words of Le Quotidien
known, that was also
ther aspect, much less
described it 'I_had ano
rs, fascism, search
ught. In those postwar yea
fundamental to fascist tho
rxist socialism, repre
ween capitalism and Ma
ing for a "third way" bet
rationalize the na
to modernize, adapt, and
sented an earnest desire
reconvocation of the
re the campaign for the
tional economy. The mo
-wing, revolutionary
at the Faisceau (the left
States General developed
more the "modernis
carefully retained), the
terminology always being
ically inclined ele
ame apparent. The fascist
tic" aspect of fascism bec
years ahead were the
e to become fascist in the
ments and those who wer
ctural changes, to
need to introduce real stru
the
of
are
aw
e
om
bec
to
first
exploitation, and to
nected with small-scale
e
see beyond the issues con
al capitalism. Eugen
presented by internation
for
grapple with the threat
y
chanism, a lifebuo
cism was a protective me
that
Mathon, for whom fas
ic organization"
nom
ocated "a rational eco
adv
y,
nom
eco
nal
nch
Fre
the
n of internatio
tyranny, the exploitatio
e
"th
ist
res
to
e
abl
would be
rs, he had a
laborators of the Cahie
col
er
oth
the
all
e
Lik
financiers." "
gress and of
e of technological pro
anc
ort
imp
the
of
se
indus
very developed sen
e, the petrochemical
national life of gasolin
d to
the importance to the
nte
Valois's circle wa
ation. The members of
avi
l
rcia
me
com
s
and
s,
trie
tional companie
against the great interna
rier
bar
e
a·
ctiv
effe
an
erect
commercial org
enormous industrial and
ose
"th
ll,
She
,
Oil
rd
Standa
"lO and for
sought "world hegemony,
nizations" that ceaselessly
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all means were valid: financial pressure political man �uvers, the manipulation of public opinion. Valois belie ed that onlY ll they were orga.
- d IOto corporations would the body 0f producers have the �eans to
mze
.
.
resist the IOt
erference of the great tr Sts. Thus the co poranon
�
�as
.
U
s
t
seen, at the orne when the French fascist movem nt
not on y s somethi�g promoting social integration
n t
:
.
.
tlon 0 t e prol etanat but also as a means of d f d· g
n
nal

�

�

:�

:� :�:

::��;:�
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�

t an er
conomy against international capitalism. Now
ore,
�
It was necessary to prevail in this contest, to strengthen the nationaI 
�
.
ga msm, and to prepare for the inevitable struggle for existence' In IS
.
.
. the
respect, the corporatism of the interwar Period was 10 keeplOg
With
.
long tradition of national socialism' and Its purpose was always the
.
same: to resist the encroachments of cosmo ort ' l
a
�
e
s
t
ean of prot ction cap bl�
pr
h

� :� ::::���: : ;�
�
��
:;
:
:
:;�;i� :��h i a� °dy.
At the same time as lash·l
ag�:: large-sc�le nati�nal and inter
national capitalism, valois r:;a��� a :e campaign agaillst the values

and way of life of the bourgeOiSle
- - and the bourgeoisie's moral and intel.
.
lect
uaI domlOance. He never questioned the validity of pnvate
property
or of profit as the motive force of the economy (Thl.
as surely °ne of
he most significant characteristics of faScism.') Wh t e attacked was
�
.the commanding of t
he state by the bourgeois spirit."1 1 Accord-1091y,
· .
.
throughout his campalgn, VaIOIS displayed
a contempt for the old b· u

:�

���. Eur:':� �h� �� world �f heirs and descendants. The fascist� :�
ved
e e �rave:lgger of all the bourgeois virtues as of all
I
the ills that the bo�r::;;ls or �r gave rise to: he would signify the birth
of new morality.
was t e nature of the coming "national revolu
tion"-it r�r :��;�d �ot�collec ion of reforms but "an overturning of
�
a

.
the values
t e
urgeOls, liberal,
democratic and parliamentary state, haye I_lved Io r a century "11The war, hailed
as "the signal for a
'
.
French and European renaissance
h
"
c
t
d
rea
e
t
e
proper
conditions for
'
,
,,
'giving the first place to bl d t
rd, said Val is .LI Even before the
�
war, he said, in the time o h
r
Proudhon, we had the spirit of
the combatant To°gether we opposed the law of blood to the law of
.
. g1- fi
gold."14 ThIS
.
on cation
of the herOlc virtues and desire to create a revolution that wo Id fre France and Europe from "the rule of the bankers
�
.
and parliameotU
anans
opposed the "mercantl·1e conceptions that depreciate
and deba'e g Or , art, thought, science, religion."LI They dated
y
back to
. was only th
before l 9 l•, but It
e war that had enabled the sol.
dlers to get "the
.
.
.
b
I
po mClans y means of grenades," U and that, having
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s, who were "unsuit�d .�o
taken away political power from the bourgeoi
nal �tate� that IS, a
run the state," permined the foundation of theh natio
society IS founded,
every
state based on the heroic values through whic
. of
defended and brought to greatness.
was a refutanon
This lengthy disquisition, whichEat the same time
s {ranr:;ais' was a
. Ac
Rene Johannet's celebrated book loge du bourofgeoi
geoi. sie.
th�
perfect expression of the traditional fascist view l socialbour
�roup that had
cording to this view, the bourgeoisie was a usefu
so aga,m, on onc con
performed great services in the past and could do
to serve Instead �f .com
dition: that it go back to its place and consentever
, the bourgeOiSIe, or
mand. As long as it governed the state, howin penl
.
rather the bourgeois state, placed civilization eation.21of the condItions
The eradication of bourgeois values, the re-cr of the nati�nal revonecessary to French greatness-these were the aims
was called the. faSCIst revolu
.
· , which already in November 1925
Iutlon
niry In grandeur," In
t' The idea of greatness or grandeur-"frater
ation of the leaders
���ippe Barres's wordsD-was a constant preoccupnt
toward greatn�s
of the movement. Valois believed that this "moveme
only if the "herOiC
that gives birth to all civilization".10 was possible
rine,''ll per" ",," 'hnpirit of the combatant "armed with. a sure doct
spIn
" ry were
and socle
vaded the entire life of the nation, and if the entire state
would
one
tion,
situa
this
elln by men who had this fighting spirit. In r," t ustworthy erIteS,
�
have a hierarchy of warriors with a "national leade es hims
elf above par
"plac
who
atant
comb
and new institutions, for the
ng to any one cla�s
ties and classes as in wartime" J2 has no wish to "belo
on� of the bourge�l�
any more than he wants to be the right hand of
s�tory o� all the vir
parries."u A unifying factor par excellence, the repo
saId ValOIS, W3?tS to
tues and all the hopes of the nation, the combatant,
wo��d be not a �lmpl:
carry out a revolution, a total revolution that polit
economIC an
change of regime but "a negation of the wholeTo thatical,
end, "he wants to
social philosophy of the nineteenth century."J·
.
have the government 0f the country.
be only a faSCist 0r a
Because he is a revolutionary, the combatant canfirst
fascist movem�nt
the
bolshevist. In the opinion of the founder of"one
and the �ame rea��lo�
outside Italy, fascism and bolshevism w�r� To the
finanCier, the 01 tY
It.
against the bourgeois and plutocratiC spUselve
s the lords of the earth anadf
coon' the pig breeder who consider them mon
ey, the r.equiremeant: (0
wish to organize it according to the laws. of and to
submit the pe pl
the automobile, and the philosophy of pigs
" 17
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the philosophy of the dividend, the bolshevist and the fascist reply by
raising their swords. Both ofthem proclaim the law ofthe combatant."
Georges Valois was one of the fim political thinkers in France to in
sist on the common basis of the left- and right-wing revolutionaries, of
"those two inimical brothers, fascism and bolshevism, brothers because
of their mutual contempt for the bourgeois regime, enemies because they
occupy the two opposite capitals of Europe-fascism that of the sacred
lake [the Mediterraneanl, bolshevism that of the land of barbarism."l1
All authentic fascists in the following twenty years behaved in a simi
Jar manner. Up to the Second World War, and often during the war years
themselves, their hatred of bourgeois Europe was stronger than their
opposition to communism.
jO;

The Traditional Right versus Fascism
Georges Valois, like Dr:at and Bucard, saw the explosion of the First
World War as part of a continuous revolutionary process. In Valois's
opinion, the essentially antiliberal "revolution of August 1914," fol
lowed by the counterrevolutionary waves of 1919 and 1924,u had been
temporarily arrested, and it was up to the combatants "who had the
spirit of vicrory"n to carry it through. Valois, however, had a strong
s�nse of continuity with the antiliberal and antibourgeois rebellions pre
VIOUS to 1914. The Cercle Proudhon, particularly, which was
the real
laboratory of the ideas that gave birth to the Faisceau, was always
present in his thinking.� If the war and the victory had created the com.
batant, it had also had the effect of moderating the extremism of certain
groups opposed to the liberal consensus and facilitating the integration
of t�ese groups into the established order. The Faisceau represented,
pre�lsely, a reaction of rebellion against this phenomenon. It rose up
agamst the Action Fran�aise and the other nationalist movements in
mu�h the same way as the Maurrassian movement, a quarter of a century
earlier, had expressed the reaction of the younger generation against the
bankruptcy of bourgeois and conservative nationalism at the end of the
century. The first French
fascist movement as such in effect
. Iy undertaken
" , continued
the work prevIOus
"
by
the
Action
Fran�alse
which had
now abandoned it owing
to its shift toward the center.
The process whereby
and right-wing radicals were absorbed by
rhe center that had takenleftplace
in France in the 1880s now happened
. and
agam,
the void that had been created by the shift in the position of
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accept the idea of
the Action Fran,aise, which in practice had come to
was filled
playing the game according to the rules of liberal democracy,
was the creation
by the new fascist movement. Thus, Valois's movement
in the Action
of the activist-and generally young-elements hoth
represented a
it
whom
for
s,
Fram;aise and in the other nationalist group

new weapon of combat.
1925, Le
If the movement itself was founded only on 11 November
had already
Nouveau Siicle, which became the organ of the Faisceau,
l had been
journa
weekly
appeared on 26 February of that year. This
Franz Van
founded by a group of industrialists led by the millionaires
the Action Fran
den Broeck d'Obrenan, one of the chief shareholders of
president of
time
that
at
n,
Matho
e
�aise publishing house, and Eugen
Most of the
g.
urcoin
ix-To
the textile manufacturers' syndicate of Rouba
the Action
founding members of the journal came from circles close to
as the ship
Fram;:aise, and they included a few financial magnates, such
Andre and
Serge
like
rialists
indust
owner Valentin Smith, and superrich
the list of
on
n
Antoine Cazeneuve:' The presence of Eugene Matho
success for
founders was regarded in Paris press circles as a guarantee of
of Novem
Valois-a success that became evident in the last two weeks
that it
secure
so
seemed
n
positio
ber, when Le Nouveau Siecle's financial
could seriously consider becoming a daily.
s, during
The preparatory period thus lasted for about seven month
It was also a
which the financial infrastructure of the journal was set up.
founding of
the
for
ary
necess
period in which ideological ambiguitiesof all, that
first
and,
the movement and its journal-were maintained,
concerning the composition of the editorial staff.
before the
The staff that was announced in mid-November, just
It in
talent.
of
s
ichnes
r
its
launching of the daily, was outstanding for
lism:
journa
ing
cluded some of the most brilliant names in right-w
rd, James de
Philippe Barres, Rene Benjamin, louis Beraud, Abel Bonna
ain, Eugene
Coquet, Rene johannet, Pierre Dominique, jacques Marit
, Jerome and
Mathon, Henri Massis, Andre Maurois, Georges Suarez
nist For
cartoo
alist
jean Tharaud, Xavier Vallat, and the famous nation
ial
editor commit
ain. One can readily imagine the anxiety that such an
aix textile industry
tee backed by the financial resources of the Roub
ras's strong reaction
must have caused the Action Franr;aise, but Maur
ive that when the neW
and the pressures brought to bear were so effect
's collaborators in
Siecle
eau
daily finally appeared the list of Le Nouv
e Barres. In
:
cluded only one name known to the general public Philipp
staff comal
the end, out of all these writers and journalists, the editori
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p�ised only Georges Valois, jacques Arthuys, Hubert Bourgin of the
.
�I�ue des Patnotes,
and Philippe Baeres. It was a notable moral and po
, . of the Action Franr;aise and the inherent con
litical defeat. The hostlhry
tradictions of the fascist ideology proved to be decidedly difficult obsta
cles to overcome.
Le Nouveau Siecle, moreover, soon began to run into an endless se
ries of financial difficulties [hat rendered its existence precarious. A few
weeks after the �orthern textile manufacturers withdrew their suPPOrt,
Ma�rras and Uon Daudet scored a new success in their campaign
.
Franr;ois Cory, who had given Valois a grant of a
a�alnst the Journal:
.
mlilton francs to start the daily, abruptly stopped his assistance to avoid
being accused of participating in the polemic against the Action Fran
r;aise"l Valois attempted to learn something from this series of failed
starts; henceforth, he tried not to attack or hurt anyone except, of
course, Maurras and Daudet.
Le Nouveau Siecle experienced more than financial difficulties how
ever. In his attempt to accommodate different clienteles, opPosin inter
ests, and conflicting policies, Valois succeeded in giving his journal a
dullness that even its most indulgent readers, the war veterans, com
.
plamed of as e�rly as the two last weeks in December·J-only a week to
ten days after Its first appearance as a daily. This was immediately re
flected in sales: the journal was a complete flop.
Origin� lly, Le Nouveau Siecle was not intended to be the journal of a
.
ne � Imcal movement, but rather to provide a platform for the various
�
olltlcal formations that gravitated around the Action Franr;aise. Its
ounders were all Maurrassians, or were close or related to that school
of thought. Thus, in 1924, Valois, quoting Bernard de Yesins, who every
.
mornmg thanked God for "having given us Charles Maurras," went so
far as to say that the twentieth century, if it was named, would be named
after Maurras,•• and one year later, in July 1925, Uon Daudet described
.
ValOls as "the great monetary and financial talent of this period " the
.
.
'
man "wh0 saved French savmgs from Immediate ruin by inflation."<U
This was four months after the foundation of the Faisceau and there
'
was as yet no h·mt 0f the outbursts of hatred, insults' and anger that were
to charactenze
' reIattons
·
between fascists and Maurrassians, revolution.
a
fles and conservatives.
At that moment, however, everything still seemed straightfor
ward
n ugh_at least to the members of the Action
Fran�aise. As they saw it
.
a
Was to play a role vis-a.-vis the war veterans similar to the one h;
hadDIS
formerly played vis-a-vis labor circles, thar of mobilizing an impor-
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There can be no doubt: in large part, the emergence of the Faisceau
was due to the deep need for action felt by the younger generation in the
old ligues. and for that reason the fascist movement represented a dan
ger both for the Action Franljaise and for the other national ligues,
headed by the oldest-Deroulede's Ligue des Patrimes. All the police re
ports agree on this point: it was the immobilism of the existing organi
zations led by the old hands of parliamentary politics that aroused the
anger of the youngest and most combative elements, most of whom had
come out of the trenches. Of all the figues, the Camelots du Roi and the
Jeunesses Patriotes seem to have been most affected.41
According to police statistics, eighteen hundred members of the Paris
sections of the Action Fran�ise resigned between December 1925 and
April 1926 and joined the Faisceau. In the southwest of France, 30 per
cent of the members went over to fascism'" In December 1925 there was
an atmosphere of panic at the Action Franljaise headquarters in the rue
de Rome. Over and above the ideological considerations, it is these fig
ures and the need to dispel the malaise of their followers and to dissuade
them from flirting with fascism that explain the persistent irascibility
and resentmentthat Maurrasand Daudetdisplayed towardValois. What
ever the case, by the beginning of 1926 it became clear that the Action
Fran,aise had to stem the tide that had brought in the Faisceau-the
"Fcsso" and the "fessistes," as Daudet called them. To be sure, the
Faisceau eventually came to nothing, whereas the Action Franljaise con
tinued to exist, but this outcome was not obvious at the time. Far from
it: if it had not been for the quick, violent reactions of Maurras, Daudet,
and Maurice Pujo, one wonders whether the danger would have passed
quickly. The sheer violence of their vituperation shows that at the
time the rise of this new movement was taken seriously.
This campaign of intimidation in which all means, fair or foul, were
regarded as acceptable bore fruit rapidly: by the end of January 1926 Le
Nouveau Siede could no longer count on most of the writers and jour
nalists who had promised their collaboration a few weeks earlier.
Maurras and Daudet had succeeded in surrounding Valois with a perma
nent atmosphere of defamation that undermined the confidence of his
Supporters and raised up a psychological barrier that those front-ranking
figures who had been attracted by the dynamism of the new movement
did not dare to cross for fear of compromising their respectability.
The Action Franljaise, which by then was an experienced organiza
tio. n, had invented, as far back as the time of the Dreyfus affair, an art
and technique of calumny hitherto unknown. In the postwar period as
so
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communists in Saint-Denis. The "centrist" right always had its own
s�ock troops that served its own purposes, and took good care that they
did not become confused with the fascists.
In t,he twenties, the pressures exerted by influential figures were de
. ,
cls,lve In preventing Pierre Taittinger from throwing in his lot with the
Fals�au, Among the "nationals," Taittinger-Ieader of the Jeunesses
�a,trlotes and a� that time Paris deputy-was probably the strongest po
litICal personality, the one most likely to throw himself into the enter
prise. He hesitated for a long time before associating himself with the
views of the right-wing leaders, but finally his movement decided not to
go so far as to question the legitimacy of the parliamentary regime, The
breakaway of the activist elements thus became inevitable. The first to
'
jam
were the members of Antoine Redier's Ugion. This
- - the Falsceau
was a great success for Valois, for the numbers involved were consider
able, particularly in the provinces, They were estimated at about ten
thousand people.H
Founded-like the Jeunesses Patriotes and the Nouveau Sihle
gr�up-after the elections of 1924, the Ugion, independently of the
Falsceau and well before Valois did so, rapidly developed a quasi-fascist
styl� and pro�ram. On 1 July, the Legion merged with the Jeunesses
P�trlotes despite the fact that its authoritarianism and dictatorial tenden
CI� �ere far more extreme than the vague right-thinking ideology that
Ta'ttl�ger's �ovement had JUSt inherited from the Ligue des Patriotes.
Ap�OI�ted vice-president of this new entity, Redier began a genuine
,
�adlcalJZatlon of the Jeunesses Patriotes, and when the Faisceau came
Into being he wanted an immediate merger with Valois's movement.
- members of the steering committee
SuppOrted by a number of leading
•
Red'ler represented a conSiderable
danger for Taittinger and the other

leaders of the ligue des Patriotes, In mid-December the 131st "century"
(company) of the Jeunesses Patriotes went over to the Faisceau with its
cadres, followed, according to police reports, by several hundred other
young Parisians.J'
Tairringer, backed up vigorously by the steering committee of the
'
L e d�s Patriotes, said to exert authority over the Jeunesses, intervened
e� gencally. He refused to be drawn into a policy of revolt. Redier was
exp
, elled, but that d-d
I not stop the slow hemorrhage caused by the fasCISt up,urge. Wh-I
l e the cadres remalOed faithful and the leaders worked
'
c1osely w
- Fran�alse,
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and PUJO perform a task that they felt to be nccessarv but that was
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nevertheIess d'Istasteful, it was the simple rank and file that wandered
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away. A police report of 13 March 1926 stated that "many of them have
recently joined the Faisceau."'J
Thus, almost as soon as it was born, the first French fascist movement
came up against the combined hostility of all the right-wing groups to
gether. This was not merely an opportunistic reaction on their part. It is
true that tbe Faisceau hardly did them a service by drawing away the
best elements among their supporters, the subscribers to their journals,
and above all their actual or potential backers. There was no end [0 the
complaints at the headquarters of the old Jjgues-at the Ligue des Pa
triore5, where there was the hope of turning Le Drapeau of Oeroulede
and Barres, formerly a daily, into a weekly, at the Ligue Millerand, where
there was a constant shortage of money, and at the Federation Nationale
Catholique. Indeed, all the existing organizations often felt the drain on
their resources, and their prospects for the future seemed seriously com
promised.!4; But that was not the main point.
From the 1880s onward, the various opposition figues became an in
tegral part of the French political system. Led by senior politicians (all
deputies eligible for office, former deputies, or potential deputies
faithful, despite appearances, to the parliamentary system), the /igues
were in reality only small right-wing parties. Respectful of forms and
legality, detesting agitators, particularly proud of theit respectability,
they were concerned above all with preserving the existing structures of
society. It was to guarantee the survival of that society that they set
themselves in opposition to fascism; the contradiction between their
own aims and those of the Faisceau was such that they could nOt wel
come its success. For the essential characteristic of the Faisceau was pre
cisely that it was a genuine fascist movement with a national-socialist
ideology, violently antibourgeois and anticonservative, seeking its sup
port as much on the left as on the right. If the ligues attacked people
who temporarily occupied a position, the Faisceau was in revolt against
liberal democracy and bourgeois society as such.
To be sure, in France as elsewhere, the fascists were ultimately driven
to the right by their hatred of a politics of class that their integral na
tionalism rejected. They were led, by the logic of positions that opposed
them to the left, toward alliances that attenuated their radicalism and
reinforced their anti-Marxism to the detriment of their nationalist col
lectivism. The revolutionary potential of the fascist movements, the
Faisceau included, was thus largely obviated by the mechanism of the
division between left and right that they could not avoid, but that they
had tried so hard to eliminate.
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the following decade: the slogan "Neither of the right nor of the left,"']
followed by an appeal to the idea of coming together "above the par

ties" " and "beyond the old boundaries.""

In February 1927, when he organized the Single Front of Combatants

and Producers for the elections to the Senate, Valois launched an idea

that proved to be very popular, that of a "Bloc desJeunes" (Youth Bloc).
Valois saw this aspiration to transcend the old limitations as one of the
components of fascism and one of its greatest virtues.

As one of the first to attempt to reach out toward a new order, Valois

used another expression that turned out to be of cardinal importance in

the fascist vocabulary: he called his journal a "total journal" and said

that it propounded a "total doctrine""-the only kind capable of bring

ing about a "total revolution." Like all those who came after him, Valois
proclaimed the existence of "a revolutionary situation."'1 He made a

stirring appeal for an elite, for "a national leader who would be above
all classes, above all parties," and called on all men who wanted to en

gage in "a policy of the combatant."'l The fascists, from Valois to Deat
on the eve of the Liberation, always regarded the situation as revolution
ary. For them, unlike the communists, whom they accused of having a

wait-and-see policy, it was never too soon to make a revolution.'l One
only had to want it and to prepare the ground a little, especially by ex
tending the social power base of the movement. These classic elements

of fascism (the cult of the warrior being particularly important in the
postwar period) recurred in many articles in

Le Nouveau Siecle and in

innumerable speeches, brochures, booklets, and posters.

This assessment of the situation led the Faisceau, from the beginning,
to address itself to the workers in a long-drawn-out campaign. All the
right-wing revolutionary movements did so, from the popular, Blanquist,

and SOCialistically inclined Boulangists to the group of active commu

nists surrounding Jacques Doriot. This constant attempt to reach the
proletariat was fraught with ambiguities and always proved costly, for

throughout the half century between Boulangism and the collapse of the

Third Republic the problem persisted of choosing between attempting
to appeal to the proletariat and attracting the middle classes, between
SOcial activism and the financial suppOrt without which political ac

tiVity is quickly paralyzed. Another, often painful, choice had to be
lTlade between a "leftist" militancy and the "national" aspect
of fascism,
between a ferocious antiliberalism and the integration of aU social
classes that is fascism's raison d'etre. Finally, one
was faced with the
classic problem of the discrepancy
between ideological requirements
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a revolutionary syndicalist and activist of the CGT, a member of the
Action Franliaise, and secretary-general of the National Federation of
Workers of the Clothing Indunry. A dose aide of Valois's, Dumas had set
up and was in charge of the corporative section of the movement, which
constituted the truly original achievement of the Faisceau. It was to the
corporations that the Faisceau owed irs greatest successes and much of
its a"racriveness. These corporations aimed to become the nucleus of
the future social and economic organization of the country. which was
to be opposed to bmh the liberal economy and the syndicalism of the
class struggle.loo
Other active communists joined the Faisceau. but they did not play
an important role,10. and the same was true of Hubert Lagardelle, who
in 1926 joined the local organization in Toulouse. As we learn from
the police officer in charge of political affairs in Toulouse, replying to
Philippe Lamour, president of the Faisceau's university section and one
of the pillars of the organization, I'M. Lagardelle declares himself satis
fied at having left the socialist party and assures the leaders that he is
,
well disposed to help in working for the triumph of fascist ideas,' ·ol
As the Faisceau neared its end, the drive to the left became increas
ingly apparent. There were those who reproached Valois for "ganging
up" with former members of the Bonnet Rouge, with Charles Alben
and Joseph Caillaux's followers, whom he defended publicly. At that
time, Valois was convinced "that there is nothing to be expected from
the right, that nothing can be done without the producers."·OJ "The
Faisceau," he said, "intends to go into battle alone with proletarian na
tionalists."'11< In Sepember 19.26, Valois dwelt insistently on the Sorelian
theme of a proletarian elite when urging local activists to make a par
ticular effort to win over the workers.,05
Yet, despite the tremendous effort made, the breakthrough (0 the
workers never took place and the socio-economic composition of the
Faisceau condemned it to having to wait for an economic crisis and in
flation. As Valois said, addressing the National Council of the Faisceau,
"There is no revolution that does not depend on a monetary and finan
cial crisis."'OOi He immediately understood the danger that the coming
to power of the Raymond Poincare government represented for him,
and by October he knew that the momentum of his movemem had
broken.'01 Indeed, as soon as the government of national unity was
formed, the local organizations began to become inactive, particularly
in eastern France. Every attempt by Valois to oppose the financial poliCY'
of the new government met with the hostility of the provincial represen·
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was no real evidence that the Italian government had employed funds to
promote the propaganda of the French movement.1I1
The Intelligence Service, however, did not have to wait fot the accusa
tions of the left or the Action Fran�aise to watch over the activities of
the Faisceau. From the start, the least words and actions of its leaders
were followed up and reported, and a large quantity of information was
gathered. The Faisceau received much anention. Today, all this seems
quite incommensurate with the real importance of the Faisceau, but at
the time things seemed different. Thus, at the end of November 1925 the
Ministry of the Interior expressly asked the military governor of Paris to
triple the picket services in the Department of the Seine.'"
To exploit the success of the two large gatherings and extend the
achievements of the Paris section of the movement to the provinces, in
the spring and summer of 1926 the Faisceau mounted a large propa
ganda campaign. Special attention was paid to war veterans (especially
officers and noncommissioned officers), to the staff of the war veterans'
associations, to mayors and priests, and to family and syndical associa
tions other than the communist-oriented Conf&leration Generale du
Travail Unifiee (CGTU). To reach all these people, an enormous quantity
of printed matter was put out in the rue d'Aguesseau. The cost of the
operation launched following the gathering in Reims was estimated at a
million francs for a relatively short period of three to four weeks. In ad·
dition to posters put up all over France, several hundred thousand cop
ies of special issues of Le Nouveau Siide were printed and the unsold
copies distributed to sympathizers. Valois probably took the file of
subscribers to L'Aetion FrantfOise with him when he left that organiza
tion, and that must have made his task of recruitment very much easier.I1O
In addition to this written propaganda, a considerable effort was
made to train competent speakers. By September, ninety representatives
trained in the Paris headquarters were ready to start campaigning. III
The local Bordeaux section of the Faisceau, however, without waiting
for this initiative of the leaders in Paris, set up its own school of oratory
and a SpOrts club whose obvious aim was to attract members, particu
larly from among young workers already belonging to the various sub
urban clubs and gymnastic societies.LU Bordeaux was an important
cen
ter for the Faisceau, just
as it had been the great provincial center for
Boulangism, and one
can only wonder how many of the "Blue Shirts" of
the twenties ten years
later wore the grey shirts of the militia com
manded by the mayor of Bordeaux, the
neosocialist Adrien Marquer. It
tannot be disputed that
from the 1880s onward-from the socialist Fer-
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raul, to Valois in the 1920s, up to Marquet, who became the first Vichy
minister of the interior-the national·socialist tradition remained very
strong in the Bordeaux area.
The campaign of propaganda and recruitment was prepared with en
thusiasm, and in the provinces a tremendous effort was made, hut even
while organizing a third gathering, which this time was to take place in
Meaux, they were aware at Faisceau headquarters of the need to develop
the doctrinal aspect of the movement. From May onward, Valois had
wished to publish, along with Le Nouveau Siecle, a weekly journal he
intended to place under the editorship of a new deserter from the Action
Fram;aise, ReneJohannet. This journal was intended to be to Le Nouveau
Siecle what La RelJUe uniuerselle was to L'Action frant;aise: a political,
economic, and literary organ ofdoctrine.III By the end of 1926, however,
little remained of these plans, for financial difficulties and the coming to
power of the Poincare government pm an end to Valois's movement.
The disintegration of the Faisceau began at the end of 1926, at all
levels. From the humblest party workers to the financial backers, and
including the local and national leaders, the number of defections in
creased every day. December saw the departure ofJean de Laperouse, tbe
general delegate Andre d'Humieres, Dr. Thierry de Martel, president of
the medical corporation and son of the famous nationalist woman
writer Gyp, and, finally, a wealthy jeweller named Brunet, who, some
time before, had made considerable sacrifices for the movement. In
January it was the turn of Maurice de Barral and Pierre Dumas, vice
president of the corporations. In February, the headquarters also began
to disintegrate, the millionaires Franz Van den Broeck d'Obrenan and
Serge Andre were the first to leave. For these people, the movement had
had its day; the operation for the saving of the franc had sounded its
death knell. During this period, Philippe Lamour was little to be seen,
and he was finally expelled from the party in March 1928. In August
1927, the president of the building corporation, Pierre Darras, who had
tried to launch a Jaune-type syndicalism,no also resigned. By then, the
Faisceau had lost almost all its members.lu
One year later, the remaining fascist faithful, true to the program ap
proved at the great gatherings in Verdun and Reims, founded the Revo
lutionary Fascist party.IU Valois himself began a return to the left that
finally led him to the Popular Front, to the Resistance, and to his death
at the camp at Bergen-Belsen. Apart from Edouard Berth, he is the only
example of a returnee: having started at the extreme left with anarchist
leanings, spent fifteen years in the Action Fram;:aise, and created the
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Faisceau, on 9 May 1928 he founded the
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from its financial and economic crisis. It was also to its disadvantage
that while it existed, inflation and unemployment and fear of a commu
nist revolution-the other element in the polarization that usually fa
vored the burgeoning of fascist parties in Europe-never found a suit
able climate in France. All the French fascist movements that followed
the Faisceau encountered a similar situation.
But this was only one of the factors that worked to shorten the life of
the Faisceau. Internal tensions, tactical indecision, the combined attacks
of all the right-wing movements, and Valois's personality all played their
part. The founder of the movement lacked the qualities of leadership
necessary to the success of such an enterprise. The least that can be said
is that he never succeeded in uniting under his leadership other groups
with an authoritarian ideology and a similar membership. And-a last
cause of failure-Valois thought he could succeed in an undertaking in
which General Boulanger and his radical associates had failed, namely,
getting the conservatives to finance a political movement with a revolu
tionary ideology but nonproletarian adherents. The makeup of French
society did not allow this, JUSt as it did not allow it later: the conser
vative right was-as it proved on both occaSions-sufficiently strong to
ensure its own security.
In this respect, the Faisceau illustrates a standard pattern found
throughout Europe: fascism achieved its most striking successes when
ever the traditional right was tOO weak to protect its own position. In
that event, at times of acute crisis it placed itself in the hands of the new
revolutionary movement, which it believed was the only force that could
bar the way to communism, although at the same time it had only lim
ited confidence in it. On the other hand, whenever it felt itself to be
strong, or when, as in France, its position was assured and its social
power base solid, it did everything possible to ensure that fascist tenden
cies were not taken too far. In such cases, the traditional right saw to the
recruitment of its own troops and used its money for irs own under
takings. It was not the power of the conservatives but, on the contrary,
their weakness, their fears, and their readiness to panic that proved to
be the essential precondition for the success of fascism. This situation,
however, did not exist in France. Both with regard to voting power and
sociologically, the conservative right was a force that fascism never suc·
ceeded in undermining. The crisis of the twenties thus proved to be sol
uble within (he framework of the existing system: the right as a whole
was so solidly based that there was no need to resort to extraparliamen
tary solutions.
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coming a "scientific" socialist, De Man passed through a phase of ethi
cal socialism,' and later, during his stay in England, he published a se
ries of articles in the celebrated German socialist journal the Leipziger
VoJkszeitung that Karl Radek described as already constituting the be
ginning of a heresy.z
There is no doubt that the first cracks in De Man's orthodoxy ap
peared before the war. The readjustments and modifications of position
that were already noticeable around 1910 were the beginning of a pro
longed process of change that lasted until 1926, when Zur Psychologie
des Sozialismus was published. Already in the prewar period, De Man
had questions about the schematic nature of the Marxist interpretation
of social and cultural phenomena,l During the war and after, he became
interested in psychology and acquainted himself with the new tenden
cies in psychoanalysis, and, as he himself said, well before the end of the
war he had come to the general conclusion that the motives that under
lie human nature, derived from instinct and only slightly modified by
habit and education, are much broader than is allowed for by Marxist
theory.� Thus, when he came to publish his comprehensive criticism of
Marxism in 1926, he made his starting point the problem of motivation.
The war had a profound effect on De Man. As he wrote in his "frag
ment of spiritual autobiography," as he called it, the war had super
imposed itself on "an intellectual crisis that lasted for about twenty
years." Already before the war, he said, "the sharpest bones of my
orthodoxy began to lose their edge."'! His experience was similar to
Sorel's. Like Sorel, he claimed to have moved toward revisionism under
the influence of his practical contacts with the labor movement and es
pecially the syndical movement.6 "The developments of the last ten
years have only brought to its culmination a crisis that has been in the
making for a long time," he said.'
While the importance of the war as a factor in bringing about these
changes ought not to be minimized, it should be pointed out that, on the
One hand, posr-1918 Marxism betrayed symptoms of crisis that are not
to be explained solely by the difficulty of adapting to new conditions and
that, On the other hand, if the war accelerated the process of the revision
of Marxism, its influence was crucial only for people who already tended
to nonconformity
, such as Lagardelle, Herve, De Man.
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Well aware of the true significance of his criticisms, he concluded, "So

t at there should be no doubt about my apostasy, I shall call it: the revi
sIon of Marxism." 'l

This �evision of Marxism comprised, on the one hand, a total sup

�ort of liberal democracy, regarded as a sine qua non for the emancipa
�Ion of the working classes, and, on the other, a repudiation of Marxism
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States, he became principal of the Ecole Ouvriere Superieure (Workers'
School of Higher Education), remaining in that post for less than two
years. Th: leaders of the party were only too pleased to see the depar
ture of thiS man who, known both for his personal worth and for his
doctrinal nonconfonnity, could prove to be a dangerous rival.
D� Man was constantly at odds with the leadership of his party over
.
hiS disagreement with their belief that Belgian socialism should fall into
line with Poincare's revanchisme (a policy of "getting even" with Ger
many). In 1922 he once again left Belgium and went to live in Germany
where he remained for ten years. From 1922 to 1926 he taught at th
Labor Academy at Frankfurt am Main. There he wrote his most famous
work, Zur Psych% gie des Sozial;smus, known in French as Au-dela
du marx;sme. Translated into thirteen languages, this book was enor
mously successful, and made De Man the most talked-about and con
troversial political writer of the decade.1o
The book had one fundamental objective: it envisaged quite simply
"the liquidation of Marxism."ll De Man demonstrated his "opposition
t� the fundamental principles of Marxist doctrine" by choosing, for the
mle of his book, "the formula beyond Marxism " rather than any of
those "more lukewarm expressions, such as revision, adaptation, re
interpretation, etc., that attempt to run with the hare and hunt with the
hounds." !! At the same time, to forestall the criticisms of those who
mi t hope to weaken the impact of his arguments by turning the dis
CUSsion of fundamental issues into a criticism of classic Marxist texts he
declared himself uninterested in discovering Marx's original intentj ns,
and he hardly cared what any given statement of Marx's had meant at
any particular moment. What mattered now, he said, was not an evalua
.
of the "dead Marx" but of "living socialism." De Man made no
tion
att�mpt to avoid difficulties, and he was careful to make his intentions
plain. What he had intended in this book, he said, was to make a com
prehensive criticism not of Marx's doctrine:U but of the whole collection
of value judgments, affective symbols, collective wishes, principles, pro
grams, and forms of action that constituted Marxism and still existed in
the labor movement.H Since Marx, he said, had created his doctrine
.
.
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Whole deveIopment would eventually lead fa a "new synthesis."27
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he will receive from me an unequivocal answer: unhesitatingly, I take the
side of the most decided Marxists."'u
On 10 May 1933, this book was burned in front of the city hall of
Frankfurt. By the summer of 1940, however, after ten more years of

going "beyond" Marxism, such a reaction on De Man's part had be
come unthinkable. De Man now enthusiastically welcomed the con
quest of Europe by Nazi Germany.
The Revisionist Philosophy

De Man's critique of Marxism did not question the importance of
Marx in the development of the social sciences: without Marx's influ

ence, he said, they would be half a century behind.J< Nor, he said,
should one deny the importance of Marx's contribution to the analysis
of the capitalist system. However, De Man felt that if one wanted to
move forward, one would have to accept the principle that the rule of
the "relativity" of ideologies applies even to Marxism. One must there
fore "go beyond Marxism,")j and, to liberate oneself from it, one has to
free oneself not only from Marxist conclusions but also from the Marxist

way of thinking..k; Accordingly, he attacked the very basis of the system:
"economic determinism and scientific rationalism."J7

Moreover, De Man believed that a truth is always bound up with its
particular period, and that, like any other system of ideas, Marxism was
conditioned by the circumstances of the period that gave rise to it. As
those circumstances had radically altered, the conviction that Marxism
had ceased to be true became part of the truth of our period.JI
The starting point of De Man's critique of Marx was what he called
Marx's "theory of motive forces," which "made the social action of the
masses spring from a recognition of their interests."J9 All Marx's eco
nomic ideas and political and tactical opinions, said De Man, were
based on the assumption that human actions are guided above all
by economic interests. This "recognition of economic
interests as the
founda!"Ion af socia
" I activity
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"
"the creation of a
.
.
.
dOCtnne
that comb'IDes ID
· one uDlque conception the idea of socialism
nd the idea of class struggle."" Thus, Marx
assailed the legal and moral
dati ns of the p esent forms of society, using as his starting point
�
�
t
motive forces of IDterest and power conditioned in industrial work"
ers by the
capita
. I"1st ml"I'leu. "'1 Thus, tile
C founder of SCientific socialism
could claim
.
.
' to have d"Iscovered a new Justification
.
.
for SOCialism
, based,
"

"

;
���
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unlike utopianism, on the objective observation of realiry.o Finally,
claimed De Man, the economic hedonism that underlies the Marxist
conception of class, of class interests, and of class struggle and the deter
minism that disregards the psychological process whereby economic
necessities are transformed into human goals'" give Marxism its "non
ethical" characu=r.�'
BU[ that, thought De Man, is precisely where the weakness of the sys
tem lies. For Marx, the very idea of socialism is brought into existence
by class struggle, or, that is to say, by a necessary consequence of capi
talism; it does not therefore represent a value judgment. Socialism, ac
cording to Marx, will come about not because it is just but because it is

inevitable: it will result from the necessary victory of the proletariat in
its class struggle.4oI Thus, one no longer needs any moral arguments to
justify socialism; it is enough to recognize causes and effects. And the
great question that then arises, said De Man, is whether socialism,

basing itself on Marx's causal theory, is able to become what it seeks and
ought to become. De Man gave a clear answer: socialism can only be the
product of moral decisions that rest on foundations anterior to any his
torical experience.·7
While rejecting Marxism on account of its "mechanistic," "auto
matic" character, De Man nevertheless recognized that "ethical judg
ment existed in Marx, and that he merely, so to speak, concealed it. •

....

De Man claimed that Marx took great care to dissimulate his ethical
intentions, for had he revealed them he would have undermined the sci-

entific character of his system. Thus, one can find traces of his ethical
convictions only in his writings dealing with the political events and
problems of the day, where the expression of his feelings was essentially
a concession on Marx's part to what he regarded as the immaturity of
his fellow cofounders of the First International and to the presumed im
maturity of many non-Marxist forms of European socialism. However,
in the scientific works, where he exponded his doctrine without any
thought of their immediate political effect, "his value judgments have to
be looked for almost by psychoanalysis.""

If Marx's work has this character, said De Man, it was because Marx
O
"borrowed from his master Hegel a belief in 'the cunning of reason. • J

Through its anempt to satisfy needs created by the capitalist environ
r
struggle
its
ment, through its struggle for class interests, through
al
surplus value with the purchasers of the labor capacity of the industn
worker, the proletariat became subject to an inevitable process, creared

..

�

by the rise of capitalism and fostered by the development of the forces of
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p��ductjon If her :was any room for
choice, it was only that of reco
:
:
g
niZing the mevltablhty of that evol
ution' but-and he,e ,'s Whe
.
re, acc�rdmg to e
�n, the "cunning of reason" com
es in-this same prin
.
.
CIple of ineVitability, operatmg acco
rding to iron laws, directs histo
rical
progress toward a goal worthy of bein
g pursued in itself: the abolition
of classes and an end of exploitation and
oppression. This' then, is hoW
"the cunm.ng 0f rea n" op rates: by mea
ns of material interests, power
�
�
struggles, and conflicts of mterest, the
ideal comes to pass through
a
perfectly natural process."
uch, s id De Man, was Marx's
general intention. The father of
�
sci
,
�ntlfic soclahsm
had a moral end in view, and his
doctrine was a bril
hant attempt to utilize to that end
the efforts that capitalism had
di
rected toward a material goal. In the
heroic period of socialism said 0
an, thi was a fruitful and reasona
ble approach, quite simpl beca
�
us
the motives of the co bat nts were
in fact moral. Only fervent sup
�
�
porters of an eschatologICal Ideal
of justice then had the spirit of
sacri
fice necessary for the slightest stru
ggle for the most immediate mat
erial
goals."ll That was why a spiritua
l end could be embodied in a mat
erial
means: for the socialist who foug
ht on the barricades who schemed
'
, or
wha rnade saCClllce
'c s or mked
martyrdom simply by participa
ting in the
Struggle for political pOwer, the
ends and means were the sam
e. It was
then both possible nd logical
to present socialism in the simp
�
le
guise of
a stru gle for class Interests
while being fully aware that this
?
was only a
,
hlStoClcal expedient.
Marxism, h " ever, which "had
counted on the cunning of reas
� :
on,
i e f ecame Victim
of the ruse of interest."u De Man
claim
ed
that
the
s clallst movement,
having grown into a mass mov
ement directed by a
ass of profeSSionals and
fragmented into national part
ies each defend,
g the Inte
rests of its own members, now
ente
red
a
pha
se in which the
,
eans In
�reasingly became ends in themselves. He said that a spir
it of
�PO�tuOism threatened to transform the soci
alist
con
que
st
of
the
inStitUtions of
bourgeols
' society IOtO a conquest of socialism
by
thos
e
in' Ufto
Stlt
. ns. Th"IS situ .
ation Marx couId not have fore
seen just as he could
nOt have fore
'
seen the embourgeOls
' ement of the proletariat. He
could
not have fa
rese
en that, once 'It had reached
.
maturity Marxism would
give way
to "oPPOrtUnist
" iC refarmIsm
'
and an adoption of bourgeo
ture " J4
is culany more than he could hav
e
known that his determinist
•
10so hy
ic phi
P
Would serve the interests of
a "bureaucratic conservatis
abaVe all
m" and
just'(
I y the resi'stance af the pro
fessional politicians to all tendenCle
' s of renewal within the
movement.JJ In the same way
, sal'd 0e
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to
Man, the theory of surplus value shows how futile it is to attempt
g.J6
understand social realities through purdy economic reasonin
The conclusion, then, is obvious: the modern world does not need a
,
patched-up, reformed version of socialism, but a totally new socialism
tech
his
on
man
of
one that can "emancipate us from this dependence
nical and economic means of exisrence," $1 that "abandons the funda

mental Marxist position of determining all ideologies by the class to
which one belongs," " that ceases to be preoccupied with causes in order
to concern itself with value judgments." This new socialism could take
the form of a "conciliation between Marxism and ethical socialism."60

"Whatever is still vital of Marxist anticapitalism"" should be preserved,
though it should not be forgotten that socialism is much more than
anticapitalism:l for in all socialism there is "an impulsion-a striving

toward an equitable social order-that is eternal"'J and that belongs to
the socialist way of thinking, just as it does to the spiritual origins of the
bourgeoisie. De Man said that this impulsion could not be bener de
scribed than by the term

humanism.'"

Accordingly, De Man defined socialism as "a manifestation, which
varies according to period, of an eternal aspiration toward a social ordet
in conformity with our moral sense." 's De Man often returned to this
definition, each time adding something new. Socialism, he said else

where, "is always justified by moral norms that claim universal validity.
. . . All socialism is a morality applied to social phenomena, in which
the moral principles are more or less deliberately borrowed from the be

liefs of the civilization of the period."" Or, again, socialism is "the sub

ordination of egoistical motives to altruistic motives."" And finally: "At
the origin of every socialist concept is a moral judgment born of faith." "
as
Thus, socialism is really a "way of feeling and thinking as ancient and
widespread as political thought itself."'"
This was how the idealist revolt in European socialism expressed
from
itself in the interwar period, with a socialism totally liberated
histor
its
of
ent
independ
Marxism came into being. Regarded as totally
ntly
ical context, of economic forces and social structures, and conseque
cur
of capitalism, socialism appeared as "a deep, powerful and eternal
and the
rent"?O whose history "began at least with Plato, the Essenes
popular
first Christian communities."71 This history continued with the
ation and.
communistic movements of the Middle Ages and the Reform
th �nd
eighteen
the
passing through the utopias of the Renaissance and
th
twentie
nineteenth centuries, extended to the mass movements of the
century.71
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It should be pointed out that the idea of ethical socialism, of an "eter

nal" socialism, was widespread in the period 1920-35. De Man could
not ignore Spengler, and it was the German historian who, just after the
Great War, declared, "We are all socialists whether or not we know or
desire it. Even the resistance to socialism takes a socialist form."ll
Spengler was speaking precisely of "ethical socialism," or, in other
words, "the maximum generally accessible of a sentiment of life Seen
under the aspect of finality." 74 Elaborating his thought, he added, "Ethi
cal socialism is not, despite its immediate illusions, a system of com
passion and humanity, peace and solicitude, but of will and power."7S

This socialism, which, developed by Fichte, Hegel, and Wilhelm von
Humboldt, "had its time of passionate grandeur around the middle of
the ninetttnth century," came to its end in the twentieth, when an "in
terest in current economic questions" was substituted for "an ethical
philosophy."" De Man took the same line, and concluded that Marxism

was responsible for that situation. Thus, his struggle for an ethical so
cialism in the name of an eternal socialism was not only a fight against

Marxism but also an attempt to replace Marxism with another form
of socialism. It was for the sake of an ethical socialism that De Man
began the drift to the right that brought him, a few years later, to hail
the Nazi conquests, which he saw as the greatest victory ever won over
materialism.
Another exponent of an "eternal" socialism was the Italian syndi
calist Arturo Labriola. It was in his journal Avanguardia
sodalista
that in the first years of the century the violent oppositio
n to the re

formism of Turati took shape, preceding by a generation
De Man's
struggle against Vandervelde and Deat's attack on Leon Blum's
old SFIO.
Twenty years later, after passing, like De Man
and Deat, through a
phase of militant nationalism during the Great War
and before returning
to haly as a display of solidarity with
his country during its conquest of
Abyssin ia, Labriola, then in exile in Paris, acknowl
edged the special
c�a�acter of Italian revolutionary syndical
ism: "We would consider so
clahsm rather as an instrument for
the transformation of the country
th�n as an end in itself," he wrote,
adding that "our point of view was
stnctly Italian, perha
ps even a little nationalistic.""
I� 1�32, Labriola wrote a book with
the revealing title "Beyond
Capitalism and Socialism."
In it, he too preached the doctrine of an
eternal socialism:
"All the societies that history has known have been
the theater of manife
stations of socialism," he said.7t From the ancient
World to Thomas More and
Tommaso Campanella and modern so-
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cialism, said Labriola, we find "in the development of socialist thought
a continuity that we have no rightto deny."7t Thus, "socialism is old": it
is "old as a doctrine; it is old, terribly old as a movement; it is old in its
aspirations."'Q Moreover, he claimed that "it is by no means established
that there is a relationship between capitalism and socialism," and one
must therefore conclude that "if socialism in its ideals, its movement
and its politics is not a product of the capitalist phenomenon, the whole
IL
problem of the significance of socialism has to be reconsidered."
There was thus a whole current of socialism in the thirties that en
visaged a socialism without Marx, a socialism without capitalism, a so
cialism independent of every class consideration, a socialism that was
11
simply an aspiration toward "a JUSt society, a fraternal society."
For De Man, then the most important representative of that school,

the value of Marxism lay far more in its contribution to our understand
ing of capitalism than in what it actually brought to socialism,'l for
socialism is not, "properly speaking, a product of capitalism" but a
"human disposition" characterized by "a cerrain determination of the
meaning of judicial and moral values" that can be understood only by
going back to the social experience of the feudal regime and the master
craftsmen, to the morality of Christianity and the principles of democ
racy." It involves not merely the question of salaries or the distribution
of surplus value but a vast number of factors that create a "social in
feriority complex" and pose a cultural problem.,j The essential motiva
tion of the labor movement, wrote De Man, "is the instinct of self
esteem." It is "a question of dignity at least as much as a question of
interest."U In De Man's view, the determining factor is not the fact of
selling one's market value but the social circumstances in which that sale
takes place-the lack of cleanliness and social protection, the instability

of the way of life, the insecurity and joylessness of the work, the depen
dence on employers!'

In other words, if living and economic conditions and social relation
ships can be established that assure the proletariat and other workers

cleanliness, stability, security of employment, and dignity, socialism as
n
understood by the Socialist International ceases to have any raisO
�er
d'etre, especially as De Man defined socialism "as the product of a
.
,
sonal will, inspired by a feeling for rightness and probity."" Soclahsm
he said, "existed before the labor movement, and even before the work-

ing dass,"" and was not born "out 0f a VICtOriOUS cIass struggIe. "90 Sost
cialist thought, like any other kind of thought, originated in an almo
nal
emotio
infinite variety of different intellectual, ethical, and aesthetic
'

'
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reactions: "Ideas are created by
people and are

the result of
�arallelogra� of so�ial �orces," said De Man." As hisnotthou

:

ght matured
It developed JO a duectlon commonly
taken since the end of the nine
eenth century: towar a co cepti n
� of socialism that involves no change
.
In SOCIal and economic relatIOnships and
aims not at revolution but at
a
· ty," a social order base
"£raternaI SOCie
d on the "altruistic instincts" of
the "real man. ,!

�

�

�

..

Indeed, the idea that "the concept
of exploitation is ethical and not
economic"'J played a major role in
the development of the fascist phi
I?sophy bO h before a d after the ir�t Wor
ld War. ft underlay the nega
tIOn of the , mecham.stlc and mateClallstic
conceptions that have been an
obstacle . . . to the ethical development"
of the proletariat "and its sense
of solidarity."" De Man considered a doct
rine that bases workers' soli
darity on class interests historically
and psychologically indefensible
.
and even practlC
�lJy harmful.,j Class interests, he believed, "do not
.
reate
ethlC
al
motl
ve�," " and socialism cannot com
�
bat bourgeois ego
.
. m
Ism with Jabor materialis
and hedonism."
in the final a alysis, socialism for
De Man "is a faith. It is a pas
�
Sion, " and not a sCience. ("Scienti
fic socialism is as absurd as scientific
love. ")" Social science cannot pred
ict the future, since it "has no need
to know It
. except insofar as conc
erns present activities." 10(1
that rea
son-a d here one seems to be
reading a text by Sorel-"it is enou
�
gh
.
t at SOCialism
should believe in its future." 101 One
encounters here the
nd of reasoning found in Refle
c jons on Violence: socialism, thought
e Man, cannot be a mere colle
ctIOn of abstract ideas or a mere
logical
.
deductlon
from the present state of the econ
omy. Such a deduction, he
.
said "wouId give
.
"
It no tmag
e," whereas it is precisely the capacity
'.
to
.
prOVide
an Image that makes a socialist
vision of the future conceiv
IO!
able· De Man was well
aware that he was invoking the Sore
lian notion
of a m�th IOJ Just
.
as the idea of a general strike
was only a myth that
y bollz d the
collapse of the capitalist order,
�
�
so, he maintained the
�slc notl�ns of so-called "scientific" socialism
'
-s
ocial reVOlution, the
dICtatOrshl
'
P Of the proietaClatwere mere myths' symbols of belie 104
f,
wh'ICh cons t·
ltuted, preCiseIy, the very foundati
on
of
poli
tics:
the
"ma
sses
'
need to beheve
.
." IOj
Sorel's reVI.Sion af
'
MarXism
.
thus contained the seeds of the
Underta
revision
.
ken a generation Iater by De
Man. If one reads it carefully
find that
one
� apter 4 of Reflections on Violence, the central cha
pter
f
the
WOt
0 ' antIClpates several ideas
xpressed by the Belgian writ
�
er.
. g . .
penly dedarrn
hiS rntennons, Sorel, indeed,
was the first to at-
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foundations of
of Marxism that touched the
tempt a genuine revision
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here ec oing the �ords of the thinkers of the beginning of the century.
"There IS an emotional and affective current involved in the principle of

�

the formation of an idea," he said again. III!' Further on, one seems to
hear the voice of Vacher de Lapouge, the social Darwinist who had also

been a socialist: "The moral consciousness," De Man wrote. "is an im
pulse of the sub�onscious, It is derived from a feeling of solidarity with
.
the SpeCies that IS as deeply rooted in our physical organization as the
gregarious or maternal instinct in animals," 110
De Man, however, included in his analysis another idea, unknown to

the generation of 1890, namely, that the same experimental sciences that
prove the dependence of our spiritual life and the processes of the con
science on the instincts demonstrate that the most powerful forces in
man are his moral feelings. Thus, i n the human subconscious is an ir

repressible need for consideration and self-respect.'11 De Man could

therefore claim that the findings of psychology allow us to conclude that
socialism has a truly scientific foundation. Psychology thus corrects,

complements, and sometimes, by divesting it of its material content

even replaces Marxism, In psychology, De Man finally found a disci�
pline that he could successfully oppose to historical materialism.

Psychology, said De Man, provides an entirely new conception of

man; it creates a veritable cultural and ideological revolution. The im

portance of Freud, he said, is comparable only to that of Marx and the

�

�oint of contact between the new psychology and socialism ca be seen
10 the fact "that this psychology, with its individualization of man has
at the same time overcome his materialization." IU From Freud De Man

�ook the idea of the complex; from Adler he took two ideas. that of the
Im�ortance of human society for the creation of the values that man re
qU ires, and that of the significance of the sense of inferiority, 11l As he
wrote' "The chronIc
'
. d
0f the working class . . , is only one parscontent
I
.
1�1a� aspect of a vast number of causes that bring about a social inenoflty complex, . . , If one states the problem in this way one realizes
'
.
.
that the essentla
, mOtivatIon
.
is the sense of self0f the labor
.
. "movement
.
respect· or, to
.
of dignity at
PUt the matter ,ess prosalCa y, It IS a question
'
1ea s uch as a question of interest." 114
�
king back Some ten years later, De Man declared that in psychol
o he had
gy
discovered a diSCipline "that made the conscious ideal spring
ftorn the
.
subconscIOus
.
motive
force, the doctrine from the will, the aim
ftorn
movement, and the idea from suffering." '" Even if as has been
argued D
.
'
e Man's use 0f SOCIal
' psychology IS ethically inspired
' " . even if
· h. '
it IS
.
IS mora, aspirations
.
that lead him to make such an analysis and
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theless be acknowledged (hat this
reach such conclusions, it must never
crystallization of the fascist ide
development contributed greatly to the
of the will" and the cult of "move
ology. A glorification of the "doctrine
of the intellectual revolution rep
ment" was at the heart of the meaning
resented by fascism.
Man was well aware that the
Already in Au-dela du marxisme De
ves of economic interest the deeper
approach "that seeks behind the moti
. . . saps at the root . . . not o�ly
psychological causes that inspire them
r movement but also the MarXist
the Marxist interpretation of the labo
117 This is the heart of the problem:
interpretation of political economy."
eenth century" with its principle of
to Marxism, that "child of the ninet
; III
sed "syndicalist voluntarism"
"mechanical causality," De Man oppo
sm, mechanism, historicism and
to a system characterized by "determini
"socialist science" that is "prag·
economic hedonism" he opposed a
utionalistic."'" As De Man
matic, voluntaristic, pluralistic and instit
to Proudhon, and he claimed
pointed out, this conception went back
its idea of revolution than was
that it was far more proletarian in
, class struggle was in the final
Marxism. For Marxism, said De Man
conceived by intellectuals and
analysis only the realization of an idea
dhonism, movement is itself the
imposed a priori, whereas "for Prou
ion of ideas," and its concepr of
source of a constant a posteriori creat
"direct action" by the workers
revolution was based on the idea of
De Man often went back to
in the social and economic spheres.l1o
socialism owed to Marx's pet
Proudhon, to stress the great debt that
rrassians, and all the socialists
aversion. U' Like Sorel, the "social" Mau
ed Proudhon's "socialism with
who moved toward fascism, he appreciat

an earthy f1avor."lll
Man's development was very
It was no accident that, here again, De

of Marxism through the introduc
close to Sorel's before him. A revision
both
in
ts
produced similar resul
tion of voluntarist, vitalist elements
be
ogy that still claimed to
ideol
cases. In the end, one obtained an
·
a
ged profoundly. "What is
socialist but whose meaning had chan
D
I
n
gle to achieve it," wrote De M� .
important in socialism is the strug
II
said,
he
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Au-de/a du marxisme.11J What really coun
"simpl1
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,
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jettison "the theory of superstructur
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unites them," 116 and that,
enjoyment separates men, sacrifice
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"the aim of our existence is not paradisiacal but heroic." 1Z7 No fascist
ideologist has stated it better.
The idea of "joy in work" is important in De Man's thinking. For
him, the fact that in modern times the major processes of production
are in the hands of people who obtain no satisfaction from their work
constituted a grave danger to civilization. III He considered this lack of
satisfaction "a cause of discontent at least as important as the diminu
tion-problematic in any case-of their resources,"u, maintaining that
factors such as personal satisfaction, "human dignity," and "profes.
sional capability" 1)0 are infinitely more important than those connected

with the ownership of the means of production or the distribution of
wealth. He gave psycholOgical, affective, and emotional problems a
greater role than economic problems, and held that aesthetics play at
least as important a part in people's lives as economics. De Man's point
of view seems to imply that it may be possible, by satisfying the workers'
psychological requirements, to avoid having to tackle structural prob
lems inherent in the modern economy.

�

�

e Man a so maintained that man's foremost aspiration is to express
.
In hiS work hiS most personal values. Thus, he claimed that all the social
problems of history "are but different aspects of the eternal social prob.
. the final analysis exceeds and epitomizes them all: how can
lem that m
a human being find happiness not only

through his work but in his

I
:-V0rk?"II The full significance of this revision of Marxism is now dear:

It merges quite easily into the fascist view of things.

There were other elements in De Man's revisionism that lent them
�lves even better to fascism. "The motive forces of the masses are essen
tially emotional," De Man wrote, taking up the old formula of Gustave
Le Bon.'H For that reason, the masses, like "Panurge's sheep," "will al
ways feel the need to run after a leader, who represents in their eyes all

that they would like to be." t)) This process of identifying with an
ideal
self he felt, IS
" quite naturaI, m
'
h
t
e
same
way
as
the
social
difference be'
�een the leaders, with the status they necessarily have, and the masses
IS natural . It is therefore a mere fiction that the leaders of a socialist
party, fOr Instance,
.
are Simply representatives of the will of the mem.
ber
. s' u-'
. It f0llows that any SOCiety, whatever its Structure, and any orgaruzatlon, needs
.leaders. A socialist society would not be different: it•
too wou
ldh
ave
h'lerarchy,Its
Its
' powerful figures and natural inequalities.
'
I a sense,
.
De Man took up the tradition begun by Pareto, Mosca, and
l
llchels at t
'Y
he begmnmg
.
of the century: like the founders of the social
.

�
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feriority of the workisting economic structu
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curity and, above
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At the same time, inDea
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all, out of their ownbec
ile engaging
increasingly clear that wh
Man believed that it hamthee bou
sidered bour
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wo
the
ie,
ois
rge
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res
inte
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e
struggl
irable, and, to the degree that they ap
geois existence enviabeletoandresdes
ble their adversaries.'·l as a proletarian
proached it, they cam is whem
re is no such thing t of the hostility
That, said De Man, a merey the
fabrication, the producsm of the intellec
is
culture. Such an ideatur
t characterizes the sociali
against bourgeois cul of ethethabou
on the proaC�
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uen
infl
at
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a
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ie-h
ois
rge
life
of
tuals. The way ire for respectability leads the working classes to
letariat, and the des of the privileged classes.'u The specific charactd
cept the moral norismsthus only a delusion, an invention of the theoreti
of the proletariat m itself the creation of a "haunter of libraries.
cians. Was not Marxislife and above all to the life of the workers"?
stranger to practical
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De Man, Marxism was exactly what democracy had bcen for M aurras:
a "vapor."
A pronounced elitism was thus a a.
fh
o
:�
�::
r �: �a� himSelf �etest�d t: �:u:��;��e� h: �e; �h�!
�: :;::�p r o bourgeols society had "become unbreathable
him.'" 14$ but he knew that In. some spheres-in the formation of taste,
for Instance-there is generally n In. d· ·dua1 progress "but a progr�ss
(hrough generations in the course of which one In. h'ents
. culture hke
property" 1440 AI . d 1icy��,:::�e.mir.� have s�ken similarly, but then
t I t�e a SOci l t. It is
the auth�r of D::�c;a
true that Michels also professed ���h :de:: ::�d osca an� �areto.
When such an elitism is superimposed on � rna le ronounced
negation of p�rliamentarianism and bourgeois ::l�:s :�: a
a regime based on universal suffrage, there can be n:�ou�;:;
;�;�;s��.
Further, De Man claimed that for a v:? Io�:4t�.m�t�e proletar�at h�d
not lived in conditions resembling tho of . ay, orga.n1zed In
syndicates and enjoying universal suffrage, co�pulso� �ducatlon, and
an extensive social legislation the workers, wh'le permlttlng themselves
to be beguiled by the Marxist'illusion, "wou1d have many thl. gs to I se
by It. hat represent to them a part of the country " FIrst f a�l, he said,
�
the workers had gained some influence in the state,
' and, stili
im. more
pOttant, "their In· fluence has become rnore and more .Idenufied
with the
consolidation of the state itself."
De Man thought that it was · fa th.e role of rhe working class,
rather than the great industrial a�� fi::nCiaI monopoires,
. the stock ex
change or the banks, t be h� suppOrt of the state. Here the Belgian
socialis't leader cam� �nce again to a conclusion of great significance·
"The mor : t oclabsm becomes the vehicle of the idea of the state·
the more i; �: � �he v�hicle of the idea of the nation that is em�
bodied in the.stat:�?,r:; us, t e way was now clear for a new form of
SOcialism Th s n co ce t�on of socialism could lead to social democ
P
racy or t� so�e �:· d��par�l3mentary
labor movement, or it could lead
to the pOSition held n�tlonal s�cialism.
was all the more pos
sible because, as De Jan Ins�s. ted, In modernThis
"all the interests of
the workers are not necessanly oppo",d ta thtimes
f
ose
a
the employers"·. ,:10
there is a solidanty
.
f
·
lOterests
betwee
k
d
.
n
war
ers
an
Industrialists
' and
th fate of both depends on the porICies
·
·
f
therr
political
and
·1·
ml
nary
I
caders the Internatio
.
.
nal
situ
·
d
f
.
atlon,
an
orelgn
competition.':!'
On
the
h han
' d, said De Man, to the degree that the working class "in.
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creases in strength and assumes more responsibility," 1$1 it finds itself in
creasingly drawn into conflicts between states. In this way, "the workers
of different countries once more become competitors in this same sphere
of immediate economic interests, which in the last century was expected
to become more and more unified as a result of the continuous expan
sion of the world capitalist economy." lJJ

Capitalism, then, had not played the role that Marx had assigned to

it, and the world had nOt assumed the simple form that the father of
scientific socialism had envisaged. Internationalism had remained an
empty word; neither general pauperization nor polarization had taken
place, and the middle class had not been driven into the proletariat by a
concentration of capital. The social structure of the peasantry had re
mained essentially the same, and the rise of the new middle class had
compensated for the decline of the old middle class of the precapitalist
period. Numerically, the craftsmen and the independent merchants had
been more than replaced by the office workers, the civil servants, and
the people in the liberal professions. De Man showed that when one of
these classes declined, it happened on a collective and not an individual
basis. The loss of social independence affected the whole class: the peas
ants, for instance, ran into debt; the new middle class experienced in
creasing insecurity owing to a decrease in employment opportunities;
and the former middle class lost its position through the melting of capi
tal and large incomes. u.

This was the new problem to which De Man addressed himself. He

was extremely conscious of the diversity of classes and groups in mod
ern society, of the pluralism of interests that could no longer be ex·
pressed in terms of the traditional Marxist dichotomy. He believed thar
the great issue of the thirties was the danger of the proletarianization of

the middle classes, both urban and rural, and a revolt on their pare

against having to sink into the proletariat-a revolt that expressed itself
"on the one hand in anticapitalistic sentiment and on the other hand in
antiproletarian sentiment."m It was here, he claimed, that one could
find the psychological key to this response to a growing proletarianiza·

tion that comprised both a hatred of capitalism and a hatred of pro
letarian socialism.'s' Because reformist socialism in its existing fonD
had lin Ie to offer them and communism seemed to them abhorrent,

middle classes went over to fascism.'17 This, then, was the new

that had to be faced, as De Man saw it. He therefore proposed a

way between orthodox socialism, which excluded the middle d'''.....
and the fascism into which they were slipping.
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That third way was int
ended t
v'd
o the challenge
p�s�d by the European crisis.
at n
r i
t
o
OJ"!lIC system, a
" "
criSIS of the political reg;m'"
and
a
cri
SIS 0f society. That ans
.
wer was
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ated De Man PIa n, wh
' h was followed by
IC
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ous similar schemes in France
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.
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, .
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�
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.
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symposium on De Man held at the University of Geneva in 1973, clearly
distinguish between the man and his work.' It was De Man the individ
ual, they say, who in June 1940 received with satisfaction the news of
the defeat of the Western democracies, whereas the works of De Man
the writer, revealing one of the most original minds of the period, had
no connection, they claim, with the errors of political judgment of the
socialist leader. The impression one receives from this collection of
papers by fervent admirers of De Man is that his behavior in June 1940
was quite simply inexplicable and ought therefore [0 remain unex
plained. The enigma of De Man's behavior, however, did not lead the
participants in the symposium to consider the possibility that De Man's
political thinking in the thirties had a quite different significance.
As for the more complex case of Deat-author of Perspectives so
cia/isles and leader of the RNP-A. Bergounioux warns against a "sub
stanrialism of conrinuity,"J and S. Grossmann, at any rate, wonders
about the nature of the forces that could have "produced a metamor
phosis" in him.' Bergounioux comes to the conclusion that Dear's
thought laid the foundations of a modern social democracy, and that
consequently the equation "Neosocialism equals fascism" is exagger
ated for 1932. He believes that it was not until May 1940 that Deat pre
sented the figure of a politician "ripe" for fascism.7
In reality, however, these people never passed through any meta
morphosis or underwent any inexplicable evolution. To see this it is not
necessary, when reading them, to think only of the forties, any more
than it is necessary to read what Michels and Labriola wrote in 1905 in
the light of their development in the following two decades. One should
simply read everything without emphasizing any particular period or
work.1 De Man's revision of Marxism, Michel's critique of social democ
racy, Deat's sociological analysis, and their disgust-from the time they
wrote their major works-with both liberal democracy and democratic
SOcialism are quite sufficient to explain both the evolution of their
thOUght and their ultimate commitments.
Neither Deat nor De Man, in fact, said anything during the war that
they had not said repeatedly throughout the thirties. Deat was quite cor
rect in claiming, in a review of Apres-coup in 1940, that De Man, "freed
f�om the mechanical
of Marxism, had already, ten years pre
;Iously, proposed "adoctrine"
revolutionary
construction that, under pressure
rom prod
ucers belonging to all social strata, would impose profound
structural reforms on bourgeois society."� In the fall of 1940
analyzed De Man's June manifesto and declared that what app Deat
iied to
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needed reforms, both men had
Belgium was equally valid for France: the
only by means of the state, that
always believed, could be carried out luti
De Man, claimed Dear,
"indispensable instrument of the revo libeon."
ral conception of the demo
had long since broken away "from the ian
state,' he condemned the
cratic state. He demanded an 'authoritar
the genuinely revolutionary in
puerilities of antifascism and stressed ties
. It was because he was a 50spiration of the German and Italian par that
he also came around in
onary.
cia/ist, because he was a relJo/uti
state." De Man, he
creasingly to an authoritarian conceptionterofallthe
the resistances," all the
said, had wamed a state "that could shate power of finance, the inter
weaknesses of the political system-"th g influence of the press." 10
ference of the parties and the demoralizinof De Man's memoirs, which
These, indeed, were the major ideas ed nothing in ApreN;oup,
Deat faithfully summarized. De Man conis,ceal
h under German occupa
and during the war, in Brussels and Par bot
ions. Speaking in April 1942
tion, he continued to proclaim his contvict
ters of ideological collabora
at the Cercle Europeen, one of the grea cenclas
themes of the struggle
tion with nazism, De Man returned to thessity sic
a strong state,II and a
against the power of finance and the neceParisienfor, he had expressed him
year earlier, in an interview in Le Petit ch have better luck than we
self as follows: "You can say that the Fren
allowed them to enter into a
have, since they have a government that has
ch circumstances have pre
policy of collaboration with Germany, ."whi
12 It was these circumstances
vented Belgium from doing until nowstat
and also a different tem
(i.e., the disappearance of the Relgian e),from
others, a "grand sci
perament-a tendency to detach himself from playing in Belgium the
gneurial" attitude-that prevented De Man
the fact that where main policy
role played by Deat in France, despite lead
er of the Parti Ouvrier Relge
guidelines were concerned, the former correctn
ess of ideological collab
had by then no more doubts about the er enfant terrible of French so
oration with Germany than had the formn sponsored the foundation of
cialism. During that same period De Ma
ed by the former staff of Lt
a new journal, Le Travail, which, produc
s0was intended to replace the oldaCY
,
Peuple and printed by its presses,
again attacked liberal democrof a
cialist newspaper. Its articles oncesyst
and proclaimed the birth as
parliamentarianism, and the partysaid em
De Man, to "associate twO ideand
new reality.1l The time had come, con
the socialist order
that till recently were held to be irre cilable:
the authoritarian state." ,.
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If, �uri g the Occupation, De Man was not an active collaborator
. Deat, �It was certainly not because of any i.deological differences be
!Ike
. .
.
twO men'. the I'dentity 0f thelf views was as great in the forties
the
tween
as I. t had been ten years earlier. Their critical attitude to Marxis a d
. de�estati�n of liberal democracy and bourgeois society mad:th m
then
.,..me. Beth regarded the
greet with dehght the overthrow of a hated reo;
d�feat 0f democracy as proof of the moral and social superiority of the
victor. As De Man said to the POB members in his June manifesto:
_

:

��: �:a��the brai.nw.ashing of the warmongers concealed from you the fact that
desPlte Its strangeness to our mentality would have reduced I
.
effectively than the so-called democracies where ca�i::�
d ff \a
c�n:::=to �e7a:�
Since th�n� e�eryone has been able to see that the superior morale of the Ger·
man army arge part due to the greater social unit of the nati n and the
greater degree of prestige that the authorities derive fro� it.
a
t
ce e s
:::�;�; r:�;;���";:: �:;i�h�r:�!�� �h� f::��:�� ��: :i:�::tu::�:���
u what happened to the masses,U
&i

15 10

0

There is no esssential point in these texts that De Man had not stated

��peatedly throughout the thirties. Exceptional circumstances had led

1m to elabor?te some ?f his ideas but had created none of them.
The . same IS true With regard to Deat. An examination of his editocla]s 10 L'OeulJre. h·IS �any speeches and articles published in the RNP
weeki bull �,m Le NatIonal populaire, and his pamphlets-usually
laken�rom IS newspaper articles or expressing the same ideas-leaves
.
.
no .room for doubt: Deat
socialism of the Collaboration
O 's national
penod was the very same as that af the heyday of neosocialism and
"planis�9" The lea1�rs of the RNP quite rightly insisted that their polio
des in 43 we�e Ire�tly descended from those of their campaign of
1933 They catrled t�el� concern for continuity-and they were careful
to in�ist o� thl. � �ontm�lty-to the point of holding the plenary session
of the N ona ouncil of the RNP on 17 July 1943 and in the Salle de
la Mutu: Ite,. where, ten years earlier to the day' Deat' Marquet, and
Momagnon had launched the n ow-famous sIagan ,,Ordre, autorite nation" at the s FI,O conf�ence. Jacques Guionnet, speaking on that C:Cca
sion said th t a t e�. ten years ea�lier, that "Marcel Deat publicly
enu�ciated, ; : t;: � rst time, the pnnclples
.
of a national socialism that
Was more or IeS5 �he same as that which we profess today " Guionnet
head of propagan a of the RNP, summarized the main idea� of Perspec:

�

�

�
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ng all "anticapitalist"
t leader of the RNP
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and economic re
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rectly concluded,
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social categories advocated
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narional party testifies to this continuity: it contained only Iamllar
'I'
.
cas,
reiterated
by
Deat
for
exactly
ten
years,l.l
including
a
considera
'd
I
.
tIon of the desirability for France of a planned economy integrated into
a European economy.Z4 After drawing up this report, which the new
head of state Marshal Petain, apparently did not answer, Deat never
�
. of palllti g the icture of a "new order" that would be the living
we�ned
�
.
antithesis of the ,reactionary and conservative politics" that was stl'II,
,
.
d, so much 10 eVIdence, zj This new order he said , would [ran'
he clalme
'
. .
scend both "capitalism and bolshevism"; it would, like the RNP itself be
'
"antidemocratic" in being "truly socialist and popular"; Z6 it would

?

be based on "a positive socialism whose synthesis would transcend
and unite" liberalism and bolshevism. All this would be controlled bY
..
"
state that would guarantee the whole man his
a strong, authontanan
development within an agreed discipline."17 In place of the "old neu

_

' d'ff
I erent and naturally impotent guardian of individual fannaI state, m
.
taSies and anarchies," national socialism " said Deat would bUI'Id th'IS
" new order" that would express "an organic totality of aspirations and
·
Ideas.' u Thu . in place of the old "socialism of demands," there would

�

:

come IOto bemg "the constructive socialism"-the term was neither

new nor original-of the national revolution, a revolution that as Deat's
'
supporters always insisted, still remained to be carried out.!9

�

1933,

Li e �eat's supporters in
those of the war years did not attack
"caplt lIst 'exploitation'" (they always put the word exploitation in

�

qu�tatlon marks) bur "the proletarian condition" that, they said "ma'
.
.
terralISt expIOltatlOn
'
" d'd
I not fully explain,.lO They supported Dear's at-

�

te pt to have the Charter of Labor applied,Jl but the former neo
�
oclah ts id not wait for this question to come up to launch the idea of
�
synd,callSt revivaI,J! stating that "if a national socialism had developed
.
· time
In
' France, we wouId not be where we are now." ·U The log'IC OI
In
.
thIs pOint
'
'
0f view
brought Pierre Thomas to look back to the revolutiona"" syndlca
' IIsm
'
0I the beginning of the century. This expert on synd,'calsm
I: ' • who was aIso one 0I the RNP"s chief experts on the Jewish ques'
tIon, stated boldl that ..whoever IS
concerned about the future is bound
Y

:

�

·

·

[o Ioak back ta rh'IS pen'od to attempt to discover the secret of an impe.
tu tha
has sInce been lost.".J< The national socialism of
extracted
fr
t e lefti�t revolt of the tum of the century its hatred of liberal de
racy, paritamentarianism, and universal suffrage. Thomas referred
to pauger's
and Griffuelhes's attacks against democracy and recalled
.
'
[he''r cult of r
.
. mmontles
Ites and 0I active
and their thirst for direct action. Th'
IS faithful collaborator of Deat's also brought to light what he

�
m:

�
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ugh
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of the syndicalist revolt aga
body all the other elements
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lished order and construct a
of the prewar
tradition and the planism
elements in the syndicalin
still
ober
ardelle to Deal, who in Oct
years,J' Extending from Lag
con
ue blanche that Sorci had already
referred back [0 the old Rev
a
half
r
afte
,
that
n of French socialism
demned•J' was a whole traditio
er
d
or
an
up
ggle, finally attempted to set
century of rehellion and stru
many.
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i
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tect
er the pro
that is called socialism"'u und
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er.
ord
new
to initiate this
An instrument was needed
a single
of
t
men
, demanded the establish
Deat, like De Man in Belgium
ld
wou carry
an authoritarian state-that
party-the true backbone of
Deat became the first French
In July
out the national revolution.
from his
an idea that stemmed directly
political figure to put forward
the sec
t
hou
oritarian socialism. Throug
traditional conception of auth
on behalf of the revolu
Deat waged a long campaign
ond half of
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.
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the coming revolution, it
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Finally, like the neosocialism of the thirties, that of the war years
.
wished not only to defend "the nation against the capitalist plu
tocracy"4l but also to establish a new style of life. Confronted with the
old bourgeois values, Deat, like De Man, urged his followers to "prove
..
themselves men" and "live dangerously. ..,; for "without heroism. with
out this tension of soul. nothing has any meaning. everything returns to

"·7 One would seem to be reading a text by Berth.
.
Lagardelle, or Michels: there was nothing here that had not been said

the lowest point

.

nO[ only by the same people ten years earlier but also by their predeces
sors-ali those rebels who were forever searching for the best and most
effective means of overthrowing the bourgeois order.

The Ideological Renewal of
the Thirties and the Traditional
Critique of Marxism
As at the turn of the century. the ideological renewal of the thirties
gave rise. once more, to a critique of Marxism. Certainly. antimaterial
ism, antipositivism, and the other forms of negation of the established
order did not necessarily lead to a fascist type of revolt. Ethical so
cialism was not always conducive to an anti-Marxist reaction that

d

while �reserving the language of left-wing revolutionaries. considere
the nation rather than the class to be the essential factor of change in the
world However, there is no denying that this desire to "pass beyond
:
Marxism by substituting a method of psychological analysis for histori
cal materialism, or, in other words, by seeking behind economic facts
th psychic realities they express. •1 was one of the main routes for
�
gOlng rom left to right and from the extreme left to the extreme right.
. did not happen with Andre Philip. but it did happen with Sorel
TIllS

�

..

�rth, Michels. Labriola, and De Man. It makes no difference that dur�

�ng the Great War Sorel kept clear of the crude propaganda that flour
Ished at the time of the Union Sacree, or that Berth immediately after
'
the SoViet
· revoI unon,
·
went over to the extreme left. Or to take another
'
example, Labno
· Ia, after havmg
·
·
to the nse of fascism in
contnbuted
haly, moved back to the left center in the thirties while ideoloP"ically the
0•
•
.
.
other ItaI"Ian revoIutlonary
·
syndicalists remained to the end the backbone of Italian fascism.
However. that Labriola at a certain moment retreated in no way d·
Imlms
·
· · hes the ImpOrtance
of his contribution to the
.
StanlO
g
up
f
0 [he mechamsm.
·
Georges Valois himself was in the left
.
Wing of the socialist movement in the thirties.
For some Sorelians, going
.
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a two-way journey; for others, it was
from left to right was undoubtedly
le all shared the same motivation,
a path without remrn. But these peop

eive the tfue nature of the phenome
and that is what allows us to perc
se
were all looking for the "grandio
non: to paraphrase Michels, they
the great revolutionary force of
union" of the revolutionary idea with
m had provided the idea, but it
the moment. Revolutionary syndicalis
capable of putting that idea into ac
had not found a sociological group
was the real history of protofascism,
tion. The search for this "union"
al
the main preoccupation of the ethic
and in the interwar period it was
m.
icalis
of revolutionary synd
socialists, the most authentic heirs
Andre Philip who contributed more
was
it
At the end of the twenties,
of De Man's ideas in France. Like
than anyone else to the popularization
s of the turn of the century, Philip
the extreme left-wing nonconformist
bourgeois" that socialism is "not
told "a working class that had grown
doctrine: it is above all a moral
only, as Marxism believed, an economic
ty and individuals... ·� Socialism,
ideal that seeks to regenerate both socie
struggle from the economic to the
he said, must therefore "transfer class
eeking bourgeois materialism" it
ethical sphere"; 10 to "selfish, pleasure-s
and initiate "an ethical revival and
must oppose "a spiritualist realism"
l
a restoration of spiritual values."l
De Man's ideas contributed a great
vain.
in
not
was
al
Philip's appe
created a new socialism-a so
deal to the revision of Marxism that
lism that remained simply an idea
cialism without a proletariat, a socia
the entire nation. Neosocialism
and that easily became a socialism for
festations of this new wave of revi
and planism were the two main mani
ce of Philip's introduction to his
sionism: twO years after the appearan
, Deat published Perspectifles so
summary of Au-de/a du marxisme
ling title "Le Socialisme
cia/istes, and an important article with the revea
spiritualiste...
.
tradition of the moralists who
Deaf'S revisionism was in the classic
for
to
first
onward, were always the
from Sorel, Michels, and Lagardelle
pure
Marxism. "History, for the
of
mulate the most violent criticisms
been
that sometimes seems to have
Marxists," wrote Deat, in a text
evoluy moral consideration, and
"11
Produced by Sorel, "is foreign to ever
ionships created by the economy.
tion depends solely on power relat
insuffi
s protestation" against "this
Deat joined De Man in his "vigorou
Marx
and he challenged the right of
ciency of the Marxist psychology,"
to
materialism, he thought, belongs
ism to "enunciate laws." Historical
g
n
capitalist period, when everythi
a specific era, and is valid only for the
pot and all the central values are
is subordinated to the search for profi
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larized around economic relationships. The tendency of socialism, on
the other hand, thought Dear, was to relinquish the present social order
and to cr�ate a world in which historical materialism no longer applied.
. demed Marxism "the right to provide the key to universal his
Deat
tory."H Furthermore, according to one of his supporters, Deat believed
that even in a capitalist regime the influence of these economic factors
would be quite variable, and that, for all these reasons, Marxism could
not be regarded as a permanently reliable criterion,!.
Franc;ois Gaucher, a member of the Central Council of the Parti 50cialiste de France, founded by Deat immediately after the split, rec
.
De Man's basic contribution to the destruction of historical
ogmzed
materialism, but he thought that his analysis, stripped of its Freudian
envelope, was simply a systematization of what French socialism had al
ways maintained.u However, even when they jealously insisted on the
F enchness of their ideological origins, the revisionists were delighted to
�
. De
an, in a modernized form, the idea that it was the psy
dlscov r 10
�
chologICal reaction of the workers and not only the antagonisms within

�

capitalism that caused capitalist exploitation to become the generator of
class struggle. They agreed with him and with all of the first generation
of e thi�al socialists that, on the one hand, the ideal of equality was pre
.
. and that, on the other hand, Marxism had only reinforced
capitalistic
the tendency of the working classes to become increasingly bourgeois.n

�ey also t�ought that the determinism of the economic conception of

hlStory, which had once been a stimulus. was now an obstacle.57 To de
.
which necessarily reduced socialism to something passive
termlOism,

�

they op osed voluntarism. Gaucher could not help admiring both th
�
bolshevlks and the fascists for changing the course of history."

In th·IS way, Gaucher expressed the desire of the French neosocialists
.
to bnng
to heel a world that resisted the impatience of the right-wingers
of the SFIO who, refusing "to wait for the hypothetical moment when
.
.
the Situation
would be revolutionary," wanted "to dash forward.""
e also pointed out that the voluntarist current in French socialism'
.
. .
Imbued WIt
h the conviction
that one ought to exert all one's energy
.
to tnfl ence social developments, was associated with
both the old
�
oluton ry-syndicalis� �radirion and that of democratic socialism.lO
�
�
is reJection
of determlOlsm constituted a kind of ideological intersec.
.
tIon bring·109
one to two paraIIeI roads, one leadmg to social democracy

�

�

and the other, by its very dynamism, to fascism.
k. The political controversy of the thirties was an intersection of this
md, recalling the situation of the first decade of the century. Within the

•
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dy old SFIO, which had been sus
socialist movement, within the alrea
battles and its conferences,"" they
tained, said Gaucher, chiefly "by its
of fundamental problems, and
began once again to take up the study
s from the paradox, as Philip ex
they attempted to disengage themselve
tice joined to a practice without a
pressed it, "of a doanne without prac
generation of SFIO nonconformists,
doctrine."6Z If one listens to this new
who, twenty years earlier, revolted
one seems to hear the voices of those
intellectual life and ideological
against the dryness and poverty of the
hardly surprising that when a new
debate within the party. It is therefore
larization of Au-deJa du marx
voice was heard (in Philip's modest popu
"class struggle" must be
isme), its main innovation was the idea that
ethical sphere."u
"transferred from the economic to the
h socialism produced several
The intellectual reawakening of Frenc
h achieved the seriousness of De
works of unequal value, none of whic
al attitude to Marxism. In 1929
Man's writings. They all shared a critic
place du Pantheon was at that
Valois, whose publishing house in the
l activity, put out Grandeur et
time the center of an intense intellectua
n, later a neosocialist
servitude socialistes by Barthelemy Montagno
h-making work, this book is vety
deputy for Paris. Though not an epoc
n the SFiO that led finally to
characteristic of the ideological trend withi
iding a kind of summary of the
fascism, and has the great merit of prov

main revisionist ideas of the thirties.
classic procedure of first at
In this work, Montagnon followed the
d part, putting forward the alter
tacking Marxism and then, in a secon
socialism.'" "The socialist doc
native solutions proposed by national
," he said. "The weakness of
trine no longer corresponds to the facts
that its practice no longer fits .i
present-day socialism is due to the fact
doctrine." 'l Montagnon criti
theories. It can only act in giving up its
his theory of values, and his con
cized Marx's economic determinism,
even
the idea of class struggle and
ception of history." He condemned
ry.Q
hisro
ain
expl
ght, did not
the idea of classes; class struggle, he thou
of
ies
fanta
e
ion of his own; "Som
Montagnon put forward an explanat
ry
hiSto
ence on the development of
kings," he said, "have had more influ
and
s. . . . It is the pride of kings
than many economic transformation
the world in blood.""
ministers that has constantly steeped
e
of Marxism of one of the futur
Such was the level of the criticism
of
ce. And yet-perhaps because
leaders of the Parti Socialiste de Fran
a
s
sent
is characteristic; it repre
the low level of its analysis-the work
h for a new direction.
new awareness that gave rise to the searc

�

�
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Montagnon observed that, on the one hand, "class antagonism far
from increasing, has tended to lessen" " and, on the other hand, :'the

�

prol tariat as an economic class has attained its maximum strength"70
.
but IS not .n a position to make its revolution.71 Socialism, he thought,
,
could chleve power only through the liberal democratic system, and to

�

do so It had to gain the support of the majority, and hence of other so
cial strata besides the proletariat, for the implementation of a plan of
governmental action that in essentials hardly differed, four years before
the Christmas Congress of the Parti Ouvrier Beige, from the De Man
Plan and the complementary Pontigny program.n He said that one had
to gain the support of the mass of small·scale property owners and

take

them out of the clutches of the financial plutocracy; one had to attract
"the middle and peasant classes," the technicians, and the junior cadres
eager for progress,7J One had especially to accept the idea of participa

tion in government; 14 one had to work for the strengthening of the
state" and the rationalization of the economy." Socialism must en
deavor to increase the authority of the state and at the same rime en
courage the scientific organization of labor that puts large quantities of
goods on the market." Montagnon expressed his admiration for the ra
tional organization of production found in the United States, for Taylor
and Taylorism.'1

�ontagnon was a worthy representative of the new, "pianist" mana

genal and technocratic left that was enthusiastic about Taylorism and
was opposed to the old world of liberals and orthodox socialists, all of
whom were held to be incapable of understanding the needs of the mod
ern economy and impervious to the idea of the fundamental solidarity
that modern technology creates among all producers, among all the
classes formerly regarded as antagonistic. People of the left moved to
ard fascism not because they wanted to return to a lost golden age but,
:n
the contrary, because they wished to go forward, because they had
�ome to view society as a workshop that had to be organized rational'
Ized, d'Irected They soon came to the conclusion that political power
.
Was the only real means of changing society; they quickly began to as

SUme that to succeed one should above all get rid of
democracy. A strong
government was held to be essential for saving the
world from the disas"
.
ter that laY 10
store for society as a whole. The world crisis only encour.
.
.
aged thls new VISion 0f th"lOgS, and
added a special touch of urgency.
.
First of all, things must be arranged in such a way that, on coming <0
Power, socia
. \.Ism would find "a methodically, rationally ordered econ-
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syndicalists,
n the view of the revolutionary
amy."" This had always bee
est state of de
y that had reached its high
who believed that an econom
forward. Only
prerequisite for a major leap
velapmenl was an essential
the movement
neosocialists of the thinies,
their method differed: for the
a socialist
in a coalition government with
had to be based on powerernm.ent 1IO
y, or in a purely socialist gov
:
minority or a socialist majorit
r
ove capnahst
ng
taki
sec,
but
not
ld
cou
This meant, as Montagnan
structural
period without making any
e
inat
term
inde
an
society for
ion of the le
the thirties implied a recognit
changes. The revisionism of
.
.
rgeois society.
gitimacy and endurance of bou
m
his
n
the
-Arturo Labriola, who was
Two famous Italian emigres
war, to mili·
rning, before the Abyssinian
reformist phase before retu
in the forest of
Rosselli, who was murdered
tant nationalism, and Carlo
of Marxism.
s
aged in lengthy criticism
Bagnoles-de-I'Orne-aiso eng
it is old, tet
riola, "It is old as a doctrine;
"Socialism is old," wrote Lab
e essential
is old in its aspirations,"'1 "Th
ribly old as a movement; it
are today in
only its practical application
bases of the doctrine and not
sion of its
revi
advocated "a courageou�
,
question," said Rosselli,': He
rounne
and then launched mto the
1l
,"
ises
prem
ual
llect
inte
moral and
xism"
In a chapter called "Beyond Mar
ethical criticism of Marxism."
Rosselli
nMa
De
with which he had read
a title that testifies to the care
move
st
rmi
refo
regarded as central for aU
asked the question that he
ion of
mat
mation of things or a transfor
ments: "Does one seek a transfor
transfor
er was hardly surprising: the
the consciousness? "" His answ
mation of the
e together with the transfor
mation of things must take plac
gration that
inte
rted the need for a "moral
consciousness, Rosselli asse
chment to the
on that too absolute an atta
would correct the degenerati
was a liberal
U believing that the solution
idea of class struggle leads to,"
im to be the
ch the proletariat could "cla
socialism, a socialism in whi
where one
7 the guardian of liberty, and
heir of the liberal function,"'
fact, come
in
back,"" Proudhon did,
way
his
on
is
hon
oud
"Pr
could say,
,
envisaged by Ross�IIi.
01
back, but not in the manner
h the sources
wn
ted
uam
rs-were acq
The "neos"-the neosocialis
, Gaucher kne.....
the origins of revisionism
their thinking and studied
du
el and carefully went over
works of Lagardelle and Sor
m, as well as Rosselh s
isme." He used Jaures against Blu
s welcome.
delegitimize Marxism wa
Anything that helped to
ty attac�ed
tuals of the socialist �ar
A group of young intellec
once ag�ln
point of view. It was ValOIS
problem from a different
trasting
structive, a collective work con
published Revolution con
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illusion, of , political power" with "the reality of socialist progress:'"
,
ThiS rejection of the mystique of powern was motivated chiefly by the
fact that, despite the establishment of socialist governments in several
European countries in the years after the war, socialism had not been
carried out anywhere.,j It was for this reason that Georges Lefranc
Pierre Boivin, and Maurice Deixonne-the authors of this work-ob:
jeered to Deat's policy of participation in government: it was impossible

�

they said, to resign oneself to a form of socialism that resulted only in
"'disguised statism.":U This group therefore directed its interest toward
other instirutions-the syndicates and the cooperatives-rather than
rhe state.,j
, This confidence in the indigenous instirutions of the working class

�Id not, however, prevent the Revolution constructive group, and par
flcularly Lefranc, from being enthusiastic advocates of "planism" (state

planning), Planism, precisely, was the most perfect expression of a mana
gerial statist, technocratic left. To be sure, adherence to planism had
�
�een IOfl�e�ced by this �ouP's earlier acceptance of Deat's concept of
.
": they saId that all the rebellious anticapitalist move
antlcapltaiJsm
ments could and should gather together around socialism," In the years
ahe,ad, Lefranc was to become, together with Rene Belin, one of the
maIO figu,res of French planism and one of those whose revolt against
r�e establIshed order would indeed lead to a revolution, but to a revolu

Le Socialisme
constructifhimself, through a profound logic that the similarity of vocab

tion not "constructive" but national; and the author of

ulary expresses perfectly, was also to take part in the same revolution.

The Revolution by the Center
Th� criticism of Marxism and the search for an alternative solution to
the
' 0f capita
' rIsm finally gave rise to Dear's Perspectives socialistes.
t eClSIS
,0 be sure, this work, also published by Valois, did nor provide the revislon ofMarxlsm
'
' h as complete a conceprual framework as the works
Wit
of De M n, but it was the need for immediate political action, the battle
�

engaged 10 by the neosocialists that now occupied the foreground.
Marcel Dear was born on 7 March 1894 in Guerigny in the Nievre.
A cepte
"c
d by the f: - Ie �ormale Superieure in July 1914, he spent the
First World �ar 10 the mfantry. When the
war ended he was a captain'
decorated wuh
the Leglon
'
d'honneur on the battlefield. He now entered
th Ec
�le Normale, graduating two years later. Lucien Herr, who notic d h
1m, considered him one of the future hopes of French socialism
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of
. Olestin Bougie saw him as one
and spoke about him to Leon Blum
French sociology.'7
the future leading figures of
ies-a so·
of French Socialists into twO part
After the split in
ber of
mem
e
parry-Deal was an activ
cialist party and a Communist
of the
s in Paris, where he was secretary
the socialist party for four year
high
in Rennes, where he taught in a
fifth section of the SFIO, and then
ty
ed
depu
elect
was
at the age of thirty-two, he
school. In February

Paul
Mar
on a joint list with a radical,
for the Marne in a by-election
ster. This was more than a personal
chandeau, who later became a mini
:
by a sort of private Cartel des Gauches
success, for it had been achieved
still
was
time
radicals which at that
a coalition between socialists and
Herr had disapproved of Deat's can
ip.
anathema to the party's leadersh
onal Secretariat of the SFIO had re
didacy on these terms, and the Nati
running on a joint list with a non
proached Deat from the start for
was defeated in a general election on
socialist." Two years later, Deat
of the
became administrative secretary
a one-member ticket, and he
however, he made a
bon. In
socialist group at the Palais Bour
arrondissement, in the quarters of
startling comeback: in the twentieth
of
ronne, the former constituency
Belleville, Menilmontant, and Cha
de
he
had been defeated in
Mouard Vaillant where Lton Blum
ty Jacques Duclos.
feared the ourgoing communist depu
as
been well known for two years
When he won his victory, Deat had
.
SFIO
the
of
ip
ersh
criticized by the lead
the author of a work severely
the
s,
Leba
paign was given by Jean
The official response to Deat's cam
official
kers' city of Roubaix. In an
highly respected mayor of the wor
e�tives
t of view expressed in Pe:sp
party publication, he labeled the poin
the publicity he was gIVen 10 U
socialistes "neosocialism."" Thanks to
ted
d his friends ?n�lIy ado�
Popuiaire, the term caught on. Deat an.
Bleny
at the time of the spltt, Just as
as the name of their movement
could nevet
e when they realized they
Jaunes had "adopted" that nam
.
get rid of it.
SFIO held in Tours 10 Ma1
the
of
ress
cong
y
part
At the twenty-eighth
but rep
nsive was not JUSt his own
it became clear that Lebas's offe
ideas
re Executive Committee: the
resen'ted the opinion of the enti
I aders
of French socialism.'oo Th� �
pressed were the official thinking
la lOn.
ling with a very serious dev. �
the party felt that they were dea
iOn
VICt
con
r,
became more bitte
Y"Y soon, as the controversy
ther,
ano
or
they would have, one way
within the party that one day
at
er regarded as a new atte�pt
put an end to what they no long
iCS. In
n in socialist theory and tact
sionism but as a total revolutio
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said Le�as Deat ha� fully succeeded "in presenting us with an entirely
�
new SOCialism, preViously unknown": of the original socialism-that of

1905, or that which had been revived immediately after the 1920 split

"there was nothing left." 101
Lebas attacked Deat's favorite concept of "anticapitalism." 'n his idea

of grouping together all anticapitalist forces, he saw only a vulgar al
liance with the Radical party and other centrist forces for the sake not
of "a conquest of the state" but of "a penetration of the State." IOl Deat's
concept of the state was, in fact, the main object of his criticism. He
quite correctly saw the redefinition of the state as the very heart of neo
socialism. To conceive of the government as a mighty institution that
would dominate the classes-all the classes-from above, as an essen
tially neutral mechanism that would force the bourgeoisie to yield each
time its interests were in opposition to those of the proletariat (assum
ing, that is, that the anticapitalist coalition would be victorious)-that
he said, "is clearly a new socialist conception of the state." 10J Lebas re�

called the traditional socialist conception of the state-the only one that
orthodox socialism recognized. According to socialist teaching he said,
'
the state had grown out of a society where class conflict had made it
•

necessary." 100 In spite of all its transformations and modifications he

�

�aid, the state always remained a tool of the dominant class, which sed
It to maintain for as long as possible a regime of which it was the sole
beneficiary. In a democratic country like France, the class character of
the state was not so dearly apparent, but its nature nevertheless re
mained unchanged: the state, represented by the government, is never
neutr�l; "the state, even when republican, is always a class state, and its
eSSentIal function is to maintain the bourgeois regime that rests on pri-

vate property"
. lOS The same, he sal'd, wouId be true under a neosocialist
.
regime, since-and this was Lebas's other main point in his criticism of

Perspectives socialistes-neosocialism had no intention of touching pri
vate property. IN On the contrary: it is full of compromises and of as
sur�nc� to the bourgeoisie that large-scale capitalist property and even
capltahst monopolies will not be touched 101
.
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b,erweer" "the exercise of power in a capitalist regime and the assu p.
lIOn � power " , ; although having the appearance of a docr"i:e,..
he said, they amounted only to a "derbI erate refusal to accept one's
responsibilities," II!
' was the
However, this matter of participation in ovemment, whlch
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main issue, of the controversy within the SFU�' was ' fact ony a second.
' ' for Deat
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fenslve by the center," I\J He envisaged neosocla' I'Ism as the genetato f
..a real revolution in stages, carried
, out by a resolute and dear headte°d
government," 114 and Perspecttves sociafistes was intended to proVi'de the
conceptual framework of this revolution from above' pIanned and
cuted by the state,
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still less clearly defined categories.
tisans, the functionaries, and other
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Deat even included in his anticapitalist
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III
to bottom.
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II
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�
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For Deat it followed that "henceforth there is anticapitalism without
proletarianization," >2' and that the real struggle was between "all the
producers and all the profiteers" 1.10 rather than between the industrial
proletariat and the bourgeoisie. An alliance between the latter two sec
tions of the population had become possible owing to the changes that
had taken place within capitalism itself. Jouvenel expressed a similar
conclusion in an article in

La Tribune des fonctionnaires in which he

described anticapitalism in twO formulas: as an alliance between the
proletariat and the middle classes and as a planned economy in a re
formed state.HI In effect, the people of this school all accepted De Man's

idea that capitalism had passed from a progressive to a regressive phase
and from a competitive stage to a stage of monopoly, the main cause of
this evolution being the increased power of capital represented by high
finance. It was the domination of the credit system by high finance that
produced the conflict of interests that determined the attitude of most of
the middle classes. The independence of the middle classes was thus
threatened and their fear of sinking into the proletariat increased. De
Man claimed that for this reason the middle classes were opposed
to large-scale capitalism and capitalist monopolies, and the common in
terest of the middle classes and the working class in opposing finan
cial capitalism thus made possible the creation of a vast anticapitalist
front.m
However, De Man had no illusions concerning the real character that
such

a coalition would have. He knew that it would necessarily be ac

companied by a certain antiproletarianism,llJ and that it would finally

lead to a revolution of the middle classes, "The middle classes?" he
asked. "Let us be revolutionaries for them in the sense understood by
those who want a structural reform of the regime." The French neo
socialists also wished to exploit the potential of the middle classes,
the only ones, said Montagnon, to possess "revolutionary ferment to
d,y
. '" 'H Bergery and Doriot's supporters took the same view: all the fac-

tlons of a certain nonconformist left tried to capture the middle classes.
,
It IS true that the "neos," at least, spoke of "diverting" that enormous
re ervoir of energies "to the left," IJl whereas in other quarters it was
�
c�lefly the wretched condition of the middle classes that was emphasJ;�ed' ''The ml°ddle classes are suffering," insisted the neos the writ"S of La Fleche, and Doriot, who spoke of "the ruin of he middle
CIasses
." ')4 Very soon, they began to sing the praises of "that reat
rising
"
�'
c
fOrce"
07
and to regard It as the cornerstone of the French revival.
0

0

0
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individuality and the idea of liberty"
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cannot be reduced to the abstract concept of a

homo oeconomicus who

has nothing except hands to produce and a stomach to be filled,'41 It is
wrong, therefore, to appeal only to the class interests of the industrial
proletariat and to disregard the positive value of certain interests and
ideas common to all the nation and all humanity. Unless allowance was
ade for some forms of collaboration between different classes and par.
�
ties, thought De Man, the proletarian class struggle could not succeed.I .)

What De Man, Deat, and JouveneI were in fact suggesting was that

progress did not work in favor of socialism. Technological evolution the

d

sociological structures it had created, and modern war undermine the
very foundations of Marxism. They demonstrated the interdependence
of the social classes, their actual solidarity, their common interests as
membe� of the same national collectivity. In De Man's opinion, the
most miserable of unskilled workers was linked in his daily existence by
as many bonds of solidarity with the national community as with the
class to which he belonged,'"
For people of this school, the notion of class solidarity also had a dif.
ferent connotation from that traditionally given to it. De Man believed
that proletarianization of the middle classes had increased, but, con
trary to the beliefs of the socialists who clung to the old formulas this
proletarianization differed from that of a century before. Instead

�f in

volving individuals sinking into the proletarian condition as in the nine.
teenth century, proletarianization now applied to the social situation of
sections of the middle classes as a whole, for the essential characteristic
of the proletariat is precisely the situation of dependence in which it
finds itself owing to its not possessing its own means of production. The
,
SItuation of the proletariat in relation to the owners of capital was
th� same as that of the middle classes, and more especially of the new
mIddle classes. That is why the new middle classes can be described as
' "
undergo'109 proIetaflamzatlon,
and De Man considered this process in.

,

finltelY more slgm
ficant than that whereby particular individuals• be"
,
,
'
_ng
,
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ceased by that very fact to form part of the
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,
' ,
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.
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nious relations beTWeen capital and labor," wrote Doriot.1S1 The whole
Doriotist ideology rested on this principle of solidarity: "There is the
solidarity of the family, there is that of the community, of the region, of
the firm, of the profession, and, above them all, the expression and syn
thesis of all the others, there is national solidarity." u, The PPF saw it as

its task to restore these "true communities," to create social structures
that could favor their development so that one would finally achieve a
new reality-the nation as a "harmonious aggregate of natural commu
nities."'''' One therefore had to create institutions where people "will
feel what unites them rather than what divides them"; I" one had to es
tablish, said Doriot, reviving Bietry's old formulas, "a living collabo
ration beTWeen producers, workers, technicians, and employers." IU
Doriot took up the defense of the small- and middle-scale employers and
insisted on the solidarity between these employers and their workers.'tJ
In sympathy with this view, Robert Loustau urged that present-day
capitalist enterprise, "which concretizes the subordination of classes,"
be replaced with a new form of enterprise that would achieve "a collabo
ration of the three factors of production: capital, creation, labor." I'"
Similarly, Drieu La Rochelle demanded that one stop misusing "this
word worker. We too are workers. The peasants and bourgeois are also
workers-exactly like the industrial laborers." 163 Like all the fascists,
Drieu began by declaring that the postulate that there are only TWO
classes was fundamentally false. The social arena, he said, had never
been filled exclusively by the duel beTWeen the bourgeoisie and the no
bility, and then the bourgeoisie and the proletariat; the class structure,
once established, had never been unchangeable. '" Today more than in
any other period, wrote Drieu, a one-dimensional class warfare has
been rendered impossible by the indefinite multiplicity of classes. In this
chaos, the proletariat is unable to constitute a genuine class party, and
as a result of the lack of homogeneity "in the so-called working class"
t e proletariat in France, following Italy and Germany, where the so

�

CIalist and communist parties were crushed, is once again heading for
defeat.I�7 One class can therefore never replace another-that has never

happened. Nor can one class seize political authority, which,
in any
case, always belongs to an elite independent of the
social classes. The
only way to succeed, thought Drieu, is to have what
one had in Italy
Germany, and the Russia of Lenin-a combined
revolution of all th
classes together. The Russian Revolution, said
Drieu, was not the work
of the proletariat. It contributed, just
as it contributed to all revolutions.
It rose up against absolutism, but
it was not alone. Incipient large-scale

;
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share of responsibility in their administration and his share of emotional

involvement in their enhancement. For that reason, the problem of the
national integration of the proletariat cannot be separated from that
of its economic integration any more than from that of its cultural
integration." 174

"The integration of the proletariat into the national community, the
restoration of the proletariat to participation in national life and spiri
tual values" L71_that was at all times a basic objective of national so

cialism. For Barres in 1890, for Sorel in 1910, for the writers of Combat
in 1936, this was the sale answer to the decadence of France. National

socialism, or social nationalism, was conceived not just as a means of
national salvation but as a life buoy for an entire civilization that was

perishing.

One of the classic lines of argumenr taken by revisionists of Marxism
had always been the defense of democracy. Deat took this line, and never

ceased, while fighting a constant battle against Marxism, to tefer to
Jaures and the "democratic spirit."'" Unlike Jaures, however, Deat was
not afraid to question the fundamental assumptions of socialism, for
this apologia for democracy based on the conception of a pragmatic so
cialism "able to adapt the doctrine to the facts" In and intimately linked
to liberal democracy in fact represented, in the years after the Great War,
an attempt to link the fate of socialism to that of the established order in

western Europe. To do this, however, one first had to eradicate the con
i
necton between democracy and capitalism in the popular mind.

Accordingly, in Perspectives socialistes, Deat, adopting an idea from
De Man, stated that democracy "is the very prototyp
e of institutions
that derive from an ideology not only anterior to capitalism
in its in
spiration, but in some way transcendent to it in its evolutio
n."111 Deat
objected to the materialist explanation of democra
cy common to the
theoreticians of both Marxism and capitalis
m, and to that school of
thOUght within socialism that had always
suspected the Republic or re
garded it as a deception.m He insisted
on the fact that, so far, political
democracy has never succeeded
in freeing itself from capitalism, and in
the same way as capita
" ]'Ism mampu
' ]ates the pseudodemocracy of share"
.
holders' meeting
s, so It mampu
" ]ates democracy through the press
'
through
'
' threats that at the right momen
corruption,
through economic
t
"
Ighte
n the population. It is easy to allow oneself
to be convinced by
' e enemies of democracy and to arrive at Marx's familia
r conclusion
that de
mocracy "IS simp
"
]y an Instrum
,
ent created and utilized by capi,3]"Ism. The b
ourgeol"sle, sal'd Oeat, used democracy as a mere tool, and
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the equivocal liberalism with which it covered the operation was a
useful camouflage. This, he said, allowed the orthodox socialists to con
demn all the methods of democracy and to maintain that violence is un

avoidable and that the dominance of one class would have to be re
placed, through dictatorship, with the dominance of another. Because it
considered political power to be only a disguise or an extension of eco

nomic power, so that the first without the second had no significance,
orthodox socialism. said Deat, refused to dissociate the idea of the revo
lutionary seizure of power from that of the total nationalization of the

means of production and exchange."0 And, on the other hand, ortho
dox socialism condemned what it regarded as the absolute impotence of
democracy and its incapacity to realize socialism. Dear was thus led to

i
ask the following question, which he considered fundamemal: "What s
the value of democracy as a method of socialist construction?" ," This
question applied as much to the period preceding the working class's

accession to power as to the period succeeding it.
So, once again, one met with the great problem that the European
left could not escape at any decisive stage in its evolution from the Drey
fus affair onward: is the fate of European socialism tied to that of de
'Il

mocracy, or does its entire significance not reside, on the comrary, in
class struggle? Is the state anything other than an instrument for the ex
ploitation of the proletariat by the bourgeoisie? Does not polirical

equality, to which so much importance is normally attached, seem ab
stract, formal, unsuitable, lamemably insufficient? Is it not nullified, in
fact, by a tremendous economic inequality? "J To these questions, which

he knew had been asked long before by the German social democrats.
the
by Sorel, by the revolutionary syndicalists, and, since the war, by
not
Communist party, Deat did not hesitate to reply: democracy was
after
posteriori,
a
only
so
became
formal in its original conception; it
the evem.'J<

It was in these terms that Deat defended democracy against Marx
in
purpose democracy had to be seen to have a value

ism, and for this

. At
itself and not only in the special political context of social conflicts
revisionl
the b ginning of the thirties this was an essential clemem in all
and the
ed
of Marxism, enabling most socialist principles to be discredit
very foundations of the socialist consensus to be undermined. .
ManClsrn ap
However, in that period of crisis and chronic instability,
ever, the
peared to the leaders of French socialism to be, now more than
thest
only solid ground to stand on. And, indeed, what else was left to
the
people in distress in a Europe in which the working class and
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cialist parties, grappling with hitherto-unsuspected difficulties, lost
their foothold when they did not get completely crushed? The situation

was made more difficult by the appearance of new ideological models
that confused the traditional scheme of things: surrounded by the vari
ous forms of "planism," "dirigism," and Keynesianism, socialism be
came diluted and lost its way. Faced with these new manifestations,

these "intermediate forms," the French socialist leaders stated their
position unequivocally: "It is not for us," said Unn Blum to Adrien

Marquet, the neosocialist mayor of Bordeaux, "to take the direction of

the movements intermediate between socialism and capitalism, even if
we have to suffer for years on account of it. We must remain true to the
conception we have always had." liS

In view of this intransigence, it was not enough, in order to discredit
Marxism, to address oneself to tactical questions and coalition prob
lems: it was no longer possible to advocate union. In view of the party's

determination to preserve its Marxist identity at all costs, Deat had
no choice but to attack fundamental principles. He began by analyzing
his opponents' position, and stating that those who interpreted class
struggles and social antagonisms as a clash of incompatible, irreconcila
ble, and mutually exclusive forces could never solve the problems of
modern society. No solution was possible as long as it was believed that
because they could be connected to no common ideology, because they

existed in a different moral atmosphere, social classes could engage only
in relationships of conflict. Anyone who saw things in this
way, said
. t, would
ea
have to regard the penetration of the bourgeois state by so
.
Cialism
as a "conquest of socialism by the government." If this was so,
one could only bitterly reject this defiling and catastrop
hic relationship:
any socialist who accepted this view would have
to envisage reform as
something imposed on the bourgeoisie from the
outside. Consequently,
a ded Deat, democracy itself
could only seem a negotiated concession
Without any intrinsic value, and any argumen
t put forward in its favor a
hypocritical self-justification of
the propertied ruling class.'"

�

�

Deat claimed that most of the members of
the socialist party, holding
.
such Views,
still believed in the imminent collapse of capitalism_ On
the
other hand, they believe
d that the only solution to the crisis was the
total ruthl.ss
. 1·Ism for capitalism. They could
su bStltutlo
· n 0f socia
·
'.
not
c ncelve
of any possible intermediate situations; they did
believe
not
' at the
bourgeois state could be influenced in a positive directio
n or
that d
. potent.ial or that
emocracy ha d a constructive
the capitalist econOmy, under the infJuen
ce of the crisis and under the pressure of the orga-
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r and more
ve toward a progressively frec
nized working class, could evol
the SFIO for:
then, is what Deat reproached
structured economy.I.? This,
ly seemed
doctrinal purity, the party simp
comfortably entrenched in its
itions, all
coal
all
ises,
ted all comprom
to be waiting for a miracle. it rejec
a most
ty,
d, in the guise of Marxist puri
alliances. In fact, it advocate
absolute immobilism.
itself,
one had to go beyond Marxism
To get beyond this impasse,
l war
tota
a
of
ace the traditional concept
and thus Deat sought to repl
view that
bourgeoisie with a point of
of the proletariat against the
n of the
the principle of the reconciliatio
amoumed to an acceptance of
he said,
e,
stat
This
"bourgeois state."
classes and the legitimacy of the
sy." I"
ocri
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f is not only illusion and
"is that of a democracy that itsel
ear to
is why the state should not app
Deat concluded, "That, indeed,
d. It is,
destroy or an idea to be disprove
the working class as a bloc to
10 dis
g
nnin
begi
which it is nevertheless
rather, an as yet dim mirror in
demo
but
are already, in the 'bourgeois'
cern its idealized image. There
es as its
es that the proletariat recogniz
cratic state, principles and valu
ng into
for its part, cannot avoid taki
own, and that the bourgeoisie,
consideration." 1"
nt
" Marxism soon turned into a viole
However, this progress "beyond
ared
t decl
split in the socialist party, Dea
anti-Marxism. Just before the
Pontius
of
xism
Mar
the
"I don't like
his point of view quite plainly:
ly on
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irres
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s" whose heads "res
Pilate," he told "certain comrade
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year later, Adrien Marque
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cialist party, Marquet replied
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be a French socialist party-we
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sdist interpretation of the fact
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m
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not the anti-Marxist, anti·Blu
t from a te"
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diff
e
quit
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One was therefore dealing wit
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greater flexibility of tactics �
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nary, P
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letarian socialism and democra
ken
in socialism that Deat had spo
tion of modern sociology with
red to
riots, which the neos conside
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the beginning of a revolutionary situation, the tone hardened, they grew
more ambitious, and "in the general confusion and the panic of the old

cadres" Dcat and the neos prepared to replace "the faltering parties." " .
The rupture, however, did not come easily. Since the appearance of

Perspectilles socia/iSles, Dear had tried to convince rhe party that "the

new reformism" that he advocated, learned "in the school of facts and

under their pressure," 195 was in reality shared by the whole of the So

cialist International. He claimed that Tony Sender and Otto Bauer were
of t�e same opinion: in fighting to maintain its standard of living, in

seekmg the realization of socialism through democracy, the proletariat

was not refurbishing capitalism. On the contrary, it was creating a new

economy by orienting the present economy in the direction of social.

ism. '!'<S And, moreover, the great advantage of this wager on reformism
that, according to Deat, had Bauer's tacit approval was the choice it

g��� the bourgeoisie: it was up to the bourgeoisie to assume its responsi
billties and to decide if it wanted to collaborate with the proletariat or

fight itl"'-which was another way of saying that if the bourgeoisie

opted for peaceful relations and collaboration between the classes' socialism would not do otherwise.
Essentially, this choice stemmed from an acute consciousness of the

collapse of socialism. Indeed, this feeling of bankruptcy had existed in

the movement since the beginning of the century, and revolutionary syn

dicalism had been, in France and Italy, the strongest and clearest expres
.
Sion of this rebellion against official socialism. Revolutionary syn

dicalism had represented an attempt by the left to "go beyond" official
s?cialism, while neosocialism was an attempt to extend socialism to the
ng�t. In both cases, however, the nonconformists developed toward a
national, activist, and authoritarian form of socialism. Deat, De Man,

�gardelle, and Michels were united in their common condemnation of
lIberal democracy and Marxism.

AI� of these �en had, throughout their careers, the feeling of living in
.
penod of CriSIS of unprecedented magnitude, but, for the generation
of the th"1([les, the collapse of German social democracy the trial of
'
strength in Austna,
· and the Impotence
·
0f the French party before the
.
rnasslv� u surge of extraparliamentary forces created an especially
�
drarnattc sIruanon:
'
"V
(es, CflSIS everywhere . . . Yes, crisis of socialism
.
certainly'' But also a CflSIS
. . 0f parI·lamentarianism and democracy a fear. .
fuh
I CrISIS
that is manifested in all the countries of Europe and eve� in the
.
w ale world l"
. cned Montagnon at the Socialist Party Congress of
.
1933, and,
with regard to that crisis, he observed, "I do not have the
a

•
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already France was beginning stupidly to cut itself in two, everyone following
the facile bent of his passion and his political routines.IOl
Such was the true narore of neosocialism, as some dear-sighted ob
servers perceived. Very soon, what Renaudel had regarded as merely an·
other socialist party-less dogmatic, more nexible-began to profess a
relatively clearly articulated fascist ideology.
The

Parti SocialiSfe de France was founded on 5 November 1933, fol

lowing a long period of agitation that had culminated in July of that year
at the SFIO Congress. Tension had been high since the congress in Tours in

May

1931, and parliamentary incidents had occurred in which the two

camps had confronted each other. However, over and above the problem
ofparticipation in government that preoccupied the party, the main ques
tion at issue was undoubtedly the narore of socialism itself. The intellec

Perspectives so
cia/istes came to a head in the summer of 1933 and created a split, but
tual rebellion caused by Deat since the publication of
already, after the Tours congress in

1931, a declaration had been pub
of the Vie socialiste group stating

lished by twenty-five parliamentarians

openly that a split had just been averted.2OJ That tensions existed was
undeniable, but if it had not been for Deat's strong personality and his
desire to break with the past, they would certainly never have led to the
creation of a new party. Indeed, Renaudel. once Jaures's associate and
always true to Albert Thomas's school of thought, who had done every
thing in his power to prevent the break, would never have resigned him
self to leaving the "old home," and, similarly, the other malcontents, the
out-and-out "participationists," would not have been capable of form
ing an independent organization.
Nineteen thirty-three was a year of acure crisis in the SFIO. In Febru

ary, polls revealed that its group of parliamentarians was divided be

tween those who favored the measures proposed by the government of
Edouard
and those who did nOt. Differences appeared between
the majority of the group, who were generally favorable to the idea of
providing the government with a certain form of support, and the per

Daladier

�anent executive committee, custodian of the official party line. Indeed,
It SOOn became clear that the majority of

the party and its parliamentary
Illajority had lost confidence in each other and would henceforth
be at
loggerheads,
the
in the
group that rejected
participation in government represented a majority in the party, and,
ac
Uon Blum and Vincent
resigned
their posts of
president and secretary
the
group.lO< The party con-

for

Cordingly,

minority
of

parliamentary

Auriol
parliamentary

from
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April declared itself by a large ma
and
gress held in Avignon on
pro
jority in favor of a motion defended by Blum and against a morion
the malaise.
posed by Renaudel,lOS but nevertheless failed to dispel
rhe party
When Parliament reconvened, the same conflicts reappeared:
on it
imposed
socialism
in
minority would not agree to accept the lesson
con
Easter
the
by the decision adopted in Avignon; those defeated at
decided to
gress refused to yield. On 24 May, the parliamentary group
e com
executiv
The
reading.
second
its
vote in support of the budget at
on
resoluti
the
with
mittee immediately called on the deputies to comply
brusquely
passed at the recent congress, and Paul Faure informed them
that he intended to ask for sanctions.July. Once again, a
A new congress was held in Paris on 15 and
but this
large majority voted against a motion proposed by Renaudel,
t, and
time three important speeches were given-by Deat, Marque
of the
depth
the
and
nature
the
about
doubt
Montagnon-that left no
Mar
during
was
It
party.
ideological differences that were rending the
new
a
into
quet's speech, in which he said that "today we must enter
!" 10'
national reality," that Blum cried out, "I must confess I am horrified
out
and on the next day he accused the nros of fascism.lot He lashed
impor
the
against
"
"Order,
against the new slogans "Authority" and
and
tance that the neos attached to the attainment of political power,

16

17

16

against the race that they seemed to have entered into with fascism,
l
adopting fascist methods and the fascist ideology. "Simple, elementa
lead
neo
the
to
said
Blum
slogans-socialism has never had them,"
gue
ers.101 In his answer to Marquet, later minister under Gaston Doumer
l
and Petain, Blum asked if it was not the program of a new "nationa
1
0
1
socialist" party "that had just been presented to the congress."
had al
He
July.
ut
througho
e
Blum resumed his attack in I.e Populair

three
ready expressed his anxiety over the emergence of neosocialism in
s of
long articles published JUSt before the congress, devoted to problem
the exet
power.llL Faithful to his distinction between the conquest and
error
ental
fundam
the
ed
consider
cise of power, Blum attacked what he
in
value
intrinsic
an
is
of the "participationists"-the illusion that there
revolu
political power and a confusion between political and social
scious fas
tion.m He claimed that neosocialism exemplified the "uncon
If one regards
cination" that fascism now held for socialist thought.lU
with fascism
es
compet
one
if
the conquest of power as an end in itself,
its own
with
fascism
for the attainment of power, if one tries to fight
l
If one
U
said.
he
,
weapons,'" one can only end by imitating fascism
one
wants acrion at any price, to get something done no matter what,
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becomes responsible for those intermediate forms between capitalism
and socialism that fascism and nazism claim to have created.l1i In this
way, said Blum, the neos were developing a coherent body of doctrine

that was in every respect opposed to traditional socialist doctrine,217 for
"there do not exist two kinds of socialism, one of which is international

and the other of which is not. . . . A national socialism would no longer
be socialism and would soon become antisocialism."�I'

Finally, Blum, in turn, also quoted Jaures. Since the time of Marx, he
said, who "united idea and fact, thought and history . . . , socialism
and the proletariat are inseparable: socialism cannot realize its full con

ception except through the victory of the proletariat and the proletariat

cannot realize its full being except through the victory of socialism."m

Blum told the new socialist party that placed itself under the banner of

the former leader and called itself the Union Jean-Jaures that jaures
would never have agreed to "situate socialist action outside the class or
ganization of the proletariat." Whoever did so necessarily placed him
self "outside socialist life and thought."1.l0

In july 1933, the challenge represented by the speeches of Deat,

Montagnon, and Marquet reverberated far and wide. They were at
tempting to reach opinion beyond the limits of the congress, and they
received enormous publicity. This success contributed to their decision
to break with the party, as did their feeling that they represented a con
siderable force among the party members. This feeling was encouraged
by the fact that, in july, sixty-nine deputies and ten senators, or seventy

nine parliamentary represenratives out of 147, opposed the executive
committee and voted for the Daladier cabinet. The three men did not

hide their contempt for the Paris congress and acted in such a way that
their expulsion became inevitable_ On 24 October, the nro deputies
voted in favor of the Daladier government and the other socialist depu
.
ties voted against. The split became official.

A few days before the National Council of November that declared
their expulsion, the rebellious deputies had already stated that they
were setting up a new party. Seven parliamentarians were expelled, in
.
cludmg the three who had spoken at the congress and Pierre Renaudel.
thers left the SflO of their own accord-twenty-eight deputies in all,
mcluding Paul Ramadier, a future prime minister of the Fourth Re·
public, and seven senators, representing the federations of Aveyron
the

5

?

Charente, the Hautes-Alpes, and the Var.UI These numbers, how ver,
Were far smaller than they had been in July: the stigma of the Paris con
gress, Paul Faure's skill in isolating and reducing the level
of oro opposi-

;
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tion, and above all the feaf of many of the "participationists" of cutting
themselves off from the old party had horne fruit, with the resuit that, in
its heyday, the Parti Socialiste de France seems to have had no more than

twenty-two thousand memhers.lll It never succeeded in getting off the
ground, and in its very first year of activity, the malaise that always char
acterized the party caused Dear to ask in his address to the annual con
gress whether they were not drawing up the balance sheet of an action
that had failed. m

There was deep confusion among the members. Those who, like Re
naudel and Adeodar Compere-Morel, thought they were simply found

ing a new socialist party immediately found themselves confronted with
a new radical wing led by Marquet and Deat. Following February,
Marquet became a minister-not, however, without having first threat

6

ened his friends with setting up a real neosocialist parry. He finally left
the Parti Socialiste de France at the head of the important Gironde Fed
eration. Marquet's participation, on his own initiative but with the

authorization of the parliamentary group, in a government of national
unity gave rise w lively protestations. The Renaudel faction opposed it,
and the majority grouped around Dear pretended to resign itself to it.

The genuine m�os, however, indulged in a violent antisocialist campaign
and enthusiastically welcomed the chance to participate in govern
ment.ll4 Deat himself never condemned Doumergue's new minister of la

bor, and in his Paris journal, Paris-Demain, even gave the Marquet Plan
much publicity and tended w take Marquet's part.
Between this "100 percent neo"W tendency and that of Renaudel ("I

don't like to pick up my (lag in the gutter") m coexistence became in
creasingly difficult. It became dear that the parry would have to choose
between those who considered themselves only "socialists and demo

crats"ll7 and those who, to be able w "act-act swiftly and vigorously,
give France a spurt"-"would like to see a mighry movement like the
,
Hiderian movement."ut; This analogy aroused a storm of protestation
t
but that did not prevent Marquet from conceiving of the neosocialis
middle
the
and
movement as a rallying point not only for the proletariat
that
classes but also for "certain capitalist elements,"U9 and it was in
as
spirit that Deat wished to launch "a preventive, planned revolution,
.
nnS:
thoroughgoing as you like."lJO This formula had a disagreeable
they
because
circle
Deat's
in
favored
even at that rime, but it was much
the
always sought to widen the rift with the SFiO. The neo pamphlets of
ly
particular
were
eighteenth and twentieth arrondissements, especially,
r
fo
and
fond of it. For Neo, a bulletin written solely by Montagnon,
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Paris-Demain, Deat's weekly in the twentieth arrondissement, the very
name neosocialist, because of this desire to burn one's bridges, was

something to be proud of.

The rejection by the Socialist International of the request for affilia
tion of the Parti Sodaliste de France, whose positions the International

judged to be in opposition to its fundamental principles,2J1 helped to
push the party to the right. Renaudel's refusal to associate himself with

an anti�Marxist bloc and simply repudiate Marxism and espouse in
stead certain watchwords that already had a somewhat dubious his
toryl.ll met with a sympathetic response from party workers like
Compere-Morel, Perrin, and Perceau, who was in charge of the impor
tant group in Clignancourt. All these people formed an internal opposi

tion to Deat, and finally went back to the len.2JJ
Despite very great efforts, the Parti Socialiste de France did not suc

ceed in enlarging its membership. Quite the contrary. The optimism of
November 1933 did not justify itself in the following year: membership
did not increase, internal differences became more pronounced, and fi
nancial difficulties became more and more pressing. In February 1934
Deat admitted that the resources he had announced as forthcoming had

remained a mirageP' A year later, Renaudel said that, having gone
through great crises in July and December of the preceding year, LA Vie

socialiste was threatened with having to close down. l..u In fact the num

ber of subscribers to the journal never reached three thousand: 23' the
considerable influence of the neo ideology was exerted via the national

press-daily or weekly newspapers that informed the general public of
the theoretical debates in which only a minoriry of party members took
part.
From March 1935, La Vie socia/iste appeared only fortnightly, and in
uly
of that year it came to an end. Meanwhile, Renalldel'S death pennit
J
�ed Deat to sever the last remaining links connecting neosocialism with

Us Marxist past, and, believing that the Parti SociaJiste de France had
rUn its COurse, he founded
Socialiste
a new political parry,Ll7 the Union
.
.
"
R.epubrIcal·Oe, which was a fusion of the neo movement With two other
s a I group
s, the Parti Sociali!;te Fran�ais and the Parti Republicain So
� .1
clahste. The new
party came into being on 3 November 1935, exactly

;:0

ye�rs after the expulsion of the Vie socia/iste group from the SFI O.
.
.
parliamentary
.
representation included forty deputles,2JI and, 10 spite
f
° the violent anticommunist campaign of its secretary-general, Deat,
h Union
Socialiste Republicaine participated in the Popular Front.m
eat himself became
minister of aviation in the Albert Sarraut cabinet

��
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that, for a few months in 1936, assured the transition to the elections
in May.
In the weeks before the new elections, the loyalty of the neD members
of the Union Socialiste Republicaine to the Rassemhlement Populaire
was unfailing. DeM presented the Popular Front as a genuine con
cretization of his 1933 political program and a retaliation for his defeat
at the Paris congress: he claimed that the Popular Front had in fact
taken up the watchwords of neasocialism.loW "Under the pressure of
events " he said, one is compelled "to extend one's hand to the most

:

mode ate of republicans and the middle classes, and socialism can
no longer he separated from the nation." 141 Its weekly,

�

Le ront,

even

published, after the great demonstration under the auspices of the
Rassemblement Populaire that went from the Pantheon to the place de
la Nation an article by Montagnon that would not have been out of

L

�

�

e l)opulaire.142 Its electoral defeat (of the forty e�uti s who
,
belonged to the parliamentary group of the Umon Socl3hste 10 De

place in

cember 1935 only twenty-five remained the following May)l4l did not

�

prevent it from participating in the government of the Popula Front.
Under the influence of Ramadier and in opposition to Paul Marlon, the
Union Socialiste Republicaine took up a position in support of Blum: it

was unimportant compared to the SFIO, and its leaders realized that not
taking this stand would have been tantamount to signing the party's

death warrant.244 A short time afterward, Marion, taking the youngest
and most dynamic elements of neosocialism with him, went over to the

��

Parti Populaire Fram;ais,UJ while Deat continued his ca p ign for a
,
pacifistiC, and frankly pro-German, national socialism,
until 10 1:40 he

.
launched a campaign to transform the Vichy regime into a totalitarian
single party system.

;

.
Although the Union Socialiste Republicaine partlc,pated 10 t e p pu
.
.
lar Front, Deat pursued a vigorous anticommUnist and anusOClahs
.

.

� �

campaign for which neither party forgave him. His narrow defeat by
the communist Adrien Langummier was especially welcome to the so
.
.
cialists.1"� Indeed, for the traditional left, which wished to remam faith
ful at least in theory, to Marxism, Deat represented a policy that meant

:

�

·
th end of socialism. The political program of the neosocialist party
pressed a desire to "take over from the 0Id parnes" 147 and, "placlOg
..
.
oneself at the head of the general discontent,"z" make "a great u",oo
.
that would bring about a "directed revolution."z<t Accordingly, wlth
.

:

�

being "in any way basely empirical,"l5O the program should leave aSI
"doctrines that have grown cold"l5' and capture the "enormouS corn-
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munity of discontent" that burst forth
on 6 February in the place de la
COl)corde.l51 To "gather up these antic
apitalist forces," to satisfy the ex
pectations of the unemployed, more, said
Deat, was needed than "ideo
logical garglings. France," he said, "is
saturated with political philoso
phy; it is sick of great machines and
programs without end. It wants
something immediate, positive, simpl
e and effective."m A few months
later, Deat asked his followers to "cure
themselves, once and for all, of
false humanism, of false freedom of thou
ght."15' He said that he wanted
to protect the new party "against dogmatism
and against sclerosis," and
he reminded his critics that "it was becau
se they were ferociously doc
trinal that the old parties turned aside
from action and are now eHec·
tively bankrupt."UJ To these "men turne
d toward action," Montagnon
suggested abandoning the old "conceptio
ns of right and left," for "if
you want the left one day to triumph,
it will have to bite into the
right." ll6 For Deat, what was really
important in action was "move
ment,"1J1 "a practical convergence aroun
d a certain number of immedi·
ate formulas l5t that will enable an enorm
ous mass of people from all
political horizons-people, he said,
who drift undecidedly not only
among the groups and parties of the
left but also between the left and
the right, and who understand today
that philosophical similarities and
doctrinal affinities are less important
than agreement on an immediate
program-to gather around a "cent
er of attraction" in an "upsurge of
youth and hope."Ut
..

The only possible framework for
such a "massive union,"2oo Deat
thought, was the national state.
He expressed the gist of his thought in
a
text to which he would subse
quently have nothing to add:
The character of the battle
is changing, we say, because the drivin
g force is no
longer class interest but purel
y and simply an imperious desire for collec
tive sal
vation. One does not havethat would be too simple-a bourgeois
ie and a pro
letariat disputing the shred
s of power to safeguard their conditions
of existence
during the crisis.
What one has is a bourgeoisie, a prole
.
tariat
,
and
a
midd
le class
variously affected by
the crisis, comained within the same
national framework
and obliged to save
themselves, or to attempt to save them
selves, together. In th
name of what,
however, and in accordance with what
princ
iple? Not that of
class, which gene
rates irreconcilable antagonisms. Not
in the name of humanihl
a supen'or . .
-II
pnnClple, bur abstract. In the name
of the nation, in the name of na
tIOnal solidarity
, in the name ofthe general
interest.

�

.

Consequently,
said Deat-and here he reached
a crucial stage in his ar
gument
_"in the present period
it is unqu

estionably the nation, it is un
qUestionably the ge'le
ral interest that are the revolutionary prin
ciples. It
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interest, that
it is in the name of the collective
is in the name of the nation,
l
n." U
n, will be carried to its conclusio
begu
dly
ubte
undo
n,
lutio
revo
the
be
ied out only by means of and on
The revolution can thus be carr
finds
at
etari
prol
the
le, which means that
half of the collectivity as a who
that it
geoisie, and one has to show it
bour
itself in competition with the
national
sie, to express "this general and
is able, better than the bourgeoi
gnize
reco
to
has
class
, the working
interest." U1 Accordingly, said Deat
arity
solid
l
iona
exists in Europe "nat
that in the situation of crisis that
of
ying
ns."Ul In consequence, a "rall
must prevail over class oppositio
fail to
e," 164 and no one can afford "to
the proletariat becomes impossibl
gs
bein
an
hum
that
U
nation." j The fact
take into account the fact of the
ne
anyo
es
national frameworks" 2" forc
are grouped first of all "in their
acy
history to accept not only the prim
who wishes to leave his mark on
idu
cendence of the nation over indiv
of the nation but also "the trans
g
stron
"a
k
ewor
in the national fram
als" u' and, finally, to set up with
g bourgeoisie."lU
authority that will replace the failin
word for word by the intellectuals
These 01:0 ideas were taken over
tau and
laire Fran�ais, people like Lous
and leaders of the Parti Popu
nal
natio
the
of
ence
ontained exist
Doriot. Loustau considered the self-c
ego
nal
Doriot spoke of "sacred natio
unit an irrevocable fact/" and
e in a way that would not
l10
This former communist now spok
ism."
nal
,171 and "working within the natio
have been unworthy of Deroulede
the
g
estin
sugg
ns,
ot's favorite expressio
framework" became one of Dori
niza
orga
new
has to be coupled with a
principle that "the national idea
a re
ocialists and their allies called for
tion of the country." m The neos
to
of Saint-Simon and Proudhon,"l1J
turn to the "old French socialism
rxist,
lism,"l74 to a national, anti-Ma
"the true tradition of French socia
ion
olut
"rev
a
truly be
l7J
socialism. This socialism would
"truly French"
sal
rd
ble of "guiding the nation towa
ary idea": it alone would be capa
d
kene
wea
democracy, for "democracy is
vation";1" it alone could save
p�
isms
to the degree that class antagon
.
and is replaced by dictatorship .
"m
,
n.
acno
ue
on m a common resc
vail over a concern for cooperati
he said,
idea of democracy. In itself,
In this way, Dear developed his
lutionary
cannot be a regime for revo
"normal democracy is nOI and
word, ID
usual, traditional sense of the
riods"; it does not exist, in the
"insofar as
ocracy nevertheless exists
times of acule crisis, but dem
In
heroically,
ely,
brav
work undertaken
nation really cooperates in the
.'' De'
in the face 0f th e common
the face of the common disaster,
t
,
very takes place nationally
mocracy always exists "if the reco
a brutal negation of class I
gh
and on behalf of the nation, throu

�

�

�:::
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tions and interests and a harsh imposition of collective discipline," He
added, "It is almost by instinct that the masses aspire to a concentration

of power, demand to feel governed."l7S

Convinced that this aspiration to a strong authority is deeply rooted
, human nature, Deat suggested that socialism "appropriate for its own
In
benefit the idea of order, the idea of authority, the idea of the nation,"117
"Order," said Max Bonnafous in his commentary on the three speeches
cum-programs collected in one volume, "has always seemed to me to
have an objective value in various societies, relatively independent of the

�

end tha t�at order pursued."uo For a long period, he said, democracy
and SOCIalism had undermined some of these fundamental values with
out which no society is possible.lel Jouvencl, similarly, expressed a "pas
sion for order,"Ul while Marquet, Montagnon, and other neosocialists
spoke of their desire "for a strong state, a powerful state, a state of
order."lI.I For, finally, said Montagnon, "order, today, is a revolutionary
idea."lu
As early as 1930, Deat had said that "henceforth the revolution
passes through the state" and that "the realization of socialism passes
through the exercise of power."llJ Deat attached so much importance to
the state that he thought that, "in practice, the social problem tends to
become a political problem," and that "one way or another" the state

�

sh uld overcome "the unfettered and pernicious political forces."U6
This faith in the intrinsic virtues of political power was rooted in the

�

conce tion of the state that Deat expounded in Perspectives sodalistes,

�

He relected the " arxist idea that the state, forged by the dominating
.
etass, IS merely an Instrument of dictatorship in the hands of the bour
, .
geoisie," and insisted that "the state belongs neither to the bourgeoisie
nOr to the proletariat" and can be used in various ways.lI7 The "demo
. state," he said, is very different from the "class state,"UI and once
cratic
One has succeeded in effecting "a separation of capitalism from the
"
State"1.1, and a rmmg
"
the sovereignty af t
he state, it can be made into
.
an nstrument for the service of the majority that can be identified with
anticapitalism.no

�

ffi

In thelr
"
" fight agamst
Marx and the orthodox Marxists of their own
generation
"
.
I"k
, the neos
I ed to mvo
ke the authority of James. "Our concepti,on of th
. not that of an instrument of boure state," wrote D·
eat, ..IS
geOI, S dominat'Ion,
that 0f a fortress where the exploiters of the proIelan'at Wou
ld be ambushed. 0ur conception of the state is progressive
•
'
democratlc
like jaures s. W,e bel'leve that one can reform, transform that
Slate "
Without first having to create a tabula rasa."l9L
"
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It was on this conception of political power that the neosocialists
based their policy of attempting to participate, at almost any price, in
the exercise of power. Dear stated the problem unequivocally. From the
period of Perspectives socia/isles, he told the party members to have the
courage to choose either to give up any aucmpr to penetrate the cadres
of bourgeois society and prepare a violent, talal, desperate revolution or
to be present everywhere and do battle everywhere, including in the
government.m

This was also how Henri De Man viewed the situation. Indeed, a re

fusal to identify the state with the domination of a class was a funda
mental characteristic of the revisionism of the interwar period: De Man

daim�d that "me stat� is a philosophical formation sui generis." l'l
Capitalist domination and the state are diff�rent concepts, said De Man.
The state carries out its function not in the sphere of production but in
the much broader sphere of political and judicial relations. The will of
the state is different from the desire for gain of the capitalist, and em
bodies, in fact, the immediate total effect of the will of all the human
beings who have a p�rmanent part in the destiny of the state. The state,
said De Man, is made up of people-it is a distinct being with a will of
its own.!'" What consequently prevents the labor movement from under
standing the fundamental nature of government is the initial error of
seeing the state only as an instrument of class domination.!9S
Undoubtedly, neosocialism saw the state as the chief agent of eco
nomic and social transformation. The state, in its view, if it succeeded
in restoring its sovereignty, could play its role of arbiter between the
classes: it could become an incomparable tool in the hands of anti
capitalism. For this reason, it was believed, the problem of the state was
the essential problem for socialism!'06 The state, said Deat, could exer
cise authority on behalf of the general interests of the community;D7 it
had its own nature and was capable of independent action: its conquest,
its neutralization, its penetration, and its utilization by socialism consti

tuted for all the reformers an essential condition of the great battle
against capitalism.lOI If this battle was to be won, the state had to play its
role, and its role, said Jouvenel, was to direct the national economy and
defend the general interest.299 Accordingly, one needed a strong state, a
.
regenerated, renewed state, in possession of all the commanding POSI
tions of the �conomy and finances. One needed, in other words, a differ
ent state, a modern state.lOO
One must therefore restore the state, but above all, thought Deat, one
must reform democracy, for "parliamentarianism as we have experi-
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enced it since 1875 is not in itself democracy."JOI
The neos-some
of whom, notably Marquet's followers in Bordeaux, were
becoming
increasingly contemptuous of democracyJO.!-were
attracted, like the
Boulangists half a c�ntury earlier, to the idea of a Constit
uent Assem
bly.JOJ Their projects for reform were not very clear in their details,
but
in meir broad outlines they consisted of a form of corporatism
based on
a "universal suffrag� of producers" together with a .. horizon
tal, that is
to say regional, representation."l04 Each individual would thus
hav� a
triple vote: as a citizen, as the member of a profession, and
as a pro

ducer in a particular economic region. Deat thought it was
impossible
to establish a system for balancing the intereS[S of employers and
work

ers apart from laying down the principle of an equitable represe
ntation
of each element "with due regard to its numerical importance,
its vol
ume of interests and the place it holds in the general framew
ork of the
national life."JOj This is a good exposition of the basic princip
les of cor
poratism as a genuine alternative to liberal democracy
as well as to
socialism.

Jouvenel put forward a slightly more detailed plan_ He
opposed the
dictatorship of Parliament and wanted to introduce a new
form of min
isterial responsibility and the practice of dissolution
to assure the sta
bility and continuity of the executive.� As for the legislature
, it would
be divided into three bodies: the Chamber of Interests,
the Chamber of
Departments, and the Chamber of Deputies. The first
two would be
"advisory Chambers" that would submit to the Chamb
er of Deputies
questions to which it would reply with a yes or a no
like a jury_W Seven
years later, La Lulle des jeunes, edited by Jouven
el, proposed a revision
of the constitution based on the followi
ng principles: the president of
th Republic would be replaced by a
premier as head of state and ap
�
pomted for two years; a Council of Corpo
rations would pass laws and
take the place of the Chamber of Deput
ies; and technical directors' reSponsible to the premier, would take the
place of ministers.lOI
Befo e Jouvenel, however, bdore Bergery
and Doriot, Deat had orga
�
.
nized hiS party on the lines of
the parties of the totalitarian countries.
He thought some benefit could
be gained from the type of organization
a�d techniques used
by both the Nazis and the Soviets. These
tech
niques, he thought, could
be used for diff�rent ends, and he saw no rea
SOn ot to draw some
practical conclusions from the Nazi exper
�
ience.
.
Deat claim
ed that the Nazi party "had been conceived
at one and th�
same time as an army
capabl� of imposing itself by force and as the
pre
figuration of a new state."109 To
be able to take over the government, the
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onsible for
all those who would be resp
Nazis had carefully trained
tors as a
party had to appear to the elec
carrying out the revolution. The
necessary
nical and political personnel
force commanding all the tech
of party
came to power. This new type
for governing society once it
e its aclitat
tion of public opinion, faci
would make possible the mobiliza
it to remain in power.JI
.
cession to power, and enable
the experience of the parties
from
drew
r
Dea
that
n
lesso
The second
tion of
to regard the party as a prefigura
of the [Q[alirarian systems was
he
to,"
it
t
me the state as soon as you wan
the state. "The party will beco
and
in fact, [0 creatc a "party-state"
told his supporters/II He wanted,
ose.
purp
that
for
ps"
and "action grou
organized "technical groups"
a pos
only to keep order but also as
not
e
ther
The action groups were
which
y,
probable moments of difficult
sible source of assistance "in
of the
foreseeable negligence on the part
would compensate for a certain
ted to
wan
he
ds,
wor
r
state." m In othe
regularly constituted forces of the
the
take
d
coul
e,
, when the time cam
prepare a paramilitary force that
state as it collapsed.
.
place of the old mechanisms of the
Marquet's area, that the actIOn
ent,
rtem
dipa
nde
Giro
the
in
It was
di
they were also active in the Seine
groups were most in evidence, but
the
of
ation
nal congress, a form
partement. During the second natio
s,
band
dressed in gray shirts, with arm
Girandin action groups appeared
d
of the ram. This apparition a �ouse
flags, and pennants bearing the sign
nde
l. In reply, the leaders of the Glro
a vehement protest from Renaude
s,
ation
form
re and purpose of their
and Seine groups explained the natu
ck
sh
st
�
a perfect description of fasci
giving, without being aware of it,
stick
to
only
not
was
,
said
they
ps,
troops. The purpose of these grou
party
tracts, and to assure order at
ibute
distr
to
s,
oard
notices on billb
sym
a
was
shirt
a new youth." The
gatherings but above all to "create
was
e
sam
rtant as the word," and the
, r.
bol, and "the symbol is as impo
vigo
h symbolized youth, springtime,
true of the sign of the ram, whic
teach
th a sense of discipline and to
The groups existed to give the you
as o,ne
the party must be a large team,"
the whole party "the team spirit:
With
n put it, while another, eyeing
of the leaders of the Seine Federatio
' g movements, "with
· ht-wm
d ather fig
envy the Jeunesses Patriores an
t we have
r flags," asked, "Why can'
their symbols, their fanfares, thei
our own troops?"JIJ
whose
ps" were "technical groups"
Side by side with the "action grou
g to ove
trate the state instead of, tryin
,
essential purpose was "to pene
IOfo
rate the government, It needed
throw it," If the party was to infilt

�

�
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ma�ion; it needed people who would be able to set the planned economy
on Its feet. It therefore needed special economic and technical cadres.
The technical groups were thus a kind of school for government-for a
rejuvenated, revitalized, and reformed govemment.lU
While setting up these various groups, Deat declared his desire to
"limit certain anarchic and dangerous liberties."lU He was aware of the
accusation of fascism that was increasingly leveled at his movement and

�

of the praise he received in the Italian press.110 At the same time, h em
ployed a classic technique of fomenting excitement by creating the at
mosphere of a coup de force. He even fixed the date of that much hoped
for c.oup-8 July-and named the forces that were to overthrow the
regime: the

CGT,

the War Veterans' Association, and various pianist

groups directed by the Parti Socialiste de France, which was to hold a
meeting of its Central Council precisely on that day. That 8 July finally
proved to be no more fateful than similar attempts by Deroulede and
the Boulangist leaders made little difference. For several weeks, Deat
,
exerted himself to create a climate that, coming after 6 February and
.
while Marquet was in the government, was by no means as inoffensive
as it might seem in retrospect.
Like revolutionary syndicalism before the First World War neo

:

socialism was not a simple phenomenon. Unquestionably, the re ision
ism of the interwar period represented an attempt at modernizing so
. .
at adapting it to new realities. Very often, it was simply a matter
Cialism,
of matching theory with practice, There can be no doubt that at the

�

beginni�� of the thirties, socialist praxis was no longer in keepi g with
the traditional conception of a class state. And it moved farther and far
ther away from this conception: the neos in France and De Man in

�elgium were quite correct in claiming that, in Europe, socialism was
Increasingly becoming the vehicle of the idea of the state and that the
SOcialists had become the true supporters of the state. Where the funda
�ental principles of socialist theory are concerned, neosocialism gave
Ideological expression to the fact that, for a long time, it had no longec
been POSSI'ble to regard poI·mca
· I power solely as an instrument of class

�

,

omlnation, If the state, thanks to universal suffrage, was one day to fall
Into the hands of socialism, it could be regarded as an instrument that
.
.
could be used agalOst
the regime that ·It sought to replace. The state thus
became a ml'ghty tool of social transformation.
Deat's thinking on this point was not, perhaps particularly ori<>;nal'
0""
'
.
It represente a anal SOCial
democracy and a commonplace desire to
d b
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gain office. However, if one places this cult of po itical power in its con
.
text, one immediately realizes that Deat's neosoclahsm was alreadY well
,
beyond socialism. The anti-Marxism and idealism that wer� basIc to
.
neosocialism. the principle of the solidarity of the c1 sses within he na
,
tional framework, the refusal to regard the proletariat as the principal

�

�

�

agent of social transformation, the return [0 a pr -Marxist French so
.
cialism, and, finally, the wish to found a new political system on cor o·
,
rarist lines added up to an original ideological whole, at once innovative

�

and almost traditional.

�

.
Georges Valois, who in this period had already returned to socla .
,
ism was scathing. He regarded neosocialism, essentially
based on anti·

�

Ma xism as "the crudest national socialism," J" dominated by an "as

�

piring di tator" who dreamed "of a

coup de force.")'· The violent anti·

Marxism of neosocialism rendered it suspect even to those adherents

�

"of the third party" m who, while rejecting orthodoxy, neverth less did
.
not want to slide into fascism. They refused to subscribe to the Id a hat

� �

only the proletariat practiced class warfare. They accepted the prmclple
of the reconciliation of the classes, but only on condition that it be loyal
to the interests of all social classes, that it not be detrimental to the pro
letariat, and that relations between employers and employees be sub-

�

.
jected to the control of an organism reflecting the genera\ \Ot
rest.

nn

.

.
Such were the reactions to the OI!O phenomenon of various dlssl·

!

�

dents eager to agree on the meaning of words, for, n the ontex[ of the
.
a revisionism that soon became an anti-Marxism, an antl

thirties

�

materi lism that to liberate itself from Marxist ideology, threw itself

�

� �
�

into a cult of yo th, vitalism, and energy and sang hymns to lif . m ve
.
ment, and discipline, entailed the revision not only of a poltttcal I e
ology but also of a whole set of basic values and finally of an ennre
civilization.

CHAPTER S I X

Planism, or Socialism
Without a Proletariat

Revisionism in Action:
The Labor Plan
The De Man Plan was adopted almost unanimously
amid general en
thusiasm at the Christmas Congress of the Parti Ouvrie
r Belge in 1933.
Earlier, the "pianist" ideas had been discussed in
Germany by the Ham
burg section of the German Socialist Party,
which was to put them for
ward at the party congress in March 1933.
' If the German social demo
cratic movement had not collapsed, the
new program would therefore
have first been presented before the most
famous of socialist parries.
When the Nazis came to power, De Man return
ed to Belgium. In the
spring of 1933, he became direct
or of the Bureau of Social Studies,
which was responsible for working
out the Plan. Two years of prepara·
tion had preceded the return
of the prodigal son. Indeed, Emile Vander·
velde, president of the Parri Ouvr
ier Beige, had invited him to return in
1931. Despite the differences of
opinion that had existed between them
since the appearance of
Au-dela du marx;sme, Vandervelde considered
De Man one of the best
minds of the period.l Without actually sayin
g
so, he dearly regar
ded De Man as the leading intellectual
of the party,
and suggested to him
that he set up a Bureau of Social Studi
es for the
formulation of the
party's policies. De Man accepted eager
in
ly,
a letter
that Vandervelde
was happy to publish in March 1935 when
he wanted
to claim
paternity for the idea that the party
needed a new strategy.
Vandervelde took
the opportunity to tell De Man that the
Plan, whose
origination was
henceforth to be attributed to the entire
party and not

"
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collective effort inspired by
[0 a single individual, was the result of a
and nothing more, he said.,}
classic socialist doctrine. It was simply that
the congress, included
The bureau, in whose name De Man spoke at
g those on the bureau's
members of all the party's factions, and amon
g figures, Vandervelde,
Scientific Committee were the party's leadin
the end of October, when
Louis de Brouckere, and Arthur Wamers.4 At
gained unanimous 3Ccep·
the syndicates gave it their support, the Plan
principles of a program of
tance: all the party authorities accepted the
for once, the classic
action that had the great advantage of avoiding,
ral platforms em·
electo
make
to
ing
dilemma resulting from always want
the party pos
time,
first
body great revolutionary programs. For the
on that could immedi
sessed a program of government and administrati
ately be carried out in terms of legal action.!
deliberately used the
To stress the novelty of his conception, De Man
"is a precise commit
term plan rather than program. The Plan, he said,
effect as soon as one
ment," a "plan of action" that could be put into
ist parties always re
came to power.' The classical programs of social
he said, was "a pro
Plan,
the
mained in the sphere "of the ideal," but
nmental program,"7
gram that could immediately be applied as a gover
by the party members,
and that. indeed, was how it was perceived
crisis, with an enthusi
whom this new concept fired, in that winter of
the Plan were simply
of
s
virtue
asm unknown for some time. The great
problem, the only one
that it existed and addressed itself to the main
terrible distress resulting
that really mattered: how to deal with the
from the present economic crisis.
ed, from the start,
And yet, the adoption of the Plan by the POB involv
promoter, in put
its
that
a fundamental ambiguiry. It soon became clear
broader than those envi
ting forward the Plan, had objectives much
ing the Christmas con
sioned by the party. De Man, in the year follow
ist thought of great
gress, regarded it as a genuine revolution in social
the vast majority of the
theoretical and practical significance, whereas
it
tarian parry, regarded
POB, which, unlike the SFIO, was a truly prole
could
that
political action
only as a vigorous and practical program of
r
employment-in accO
-un
tariat
prole
solve a problem crucial to the
ad
rstood this view, and
dance with socialist principles. De Man unde
to
that it was necessary
h
mitted in the conclusion of his major speec
c
ly and clearly defined obje
"concentrate action on a limited but sharp
at
text characteristic of his
tive. • He returned to this idea in another
'aI
. "My friends," he said,
tempts to convince the Belgian proletariat
curidl
ming the crisis by
you know, the Labor Plan is a plan for overco
..

�
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unemployment. When one has said that, one has described all it con
tains. It contains only the conditions necessary for attaining that objec
tive. It contains them all and it goes no further.'" In reality, however,
things were much more complicated, and the fundamental differences
between De Man's attitude and that of the majority of the party were
soon revealed.
To be sure, in this fight against economic distress, the first step was
to attack the unemployment-and resulting low consumption-that
De Man considered the basic cause of the crisis. The main idea of the
Plan, accordingly, was the creation of a planned economy that would
end the crisis. But the Plan would work only if it had the support of the
majo�ity of the population, and could never be effective-especially in
the mixed economy De Man envisaged-without the support ofa massive
majority. Such a majority, however, would require the adherence of the
middle classes. One had therefore to bring together all the social classes
affected by the crisis, propose an alliance with the "proletarianized
middle classes," and so raUy all the "anticapitalist and non-working.class
forces." 10 This alliance of the working class with non.working-dass ele
ments would embrace all the victims of "financial capital" -both the
proletariat and "the middle classes in revolt against the hypercapitalism
of high finance." II

The use of the term hypercapita/ism was characteristic. Introduced

by the "Rex" fascists,'Z it was a kind of password used by all those-and
especially the "Rex" fascists-who hoped to bring together everyone
ffected by the crisis and maintained that the intended reforms, includ
�
IRg those that De Man, for party reasons, described as "a general trans
.
focmatton
of society," IJ did not have to change the structures of capi
.
tahsm, the principles of private property, or the laws of the market
economy. It was no longer capitalism as such that was now attacked' but
I
only ,uP''''apaa
h·Igh finance, and the great financial magnates
·
. Ism,
w from the end of the nineteenth century had been opposed by all the
�
CfltlCS of the bourgeois order who, like De Man, had found the atmo
sphere of bourgeois society "unbreathable" but nevertheless had re
fused to undermine its economic foundations. De Man's attitude was
thus in no way surpflsmg:
. had become commonplace since the time of
"
It

�

the national socialists of the turn of the century.
To bring this gteat anticapitalist coalition into being, De Man ad
dfessed himself, in the best national-socialist tradition to "men of
'
.
.
. Iu 109 "parties that at present
gOOdWill, sincere men" 10
aII parties, me
d·
are OUr adversaries." '4 Indeed, his Plan, he felt, could satisfy all, and
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had something for everyone. To the liberals, who had seen the limits that
capitalism, in its present stage of evolution, had imposed on the d�vel

�

opment of free competition, De Man presented the Plan as sym�es,s of
.
individual freedom and enterprise on the one hand and SOCial sohdanty
on the other. In presenting the Plan to the Catholics and Chri�tian

democrats he said he was only asking them to take the papal encychcals
an likewise
seriously a d to put their own programs into practice. De
claimed to respect "all that was dean" in the Communist party, to

�

�

whom he said that he was only asking them to follow Trotsky's advice.
According to him, the communist leader in exile had told the Belgian
communists and socialists that the only way out of the present impasse

was to rally to the Plan.
De Man believed that the Plan was the only means of preventing the
formation of a nonlabor alliance directed against the working classes.

He thought that, by harnessing the discontent of the middle classes, the
farmers, the intellectuals, and the young, the Plan would keep them
from attempting fascism as a solution. U The collapse of social democ

racy in Germany had left an indelible impression on De Man: it �as the
defection of the middle classes, he thought, that had made pOSSible the
rise of nazism. the middle classes had turned their backs on social de

mocracy not because it had seemed tOO revolutionary but because so
.
cialism had appeared to be "a movement of conservation for immediate
"16
·
reforms that now interested only one cIass 0f the popuIanon.
Thus, the class egoism of German socialism-its inability to place it

self at the head and center of a vast coalition and to understand the new
situation-had contributed to its own destruction. In modern, crisis
ridden Europe, the working class, he said, now found itself sandwi hed
iddle
between an unemployed subproletariat and the "revolutionary m

�

classes." 11 The unemployed no less than the tradesmen and farmers felt
the attraction of fascism, and the only way to counteract it was to sho�
In
them that the Plan's intention of eliminating unemployment was .
everyone's interests, and that the Plan was the only way of dealing
It
the sickness undermining the narional economy as a whole. Because
.
.
y·
shrank the market by creating chroOlc underconsumptlon, unemplo

WI�

:Z
:
:

ment was the fundamental cause of economic depression.a
.
The Plan, therefore, originated in the idea that, instead of passlv
undergoing the crisis, one should fonnulate a pr�gram of governm
ed
bad
action. Accordingly, the Plan envisag�d the creatlon �f a pla�ned
.
economy, the nationalization of credit and of baSIC IOdustnes th
the
already become monopolies, and, in the political field, a reform of
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state and the parliamentary regime in order
to lay "the foundations of a
genuine economic and social democracy
." I' Its immediate aim, however,
was to eliminate unemployment, to chang
e the present situation, to end
the policy of deflation that benefited only
the banks, and to replace it
with a policy of producing more money and
providing cheaper credit.20
However, what is most significant about
the Plan is not what it con
tained but what it omitted. Its long-term
objectives and the political
means it envisaged for achieving them throw
the most light on the pro
found changes in socialist thinking that were
taking place at the time.
First of all, De Man had from the start an
attitude of detachment toward
all the existing political parties, one that
did not make a real difference
between the socialist movement and other
political trends ready to ac
cept his solutions. His memoirs make it quite
clear that, as opposed to
the "out-of-date partisan groups," De Man
wanted to create an alliance
of all the victims of the crisis, "a governmen
t of little people."l' He
chose to work through the socialist party
because the leaders of the
other parties he had invited to join him in
his project had rejected his
initiative, and he did not try to found
a new party because, in the
Belgium of his day, such an attempt woul
d have led to disaster. As a
means of realizing the Plan, the POB, said
De Man, was "far from per
fect, but it at least had the merit of existi
ng, and of being of some use." II
This ideological neutrality explains why
the Plan lacked a specifically
proletarian character, jusr as it helps us
to understand the hostility to
ward De Man-open in some cases, impli
cit in others-of nearly all the
major socialist leaders.
In reality, the Plan had far vaster
ambitions than simply the elimina
.
�Ion of unemployment. It represented nothing less than the comp
letion,
In practical terms, of the demo
lition of Marxism begun in Au-dew
du
rnarxisme, continued in Le Socialism
e constructif and L'ldee socialiste,
and pursued further in the
mass of articles of 1933 -35. Thus, the
Plan
replaced the old principle
of class struggle with a common fron
t
"of
all
the productive social
groups against parasitic high finan
ce."l.> As this
front was an alliance of
the "small" against the "great," there
was no
longer any need for
the celebrated principle of "nationa
lization of the
means of production." The
Plan was based on another prin
ciple, one
more modern and mor
e realistic but fraught with grave impl
icati
ons for
the socialism of
the thirties: it replaced the conc
ept of "transference of
property" with
the concept of "transference of
authority." The main
concern was
no longer to change society but
to
ensu
re state control of
the economy,
no longer to develop a new relations
hip between people in
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own
an egalitarian society but [0 prevent banking monopolies and the
ers of essential industries from taking charge of the economy.
To be sure, these were aims that any socialist party might have found

the
acceptable, but on condition that such a plan should be-to employ
dif
a
toward
jargon of the period-a "minimum program," a first step
it
ferent kind of society. For De Man, however, the Plan was an end in
only
not
Plan
the
as
insofar
especially
self, the final goal of all his efforts,
respected the private sector of the economy but even sought to develop
it. This sector, he said, was important to the "vast majority"; far from

condemning private ownership of the means of production, he held that
"one had, on the contrary, to protect it and move toward the union of
labor and property within the same hands."14
De Man's attitude toward the free sector of the economy was not, as

someone ill acquainted with his ideas might think, a form of oppor
tunism dictated by the politiCS of the day, but derived from his "person
alist and pluralistic concept of socialization." lj The policies he advo
cated were designed to lead to far-reaching and fundamental changes,

and not merely to solve a given number of situational problems. The de
sire to "transcend divergent interests" through an appeal to the "general
interest" 100 was an essential aspect of De Man's revisionism; it gave rise
to the notion of a mixed system of economy midway between the capi

talist and socialist systems. This intermediate system was a key concept
of neosocialism, and played an essential role in the slide toward fascism.
Another important element of the revisionism of the thirties was the
crisis
idea that socialism ought to deal with the causes of the economic
s 
without going outside the national framework. In insisting on the �
revI
day,
the
of
problems
the
to
preme importance of national solutions
of
sionism abandoned once and for all the hope of an absolute reversal
pro
the existing social order.!' Unquestionably, with De Man socialism
foundly changed its nature and objectives.
This development culminated in the fourteen propositions expound
planlst
by De Man, then vice-president of the pon, at the symposium of
.
senes
a
in
and
groups held at the Abbey of Pontigny in September 1934
r 1934of ten articles published in Le Peup/e between July and Octobe
I
Socialism." l
under the general but significant title "Corporatism and
ed at pon
On 10 December 1934 De Man returned to the ideas present
the Sorbonne
tigoy in a lecture on "Socialism Facing the Crisis" given at
had beeP
E
under the auspices of the Nouvelle cole de la Paix, which
"plan·
founded by Louise Weiss.19 The lecture eliminated all doubt: this
a new kind
ist socialism," De Man said, this "anticrisis socialism," was

�
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of socialism.)(l Marcel Deat, Rene Belin (Marshal Petain's future minis
ter), and Georges Lefranc gave the vice-president of the pon their enthu
siastic suppOrt.

The fourteen propositions expounded at Pontigny developed and
clarified the ideas of planism in a way that had not been possible when
the Plan had been presented to the POB congress. They laid stress, once
.
agam, on the "voluntarist policy" that ought to replace the old "deter
ministic doctrine" (proposition 3) and result in the setting up, within
the national framework (proposition 8), of a mixed eConomy (proposi

tions 6 and 7) in which "the problem of administration would be more
important than that of possession" (proposition 8). The socialist move
ment had sought to accomplish these objectives because it had come to
realize that capitalism had ceased to bring about a continuous increase
in the size of the proletariat. Therefore, one had immediately to create a
majority that would include, in addition to the proletariat, as large a
section of the middle classes as possible (proposition 10). Such a major

ity was not only a political necessity but, first and foremost, an eco
nomic necessity (proposition 12). Consequently-and this was one of

the main principles of planism-the composition of this alliance would
require that it be directed not against capitalism as a whole but against

monopolistic capitalism and first of all against the capitalism of high fi
nance (proposition 11).

�

I these elements were already present in the plan approved by the
Chnstmas congress, but at Pontigny it became clear that planism was a
stage in the evolution of socialism whose significance went far beyond

?
�

t at of a mere economic program. Indeed, two other importan
t conclu
SJOns followed from the abandonment of the fight against
capitalism.
ot nly did De Man seek to create "an autonomous corporati
ve orga
�
nU:atlon of the enterprises that have been nationalized
or controlled by
the state," bur he wanted "a new economi
c state whose forms differed
rom those of the old political state." Here,
then, was the new doctrine
In a nutshell:

�

The classic docnine of bourgeoi
s democracy, which no longer applies to the
pres�nt situation, must be replaced by
a new doctrine based on a different con
Ion of [he separation of powers: [he elCecurive
governs, the representative
.
f les control. Similarly, i n the new economic;: slate in
the process of being
� ed, [he represemative bodies-tho
se, that is, founded upon the individual
1"1.
t of suffrage_will have only [he right
of supervision and control; [he elCerC1S C Of the
.
. ht o( administrat
rtg
.
ion
. WI'11 stem (rom a delegation of powers by ,h,
el(ttutive and
.
comro1 by a representation
.
0( corporative .Interests. J'

�
;
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the Sorhonne, De Man advanced
Soon afterward, again speaking at
the
. He laid emphasis on his idea of
another step along the same road
state
Marxist struggle against the
"strong state," saying that the old
"one can no longer achieve power
had become nonsensical, and that
ve a revolution through the exer
through revolution, but one can achie
, in 1938 , he said, "In the future one
cise of power."' u A few years later
ng
lishing a socialist order while setti
will have to be more hold in estab
being conditional on rhe other.")]
up an authoritarian state-the one
s-coup. it was in this way that he
According to his account in Apre
Marxism ("the ideology of class
auempred, through a break with
maintenance of the parliamentary
struggle") and with democracy ("the
path of socialism."l< In fact, what
regime"), to arrest "the downward
the adoption of a different kind of
De Man proposed to the POB was
not only regarded the Plan as "the
socialism-"pIanist socialism." Jj He
phase of socialist action,"J' but he
expression and symbol of the new
acter"J' made it the "program of a
believed that its "revolutionary char
st be as different from recent so
new socialism,"l' a socialism that "mu
socialism before 1848."J'
cialism as Marxist socialism was from
Corporatism, Modernism,
and the Planned Economy
the official program of a great so
The De Man Plan, having become
it
ved in Paris. In reality, however,
cialist party, was triumphantly recei
con
rship
leade
lde and the party
was not the Labor Plan as Vanderve
"planism" as a replacement for
but
Paris
ceived of it that was hailed in
ges
lf of the first "pIanists," Geor
Marxism. Thus, speaking on beha
ian "for having said that an apoca
Lefranc thanked the Belgian theoretic
tially
should be succeeded by an essen
lyptic and paradisiacal socialism
Deat
cel
on the "pianist" ideas, Mar
heroic socialism ."40 Commenting
h he
and he described planism, whic
declared, "The Plan is a mystique,"
intellec
t upsurge, as much moral as
put "above the Plan," as "a grea
" and
he said, had replaced the "fatalism
tual."·' Pianist "voluntarism,"
That
.n
xism
Mar
ism" that characterized
the "belief in absolute determin
the
with
lnier's circles saw planism,
was also how Jouvenel's and Mau
cake
the
" that sought not to divide
result that this "new socialism
by La
ived
rece
rably
favo
cake" was
differently but to "make another
rt re
enel's collaborator Henri Lefo
.
Lutte des ;eunes and Combat.·J Jouv
n... ..
triumph of revolutionary actio
garded the Plan's popularity as "the
abin
-war veteran-syndicalist com
Jouvenel himself already saw a "ow
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tion" c?ming to power, thanks to Deat, that would change the face of
the regime. OJ
It was, in fact, with Deat and the people of La Vie socia/iSle wh' h

j

�

had ust be�n disowned by th SFIO, that the adoption of the Pla

� by ��e

Pam Oumer Belge took on ItS truly political significance, for it both
.
stre gthened thel� stan and provided them with excellent justification.
In hiS confrontation With the leadership of the French socialist patty,

�

�

' "
between his own ideas and De Man's. The
Deat
' ,"slste
' ' d on the slmllanty

�

La or Plan, he said, "was born under the sign of neosocialism." 46 He
.
pointed out, quite correctly, that in 1930 he had already advocated some
of the main principles of planism, especially those involving the creation

�

of an an icapitalist alliance and a front of the middle classes41 and the
.
substitution of structural reforms for rdorms of distribution.41 PIaOlsm,
.
he sal'd, meant not the "total subversion" of the existing regime bur
"the construction of a mixed economy."·9 In other words, for lhe Be1.
.
gla plaOlsts as for the French neosocialists, "it was not a matter of
.
. .
�chlevlng soclaltsm completely at once, it was not a matter of nationaliz
Ing the means of production and exchange; it was a matter of curing

�

unemployment and reviving the economy."so This aim, he thought,
co.uld not be accomplished without the support and the alliance of the
m�ddle classes, and this involved setting up an "intermediate re�me
"
ui
'
1 framework."JI
WIth'In the "natJona

�

�

Deat t�k from e Man t e idea of "the economic majority, the so
.
.
cial malOtlty,
sometimes dlsnnct
from the political majority," but in
.
Isted
that
this
was
identical
to
his
own idea of an "anticapitalist gtOUp'
�
ong. " u L'k
" that the time had come to speak on behalf
l e De Man, he said
o( the "generaI Interest,
'
" JJ to Show "concern for the nation" " and
.
alnIY eclare the need for a revision of the parliamentary systcm, an

�� �
aptatlon of the executive, and a reform of the state, for it was neces
�ry�O �reate " a strong state."JJ Deat was naturally enough gratified by
e an s lecture at the Sorbonne on his fourteen propositions in which
he advocated a reform of the state in an authoritarian directio� . uTh',s IS
'
.
.
. .

notthe time for Ifltegral
.
SOCialism," said Deat finally,J' to make it quite
. the split in the SFIO and the adoption of the Plan by th
clear that With
e

a new petlo
' d had begun in the history of European socialism.
,
Indecd, for Deat,
as for De Man and all the revisionists, planism reptesented .. a new socia
. I'Ism ,' at would be able to deal with the present
ISIS "bUt also, even more," was an attempt "at spiritual rescue."51 For
Georges R d"
0 1tI, ed'Itor 0f L'Homme nouveau, the neosocialist journal
par excellence, there was no room for doubt: "The ideal of planning
1'08

Cr' •

th
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that will triumph will be a national planning, foreign to the materialist
spirit."JI Antimaterialism was the very essence of this attempt at the
renovation, the moralization of economic relationships; in concrete
terms, it expressed itself as corporatism.
De Man was the first to make a long defense of corporatism. A dis
ciple of Henri Pirenne, he began by dwelling on "the analogy between
medieval guilds and modern syndicalism," and sought to rehabilitate 3
movement that for centuries had been creative and progressive."$� Did
"

not the flowering of the guilds, or corporations, coincide with the height
of the humanist phase of the Middle Ages, a period that historians con
sider worthy of comparison with the finest periods of ancient civiliza
tion?1iO But this flowering was followed by several centuries of decline,

and on the eve of the French Revolution, the guilds, which in the
Mi dle Ages had aimed at enabling all workers to attain the status of

d

master, exercised exactly the opposite function. After the Revolution,
the guilds, corrupted by capitalism as it emerged, were finally extin
guished by capitalism triumphant'"
De Man attempted to demonstrate that the greatest enemy that capi
talism had ever known was the corporatism of the guilds, a corporatism
that never ceased to represent class interests and that acted exactly like
the modern syndicalist movement, a corporatism one of whose principal
concerns was preventing the emergence of the capitalist system. De Man
also claimed that in the period of pure corporatism there were no con
flicts of interest like those that developed under the capitalist regime."
Finally, De Man took up an idea expounded from the beginning of the
century by La Tour du Pin and the Action Frans:aise, and particularly by

the adherents of the social movement headed by Firmin Bacconnier,
namely, that the French Revolution, in opposing the guilds, aimed at
making all autonomous labor organization impossible.'-J

Corporatism, De Man claimed, was thus fundamentally opposed t�
this bourgeois and liberal revolution, symbol of the victory of capI
talism. In the nineteenth century, however, corporatist organization be
gan to develop once more under the auspices of syndicalism and so
, ed
cialism: "After capitalism had killed corporatism, socialism revl�
C'
it,"'" De Man attempted to show that "the syndicalist and corporanV
e
one anoth er," U a nd h
.
ideas, far from excluding one another, cond·Itlon
.
he considered equIva
which
employed the term corporati!)c socialism,

lent to Sore/ian syndicalism."
After thus attempting to rehabilitate corporatism i n the eyes of the
left, De Man made it the key element in the plan of reform he was pro-
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posing, the "planned mixed economy" that, he said,
was "the present
aim of the labor movement, and that implied a mixed
organization of
the regime of production."67
In the summer of 1934, he stated, "The vital princip
le of syndical cor
poratism is that the state intervenes only to consec
rate and coordinate
activities resulting from the initiative of those who are
freely organized
on a professional basis.""
Soon enough, however, De Man began to move toward
paternalistic
and authoritarian solutions, engaging, as always, in violent
attacks on
Marxism. Hence the Pontigny propositions and the
concepts of anti
parliamentarianism and the "strong" state, which
gave the notion of a
planned economy based on corporatism a quite differe
nt significance;

for as soon as one abandoned the other possibility-the idea
of revolu
tionary socialism-the rejection of liberal democracy led
inevitably to
the formula of the authoritarian state." In a liberal democ
ratic regime, a
rejection of the rules of the parliamentary game goes
together with a
rejection of the Marxist theory of classes and an accept
ance of the the
ory of elites that De Man, like the Italian sociological
school, adopted.
The resulting system constituted a clear and consistent
whole.
In France, that ideological system found its strongest
expression in
L'Homme nouIJeau. This monthly review edited by Roditi, who,
to
gether with Paul Marion, was one of the promin
ent activists of the
young neo generation, was intended as a tool of politic
al combat rather
than an organ of doctrinal theory. Better than
any other journal of the
period, it represented the authentic neosocialist
spirit, and was already
quite fascist in flavor.7(1 In it Roditi published two
important articles that
were really manifestos of a hard-line neosoc
ialism centered on a violent
criticism of the "Marxist spirit" and
its "materialistic conception of
man nd history." "By its inhuman and
�
repellent quality," said Roditi,
MarXIsm had "sterilized the labor movem
ent,"7 1 Roditi reproached
Marxism for its "scientific fatalism,
its lack of hierarchical sense its in
abili to aro se and utilize
personal qualities in individuals," o posing
� ,
.
to It
the SOCIalist and national outlook."n
In his attack on Marxism
dit invok d the authority of Pr
udho
n,
Sorel,
�
and Peguy, "the con�
,
�
UCtlve Splflt of French pre-MarXist
socialism," ideas "of order and re
Sponsibility," and, at
the same time, the "heroic socialism" or
"Nietl.
SCh an s cialism"
to
�
which the Revolution Constructive group
�
and
thClr Belgian coun
terparts like Leo Moulin aspired.7J
These ideas, which were certainly
nothing new and looked back to
SoreI, gIVing h1m
· a place of particular
imponance,1" found concrete ex-

�;

?,

�

�

.

,
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pression in pianism and corporatism. It was by De Man, La Tour du Pin,
"who gave a lesson in revolutionary corporatism," Luigi Fontanelli, and
Uga Spirito that the young neosodalists claimed [0 be inspired in wish
ing to create "an extreme left-wing social revolution."15 In a passage

worthy of indusion in any anthology of fascist writings, Roditi added,
"Any true revolution is itself a reconciliation, the birth of a new human
community, of a new principle of love and kinship between men. It
is impossible to imagine a mighty revolutionary current without this
new fraternity."76 And he concluded, "To aU these outworn ideas of the
conservatism of the right and the conservatism of the left, youth, like
Proudhon, should answer: reconciliation is revolution." n

Thus, Andreu, another neosocialist, spoke of "a meeting of socialism

and corporatism," declaring that he no longer saw any difference be
tween "Christian corporatism" and "fascist corporatism."71 Andreu, to
be sure, was deeply distrustful of a materialistic tendency present in offi
cial corporatism in Italy, fearing that corporative bodies, "which have
nor only economic functions but also political and even ethical ones,"'"
might become enmeshed in purely material functions. True fascists were
always motivated by an ethical concern, and, reading Andreu, one often
has the impression that the official fascism practiced in Italy still left
much to be desired from the point of view of an ideal fascism as con
ceived by the idealistic and combative younger generation. For that rea
son, Andreu and Roditi, stressing their debt to Spirito, the spiritual
leader of the young corporatists-more hard-line than the corporatists
of the revolutionary-syndicalist generation before 1914-preached a re
turn to the sources. By comparing texts they demonstrated "the real in
terrelationship between those very different authors"'o La Tour du Pin,
De Man Fontanelli, Spirito, and, as was only proper for French s0-

j

cialists, aures on "the corporatism of Count de Mun and socialism.""
In a more guarded way. without referring directly to Spirito, Fan
tanelli or Lieutenant Colonel de La Tour du Pin, Louis Vallonu and

�

Deat I unched a similar campaign on behalf of corporatism in La Vie
socia/iste. Dear adopted Georges Lefranc's idea that at the present time
one had to consider "the creation of work communities bringing to
gether, in proportions to be determined, representatives of employers,

�

technicians, the workers and the state," and went on to ask, "1ne w�r
community, the German formula of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft, what IS It

corporative body?,,1J He was aware that this formula constandy
recurred "in all the speeches of Hitler and Dollfuss," but that did not
worry him unduly: '" am not disturbed by it," he said." On the other
if not a
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hand, he insisted that "it was not Mussolini
who invented corpora
tions": they were part of the French syndicalist
tradition. Moreover, he
claimed, "between the corporation as conce
ived by the socially minded
employers of the north of France and the CGT
there is only a difference of
degree and not of nature." IJ In a similar spirit,
Vallon reconsidered the
social ideas of the great northern-French woole
n-goods manufacturer,
Marhon." Ten years earlier, in the time of
the Faisceau, his ideas had
been categorically rejected by Valois on accou
nt of their reactionary
character.17

All the neos invoked the authority of De Man
and appropriated the
ideas expressed in L'Homme nouveau on the
equilibrium of forces be
tween employers and workers that the corporation
represented." The
corporation thus played a decisive role in the neoso
cialist system. It was,
in fact, the key element in the "intermediate regim
e" that neosocialism
sought to create. Corporatism assured the ascend
ancy of the state: "It is
under its authority that a corporative organ
ization must be set up," said
Vallon." Corporatism combated individualis
m and assured harmony
and collaboration between the classes. It permi
tted the creation of a new
political and social order-the intermediate regim
e, based on the idea
that "the total expropriation of capitalism is
a foolish dream."'10 Deat
already regarded this intermediate regime
as a fact, concerning which
he admitted, "I do not know how one is going
to get out of it, if one will
get out of it," for "we know where we
come from; we do not know
where we are going."" What one does know
, at any rate, he said, is that
this intermediate regime will contain
a flourishing capitalist economy.'l
Doriot took this idea still further: accor
ding to the program of the Parti
Populaire Fran,!;ais, the corporation, based
on "solidarity of enterprise,"
the foundation of "the harmoniou
s society, would deliberately protect
the free sector."')
The fascists never objected to priva
te ownership, or to profit. "Indi
.
vld
�al profit remains the motor element of production," said Doriot,N
while Deat rejected nationalizatio
n and made subtle distinctions be
tween various forms of profit
.,j Doriot, the former communist, decla
red
that he refused to indul
ge in "anticapitalist demagoguery." �
In this he
resembled the national
socialists of the interwar period who cont
inued
an already well estab
lished tradition, for if the dissidents
were violently
opposed to capitalism, trust
s, banks, and plutocracy in all its form
s,
th y touched neith
er private property nor individual
�
profit.'" On this
POint the national socialistsDe Man, Deat, Bergery, and Jouvenel
and the "social" nationalis
ts-Brasillach, Maulnier, and the
Sorelian
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they were of
Andreu-were entirely in agreement. Conscious though
order of this fright
the ravages wrought by capitalism-of "the frightful
eless did not
neverth
y
"-the
ful capitalist society," as Brasillach put it
be sup
should
it
hold private pro�rty responsible. They did not believe
destroy the rule of
pressed; what was necessary. they thought, was to
private owner
finance. One did not have [0 eliminate capital and its
ible-but
imposs
simply
ship-which, according to Maulnier, was quite
productive enter
[0 deprive money of the capacity to create and control
as early as 1930,
prises." But this had already been done, wrote Dear
to such a
reduced
heen
have
hip
and "the excesses of capitalist owners
e," for
interven
to
degree that there no longer seems to be an urgent need
e, al
"this capitalism no longer possesses any activity, any virulenc
Dire povertyl
though it still has enough of an internal motive force." 100
mise that
compro
"a
reach
to
he said, had disappeared, and one now had
1 In other words, one had
"
0
1
would be to the advantage of both panies.
ation of en
to put order into production, management, and the organiz
needed in
terprises as well as into social relationships. Reforms were
consump
the
e
increas
to
had
technical organization, but above all one
y."
econom
tion of the masses. One consequently required "a planned
pre
Jouvene1 had come to this conclusion in 1927. His book called,
the
d
appeare
which
y),
Econom
Planned
E
(The
cisely, L' conomie dirigee
passion
"a
of
spoke
he
which
in
following year, contained a first chapter
out ten years
for order." His book Le Riveil de {'Europe, which came
the term
later, in 1938, ended with "a recall to order." Undoubtedly,
planned economy signified a third way, an idea, said De Man-himself
tions on the
the author of Riflexions sur I'iconomie dirigie (Reflec
socialism.'oz
and
sm
Planned Economy)-intermediate between liberali
y and con
Planism, in facr, represented a rationalization of the econom
"productive and
stituted a reform of capitalism that would turn it into a
outlines of the
antiparasitic" system.'OJ Presenting, in 1934, the main
Deat spoke
n,"
nizatio
neosocialist program based on "economic reorga
of France,
ing
of the need for "discipline"; for the sake of the well-be
from so much lib
whose industrial infrastructure was "about to burst
anarchy" and "liberal
erty," one should put an end to "the traditional
his repon to the sec
capitalism." I1N One had to create what Loustau, in
economy" in "an
ous
ond national congress of the PPF, called "a consci
however, one needed a
organized society." Ins In order to achieve that,
ne, or, that is to say, a
state-a state that wanted, that was able, to interve
laos Jouvenel claimed
different kind of state and a different form of politics.
its scholars.10' Had
that modem politics "is a science" that lacks only
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not Valois already wanted to lay the foundations of the "syndicalist re
public"-the political form of the "new age," the age of electricity?

This State of technicians would replace the State of politicians 1011 just as

the "scientific organization of labor" and the cult of "efficiency" and
"scientific management" "" had replaced the old factory of the nine

teenth century.

This new political and economic conception naturally implied a new
pattern of social relationships. Deat and jouvenel claimed that in a

"truly ra�iona1ized national economy," an industrial society based on
.
the pnnclples of Ford and Taylor-that is to say, on an organization that

tends to raise the salaries and the living standards of the workers and at
the same time lower the prices of products and increase profits-the in
terests of the industrialist, the worker, the consumer, and the collectivity
would be identical. ltO

Drieu had the same idea when he expressed his dislike of the "useless
debris that is stirred up" by both capitalists and socialists, and that is
called liberty. '" "I want to defend the worker as a part of my blood, as a

part of the people," he said.LIl Deat, too, thought one could contribute
to "molding institutions already oriented toward socialism" III by de
fending the have-nots, the people as a whole, but four years later he ad
mitted that what he really had in mind was an "intermediate equilib

rium," an "unprecedented economic system" that, however would be
"integrated into the nation." lt. This, then, was the signific nce of the
'composite economy"m advocated in the thinies by all those who re
Jected both socialism and liberalism. Undoubtedly, this regime was based
on a compromise with capitalism and an acceptance of its principles.

:

�

At the root of this compromise, however, was the desire for a mod
ernizati n and rationalization of the system. With Valois's suppOrters
�
began, 10 1925-27, the wish to put all the might of a reorganized,
powerful, and authoritarian state at the service of a rationalized econ
omy, creator of a technolOgical civilization and a society of producers.
. Ideological
.
This
tendency persisted and increased after the collapse of
the Falsceau.
.
·
Around 1930, the foundations
of a complete refashioning
of the economy and society were laid in the ideas of
the people associated with the ..new teams." These l·deas t
h us came into existence before
the Gr at Depression; the rationalist, technocrat
ic, "managerial" aspect
�
of faSCism was not the product of a simple
combination of circumstances
of a transitory catastrophic situation, but
one of the answers to th
Dlany questions raised by the modernization of France and Europe. m
By 1930 the Librairie Valois, which, together with Cahiers bleus
,

�

•
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R publican Syn
intdlectual activity of the �
provided the forum for the
retical works un
published most of t e theo
dicalist party, had already
e dirigie, Valois
After Jouvenel's L'Ec:onomi
derlying left-wing fascism.
Deat's Per
ndeuret servitude socialistes and
published Montagnan's Gra
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ks of lesser importance by
spectives socia/istes, as well as wor
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e. (The former editor of Le
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e,
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Generation rea/iste-"A Real stic
.
praised the merits of Une
who were preparing a reVISion
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of
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wit
r
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of socialism that was to lead
panion
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erne by his former anarch com
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nationaie. Valois saw in this mod
d and
nde
fou
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ionary fascism" that he
continuation of the "revolut
the
reas
whe
tion of a "syndicalist state,"
that would lead to the crea

revo
117 The
ted a "reactionary fascism."
Mathon-Coty group represen
would be, as
od had wanted a fascism that
lutionaries of the earlier peri
ILl
what Valois
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t
.
form of socialism " Tha
in Italy in the beginning, "a
ialism of
soc
dicalist
when he feU back on a syn
still wanted in
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ting the creation of a new type
Sore1ian inspiration, advoca
country by the
y, and the taking over of the
rationalization of the econom
": in April
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teams," and the "tec
"new generation," the "young
ans into
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for the entry of the tech
the Cahiers sounded a "call
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lO_such was the purpose of
of production" l
tional and just organization
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Cahiers bieus and continued by
the campaign launched by
tion, and
lica
thirties. In this new pub
coopbatifs at the beginning of the
for a
Age, Valois engaged in a struggle
subsequently in Le Nouvel
thus one of the
y, and a new culture. He was
.
new society, a new econom
"awakemng of
ent of Marxism" and the
first to hail the "abandonm
y
he enthusiasticall
De Man,Il' but if, later,
by
ced
oun
ann
m"
ialis
soc
danger repre
1 he soon became aware of the

welcomed his Labor Plan, ll
plutocracy advo
e between democracy and
sented by the compromis
the
n returned to
neosocialists.11J Valois the
e
cated by the pianists and
the ti�e of th
from
eJle, his fellow traveler
ard
Lag
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ing
leav
,'H
pe
left
tury unnl the
of the beginning of the cen

revolutionary syndicalism
. modern
her on the path of planism
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e
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to
au,
sce
Fai
riod of the
anti-Marxism.
d with antiliberalism and
y
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in Januar
ly journal Plans appeared
e first issue of the month
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,
editor
of the Faisceau, was chief
Philippe Lamour, formerly
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it was the personality of Lagardelle that dominated this modernistic
avant-garde publication. an almost perfect example of a technically ori

�

ented fascism that was enamored of skyscrapers, the work of Walter
.
roPIUS �nd Le Corbusier, and the art of Fernand Leger and at the same
tIme aspIred toward an organic, harmonious society-the society of

�

the "real man." For there were undoubtedly two tendencies in fas
cism : on the one hand that of Drieu, who wished to protect the worker
"agalDst the big city"-"I say that the big city is capitalism" U..l_and

on the other hand the tendency to glorify ultramodern urban develop
ments and the new aesthetics. 1!6 This taste for modernist aesthetics was

d

�.

o course, not limited to architecture. Plans, (or instance, publishe

FIlIppo Tommaso Marinetti, who explained "the elements of the futur

istic sensibility that gave birth to our pictorial dynamism, our unhar.
. our Art of noises and our Words of liberty." m
moOlc mUSIC,
A�a

� from this avant-gardism, the doctrinal aspect of Lagardelle's

publtcatJon was nOt particularly original. There was the familiar criti
ism of capitalism, democracy, and the parliamentary system, and the
�
Id�a that he present crisis demonstrated the inability of the individu
. society to adapt itself to the conditions of modern life. Democ
alIstIC

�

racy, Lagardelle complained, "only recognizes the individual: it ignores

��

the group"; it d ests "the individual of his sensitive qualities" and
.
.
m�kes hIm IOta a theoretical man." 111 Thus, "the fault .of individu
.
alistiC democracy," he said, was that it "left the producer defenseless." '1'
The real break with the established orde� and the "abstract man" would

only through syndicalism, "which has offered the most
co
�� about
stn lOg example of the real man brought by the group to the surface of

�

soclety."'lO'I With the advent of the "real" man, not only a new society
but also a new culture would come into being.
The review stopped appearing in

1933, when Lagardelle joined the

Fre ch embassy in Rome. He was very warmly welcomed in the Italian
�
capItal: in his famous article in the Enciclopedia italiana written in
.
.
. h Gentl·Ie, MussollOl
collabora!"Ion wlt
mentIoned Lagardelle and Le
.
. .
Mouvement soc,altste,
together with Sorel. as among the major sources

f

o faSCl.sm.1l1

Planism Versus Orthodox Socialis
m

·
The Imme
d·late treatment by the various parties of their would-be in.
novators ar revoIutlonanes
. vaned
·
a great deal. Vandervelde' the leader
.
of the Belg·
Ian sociar1St party, was well aware of the difficulty of explain-
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onc
ing an anomaly of this kind to the party members. So put it plainly,
certain
a
might even gain the impression that he did not mind casting
im
amount of discredit on De Man, the vice-presiclent who had been

posed on him by circumstances. Vandervelde pointed out the intellec
, he
tual affinity between De Man and Deat. In the history of socialism
re
said, they will be regarded as the most representative figures of the

voh of the "under-forty-year-olds" of the postwar era against a certain
fann of Marxism that they reproached for having lost contact with
life.\JZ He even conceded that the Pontigny propositions, which he said

or
the Belgian socialists did not support as wholeheartedly as Deat'U
He
.1lS
marxisme
du
Au-dela
in
found
already
were
all,'�
even support at
insisted, however, that there were two essential differences between

these men. In the first place, he categorically denied that De Man had
introduced "any essentially new elements" into socialism-quite the
contrary. I)' Vandervelde claimed that De Man's ideas in no way repre·

sented a "neosocialism"; they were not a revolt against Marxism, and
Deat was wrong to suggest that they represented a new doctrine that
was as violently opposed to Marxism as Marxism had been opposed to

the utopian socialism of before 1848. U7 According to Vandervelde, De
Man's L'Idie socialiste was, in fact, a return to Marx in reaction against
III
Moteover, he insisted that the sit
the ...ulgarization of his doctrines.

uation in France differed from that in Belgium: in France, Deat and
his group could produce a "planism," concerning whose general im

plications he had gra...e reservations, whereas in Belgium there was only
d
a specific plan for dealing with a particular crisis, which was limit�
ln
In Bdgium, said
to that purpose and left the party program intact.
France Deat was
in
while
unity,"
of
factor
"a
was
Man
Vandervelde, De
responsible for a split.

image
Vandervelde, however, was not deceived by this reassuring
were
that, because of his anxieties, which after the Christmas congress
purpose of
constantly increasing, he was attempting to put across. The
Deat was
and
l
Renaude
with
his articles in Le Peuple and his polemic
the
against
Man
De
not to describe the real situation but, by defending
Belgian
praise of his compromising allies, to make dear just what the
party would not stand for.140
was agreed
To be sure, the general distress in 1933 was so great that it
...ed frorn
arri
just
ic
academ
ssing
to commit to the famous but embarra
peA
difficult
a
Frankfurt the task of steering Belgian socialism through
that
action
riod and to entrust him with the preparation of a plan of
launch a
could be carried out in the near future. He was permitted to
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new, original formula-one that could mobilize the party and convince
the masses, so soon after the collapse of German social democracy, that
socialism still had something to offer. He was e...en allowed, it seems, to
attempt a renewal of socialist thought. But "another" socialism was not
wanted. E...en if the POB was willing to accept him as a stimulating
thinker whose original ideas could arouse interest,,.1 it refused to regard
him as a savior who could force the party to accept a new doctrine.
On this point of principle Vandervdde was intransigent. There could

be a plan, but there would be no planism. There could be a program of
action, but there would be no new socialism. Vandervelde constantly

attempted to demonstrate that nothing in De Man's ideas contradicted
those found since the turn of the century in democratic socialism, or
"reformism," as he preferred to call It.141 The demonstration of this can.

tinuity seemed enough to exorcise the demons of neosocialism with
which Deat had rightly tried to associate De Man's thinking. The French
and Belgian socialist leaders were aware of the danger represented by
the enthusiasm for reform of these younger men, whose freedom of ac.

tion they feared. They were likewise conscious of the responsibility they
bore for ensuring the survi...al of socialism, especially after Hitler's rise
to power. Thus, to keep their bearings, they dung to the Marxist foun

dations of their doctrines. Vander
...elde affected to see only a return to
Marx in what is obviously a demolition of Marxism, and Uon Blum,
during the attacks of the Deat faction, could only make the touching
admission, "Belie...e me, J tOO sometimes feel my reason taking me fur

ther than I thought I would go. E...ery day, it seems to me that we enter
new planetary systems in which we ha...e only the Marxist doctrine
to
serve as a compass." 141
This refusal to venture was precisely what the socialist leaders were
reproached for by the nonconformists-all those on the left who
wanted
to move forward, to find new formulas and
original answers to the chal
lenge of the crisis of liberalism. On this point the official
leaders of Euro.
pean socialism wholeheartedly followed Blum,
who wanted to preserve
the revolutionary character of the moveme
nt. They ad...ocated an abso.
l te rejection of the bourgeo
�
is order, an unswer
...ing fidelity to the essen
tIal principles of Marxism,
and a translation of those principles into
operational terms in the form of
a constant refusal to participate in go....
e �ment. In practic
e, their rigor ga...e rise to an almost complete immo.
�
blh , but there was
no escaping the fact that this was the price of pre
�
serving the ideological identity
of the movement. For Blum, any attempt
at updating socialist
doctrine in the face of the crisis that en...eloped
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ent could not af
France and Europe was an adventure that the movem
m-or, rather, the left
ford. Henceforth, the split between official socialis
any price could only
at
ion
as a whole-and those who sought innovat
grow wider.

congress thus con
The adoption of the De Man Plan by the Brussels
the SFIO had ex
earlier,
weeks
stituted a real challenge for Blum. A few
party for expressing
pelled Dear and the Vie sociafiste group from the
that Dear was quite
the same ideas embodied in the Plan. Blum knew
of the Plan, and he
correct in claiming that his ideas resembled those
Plan by the POB
the
of
n
was also aware of the danger that the adoptio
the other hand. he
represented for socialism as he understood it. On
of the Socialist
could not very well maintain that the Belgian section
s he caused,
tension
the
despite
who,
International ought to expel a man
re had to
therefo
He
had just been appointed vice-president of the party.
deal with the con
adopt another line of defense, and, to avoid having to
ted him, he de
nadiction with which the Belgian socialists had confron
demonstrate
to
ted
attemp
he
First
cided to concentrate on two points.
n, and
commo
in
that the De Man Plan and neosocialism had nothing

there was nothing
then, like Vandervelde, he pretended to believe that
wrote a series of
He
ideas.
Man's
De
in
l
particularly new or origina
la du refor
"Au-de
of
title
l
ten articles on this theme, under the genera
1934.
y
misme"; they were published in Le PopuiaiTe in Januar
between the
In these articles, Blum claimed that the great difference
enterprise and its
neos and De Man was that the Plan was a collective
De Man had
adoption a collective decision of the pos. Unlike Deat,
, but, Blum
change
a
d
convinced his party that circumstances require
ly a change in the
said (apparently quite seriously), this was "not ptecise
presentation, or, if
orientation of his approach, but rather a change in its
ted a member of
you will, in its emphasiS." I" Nothing, he said, preven
ities and suggest
the French party from coming before the party author
it should concen
ing that, without changing anything in its program,
t
ng. This would amoun
trate all its efforts on the nationalization of banki
an
not to proposing
to telling the party to improve its propaganda and
this was the pur·
that
e
believ
to
other form of socialism. Blum pretended
.
In
of the De Man Plan
pose of the Plan, claiming that the equivalent
resolutions of the 1932
France was not the neosocialist program but the
sl·
.
French sociaI·Ism had
national congress,l4$ or, in other words, that
had
and
d'Huyghens"
ready received its plan thanks to the "Cahiers
of De Man's
lent
equiva
nch
even preceded the Belgians. The Fr:
the protection
for
plan
the
or
t
said Blum, was the fiscal counterprolec
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public savings drawn up under the direction of Vincent Auriol.106 This
absurd comparison, which minimized the importance of the Plan, re
ducing its content to that of a few routine documents, ended with an
equally surprising conclusion: armed with the Labor Plan, said Blum,
"it is to a class battle that the Parti Ouvriet Beige is summoning the
proletariat." 147
In all the articles aher the third Blum harped on the idea that "the
party modifies nothing, revises nmhing, renounces nothing. From its
general program it simply extracts, isolates a single article: the na
tionalization of banking." HI It was this article, said Blum, that became

the Plan, and, owing to the discussions it aroused and the publicity sur
rounding it, it struck the imagination. The Labor Plan thus became "a
plan of offensive for the conquest of political power." 14'
Thus far, Blum had tried to convince his party that the Plan con
tained nothing new, but he was nevertheless obliged to concede that the
Plan was directed not against the capitalist system as such but only
against "capitalist monopoly." Blum also realized that not only did the
Plan not envisage the total elimination of the free sector, but it even
tended to preserve and develop it; 1$0 and, as for the nationalized sector,
instead of being gradually extended until it embraced the whole, it was
limited and isolated from the start.1$1 Therefore, aher praising the Plan
chiefly on the grounds that it contained nothing original, Blum issued a
final warning: the Plan was of value as a strategic tool, but had no value
in itself.lll Once in power, socialism would have to take its own path: "It
should follow its destiny," he concluded.IJJ
As a result of the positions adopted by Blum, planism in France never
.
gamed the respectability within the socialist movement that it had in
Belgium, and one should add that De Man's entry into the Paul Van

Zeeland government in 1935 did little to restore faith in the socialist
character of planism. By 1935, it had become clear that all the worst
fears of the opponents of planism were about to be confirmed.
The Success of planism in Belgium until 1935 was due to a number of
factors that never came
together in France. First, the pas, which, unlike
the SFIO in France,
was the party of the industrial proletariat, was much
closer to reach '
109 an eIectoraI majOrity
· ·
and, from its point of view, the
eIabo
.
ration
of a plan of combat that could contribute to a victory was
Worth a few saCtl'fi
ces. 5econd, the adoption of the Plan as an electoral
program £ T
b'
·
aCI nated Improved
relations between various tendencies
.
Wit
10 the
pos. 1$4 F·lOa IIy, Vandervelde's inability to lead the party
throug
h the present crisis obliged him to call on De Man, who not only
'
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but also de facto replaced the ag
provided the party with a new ideology
ervelde became clear at the May
ing leader. The fatalistic attitude of Vand
he had no solution to the crisis
1933 congress, where he admined that
IJJ
and the misery it engendered.
different. In the first place,
In 1933 , the situation in France was quite
, but only as an auxiliary to a
the SFIO could not hope to govern alone
linle reason to make conees·
large center-left coalition. It therefore had
a plan. On the other hand,
sions, modify its program, or replace it with
figure whose position was ac
French socialism under Blum, the central
the party, did not suffer from a
cepted by the most important people in
ctly well equipped to meet the
lack of leadership. It felt itself to he perfe
outmoded or ill adapted to the
crisis and did not regard its doctrine as
inclined to welcome inno
new realities, and it was consequently little
with a new ideology, he was
vators. When Deat tried to present the party
it a new strategy, he was ex
met by silence, and when he tried to give
rd national socialism began
cluded from its ranks. Dear's progress towa
but it continued within the
when he was still a member of the SFIO,
application for membership
framework of a new socialist party whose
was refused by the Socialist International.
new party-the Pani So
The neosocialism of the members of this
planism, but all neosocialists
cialiste de France-was not identical with
nt of neosocialism. De Man's
were pianists and planism was an eleme
ism in the rwenties, takes
planism, resulting from his revision of Marx
ds its long-term implica
rstan
on its full significance only if one unde
t planism, represented a
tions. Belgian planism, and then neosocialis
l democracy: as a form of
total alternative to Marxism and to socia
ibuted greatly to the creation
rebellion against Marxism, planism contr
tarian form of socialism, a
of a national, authoritarian, antiparliamen
and above the divergent social
socialism for the entire nation over
more than advocate a planned
classes and opposed interests. Planism did
the harbinger of a renewal of
and rationalized economy: far from being
for, it already was, a national so
socialist thought, it prepared the way
sincere socialists failed to
cialism. ISf It makes no difference that some
that people like Andre Philip,
understand this from the beginning, or
skell (who thirty years later head
UonJouhaux. and young Hugh Gait
NaZIS
ther at that time with future
the British labor party) worked toge
an
borators like Deat, Marion,
like G. Oltramare, notorious colla
Belin, Lefranc, and Fabre-Luce.,j
Ludovic Zoretti, and Vichyists like
ugh it never succeeded in con
The important point is that planism, altho
of
r role in the long process
quering the SFIO or the CGT, played a majo
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fascist impregnation and the progressive destruction of socialism and
democracy in France in the thirties.
First of all, in planism there was not only a virulent anti-Marxism: in
fact planism intended to replace socialism. This was its main jusrifica
t on and the reason for its novelty and attraction. Planism made it pos

�

Sible to oppose capitalism and high finance in the name of the general
interest, and by creating a common front of the proletariat and middle
class sought to reestablish the compromised unity of the nation. Thus,
class warfare could be eliminated, and the entire nation under an au
thoritarian state could go off in conquest of the citadel of high finance,
held from the time of Proudhon to be the source of all evil.
From the national socialism of the end of the nineteenth century to
the planism of the 1930s, the diagnOSis of the trouble, and the proposed
remedies, never altered. "A planned economy . . . on behalf of the gen�
eral interest . . . is a form of socialism," said Deat, presenting the French
Plan in his capacity as secretary·general of the Plan Committee, "but
what kind of socialism-that is what we must now investigate." And he
answered immediately: this socialism was the "old French socialism" of
Saint-Simon, of Fourier, of Proudhon. ,n Invoking this tradition, Deat

elaborated a national socialism that was to become the ideology of the

collaborationist Rassemblement National Populaire.
It was no accident that corporatism was part of De Man's "pianist"
.
as adopted by the French neosocialists or as conceived by the
Ideology
"9 July" group dominated by the neos. Indeed, the Plan Committee en
visaged the setting up of a corporative type of regime whose cornerstone
would be the creation of a banking corporationY' It was no accident
either, that pianist conferences held at the Abbey of Pontigny from Sep

:

tember 1934 onward were no longer in any way socialist in the original
sense of the term.'60

'Y

ithin the SFIO was one school of thought, the "Redressement" (Re
ha llitation) faction, that had largely come over to pianist ideas. ," Two
f ItS leading figures later became members of the Rassemblement Na
tional Populaire: Ludovic Zoretti of the Calvados Federation, who was

�

�

secretary of the Teachers' Federation, and Georges Albertini of the Aube
'
Federation,
wh0 durIOg
'
the war became Deat's closest collaborator.

Within the CGT, Rene Belin's "Syndicats" faction was a major nucleus
Of p anism. lU From 1937 onward, rwo pianist tendencies developed
.
Withm
the CGT that met up with those that had existed since the time of
he Faisceau in the "modernist" circles of the great industrialists. Meet

�

�

Ings and discussions took place between Belin (regarded as the unofficial
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successor of Jouhaux), Roben Lacoste, Ernest Mercier, and Auguste
.
Detoeuf. The journal X Crise, which was the medium for the expressIon

of the views of the pianist and authoritarian tendencies among the great
industrialists, published an ankle and then a lecture by Belin,I') hich

�

wefe followed by a reply by Detoeuf in which he advocated a smgle,

apolitical syndicalist structure with compulsory membership within the
framework of an authoritarian state. I...

In June 1938, a Franco-Swedish meeting was held at Pontigny.l'S

Planism had now led to a corporatism that no longer even attempted to
conceal itself behind an appearance of neutrality between the opposite
imerests of workers and employers. In many respects, it was a return to
the kind of corporatism that the great industrialists in the Faisceau had
defended against Valois in the twenties. Valois himself, the former fas
cist who at the end of the thirties had become one of the acutest observ
ers of the political currents of the day, after having displayed a great deal
of interest in planism in its early stages, now raised a cry of alarm: the
.
Pontigny meeting, he said, was nothing other than a plot against
the

�

�

proletariat.'" Where De Man was concerned, Va ois's j dgment

;,as no

less severe: De Man, he said, "had made the Partl Ouvner Beige 10[0 an

�

agent of international capitalism." "7 Thoug his language was exagger
. emerged at the end
ated Valois was not entirely mistaken: plamsm as It

h

of t e decade allowed capitalism to achieve legitimacy in the eyes of its
victims.
Also in 1938 at the CGT congress in Nantes the abandonment of the

�

doctrine of das warfare was defended by certain figures of pianist io
dination-by Andre Delma� of the Teachers' Federation, who c1aime�
. totah
that "everything is not bad in the example provided by certain
tarian states and certain democracies more active than our own," and
by Raymond Froideval, an administrator of Syndicats and future priva e

�

secretary of Belin, who urged the movement to "keep away from certalO
formulas that have grown old with use and no longer mean very

much."'" By the end of 1934, Deat had come [0 the conclusion that
"the antifascist front" that had led to the Popular Front "was the an
tithesis" of planism.'"
It should be pointed out, however, that though the Plan was not ac
cepted by the SFIO, by Blum and Paul Faure, just as it had not found

favor with Vandervelde, it was received quite differently by the CGT. At
the congress of September 1935 the CGT adopted the Plan, as adap ed by
Georges Lefranc and the Revolution Constructive group, but did not

�

succeed in having it accepted as the program of the Rassemblernent

Planism, or Socialism without a Proletariat
Populaire. The Plan was again adopted by a majority of the
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CGT

at the

congress of syndical unity in Toulouse in March 1936, but the opposi
tion of the communists and the revolutionary syndicalists inside and
outside the CGT, and of the radicals, put an end to this new endeavor.'711
The repudiation of Marxism by the pianists-ail the pianists who
had come from the left-represented not only the repudiation of a past
common to all socialists but also the rejection of a certain future. Ex
cept in one single case, planism was not a rejection of the principle of
exploitation; nor did it oppose a society devoted to the search for prof·
its. Planism did not seek to build a new society; it had no intention of
changing the relationships of production. It accepted the fundamental
principles governing the existing bourgeOis order, and simply improved,
modernized, and rationalized it.17' The pianist ideology thus helped to
stabilize the existing order with its advocacy of class collaboration, and
with its frequent championship of corporatism it became the guardian
of that order. Planism did not consider touching the essential decision
making power of capitalist society; it envisaged only the transfer of a
more or less important part of this power to the state. Pianists of all
kinds wanted to increase demand and investments simultaneously, and
for that purpose they needed the control of credit and the great com
mercial banks. This was the basis of the De Man Plan.
A corporatism of this kind, linked with the advocacy of a reform of
the state in a dearly authoritarian, antiparliamentary direction. hostile
to any form of internationalism, and imbued with a deep contempt for
"materialism," could only contribute to the fascist impregnation of
French political thought, for the main point of planism was not the
rationalization of the national economy but rather the galvanization of
all classes within the framework of a "strong" state, freed from the
shackles of democracy. Planism expressed the triumph of politics over
economics, of willpower and energy over matter. It was no accident that
De Man replaced the materialistic interpretation of history with a psy
chological and voluntarist explanation. For a man who knew the Ger
man school of socialism and had a complete knowledge of Marxist the

.
ory, It
was not a matter of correcting the excesses of vulgar Marxism but
of substituting a new conceptual framework for Marxism itself.
Here one should draw

attention to a further element in this move to
�ard fascism of a whole school
of thought of French-speaking socialism.

�
�

e an saw planism as the only weapon
capable of opposing the rise of
nalsm. He dwelt on this theme at the
POB Christmas congress• and his
d-g so was pro
bably much more than a matter of expedience. Deat,
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declared his belief that planism-that is, the official Belgian Plan,
as interpreted by De Man, plus the Pontigoy propositions-was the
only solution in "this race betw�n democracy and socialism on the one
hand and fascism on the other."
De Man's planism and its French neosocialist equivalent wen� in
tended as alternatives to fascism. By winning over the middle classes
and uniting them to the proletariat, planism hoped to deprive fascism of
its sociological foundations; and, by laying the basis for a new so
cialism, planism hoped to undermine its doctrine and present itself as
an alternative ideological solution. However, in seeking [0 fight fascism
with its own methods and on its own ground, the new socialism, owing
to the logic of the current situation and the exigencies of the ideological
confrontation in the thirties, itself came to resemble fascism. In being so
eager to outstrip fascism, De Man and Deat came to develop a system of
ideas that quickly became a fascist ideology.
All in all, planism provided a "total" alternative to liberalism and
Marxism, both of which were regarded as materialist systems embody
ing permanent social conflict. From the pianist viewpoint. Marxism was
based on class warfare, and liberalism on the daily battle of each indi
vidual against all others. The pianists hoped that by bringing authori
tarianism and corporatism together they could create a new and harmo
nious system that alone would be capable of meeting the need for class
solidarity before the harsh realities of the modern world.
Yet, on the other hand, the revision of socialism by the French and
Belgian socialist rebels itself developed into fascism for one essential
reason-the same reason that underlay the move toward the extreme
right of the generation of 1910. For the revolutionary syndicalists at the
beginning of the century as for the exponents of the new socialism
twenty years later, the proletariat had ceased to be a revolutionary force
and Marxism no longer provided a suitable answer to the problems of
the modern world. This loss of faith in the vitality and capacities of the
proletariat, joined with an unhesitating denunciation of the essential
principles of Marxism and social democracy, this desire to achieve quick
results by utilizing the full force of political power but without under
taking structural changes, this need to come to terms with the existing
social order because one has come to regard it as namral and immu
table, this replacement of Marxism by a national socialism, and of the
revolutionary impulse of Marxism by a planned, organized, rationalized
system of economy, led, through a natural inner logic, to fascism. ThUs,
in the thirties, fascism often appeared to be the only system of thought
th:n answered to the logic of the twentieth century.
[00,
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Against the Right and
Against the Left
Antimaterialism was the dominant trait and common deno
minator of
all the movements of revolt between the two wor
ld
wars
.
I,
b
rought to
g�ther, In
' a slflg
' Ie �pposition to capitalism and liberalism, curr
t o�g�t that ha� arISen from the right and left but that were ents of
Wit, oth t�e n�ht and the left. It was in the name of antimin conflict
aterialism
. logical backgrounds
rha, men With different Ideo
cond
emn
ed
Mar
xism
, and the porItl'ca I, SOCi.
IberaIIsm
aI, and cultural characteristics of the'
tfad·Itlo�
' ai Ieft and right. They all shared a common hatred of
money
speculat�on, and ?ourgeois values, and cond
emn
ed
the
excl
usio
n
of th;
pro��tanat from Intellectual and cultural life and
the
life
of
the
nati
on
�err� �ndreu, a young fasc of the thirties (and one of those who
'
u rl r:;�u, Brasillach, and ist
Dea
t,
neve
r
wen
t
all
the
way
,
),
righ
tl;
st:te: , ty years later, that It was wrong
to apply the term persona
'
ism e�cIuSlvely to the idea
s expressed in the review Esprit simply be�l
cau It a:p�ared so much in its columns
ails: un er ay the general condemnati .l In reality, a form of person
on of materialism of all these
move:;..nfs of revoI' and the resulting poli
tical and philosophical conseq ue ..s created th'e atmosp
h
ere
0f openness, of readiness
for new
ideas, charactens" tlc af the thInJe
"
s.
Th
e
Issld
d'
ents
,
hop
ed
that
the revolution they s�k
woul,d lead not only t� profound cultural
Changes b a�::em��ht0abt�ut
e creation of a new cali of man. Even
the leading."dlTlg
' "
lsrs,, (advocates of controlled pl3.nber
ning)-De Man
jouveneJ� ::�:�xpected the reform of the
economy to entail the morai
transfor at
man.
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If planism was to bring about a revolution, this revolurion was to he
,
above aII a moraI on"
... . "I no longer believe in the revolution as the Last
> a revoIuJudgmenr," weo,e D.... Man, "but I believe all the more firrnly In
.
> >1 at
The members
of
the
PPF heId a Simi
tion that will transform us.
.
,
. m
. th'mgs." wrote Loustau'
v. w "S'nce the crisis is In man before It IS
n the title of Maulnier's first book, "we must first ca�ry o the
n
,
ev lu ion in ourselves so that it will then be e�t�nd d to t mg
I
:
nally, for Dear, state planning was a form of socialist um�OIsm.
a
.. said, "is not only an economIC system that
we want to construct," h...
' II ocure everyone the means to live decently and to the fuII but aIs
.
?
Ii ate of civilization, a work of spiritual renewal."·
the VI
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sionists of the interwar period as with those of the t�rn a t e c
.
ethics and aesthetics were interconnected, and polmcs was an

pr

�
� � ;; �-

sion of ethical values.

The belief in the "primacy of the spiritual" was common to the f s

_

cists and to the nonconformists who never were, and ne er we e

> .. -to ,he writers of Combat as well as to t ose 0
prr .
come, fascls...,
>
The prospectus 0f Feb ua'Y 1932 announcing the first Issue
0f Espr,>t
.
.
.
.
. >
contams the Ideas for w Ieh "social," antibourgeOIs, antlcapltaIIStlC,

r

h'

>

and anti-individualist nationalism had always fought. Once
again one
.
finds the same revulsion toward a society that has lo�t Sight f a.ny goaI

a.

except Capitalist profit and sullied itself with a sordid materlahsm, to

.h
. . th t is.not enslaved to materialism.
There exists no form
of thought or activity
.
Everywhere man IS sub'J�c�cd systems and �msntUtlO.... ,hat neglen him: he.
dest. roys himself in submlttmg to them. . '. . O"' hostilit is as eat toward capl
tallsm,
as atlpresent preachcd and pranICed, as.towarYd Ma�ism and bolshevism. Capita ism, by means of p�verty.or proS� ' duces an increasing number of people to a state of servITude
mcompatl�I�.e ��th the dignity of man. It
toward the acquisition of
directs whole classes and .one's whole persona��
money: th�[ i� the only d��lr� �hat fi���h�����r oul. Marxism is a rebellious
son of capltahsm from w Ie . It reccl. . s in matter. Revolting against an
evil society, it has some JustICe
o� ItS sl�e, but nI until it triumphs. As for
bolshevism, alone among the manifestations
of t�e �odern world does it pOS_
sess. a bre.adth of doctrine and a h�rois� Ih�t are '''u:l to the occasion butnS,it
achieves ItS greatness Th ugh a simp'IficatIOn o' 'h human conside:atio
within a system and Ihrough means that deflY. e entirely from the tyranny f
matter.J
This disgu t for capital.sm 'S always he exP'ession of a contempt for
s
i
I
'ad-s... the humant souI. In ,hi. s catholic vision,
> ,>Ism that deg
a materia
o
Maa,>sm is seen to be in the tradition of liberal hereSies-a mere tcd"
sion of capitalism whose materialism it hentS.
> ,
ward a humanity without a transcendent aim, Wit out a hope.
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In the issue of Esprit of Ma
rch 193 3, one reads that the
re oUght to be
a rupture between the Christia
n order and the "establish
ed disorder":
the gospel should be taken
out of the hands of the hou
rgeois/ Yet, at the
same time as expressing a
wish to break the alliance
between Catholi
cism and conservative forc
es, Esprit was severe in its
criticism of Marx
ism.1 Liberal, bourgeois mat
erialism and Marxist, pro
letarian material
ism, it felt, were one and the
same. This classic conclus
ion, which Sorel
and the revolutionary syndica
lists of before 1914, the eth
ical revision
ists of Marxism like De Man
and Dear, and the social nat
ionalists of the
young Action Fran�aise and
of the Maulnier-Brasillach-D
rieu group
had all come to, likewise resu
lted from an attempt to mo
ralize politics.
It is not cenain whether Mo
unier, Esprit's editor, had
read Sorel, al
though, as Michel Winock
demonstrates, one can assu
me that he was
acquainted with Peguy and
Bergson. Concerning De
Man, however,
there is no doubt: Mounier
described L'/dee sOcialiste
as "the culminat
ing work of the postwar per
iod.'" Esprit's chosen ene
mies,lo like those
of Combat and all the reb
els and dissidents-all the
"princes of youth,"
to use Barres's favorite exp
ression-were always the
same: individu
alism, capitalism, liberali
sm, Marxist determinism,
democratic "disor
der," and bourgeois med
iocrity. For all these revolu
tionary currents of
thought, revolution had to
be separated from materi
alism.
This being the case, anythin
g became possible, and gre
at confusion
resulted: pre-19 14 fascism
, like that of the interwa
r period, was
youngest, most nonconfor
mist, and at the same time
most unforesee
able ideology of the twe
ntieth century. Because it
reje
cted capitalism as
well as Marxism, dem
ocracy as well as social dem
ocr
acy, and replaced
them with a national
socialism, because it atta
cke
d
all
the
weaknesses of
the existing polit
ical and social system, bec
ause it aimed at destroyin
g
bourgeois culture, fasc
ism had a strong fascina
tion for large segments of
a whole genera
tion, and particularly for
the young intellectuals
search
for a solution to the
crisis of liberalism.
Consequently, the antima
terialism inherent in fas
cism, fascism's ethi
cal and aesthe
tic preoccupation, and
its
des
ire
to
ref
orm the
transforming
by
the individual satisfied
a widespread aspiratio
helps to exp
n,
wh
ich
lain the fascist impreg
nation of the 1930s. In
consequence
?f what later seemed to
be a series of simple mis
understandings and an
Improbable
if not accidental misma
tching of ideas, in May
accepted
1935 Mounier
an invitation to attend
a congress at the Ins
titute of Fascist
Culture, and
, together with Andre
Ulmann, represented
talian capita
Esprit in the
l. The French delega
tion, consisting of about
I nte
6ft
een young
llectuals, included
Robert Aron of L'Ordr
e nouveau, Jean de

the

ing

world

�

Fa-
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Georges Raditi and Paul
bregues representative of the Jeune Draite, and
'
ress was organized on the
Marion of L'Homme nOlweau. The cong
purpose was to acquaint the
French side by Rodil! and Andreu, and its
ments with the social con
representatives of the French opposition move
cepts of the Italian fascist left.
the atmosphere of the
In his autobiography, Andreu perfectly evokes
wefe hY no means si�ple
L
period in describing its ambiguities. L Things
.
of which, Andreu wn.tcs,
in 1935 , and the journey [0 Rome-at the end
. The congress ended In a
"we wefe all caught up in a wave of sentiment
being, on Mounier's part,
sort of friendly enthusiasm" -was far from
sense." 12 But even more
ical
merely the result of "an obvious lack of polit
participated in the Rome
interesting than the fact that Mounier's group
ared in Esprit. In �une
symposium were the texts that subsequently appe
account o the symposlu"!,
1935 was published a long and sym�a�hetic
. .
foJlowlng Ugo SpIrito s
and in September the text of Mounter s speech
ars in the bibliography
report. The June article was unsigned, but it appe
.
the fourth volume of hIS
of Mounier's articles and reports at the end of
may assume that he was
Oeullres and is unmistakably in his style, so we

�

the author. U
youthfulness, ardor,
In his article, Mounier first paid tribute to the
fascist world" that pos·
and fighting spirit of the "active fraction of the
that undoubtedly had
sessed an "authentic anticapitalistic elan" and
sure, pointed out the
be
to
"deep rootS in the proletariat." 14 Mounier,
hey place the state,
differences between fascism and personalism-"T
U_but at the same ti�e
we, the person, at the apex of human values"
the totalitarian state In
expressed an understanding of the function of
e an halian mod�1 of �o
Italy. "Born essentially out of a need to creat
this statism WIth a sIg
ciery," he said, "this historical situation endowed
nificance that we cannot overlook." "
nier's address to the
The friendly tone of this text recurred in Mou
"family" atmosph�re p�e
symposium." In these pages, one senses that a
s of the sympOSIUm I�
vailed, and Mounier insisted that the discussion
list, antiliberal, and anu
volved people engaged in the same anticapita
ld be pointed out, was �ot
bourgeois struggle. Mounier's address, it shou
ished in September: M?unt
improvised. Delivered in May, it was publ
. elf and the fascl t Ie
hIms
�
considered this exchange of views between
ths later. In hIS ad
mon
four
ion
icat
publ
t
meri
to
t
rtan
sufficiently impo
all
mon ground between
dress Mounier first sought to define the com
e
ely put his finger on th
the �embers of the symposium, and immediat
e
s. Next he tried to de6�
salient point: the rejection of bourgeois value
.
said
While fascism, he
the difference between fascism and personalism .

�
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asserted the primacy of the state, personalism sought "to build a plu
ralistic state." I'
Yet, at the same time, because he regarded liberalism, bourgeois so
ciety, and the democratic system as negations of personal commitment,
Mounier was willing, at the Rome symposium, both to condemn "the
democratic totalitarianism of the unilateral protection of individuals by
the majority" and to join the fascists in their rejection of "false liber
tics." ,9 In this connection, he went as far as reproaching the Italian fas
cists for theif intellectual links with the old Jacobin tradition:
Some of your formulas seem to me to renew, certainly, but also to return to our
old myth of the democratic general will such as we find in Rousseau. I am struck
by the fact that fascism sometimes goes in for the mystique of the leader, and

sometimes, also, for a SOrt of culmination of democracy in a unanimity of assent.

We however, since t789, have revised our conception of tyranny. We no longer
?
.
heheve that the majority
is the tutelary divinity that our fathers worshiped. We
know that the majority is more commonly an oppressor today than tyrants are.

We sec, finally, that the formation, through individualist corruption, of those
large and amorphous masses that overturn old political ordinances is the fa
vored terrain of the anonymous dictatorships on the one hand and the personal
dictatorships on the other.""

Thus Mounier, speaking to the Italian Fascist party, placed "the
anonymous dictatorships"-the democracies-and the "personal dic
tatorships"-the fascist regimes-in the same category. He concluded:
There is no need for us to continue arguing about formulas: democrats, anti
dc�ocratst liberals, antiliberals-the greatest confusion always goes on under
t�elr cover. A French radical socialist who dreams of imposing his conception of
liberty through the exercise of power is a "fascist" and even a theocrat: "abso
lute:' majori�ies succeed absolute governments, it all amounts to the same thing.

A dIctatorship that places the same confidence in the subjective infallibility of a
�an or a party that democracy places in the subje<:tive infallibility of the major
Ity has the same claim to be liberal in that it hypostatizes the relative.I,

Such were Mounier's preoccupations in 1935, and they were always
parr of his thought. He was fascinated by the great revolutionary move·
.
m,nts In Germany and Italy.
A year earlier, for example, between Janu�ry and May 1934, Esprit had published a long essay. spread over four
ISSU , by Otto Strasser called "L'Allemagne est-elle
un danger ou un
�
esPOtr pour l'Europe?" (Is Germany a Danger or
a Hope for Europe?).ll
. .
.
Strasser was conSI'dered a representativ
·
e .af. nattonal-socl
altst nonconformlsm,
·
·
lUSt
as Espnt
· regarded Ugo SPlCltO and the Italian fascist
Ieft as the
rebels of Mussolini's movement.
In July 1936, Mounier parricipated in a dialogue at the Belgian sea-
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side resort of Zoutc with representatives of the Hitler Youth, a meeting
organized by Edouard Didier. John Hellman has shown that the Didier
circle in Brussels was frequented by Otto Aben, the Nazi party propa
ganda specialist who would later advise Rihbcntrop o� French 3.ffairs.lJ
Didier published the journal Jemie Europe, for which Mounler had
written an article condemning the League of NationsH before going to
ZoutC to take part in this "International Youth Meeting," on which Ray
mond de Becker, a Catholic activist with increasingly pro-Nazi sym
pathies, reported in L'Avant-Garde, a daily close [0 Esprj�. At t�e me�t
ing, we read in this account, Maunier engaged in a long diSCUSSIon Wlt�
the German representatives-a discussion that fully reflected the ambl·
guities of Esprit. One receives the impression that b�tween these �o
movements-the personalist and the Nazi-diSCUSSion was poSSible
and had some significance.1J While the twO movements proposed differ
ent solU[ions, they appeared to have similar preoccupations. During the
same period, Mounier published a summary of his philosophical ideas
under the title "Was ist der Personalismus?" (What Is Personalism?) in
Otto Ahecz's journal, and he supported the initiatives of de Becker, who
rapidly moved toward a more and more open espousal of national so
cialism. Indeed, Mounier seems never to have given up his deep attach
ment to de Becker.16 It should he pointed out, however, that Mounier
tended to allow the local groups of Esprit free expression: the Brussels
group was somewhat right-wing, whereas the Spanish group under
J. M. Semprun y Gurrea was the most liberal and fought vigorously on
the anti-Franco side.
But Esprit in the thirties was more than a laboratory of ideas-it had
a purpose: to discover a third way between the left and the right, op
posed to both the left and the right, opposed to Marxism, whether com
munist or social-democratic, and opposed to democracy, whether liberal
or conservative. That is why Mounier never identified himself entirely
with the Popular Front or fully supported Blum's experiment, just as he
never wholeheartedly supported the Spanish Republic. To he sure, h.e
preferred the Popular Front to its opp�nents and the Spanish Re��bh�
cans to the insurgents. Undoubtedly, hiS refusal to adopt the pOSitIOnn
that prevailed among the majority of Catholics with regard to the �p�m6ish Civil War and the Popular Front was in itself an act of great slg
.
cance. Esprit thus played an important role in the liberaI·Izanon 01
French Catholicism, but in the period of the Popular Front this role was
far from unambiguous.
.
A careful examination of the two numbers of Esprit published 1ft
.
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April and May 1936 (a critical period for the Popular Front)
s no
dear or definite support of the left-wing coalition. All Mounreveal
ier's writ
ings in Esprit, including a long editorial of April 1936 signed
prit"-"Adresse des vivants a quelques survivants" (Address of the "Es
ing to a Few Survivors)-betray the same attitude to hmh the right liv
the left.17 Mounier deeply deplored the preponderance of Marxismand
in
the left-wing coalition. He stated his position quite unequivocally: he
saw th� "materialist" evil as always constituting the main enemy, and
everyt�JOg else was subordinate to the struggle against it.ll That is why
Moumer never really took a stand in favor of the Popular Front.19 He
and his close companions, who set the tone of Esprit,)/) refused to asso
ciate themselves with a political experiment within the framework
system that was based on "materialism" and that had issued fromofthea
French Revolution, for Mounier opposed not only the practices of the
regime and its functional weaknesses but also its philosophical found
a
tions and its essential structures. In his view, it was the very essence of
liberal democracy and of democratic socialism that rendered the regime
�undamentally corrupt. In an article of March 1938, Mounier passed
Judgment on the French Revolution, which, according to him, "cons
e
crated the tri�mph of juridical individualism."}! Mounier did not deny
that the French revolutionaries had "some splendid achievements" to
their credit, but he thought that these were "more connected with the
�ecessities of history than with the conceptions of the period." He saw
the Revolution "the permanence of a Christian sentim
l but, fi
nall�, he said, "its weak Spot, which today is causing theent,"J
collap
se of a
particular form of democracy," was individualism.)J This indictment
th� "left-wing mythos" ended with an invocation of Dostoyevsk of
y and
Nletzsc�e, "two references that are all-important to us," and with
declaration that "this 'static' country that has had three revolutions inthe
a
century is preparing a founh."l-4
In October 1937, Mounier expressed feeling that he was living
in
the death throes of a world, and drew thethe
follo
wing
conc
lusio
n
.
of
para
mou�t Importance for an understandlOg of hiS thoug
ht,
writi
ngs
and
.
. "We have already made
aCtl ltles:
a mark in the history of ideas a�d in
t�e �mterplay of forces through
a dissociation from spiritual ("pe
clally Chnstl3
· . n) and the established disorder, but wethe
have not yet made
a :ark, a �e hould do, through an equa
lly
�
great
�
dissociation of the
la , �f CIVIli
. zation, of the reality of the peop
le
from
.
the
lamentable left
WI�ldeologies. . . . I call upon all our friends to undertak
task."u
e problem, clearly, was not a simple one,J' and even ea this
historian as
10

.

.
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des ciercs well understood the meaning of
if not
he showed himself well disposed
because he understood it so well
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a
sm, wrote Benda, "is less
sympathetic toward it. Deieu's fasci
g a Nietzschean will always to sur
statement than a moral attack, bein
ation, everything static, all peaceful
pass oneself in contempt of all stagn
seems to him symbolic." n The fact is
enjoyments, of which democracy
n
men who did not admire the Italia
that fascism had a fascination for
y
pt to transcend bourgeois mediocrit
regime but for whom any attem
thy.
ly praisewor
and democratic flaccidity was high
well understood Drieu, who was
so
list
mora
Thus, if Benda the
he
be otherwise with Mounier when
equally a moralist, why should it
s of corporatism? Was not corpo
went to Italy to study the advantage
oach, able to resolve old contradic
ratism a new, unconventional appr
the class struggle, to vulgar Marxist
tions and provide an alternative to
the
alism, to inhuman capitalism? In
materialism, to uncontrolled liber
d the principles of a personalist and
spring of 1934, when he expounde
ltaneously against individual and
communal revolution directed simu
ys open to new insights, published
collective tyrannies,l' Mounier, alwa
True Face of La Tour du
icles by Andreu, of which one, "The
:l few art

solutions transcending both Marx
Pin," represented the search for new
be
egnation was so deep precisely
ism and liberalism. The fascist impr
ide
g
livin
a
ionsosing original solut
cause it was a new ideology, prop
ern
ury, proclaiming an ethical conc
cent
tieth
ology, product of the twen
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rialism nor liberal democracy
to which neither historical mate
ty for morality.
customed a younger generation thirs
regard
ical backgrounds came to
That is why men of different polit
the
all
cend
ideology eager to trans
with a certain benevolence this
it
re
whe
iJIach said, "took its benefits
others-this ideology that, as Bras
1925
In
n wished to do the same.
found them."-40 A whole generatio
ceau�·'
Fais
is's
Valo
rges
cted by Geo
young Hubert Beuve-Mery was attra
entirely In
des France declared himself
and four years later young Men
kno
of the man who had just become
agreement with the basic ideas
mJ
look
r,
1 Even today, Maurice Duverge
as the leader of French fascism!
at
that
g man he was in 1938 , said
at Doriot with the eyes of the youn
Y
part •
ed a man of the left and his
that time the head of the rPF seem
, "as a
the program of the PPF in 1936
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whole, seemed to be a moderate, up-to-date Keynesian interventionism.
Some might say Mendesist:"l

All these people, then, were animated by a strong desire to create

something new. This desire, shared by a whole generation, was a kind of
common denominator for the fascists and their fellow travelers, and
also for all those who simply could not resist the attraction of fascism
its ethics, its dynamism, its youthfulness. Fascism had a heroic, virile
aspect that attracted people who detested the police state in Italy and
the racial repression in Germany. In people like Mounier-who saw
France as "sick and exhausted," as a COuntry prey to "decomposition "

�

stricken with a paralysis of the will, with people who asked, "Is Fran

finished?.....-the message of Maulnier or Brasillach could not fail to
find an echo.

Esprit at the end of the thir
Combat. Mounier's diatribes

For the image of France that one finds in
ties hardly differs from that found in

against liberal democracy and bourgeois society closely resemble that
enormous literature of condemnation that began with BarreS and Sorel
and ended with Drieu, Maulnier, and BrasiHach. It was precisely be
cause the representatives of schools of thought at the opposite extreme
from fascism saw the weaknesses and sicknesses of France in the same
way as the fascists that the penetration of the fascist ideology in France
was so deep and so easy. Mounier's criticism of France resembled Maul
�ier's and BrasiHach's in all essential points. He made a similar attack on
political regime, its social structures, its intellectual and moral condi

I�S

tIon ; he had the same sense of decadence, of decrepitude, the same con
. .
ViCtion that an intellectual and moral, political and social revolution
was necessary for the salvation of the French soul. And this no doubt
helps to explain why, in the critical moments of 1940, French democ
ra

cr found many fewer zealous defenders than one might have expected.

ndeed, there was far too much common ground between the critics
of the "system" and the rebels of every stripe for the regime to have heen

able to reSist.
.
Noth·109 was more usual among the young than a rejec.
tiOn of the Third Republic, and intellectual prestige went to those who
sought out nonconformlst
· soIutlOns.
·
Among these [he fascists often
'
represented only the most advanced, most extreme elements but they
'
·
nevertheless
·
expressed a way 0f thmkmg that was widespread. To be
-, .at everyone wh0 wants to create something new is a fascist but
'
no one has ever h d
a a stronger taste for renewal than a fascist in the
IDak'I . No one has ever considered himself the bearer of a future more
��
proI lsmg
n
, more different from the present order, more radically op-
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posed to that which exists: "We are against everyone," said Drieu in July
1934. "We fight against everyone. That is what fascism is."·J
Because, in the final analysis, it thought only in political terms, that
"realistic generation"06 began its revolt in opposing both the right and
the left. From Valois, who said that fascism, being the only movement
to reconcile authority and freedom, "is neither of the right nor of the
left,'• •7 [0 Drieu, Jouvenel, and Mauinier, to Bergery and Deat, the neo�,
and the members of the PPF, fascism regarded its refusal to accept tradI
tional divisions as its greatest contribution to contemporary politics.
Drieu and the writers of La Lutte des jeunes rode up against "the old
right and the old left" in the name of all those who were "both anti·
capitalist and antiparliamemarian"·' and, like Bergery, regarded the
very idea of right and left as a gigantic deception."
"In saying neither right," wrote Andreu in a characteristic passage,
"we reject the open alliance between the right·wing parties and capi·
tal ism to safeguard the spiritual values of which the right·wingers are
the false custodians. In saying nor left, we reject the covert alliance of
the left-wing parties with capitalism and the false values (democracy, in
dividualism) that they defend."JO
After the events of 6 February, Drieu commented on what had taken
place in the place de la Concorde. On that day, he said, "social elements
had marched that belong neither to the right nor to the left, and con·
founded these twO equal and impotent old formations with the same
distrust and the same reproval."" A few months later he said, "The only
merit of fascism is to tear off these masks, all these masks. One no
longer speaks of left and right in fascist territory. There is only capi
talism against socialism, locked in a fight to the death."H
The same idea was expressed by Deat. For him, toO, the only true
political reality was the opposition of the revolutio�ari.es and the con,:
servatives. '" must confess that all this is of little sLgmficance
to me,
wrote the secretary-general of the PSF. "Henceforth, there are on one
side political conservatives who are as much to be found on the le� as
on the right, and as much on the extreme left as on the extreme r�ght.
And then there is an enormous, still-confused mass that will order Itself
through our efforts and that is tired of the established order, dee�ly
wants it to change, and is capable of changing everything .through Its
whoare
·
pressure. There are the fossils and there are the revo1utlonaTles,
also the builders."u
, in
Being neither of the right nor of the left meant for some that "we ,0
(and sometimes overtake) the left by our programs and the right by out
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methods,"U while for others it meant that "these men these doctrin ....
these parties, whether of the right or the left . . . , are all equally odious."u Thierry Maulnier proclaimed his rejection of the established
scheme of things in a passage that reads like a classic expression of the
revolt of these young people in search of a third way between the left and
the right, between capitalism and socialism:
.

" .

We believe neither in capitalism which creates the class snuggle, nor in socialism
which exploits it; neither in presidents of boards of directors who enrich them
selves from the people's labor, nor in politicians who make a career Out of its
resentment; neither in those who pay commissions, nor in those who receive
them; neither in conservative blindness, nor in demagogic impudence; neither in
egoism, nor in humanitarianism; neither in cowardice, nor in arrivism; neither
in the left, nor in the right.
We do not say that the words right and left no longer have a meaning. We say
that they still have one, and that it should be taken away from them, for they
signify routine and utopia, death through paralysis and death by decomposi
tion, Money and Figures: antagonistic tyrannies, possibly, but equally detest

able, and liable to come together at the expense of the mystified onlooker. For

we know ftom experience-and it is as well to remember it now that the right
and the left seem quile dose to coming together around the Jacobin flag for an
other "union sacrtc" with a thousand dead

a day-we know that a war for Prin

ciples can also be good for Business, and the interests of armaments manufac
turers can easily be reconciled with the liberation of oppressed peoples.u

Everything is already present in this passage-the rejection not only
of liberalism and socialism but also of ideological struggle, of war against
dinatorial regimes. A war on behalf of certain values, in a bourgeois
system, can only, it is claimed, be a war of the bourgeois, a war of
Money for the sake of Money.
In the struggle between "the forces of routine and the forces of re
newal"J7 the rebels called for an alliance "of the dissidems,"u dissi
dence alone having the power to stand against both left and right. True
dissidence, however, can abandon a position without ceasing to mani
fest the same hostility toward the opposite position. Maurice Blanchot,
w�� was to become in postwar France a famous writer and literary
�rltLc, provided a perfect definition of the fascist spirit in claiming that it
IS a synthesis between a left that forsakes its original beliefs not to draw
closer to capitalist beliefs but to define the true conditions of the struggle
against capitalism and a right that neglects the traditional forms of na
ti,onalism not to draw closer to internationalism but to combat inter
�atio alis in all its forms.n One finds innumerable variations of this
Idea among the nt�OS, the members of the PPF, and the D eu Jou venel
n

m
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s �nd balances; it
group. "This is not a politics of equilibrium, of weight
,
both Sides to give up
is a politicS of fusion," wrote Drieu, who asked
that rhey were of
their old obsessions and anxieties and acknowledge
ready to break
was
he
the same opinion. La Rocque had to show that
to show that he was
with "the old civilization of profit," and Doriot had
""'-a sentiment
not ashamed to "discover that Saint-Denis is in France
Youth, when
unist
Comm
of
leader
echoed by Doriot himself, the former
s to attach
politic
he said that he had lived through too much French
and the left.'l
much importance to the difference between the tight
perfectly repre
was
which
tuals,
intellec
For this generation of fascist
right and left
both
against
be
seored by Drieu, Maulnier, and Deat, to
and left go
right
meant first of all to recognize that "the worlds of the
spann�ng all classes,
together and cannot be separated. Both of them . . .
.
capitalist democ
they form part of the politico-economic system of
the people of
racy."'! The Action Fran�aise and the Communist party,
equally attached
the right and the people of the left were all held to be
to the freedom
to the system-to the democratic parliamentary regime,
democracy,
ing
defend
in
that,
meant
ich
of the press and of opinion-wh
ier, a
Mauln
said
uently,
they were also defending capitalism.'l Conseq
t the
agains
e
new world could be constructed only by waging a struggl

racy.6<
true enemy-the political and economic forces of democ
Proudhon in
Cercle
the
by
d
forwar
put
These ideas had already been
ideology of
the
ie
underl
to
the period just before 1914, and they were
young fas
the
by
collaboration with the Nazis. The problem described
the beginning of the
cists of the interwar period had already existed at
was ��e equiva
century. For Maulnier and Jouvenel, the Popular Front
.
zed 10 the
mobili
been
had
riat
lent of Dreyfusism. Once again the proleta
had been able to mo
service of democracy; once again the bourgeoisie
shed order.'"' The
bilize its distress and anger in the service of the establi
it no longer regarded
left, said Jouvenel, had reached the point where
ry democracy, the
social justice as an end in itself: to defend parliamenta
paralyzed them in the
leaders of the CGT accepted "a coalition that
S
its abuses." " Socialis�'
struggle against capitalism and even against
er,
lm
Mau
.
·d·109,"" .."nd
"concern to defend republ·Icamsm" was " overn
. .
ce with democracy ·
allian
lism's
on Sorel's authority, stated that "socia
ss
be the end of any greatne
wounded it in its depths, because it felt it to
convergence of t�e M�:;
it had hoped for."" Maulnier exemplified the
.
French to dl�s�:ate
rassian school of thought that had taugh.t the
. conservatism �nd the
idea of nationalism from that of bourgeOIs SOCial
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separate "the Idea
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s�cial revo�ution from the idea of democratic progress."u Finally, he
tried to revive the spirit of the former "theoreticians of proletarian
vio

lence" to draw out in the proletariat "whatever Marxism and its demo
cratic corruptions have left in the people of that violence."10
Maulnier had no doubts: if one wants to create a new system
"that
will put an end to the mad dictatorship of money and restore to the
workers, who have been deprived of it, an organic place in the nation," 7l
"one must appeal to the proletariat"; one must call on "disciplined and
powerful elites."7l Barres and Sorel would not have changed a word
of

these statements. For them, too, "the true violence in ideas, the real
power of rupture is where the struggle against the present society is con
stantly going on, without sparing its political forms."7l

. True �ascists hated politics and abhorred the conservative right,
the
hberal fight-the "regimist" right, one might say-no less than the
moderate left. Valois at the end of the twenties and Deat a few years
later

denounced the "old parties" and all those who belonged to the "cartel
of the established order,"" while Drieu heaped scorn on both Blum and

�aurras, who were perfectly satisfied "in their passive opposit
ion
their journa.listic chairs." '! Drieu accused Maurrassism of havin�
"subtle but deep connections with the present republican system
.. "
and his young friend Andreu reminded Maurras that in 1908
he had
defended the people, the "laboring mass" on which the
Republic had
o�encd fire, just as it had in his day in the place de la Concor
de." For
thiS �aurrassian right, this right of the Croix de
Feu, this right of Louis
Marln-"that spluttering fellow, encumbered and bedecke
d with tear
ful idiocy and sported fabrics"7'-Brassilach,
Drieu, and Maulnier felt
only disgust. Faced with these "old cuckold
s of the right, these eternal
.
dec�lved husbands of politics," Brasillach stated
that " the enemies of all
�atlonal restoration are not only on the left
but first and foremost on the
nght."7"9
m

The generation of Drieu and Maulnier,
like that of Batres and Sorel,
.
roclal
med loudly that "the nation is not made out of
�
a union of money
ags and checkbooks,"so or, in
Drieu's words, that "a vague nationalism
.
I� a form of
capitalist defense."" They claimed that capita
lism uses na.
tionali.sm
as a mystique, even though nationalism is extern
al to capit�I·Ism,
independent of all social and political forms
.1!
In
hands of
the
t e French
..
right at the end of the thirties, however, nation
alism deviated
toward the fetid
marshes of the old right," wrOte a contr
ibutor to
COtnbat
.
"It fits very weII mto
.
the framework of Marxist definition,·. ,·t
.1
. I
5 a capita
·
Ism
with a Boulangist superstructure." IJ The editor of the
re-
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e the future
visualiz
to
Trying
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"move
could
of fascism in his country, Maulnier concluded that France
of the left.""
either toward a fascism of the right or toward a fascism
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Jouvenel used the term fascist socialism,'l and one
Jouvenel had no
examined "the socialist possibilities of fascism."u
contains something else
doubts about the nature of fascism: "Socialism
.
.
progress With'm man
than material requirements-a hope, a deSire for
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himself. This 'something else' passed into the anti-M

known as 'fascist.'" OJ<
of fascism. "FaS#
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ere he s�;ke
elsewh
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cism is always a party of the 'left,'" he wrote,'l
costume,"'? and �
of "bolshevik fascism," % "socialism in fascist
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.
to be a fasclst 'IS one,"
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e.
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a
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est in the capitalist universe," he declared,LOO while Andreu warned
against "the governmental fascism, without youth and without liberty,"

into which the nc.�os were slipping.'o,

Never, it seems, were political concepts in France subject to more am

biguity, and precisely this ambiguity explains the depth of the fascist im

pregnation. It was because Valois could claim that "there is a fascism of
the plutocracy and popular fascism" 10: and because Drieu could say

that he wanted to abandon the "word fascism" if that "meant reac

tion" 10J that the young Duverger felt in 1937 that to join the PPF would
be to "swing to the left." '0< He knew that Jouvenel's circle refused "con

servative bourgeois" the right to call themselves fascists-none of their
groups "deserved that accusation."'Ol In

Combat, among the friends of

BrasiJ1ach and Jouvenel, the hatred for the moderates could be stronger
than that for the Popular Front. "The famous 'gust of wind of May

1936'-we have not always felt hostile toward it," wrote Brasillach . 'o.; In
May 1938, when the left commemorated the Commune in Pere Lachaise
cemetery, the editors of Je suis partout published a list of those who had

"died for the national revolution," and went to the Wall of the Federates
with a wreath "for the first victims of the regime." '0'

One of the most revealing expressions of the "fascicization" of the

nonconformist elements of the right and left was Gaston Bergery's front

ism. Bergery was one of the great hopes of the generation of 1930. A

brilliant soldier in the Great War, Edouard Herriot's chief of staff in
1924, deputy for Mantes in 1928, he was situated at the extreme left of

the Radical party. Rebellious intellectuals delighted in him as a new type
�f politician. Slim and athletic, despising city clothes and the bourgeois
tie, for which he substituted a simple strap of leather, he was regarded as
a "star.""'"
, I� 1933 Bergery founded Front commun to bring together radical

diSSidents, socialists, and communists on an individual basis.'0!1 Jouvenel
remembers being present at a meeting in March 1933
at which Bergery
expounded his program and to which Deat brought
a socialist greeting
and Doriot a communist greeting." O Previously
, Bergery, who had never
been asked to participate in any of the
radical governments that suc
ceeded the legislative elections
of 1932, had been defeated at the Radical
party's Toulouse congress and
forced to resign. II , After 6 Februarv
·n
B"gery appearedR.
and not only in the eyes of Jouvenel, who had been a
.
ad
. lcal party member-to be the "natural leader of a left of direct ac
tion. . . . Let us
hope," wrOte Jouvenel, "that he is able to summon to
.
revolutlonary
action not only the youth of the left but all the youth." III
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tion of the Popular Front, Bergery's
To avoid confusion after the crea
al. In November 1937 La Fleche
Front commun was renamed Front soci
Deat, and in February 1939 it
began to receive contributions from
ini. In the meantime, frontism had
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toward the national revolution.
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1
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real meaning of his words, that
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'
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the party."
the inner logic of a process that
The evolution of frontism illustrates
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explains why the idea of a "fascism
II'
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day demonstrated their incapacity to change the world. Fascism satis

fied bOth a longing for revolution and a desire to preserve the past,
.
.
the natIonal hIstory,
and the cultural paraphernalia of society. Fascism

wanted to do away with democracy, liberalism, and Marxism; it wanted

?,

to end th� immobili and materialism of bourgeois society, yet without
endangerlOg the natIonal collectivity. One of the most striking and in
. examples of this approach, and one of the least known, was the
structIve
journal

Combat, created and directed by Jean de Fabrt!gues and Thierry

�

Combat constituted a laboratory of ideas of

Maulnier.

At he end of the thirties,

great mfluence, for though the review could lay claim to only a thou

sand subscribers in November 1936, ideas developed in small reviews of
limited circulation soon found their way into the national press and be

came common currency.

�

Combat developed a subtler political ideology

t an that of the self-declared fascists, but it is hard to see any real basic

dIfference between them. Certainly, in its expression the ideology of

Combat was less blatant, less vulgar perhaps than that of Je suis par
tout, but one finds in Combat the same vehemence, the same intensity,

and, above all, the same intellectual content. The invectives also have a

similar intention, but the campaigns of defamation and cries for murder

of the Brasillach group are generally toned down and appear in a more

refined fashion. To the young who were, in Brasillach's words, "caught
between social conservatism and the Marxist rabble" III

Combat offered

a relatively attractive alternative. The review combined "the antidemo

�ratic and the anticonservative spirit,"U6 and, thanks to the place that
.
Its contnbutors held in the world of letters, it exerted an influence that
went far beyond the restricted circle of its readers .

Maulnier's journal attacked democracy and materialism while taking

up the defense of the spirit. This was one of the main ideas put forward

by the rebels, and formed the basis of their common campaign against
democracy: they all presented democracy as the natural enemy of spiri

tual values. On this point the fascists, quasi-fascists, and other "non
conformists" were all in complete agreement because they all had the
S�me goal-to save the spirit and to regenerate the body of modern so
C�mbat therefore d�fended Italian fascism, and when it expressed
ervatlons about the Hitler regime, it was only to deplore the antitranscendental asp.cI 0f naZIsm.
'
11' The hatred 0f the existing regime in
.
.
Prancc Sometimes
bred a sympathy for us
enemies. Thus, one watched
.
.lth Interest,
sometimes with indulgence, always with strong feelings
.
t e flse
of that antimaterialism par excellence that was fascism. In Jul

��:ry.

�

;
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with Maulnier, summed
1939,Jean de Fabregues, who founded Combat
t "materialistic socialism,"
up the aims of the review: it was to figh
lop a "discipline of our
defend "interior, personal values," and deve
rent from those of
seives."1U These aims, obviously, were nO[ very diffe
Esprit.
merely to practice
Maulnier had high ambitions. He was not content
nst bourgeois or pro
literary criticism, or to defend "true" culterureofagai
a little group of intellec
letarian barbariry, or to become the lead ons for
the regeneration of the
tuals: Maulnier sought to lay the foundati
s after the Revolution.
ailing body that France had become 150 year
role of Batres for his
Clearly, Maulnier was attempting to play the
dans f'homme, was obvi
own generation. His first book, La Crise est es:
it has his impertinent
ously written in imitation of the young Barr
mannerisms, his
tone, his way of looking down on his elders, his affected
nationalism.
e to the laws." One
Like Barres, Maulnier preached "disobediencroy
them: there is no
dest
must "despise the laws, violate the laws and
a century ear
half
Nearly
other method of action and no other way." U9 man
o of revolt. In his
lier, the young Barres had published his own was ifest
wn to destroy all
book L'Ennemi des lois, he declared that heviolence"dra
because he did
only
that exists," and he advised against acts of is" one could destroy "the
not believe that by "dynamiting a bourgeoand "good lecrures, clearly
social order that brought him into being," e effective form of propa
written booklets . . . would appear to be a mor t for revolt disseminated
ganda."uo He believed that it was the "instinc l and necessary revolu
etua
around the world" that "created the perpnne
mi des lois was a twenty
L'E
in
es
Barr
tion."1J1 The mouthpiece for
tious article caJling legal�ty
eight-year-old agrege, the author of a sedi
re Malthe, could eaSily
into question. This character in the novel, And
likewise preached revolu
have been called Thierry Maulnier, who the
of regime,"UJ or Odeu La
tion, "illegal violence," and "subversionesta
blished order, which he as
Rochelle, who also rebelled against the that
revolutions are purpose
sociated with reaction: "Reaction thinks ssary."
m
less. We joyously believe that they are nece
ent rejection of what Barres,
This revolt was accompanied by a violade
of the nineteenth century
had called machinism.1H From the last decbat ofte
n seemed like a scar�elY
in his newspaper, La Cocarde (and Com
uty's daily), he railed agalOst
modernized version of the Boulangist dep
erd
es was categorical: madrela
the crimes of industrial civilization. Barr
slave of the man was the victim of a situation that made him "the
.
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tio�s bern:een labor and capital." He denounced a "harsh society," a sit
uation of Incessant s[(uggle.lll The future theoretician of La Terre and
Le� Morts held �esponsible for the sickness of his period not the iniq
.
uities
of the SOCial order but industrial society itself, and it was on
behalf of the individual that he attacked industrial society: "The educa
tional machinery no less than the industrial machinery arrests the har
monious development of the individual, the expansion of his powers of
his propensities."I:h> He claimed that the "industrial machine" oblit
erates the individual's identity and originality; it dehumanizes man, and
therefore industrial society and the bourgeois liberal state by their very
nature produce revolts.
The fascists took up this idea with little alteration. Drieu claimed
that �ne of the �ain virtues of fas.cism was its "defense of man against
the City and against the machine,"u7 while Maulnier believed that "at
the height of the machine civilization we shall find ourselves more op
pressed by matter, by our needs, than primitive men. . . . That indeed
is the new barbarism."u, Like Barres, Maulnier attacked all the conse�
quences of the industrial revolution, which promoted a single school
�ystem, a technical and vocational education, and an "every day more
.
intimate
�ssoc�ati�n of capital and science, of the plutocrat and the engi
. to a SOrt of economic determinism" perfectly
neer, which Will give rise
expressed by democracy.!)' Materialism had taken on the sinister forms
?f a barbarous "Americanism" or of a Marxism "that had betrayed itself
In the Russian construction."'OO "The Marxist society coming to birth
�nd the Fordist society in decline have been revealed to us in their insane
��humanity, sacrificing souls to machines." 101 Thus, one was faced with
the extraordinary spectacle of a society taking complete possession of
man," a society where "man subjected to economics not only had to . . .
produce; he also had the duty to consume." '<1 "American civilization'"
the "Amencan
· Splflt,
. . " tended toward "universal enslavement " but in
.
. no way d'ff
"
thiS, Arnencan
' society
. In
' society:
I ered from Soviet
"All this
well deserves the name of collectivism, the barbarous name for a barba"
rous thOIng." 10. C011ectlvlsm
can assume different forms: the Rousseauque
for
or
the
Marxist
form, which is only "the transposition of
�
�
Ousseau IntO economics," for "democracy devours man body and soul
' to us
and sacnnces h1m
',
, poI
ItlCal
sovereignty, while Marxism devours
h'1m and sacrifices him to its economic sovereignty." The S'..me IS' true
With r gard to democracy, capitalism,
. . and socialism: "Democracy is a
�
I
'o lcctlve Caesarismj
is a collective capitalism." However,
. socialism
'he prodUctlve,
' rationalized
societies of Ford and Stalin go even further
HJ

'
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in the spiritual destruction of the individual: rhey constitute "an irre
mediable enslavement to the most brutal forces of matter." 147 Thus, it is
all one: with "Hoover on the onc side, Stalin on the other side,"'" de
mocracy, liberalism, capitalism, socialism, and Marxism are only differ
ent aspects of one and the same evil-materialism.
The victory of materialism brings about a "spiritual crisis," a "crisis
of values," an "almost unprecedented spiritual bankruptcy," l<� and to

confront the "peril that threatens the spirir" no there is no alternative
but to "defend the unquestionable primacy of the spirit." LlI Maulnier,

throughout the thirties, fought materialism with unOagging vigor. His
new political work,

Mythes socialistes, published in

1936, was a long

indictment not only of Marxism but also of "individualistic disorder"

(note the similarity to Mounier's terminology), "individualistic" and
"bourgeois" idealism, and "socialist materialism."1.12 Maulnier was
quite clear: "Idealism is the true father of materialism." '$1 All these ele
ments are interchangeable-one of the key chapters of

Mythes socia

lisles is called "Materialistic Idealism" H4_and all are symptomatic of
the "decline of spiritual values." us Maulnier claimed that, for the mate

rialist, "the spirit ceases to be . . . a means of gaining knowledge of the

world. . . . All true materialism reaches the conclusion that it is impos
sible for man to pass beyond the limits of the utilitarian, and that the
spirit is philosophically powerless with regard to reality."u6 That is why
Maulnier, the intellectual leader of the Jeune Droite, welcomed the
revisionism of Henri De Man so enthusiastically, seeing it as a "self
examination of the socialist conscience." 157 Maulnier appreciated De

voluntarism," his criticism of "revolutionary
"mechanism," and determinism.1SI He understood very well

Man's "revolutionary
quietism,"

the ideas that De Man had expressed at Pontigny-his desire to over
take fascism in order to fight it with its own weapons.In He was aware

of the significance of this process: the right, to triumph over socialism,
had borrowed its terminology and many of its ideas, and there existed,
said Maulnier, a "socialistic fascism" that was "the only still-living form
of socialism . " '60 Maulnier, however, criticized De Man's timidity, his ad

vocacy of that compromise "between the old bourgeois liberalism and
socialism . . . that is a directed economy," for "what has to be recreated
is the very idea of economy." Liberalism and Marxism "can be opposed
only by some method of subordinating the economy." ,61

This hostility toward materialism in all its forms finally brought
Maulnier to look favorably on the fascist experience in Italy and the
Nazi experience in Germany. For both, Mauinier used the term neo-
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nationalism, and he attempted to provide this neonationalism with the
element that, in his opinion, the movement lacked: a solid conceptual
framework.'6� Long before the end of the decade, Maulnier displayed an
interest in and a sympathy for this dynamic new movement. As early as

1933, he wrote an introduction to Arthur Moeller van den Bruck's cele

brated work The Third Reich. These pages are a document of great im
portance, and reveal a very characteristic attitude. Dedicated to the

memory of "that young, enthusiastic and somber writer [who], believ
ing that the policy of Stresemann, the policy of mildness, the policy of
Locarno, humiliated and dishonored Germany, committed suicide,"'u
this panegyric was the manifesto of a new morality. Maulnier wished to
"draw a lesson of energy and pride" '6< from this act of "heroism," this

"superhuman" gesture. He proposed it as an example to French youth,
saying that "one has to recognize that from

1918 to 1933 the German

nationalist youth taught us very great lessons."

'6.1"

After the Great War,

he added, there were in Germany "generations virile enough not to
shrink from murder or death." 166
Moeller van den Bruck, whose gesture "resembled the battles, the
conspiracies, the assassinations in which the 'Outlaws,' Ernst von
Salomon's fighting companions, sought to give form to their despair and
vengeance," 167 thus became, in the eyes of theJeune Droite, a "teacher of
energy," to use Barres's celebrated expression. Nearly half a century
earlier, some other young people, the seven young Lorrains of Les
Diracines, had also learned a "lesson of energy," 161 but the psycholog
ical distance that separates Napoleon's tomb from Moeller van den
Bruck's was equaled by the extent of the changes that had taken place in
the interim. The national pride of Baeres and Deroulede had given way
to the inferiority complex of Maulnier, Brasillach, Drieu, Jouvenel, and
Deat.
Maulnier envied young Germany the quality of Moeller van den
Bruck's work-the "quivering tension that inspires even the argument, a
proud and harsh passion, this desire for grandeur, this sense of the
tragic" that enabled the author of The Third Reich to evoke "the slightly
primitive violence and rude nobility . . . of these companions-in-arms of
Ernst von Salomon who stripped naked to fight in the light of dawn." 16'
This young German became a symbol for Maulnier, because "he was
one of the first of those serving heroes, perfectly forgetful of themselves,
completely devoted to the grandeur and the mission of the race, which
the new German morality wishes to create with the men of tomor
row." 170 Maulnier was perfectly aware of the significance of The Third

l
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Reich in the context of postwar Germany. He presented it [0 the French

public precisely because he considered it "one of the essential works of
national-socialist docuine," onc that belongs [0 the "domain of social
morality and the criticism of ideas," "halfway between the one [Rosen

berg] and the other [Hitler]. between philosophy and politics." 17. In
speaking of Moeller van den Bruck, Maulnier, in fact, presented his

own vision of nazism. "The racist doctrine," he claimed. found its "sci
entific foundations" in Alfred Rosenberg's works, while the "political
program and the tactical possibilities of the new party" were defined in

Hitler's Mein Kampf.11l Moeller van den Bruck's work was situated be
tween the two.

Maulnier considered one element of the book to be particularly
deserving of the reader's attention. Even more than by its analysis of
the contemporary history of Germany, "one is drawn by the call that
emerges from this book, a call of pride and distress, a caU of generations

deeply wounded and yet virile, ready to harden themselves against decay
not only through a fierce will to courage and violence but through the

choice of a difficult, exacting and perfectly disinterested task." m The
book thus expressed "a deep and tragic virility, a narural tendency to
heroism, a contempt for happiness, a search for sacrifice through the

natural volition of one's being and not through a passively endured dis·
cipline, an abstract imperative."174 These were the exemplary qualities
that Maulnier recommended to French youth.

Moeller, to be sure, had not been sparing of attacks against France,
but, said Maulnier, "why should a well-born German necessarily be a
friend of ours? . . . Here is a generous, violent, lucid, implacable enemy,
no doubt the very type of those heroes that national socialism wishes to

fashion against US." '75 French nationalists, thought Maulnier, do not
have to love Germany, nor do German nationalists have to love France.
National socialism is 3 form of German nationalism, and it is "specifi

cally anti-French." 176 And yet, he sa d, "even if we have to be separated
from the new Germany by a conflict against which no sense of fraternity
can prevail, I feel it is opportune to say quietly that we feel closer to
and more readily understood by-a German national socialist than to a

i

French pacifist." In This was so essentially because "the dispute between
Germany and us is not a quarrel about principles. If we question the

German principle that a superior form of humanity has the right to sub·
jugate an inferior form, why do we have colonies?"'71 Not only did
Maulnier accept the Nazi ideology, but he wished to use it as an ex
ample for the regeneration of France. He wanted to be rid of "the petit
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bourgeois politics that claims to assure us of the possession without risk

of that which it is the destiny of the people to acquire and maintain only
with continual risk." 179 All the fascists said something similar: Deat
urged his followers to "live dangerously," 110 Degrelle, the leader of Bel·
gian Rexism and hero of Brasillach and Jouvenel, defined fascism as a

Revolution of Souls, III and Brasillach himself deplored the "anarchist

spirit becoming bourgeois" of a France that was fast asleep.IJZ

If Maulnier was fascinated by nazism-and he, as easily as Brasil

lach, could have spoken of the "brusque grace" of Hitlerism lU_it was

not only because of the "Faustian and demonic side . . . of national·

socialist doctrines . . . born of the apotheosis of blood and of the vital
instinct" but also because of certain criticisms of Marxism and democ·
racy by Moeller van den Bruck that he found "singularly acute and per·

tinent." It" The Nazi criticism "of the primacy of economics" seemed to

him "perfectly justified," as did "the parallel criticism of the abuses of
capitalism and those of Marxism" and "the important place given to

willpower in history."'" Moeller van den Bruck's pertinent criticism of
Marxism, so much appreciated by Maulnier, was based not only on a

rejection of materialism 116 but also simply on the fact that Marx "was

Jewish, and so a stranger to Europe," and one can understand him "only
by assuming a Jewish point of view," and yet "he concerned himself . . .

with the affairs of the European peoples. It would seem that he wished

to gain the right of hospitality among them by showing them their
wretchedness and the means of getting rid of it. But he was not one with

their history, their past was not his, and the legacy of former times to the

present was not the one he carried in his blood. He had not lived with
them throughout the ages; he did not feel like them, he did not think
like them." ,17
All the principal themes of his introduction to

The Third Reich were

taken up again and developed by Maulnier in a more guarded manner in
Combat and Au-de/a du nationalisme. The latter work is Maulnier's
main contribution to political thought. It provides a theoretical frame
work for the revolt against materialism, and a comprehensive critique of

Marxism, capitalism, and liberalism. Au-dela du nationalisme ends
with the following passage, which sums up the significance of the entire
work;

Separated from each other,
confronting each other, neither the national con
.
ousness nor the revolutionary consciousness is the dialectical creative force of
� e future; they are only the sterile products of disintegration of a society com
Ing to an end. The national consciousness becomes conservat
ive; that is to say, it

�
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slUpidJy combines the effort to preserve the national entity with an attempt to
preserve the slrength of those forces in it that destroy it. The revolutionary con
sciousness becomes antihistorical and antinational; thaI is to say, it works for
the destruction of the very thing that it wishes to liberate. The very words " n3tional" and "revolutionary" have both been so much dishonored by dema
goguery, mediocrity and verbalism thallhey are now receivw in France with an
indifference bordering on disgust. The problem today is how to transcend these
potitical myths based on the economic antagonisms of a divided society, how to
liberate nationalism from its "bourgeois" character and the revolution from ils
"proletarian" character. and how to interest totally and organically in the revo
lution the nation that alone can carry it out and to interest in the nation the
revolution that alone can save it.'"

Announcing the publication of Au-de/a du nationafisme in March
1938, Combat described its contents in the form of a slogan: "True na
tionalism against the power of money, true socialism against democ
al
racy." 1U Maulnier's point of departure was class struggle. "Nation
of
eyes,
his
in
socialist or fascist neonationalism" had the great merit,

having "attenuated the economic rivalries of the classes, very correctly
a
reminding the parties concerned that life should not be devoted to
a
to
"up
had,
ts
movemen
ist
search for material benefit." ,'" The national
in
material
the
certain point, diverted the attention of individuals from
terests that had divided them, and united them in the cult of honor, ser

of
vice to the fatherland and a disdain for riches."'" Bm "this refusal
capi
by
created
life
of
ions
condit
the new nationalism to consider the
talism as a real issue," this tendency "to substitute on this point, for

a real solution of the economic antagonisms, a heroic will to ignore
them," cannot replace the necessity of finding a solution to these antag
make
onisms.'tl This is the only adverse criticism that Maulnier has to
ation
transform
for
of nazism and fascism. As we read: "The deep desire

real
that underlies neonationalism seems to waver and hesitate between
em
reforms on the one hand, sometimes admirable, but partial and
capi
toward
hostile
attitude
general
a
pirical, and, on the other hand,
senti
talism, the economic system of the old society, but mystical and
the
of
n
mental," " ) for "no moral, patriotic, mystical or heroic negatio
class struggle
class struggle can finally weigh against the fact that the
struggle is to
class
the
abolish
really
to
way
really exists, and the only
" .,.
classes.
the
created
have
that
transform the economic conditions
to a
subject
were
nazism
Indeed Maulnier claimed that fascism and
a
value,
al
historic
particula danger: the twO movements had a "greater
instruc
of
greater grasp of reality on the emotional level and on the level
movementS
tive energy than on the level of lucid intelligence.""� These

:
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therefore remained "inferior in their positive creations to their creative
possibilities." Neonationalism "was still searching for its general ideas;
it did not yet go any further than the general unity of the nation," the
product of "a sentimental reconciliation of the classes."'K They had to
"raise their consciousness to the level of possibly justified historical pre
tensions" and find "constructive solutions" based on a "true under
standing of the world." ,97 In other words, fascism and nazism lacked a
philosophy of history and a realistic operational ideology that took the
existing economic forces and social structures into account. Maulnier
attempted to fill this gap, and

Au-dela du nationalisme aimed precisely

to provide "neonationalism" with both a system of historical analysis
and concrete political solutions.
Maulnier's analysis was based on the idea that social antagonisms
exist and constitute a reality that it is as absurd as it is dangerous to
ignore or to try to cover up by means of a "moral reconciliation" or
"sentimental effusion." ,91 The class struggle was a historical reality that
expressed the struggle for power, in the Nietzschean sense of the term, of
two segments of society. One could not, therefore, end the class struggle
"in people's will and consciousness without first overcoming it in the
social structure itself." '" However, if the classical conservative interpre
tation of the class struggle was absurd, so was the Marxist interpreta
tion. They were both forms of "political fetishism." 200
In Maulnier's view, "individualistic idealism" and "collectivistic de
terminism" were related in their interpretation of history, i n their sim
plification of infinitely complex realities.la• Marxism, which defined the
history of human societies as the history of economic relationships, sup
posed that the classes produced by economic relationships were, of all
human groupings, the ones possessing the most reality, but to Maulnier
it was obvious that "the association of men according to a community
of economic interests was neither an original nor the most complete

form of the human community." lol Class antagonisms cannot therefore

be the real "motive force of history" ; they are merely the product of his
tory. The division of people into classes has less reality than their divi
sion into organized historical communities. The real problem, there
fore, is to understand how the nation came to be divided into classes,
how society formed economic relationships, and how it endeavors to
overcome the struggle of its classes. For "the division of society into an
tagonistic economic classes" is only " a particular case of the divisions
that come into being in every society," so that if "it is no longer possible
to question the role of material factors" in history, it is necessary "to
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give (he economic facts of human history and the actual problems raised
by the economy their true importance and their true Iimits."lOJ Maulnier
felt that it must he acknowledged that "economic power, far from being
the origin of all forms of social power, is only one of the many forms in
which social power has been exercised in the course of history," but the
peculiarity of modern society was that antagonisms produced by purely
material circumstances constituted a menace for the "historical and bio
logical solidarity" that was the nation.104 However, these peculiar condi
tions of the modern period in no way altered the fact that the "first prin
ciple of the explanation of historical phenomena is the unity of the
constituted historical community and not the struggle of the classes."20J
Indeed, the nation, wrote Maulnier, "is a community formed of the

whole human substance, representing all forms of life." It would "there
fore be absurd to imagine that antagonisms created by conditions of life

and labor would be enough in themselves to destroy . . . the common
social bond that, although threatened and hurt, nevertheless retains an
almost invincible force, the common soil, blood, and language continu
ing to mingle their voices with the voices of the conflicting factions."l�
In this vision of history, human society "is not an economic society but a
biological society," and "in their forms and developments, economic re
lationships obey the biological law of life in society." m

One can readily understand why Maulnier felt so much affinity with
the Nazi philosophy. Like the German "neonationalists," he believed
that the forces of division were always accompanied by "other visible

and invisible forces that embodied the community and the perpetuity of
the superior interests of the group."lOI The fact that the new economic

forces, however powerful, had not been able to attain their perfect form,
and that nowhere had capitalism been able to overcome "the powerful
the
structure of national societies," proved that, far from being only
in
"superstructure and political form of the capitalist class domination,
heri
the capitalist world the organized nation has represented the living
tage bequeathed by a previous society." 2�
of the
This is an important point in the interpretation of history
sm,
capitali
school of thought to which Maulnier belonged. Attacked by
in modern Eu
the national entity had defended itself successfully, and
revolutionary
rope it defended itself ever more successfully. For the
. The na
right, that was the historical significance of fascism and nazism
to e�
limited
always
not
tional stone, "the depository of values that are
at Its
m
capitalis
nomic riches alone," had always endeavored to place
naa
service, and in contemporary Italy and Germany it had opposed
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tional organization of the economy to capitalist economics.lID But this
did not apply only to liberalism; Marxism, too, was held in check by the
nation, as the evolurion of the Soviet Union definitively proved.11l
However, Maulnier thought that the economic forces had always
been held in check by those historical and biological entities that are the
national structures not only because of the solidity of those structures
but also because of the very nature of social conflict. In all societies, con
flicts arise out of the desire of the various groups "to affirm their pre
dominance in all forms of life and activity."!U Here one hears the voice
of Nietzsche, on whom Maulnier had written a book in 1935: 1>l in

Maulnier's view, the struggle for social and economic power was only an
aspect of an eternal power struggle. For the "revolutionary proletariat,"
said Maulnier, "the conquest of the means of production" was only a
means of "attaining social power." The proletariat simply wished in its

master's liberty, a master's morality, a master's pride, a
master's pleasures."IH

turn "to attain a

Though history constitutes an eternal "competition for sodal power"
between antagonistic groups,m there is a form of power that is the pos
session of the national community and whose purpose is to safeguard its
unity and its survival. That form of power is sovereignty and its organ is
the state. The state represents society conceived in its totality and orga
nized as such, and therefore cannot be regarded as an instrument of
class domination: "It is the juridical and political form of the commu
nity conceived in its historic continuity."l'. Even when a victorious fac
tion takes over the state, the state cannot be created by it but only
"occupied" by it.m This occupation of the state incurs a weakening of
society; as soon as "new and formidable instruments of social power"
appeared with the industrial revolution, the old national state, the result

of a "magnificent effort of the Western communities," was dethroned
"by a newer and more powerful force than science" lll-capitalism. The

weapon of this new power was liberalism: liberalism set itself up "against
the organic forces of the old national community" 1lt and set out to con�

quer the state. The "new caste" that held the economic power succeeded

�rst in relegating the state to a subsidiary position and then in overcom

�ng it.22O In the eighteenth century, the new economic system achieved an
. .
.
.
IUdependent pOSItion
In sOCIety and demanded the right to govern so.
c�e� : the subordination of the state by
these masters of the economy
SignIfied their subordination of the nation.1.I1 Capitalist
society was the
"
first ".In Wh"ICh the power 0f the dominant
economic class was exercised
nOt as a government of the entire community but for the benefit of the
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dominant class alone."lU Thus, said Maulnier. "the fate of national so
cieties for the last two centuries has been [0 pass from a form of govern
ment that expressed the unity and totality of their historical existence to
a form of government that expressed only their dissociation."w This
conception of the state and the national community is the fascist view
par excellence. In this respect Maulnier's thought is very dose to the
ideal model of a fascist ideology.
Maulnier maintained that the destruction of the old society in the
name of liberty and equality had, since the Revolution, benefited only
the new wielders of power. The people had been the victims of a gigantic
hoax: in destroying the old social organization in the name of liberty
and equality, they had only played into the hands of those in power.
Thus, "an essentially economic form of oppression and inequality was
substituted for the essentially noneconomic constraints and hierarchies
that had now disappeared."u,
At this stage of his argument, Maulnier identified liberalism with de
mocracy and thereafter used the terms interchangeably. He spoke first of
"governments of liberal and democratic form"W and then of a "liberal
democratic state" or, more simply, a "democratic state."14 Finally, he
adopted the MarxiS[ definition of a "democratic" state as a "bourgeois"
state that still pretends to be "the emanation of the national community
when it is only the emanation of the dominant caste and crushes pro
letarian revolts in the name of the nation."w Under the cover of "parlia
mentary democracy" had taken place "an annihilation of all power and
of all social discrimination other than the powers and discriminations
resulting from the rise of indtlstry," for, while "affirming and glorifying
the nation, the liberal society destroyed the nation as an autonomous
manifestation of the life of the community," and '''bourgeois' national·
ism basically expressed nothing other than the pride and euphoria of a
class instinctively certain that the nation had become its chatte\." III As a

result, when "the lower classes . . . obtained a revolutionary doctrine
with which to oppose the 'bourgeoisie,' " it could "only take the form of
an internationalism."m
Not only did the new caste subjugate the state while benefiting "from
the national character of the former state"; it also "subjugated civiliza·
tion." The power of the spirit, as a living force of the human community
that created civilization, disappeared from modern society. The new
masters "imposed upon society a style of life in which the values of civi·

lization had no part." l.)lI The spirit, said Maulnier, acted "as the servant
of the rising power in society . . . , it did not create civilization."2J1 The
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transformation of modern society thus condemned "the activities of the
spirit to a mortal dissociation." 2.ll
The conclusion was obvious: to save the nation and hence civiliza.
tion, one has to destroy capitalism, liberalism, and democracy, which
are only aspects of sordid bourgeois society. But civilization and the na.

tion have another enemy, also a product of capitalism-Marxism. Capi.

talism created "the mercenary army of industrial workers" that in fact
lived excluded from the community and did not participate in the crea·
tion of the values of civilization.m The proletarian condition is less a
cause of material insecurity than a sign of "social decadence."ll4 In a
capitalist regime, the worker "is cut off from the highest values of civi·

lization and separated from the historical substance of the nation."2J5 As

a result, all the power of modern industrial society "depends on servants
who are strangers to it," a situation that gives rise to Marxism, an
"ideological parasite of liberalism" that is also opposed to the national

community.B6
Marxism, thought Maulnier, claimed for the producer of the material
substance of civilization the right to be sole master and to impose on all
of society a way of life derived from the present life-style of the pro.
letariat. Because it has no property owners, the proletariat creates a
world without property; because it is no longer attached to national tra.

ditions, it creates an internationalist world; because it is wage earning,
it forces on all walks of life a condition analogous to that of the wage
earner. The essentially proletarian life·style envisaged by Marxism im.
plies that communal settlements will be fostered and collectivization

imposed.l.I7 Maulnier recognized that Marxism had the immense virtue
not only of having "shed a most pitiless light on democratic liberalism"

but also of having "drawn attention to the real facts of history and con.
demned the lamentable impotence of bourgeois thought."2.lI Marxism
had drawn the attention of the "theoretical citizen, the citizen who
was
'free and had the same rights' as the other citizens," to "the
man of the
suburbs and factories, the real man."m Marxism, however,
is at the
same time destructive of the "organic reality of the communi
ty," since it
regards the national state and the national community
as mere "hypo
critical masks" of the "new economic power." l<{l
Marxism invites the
proletariat to "oppose not only the 'bourgeois' state
but all forms of na.
tional life, land ownership and the product
s of labor, the secular heri.
tage of civilization, for the sole reason
(hat they had been appropriated
by the bourgeoisie."w In fact, the Marxist
revolution completes the de.
Struction of "the social, human infrastructure
of the economy"; it ac-
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the s ate, ca both pass beyond their present stage of sterility in the
.
positIve creatIon of a new form of human community."2.l0
However, an idea that, around 1912, was somewhat speculative took
on, a quarter of a century later, when the antiliberal and anti-Marxist

�

�

ti e was irresisti ly riSing in Italy and Germany, a totally different sig
,
nificance. And, m the mIddle of the thirties, Maulnier knew exactly
where he stood: "The only political path for nationalism," he wrote, "is
, nary path." "A revolution can only he national," for "the
the revolutlO
,
struggle to liberate the national community from its present masters

�oncerns almo�t all the members of that community."2.l' Accordingly, "it
IS henceforth Impossible to justify nationalism within the democratic
framework of the state. It is impossible to justify nationalism within the
capitalist framework of society. Today there can be no nationalism-that
is, a consciousness of the living continuity of the nation-that is not at
the same time revolutionary."2.l!

�

The in trumenr of that revolution can only be the state, "a new, non

�emocratlC stat�,"2.lJ an organ of "synthesis and transcendence" of "par

tIcular antagomsms,"2.l4 for "the liberation of all the social groups that
suffer the economic tyranny can only be effected by the construction of
a new state and the destruction of democracy. The new state can only be
constructed by men who directly feel the weight of the economic tyr
anny, and can only be conceived as the instrument of their liberation,
The liberation of the nation will he accomplished in the same revolu
tionary movement as the liberation of the proletariat and the other sub
jugated c1asses."ZH
To be su�e. there are "natural antagonisms in community life" that
,
cannot be ellmmated, and Maulnier insisted that a "valid political crea
tion" had to be "pluralistic and equilibrated,"1,I, but the task of "giving
,
back the national
community its unity, its vitality, its grandeur is identi

cal to the task of constructing a new society."2.l? This could be accom
,
plIshe
d only by revolutionary action, for, as Maulnier said in an im
po tant passage, only revolutionary action could
realize "a 'totalitarian'
unl . . , between the community and the individuals responsible for its

�
�

destlny."2.l1

It was therefore quite natural that Maulnier should finally turn to'
ward fasclsm.
'
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"
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'
·
0f the new natlonailsm_a revolut
ionarv
" nation.
a
I,
" ISm>. a nanonaI'Ism that rebelled against the "historical blindness"
of
re�ctlonaries" and "conservatives"2.l· and revealed the biological foundatlons of the
'
' ) In an interestIng
commuOlty.
passage that explains both
,
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however, never to participate in active collaboration.
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1942, Maulnier was still saying that "liberal and capitalist

democracy h�d weakened the French state and delivered up French poli
tics to financial interests, to international intrigues and to popular pas
sions"; 1'-4 he still attacked the "old left" and the "old right," and finally

proclaimed that "one of the essential aims of the national revolution is
to free the nation from the materialism that the former regime had made
its law."w Thus, one always returns to the same point: the fight against
materialism is the alpha and omega of this school of thought.
The admiration for fascism and nazism displayed by Maulnier's

Combat in the years before the war was equal to that shown by Drieu
and Brasillach. In December 1938, Maulnier declared that he had "no
preconceived hostility against the authoritarian or 'fascist' regimes of
Europe." On the contrary: "I admire many of the reforms they have
undertaken, and even some of those that have aroused the most indigna
tion. (I am by no means convinced, for example, that every individual
has the right to procreate degenerate children at will.)" l'"
If Maulnier responded to even the most detestable aspects of nazism
in so favorable a manner, it is hardly surprising that he had littie to say
against the system as a whole. Maulnier does condemn the contemptu
ous attitude of the "European nationalist societies" toward the refine
ments of culture, and deplores their dangerous tendency toward a "sub
jugation of the individual to the purposes of the community" and a
"predominance of military values over civil values," but all these weak
nesses, however dangerous, arc small compared to the tremendous
achievements of the "profound and irresistible phenomenon"l61 of fas
cism and nazism, such as the anticapitalistic restructuring of the econ
omy, the integration of the proletariat into the national community, and
the creation of a new form of state. As Maulnier says in a passage in
which every word has weight:
There are some facts that cannot be questioned. The IOtalitarian regimes have
restored to the state as a political instrument, a servant of the national destiny
an extraordinary efficacy. In various forms more or less real (although some:
.
Tlrn�s dan�erously verbal and misleading) they have given the proletariat an Of
game participation in the life of the community. They have devised an economic
.
.
techniq"e that, desplte
. Imperfectlons,
h as made nonsense of the theories of
·
Its
claSSi.cal economics and defeated capitalism even where it proclaimed itself un
fea�able_in the domain of productivity. They have invented a social morality
t at, In more than one way, is far superior to the "morality" of the democratic
States. Their
methods of subjugating the misleading public opinion are not more
OUtrageous than those practiced in the democratic states, and it is difficult to see

�

l
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on the basis of what superior values proper to themselves the democratic states
could lOok down upon them.·..

Therefore, he concludes, "it would be absurd [0 judge the importance or
the hiStorical value of what is at present coming into being in Europe
from anecdotal phenomena such as the looting of Jewish shops or the

Roman step. We should not waste tOO much time devoting our attention
to this mere froth upon the waves of hisrory,"16'
Jean de Fabregues held a similar view of nazism. In an anicle on
"Hitlerian democracy," he expressed his appreciation at �eing "the pri
macy of the political (which is an ordering of the spirit) over the eco

nomic (which is simply the expression of matter)." He was delighted
with the hierarchy of values set up by Hitler, and he welcomed his sound
conCeption of democracy. The chancellor, he said, had "found the right

formula" when "he called for a government that desired the happiness
of the: German people at the same time as being independent of it."
Thus, Hitler governed "in the name of the General Will and its sover
eignty" and rejected "a democracy in which the Jew can find a place,
calling into being a democracy of men of pure blood."!70

As a Catholic, Fabregues could not gladly countenance Nazi racial
determinism or the fact that the racial revolution prided itself on not
being intere ted in the "hereafter" and on not having to justify itself
spiritually. At the same time, however, he demonstrated a strong sympa

�

thy for Hitler's political regime and social system: "If the ultimate justi
fications for his policies are democratic and materialistic" (something

not at all to the liking of the future director of La France catholiquel,
the foundation of these policies was nevertheless "the real sovereignty of
the COmmon good." Therefore, without wanting to turn it into a Hitler
ian SOciety, he accepted for France the principles of political and social
orga.ni zation of the Third Reich. Fabregues wished to combine "a con

demn ation of democracy with a condemnation of Marxist economics"
and to join "a proclamation of the necessity for a coherent national and

social community" to one favoring "a strong state," 271
to
While admitting that the Nazi way of thinking was entirely foreign
"the Christian horizon," Fabregues acknowledged that "behind national
socialism there was a fine movement of human rectification: that ought
not �o be denied." "like the fascist reaction, like the despair of the sur
reali sts " he said nazism demonstrated "the insufficiency of a period
and of a way of life that offered only peace and a search for matena
satisfactions." This protest against "bourgeois quietude" also, found

,

,
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expression, he thought, in "the heroism of the Komsomols and in
the
crack teams of Stakhanovites," but "national socialism has undoubtedly
taken this further still. Demonstrating the necessity of subordinating the

life of the individual to the life of the nation, it has revealed the grandeur
of the nation, and has shown that this grandeur does not reside only in
the better material conditions that people are offered by a national
community." 17l
Finally, Fabregues described the quality that he especially appreciated

in nazism: "There is not an atom of liberalism in national-socialist
thought. Hitler himself has always said that 'the individual who appears
free' is in reality 'the defenseless plaything of the harsh struggle for exis
tence.' A 'boundless liberty,' in preventing the formation of a commu
nity, seems to him to exclude all grandeur from human life."l7l
This is how a Christian whose respectability was never questioned in

the postwar period viewed nazism in the thirties.
This "new right," this "party of movement" whose coming, in Maul

nier's words, "the phalanxes of the Action Fran�ajse had heralded at the

beginning of the century," admired in fascism "the moral revolution it
represented" and "its profound transformation ofeveryone's outlook." 17.

In this respect there was no difference between Brasillach and Drieu on
the one hand and Maulnier, Fabregues, Massis, and Rene Benjamin on
the other. We must see this clearly if we are to understand the fascist
impregnation of France in the interwar period: its instruments were
not
only the men and movements stigmatized by collaboration
with the
Germans but also some of the most eminent French intellectuals
of the
second half of the twentieth century. And we should not
allow this fact
to becloud our understanding of the fascist phenom
enon or to restrict
us in our attempt to measure its imponance in
the history of France and
of Europe.
Maulnier and Brasillach differed only in the place they gave
ideology
.
In
fascism and nazism. Maulnier had written Au-de/a
du nationa/isme
to provide a conceptual framew
ork for this revolt of the instincts, of
Iood, and of race. He felt that, without
a solid philosophical founda
tion, "neonarionalism"
would be incomplete and at a disadvantage in
.
relation
to Marxism. Maulnier's fascism was more intellec
tual' and
without losing its corporeal
dimension, it also complemented the wor
of Brasillach, the friend
of his youth. For Brasillach "Fascism was a
spirit. For us, he said, it
was not a political doctrine or was it an eco
n
ic doctrine. . . . It was first of all an anticonfo
r ist, antibourgeois
Spirit, in which disrespect played its
part. It was a spirit opposed to
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prejudices-to class prejudices, as to all others. It was the very spirit of
friendship, which we would have liked to have raised to the level of the

friendship of the whole nation."275

This dimension - of fascism was of great importance. All the revo

lutionaries-the pure fascists, such as Drieu and Brasillach, who de
scribed themselves as such,176 and fascists like Maulnier, Jouvenel, and

Dear, who shrank from the appellation-were agreed on this point: fas

cism was a revolt against materialism, a revolt of the spirit, the will, the
instincts; it was a revolt of youth. Fascism, Mussolini told the French in

1934, was a will to create a "new civilization,"ln and Brasillach, after
seeing "a new human type being horn" in Nuremberg,HI returned to

France a convinced Nazi. Ultimately, the fascination exerted by fascism

and nazism was primarily the fascination of the coming into being of the

"fascist man." P'

The right-wing press, like most of the dissident reviews, developed at

that time a cult of fascism and nazism that affected large sections of
public opinion and bore witness to the depth of the fascist penetration
of France. Drieu was "converted" to fascism in 1934,280 as was Andreu,

who returned a fascist from a journey to Rome and Milan, won over by
the enthusiasm for social revolution of the intellectuals of
and

Caminare
Cantiere and of Giuseppe Bottai and the Critica (ascista, and by the

possibility of transcending both left and right in a vast dialectical syn

thesis.lS1 Brasillach declared himself a fascist a little later, deeply fasci
nated by the uplifting experiences "that the totalitarian regimes offer
their own youth. "1Il During the same period, Massis published an inter

view with Mussolini in which the latter enumerated "the ideologies that

weaken and debilitate the organism of the West," namely, "liberalism,
democracy, socialism."m At the end of 1936, when the radical right was

preparing to resist the Popular Front and a "national union" coalition

that would be under the tutelage of the left, the doctrinal journal of the

Action Franr;;:aise devoted a series of six articles to "Mussolini and His

People" by Rene Benjamin.no This was also the period of the

Cadets de
{'Alcazar by Massis and Brasillach, praising the Spanish Nationalist up

rising.ll� Earlier, Brasillach had attended one of the famous Nuremberg
rallies, and gave an account of it in his "Hundred Hours with Hitler." 18·

A year later Jouvenel's interview with Hitler appeared.lI7

Most dissident and revolutionary circles paid constant attention to

fascism and nazism. In December 1934, the nco deputy Montagnon ac

cused his colleagues in the Chamber of misjudging "present-day Ger
many. You have not understood what is curious and profound in the
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Hitlerian movement."2U Two months later, attacked by his party's left

wing, he explained what he had meant in an address to the French so

cialist party: "Yes, in the Hitlerian movement there is something curious

and profound. In this movement there is an upsurge of socialism and an
upsurge of brutality. Is it not curious to see men seek out their destiny in

this way? Is it not profound to see forty million men hurl themselves
into the same movement?"U9

Socialism and brutality were the two key elements of the fascist and

Nazi equation as seen by its French sympathizers. Drieu, author of 50cia{isme (asdste, confirmed the opinion of Deat's colleague. After first
declaring himself a fascist-"For my part, I felt a need to say I was a

fascist" 190_he then made a second declaration of faith: "I know and
declare myself to be a socialist."191 Finally, Drieu explained the differ

ence between a fascist and a mere reactionary, making a comparison

with the Maurrassians: "A monarchist is never a true fascist. . . . A

monarchist is never a modern: he does not have the brutality, the bar

baric simplicity of a modern."m

The cult of youth was another basic element of the fascist ideology.

Youth meant physical vigor and intellectual nonconformism, physical

virility and moral readiness-a will for renewal of body and spirit. "The
deepest definition of fascism," wrote Drieu, "is this: it is the political

movement that goes the most directly, the most radically toward a great
revolution of morals, toward a restoration of the body-toward health,
dignity, plenitude, heroism." U3

That, said Drieu, is the great innovation of the twentieth century, and

therein lay the originality of fascism: fascism is a revolurion "that gives

an important place to the spontaneous forces of life, of health, of the

blood," that saves people by permitting them to leave the cities and give
themselves up to sport and the open air.zo, For the right-wing revolu

tionaries, fascism was both an ethic and a system of aesthetics, "a uni

versal revolution," !95 whose devotees, said Brasillach in an important
passage, "wanted a pure nation, a pure race. They liked to be together in

great gatherings of people where the rhythmic movements of armies and
throngs seemed like a single heartbeat. They did not believe in the
promises of liberalism, in the equality of mankind, in the will of the

people. . . . They did not believe in the justice that is expressed in
words, but inclined toward the justice that rules by force, and they knew
that this force could give birth to joy." 196
No one has better expressed the deep significance of this mystical and
poetic aspect of fascism, or better described the attractions of national
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unity, or better conveyed the fascination of nazism, Brasillach retained
an impression of Hitler's Germany as "the suprising mythology of a new
religian," and "a call to youth for faith, sacrifice and honor."m The
fantastic spectacle of the nocmrnal ceremonies, like the electoral cam
paign of 1932-"a river of bells, drums and violins"In-had shown
Brasillach that the success of nazism derived "from its power of suggest
ing images to the masses, and its being. first of all, for better or worse, a
poetry," lfl for, as he said, quoting Sorel,JOO "only revolutionaries hav�
understood the meaning of myths and ceremonies.".101 He insisted on
the religious element in fascism and nazism;.JOz this was deeply felt by all
the "dissidents," and its social function was perfectly understood.
Two articles glorifying fascist youth in

La Lutte des ;eunes showed

the place given to religion in its most pagan form in the fascist system of
education. According to the first of these articles, the regime was un
doubtedly based "on a system of moral values. After half a century of
materialism, it rejected materialism"; it pursued "a struggle against
commercial values in the name of ideal values" and endowed education
with the quality of a crusade.JOJ The second article compared fascist
youth organizations to monastic orders.,KN Fascism thus answered a
need: it was what youth was looking for, wrote De Man (a man very
different from Brasillach); it was "less a new theory of economics or a
new interpretation of history than a new conception of life, a new reli
gion."J(l5 A French account of the German work camps in 1933 had de
scribed the construction of a "magnificent road" by workers "stripped
to the waist, with muscled torsos." "Those handsome boys with blonde
hair and bronzed skin" gave "the impression of performing a priestly
rite."lOOO
Thus a complete break was seen to have occurred between the old
world and the world of the revolutionaries. Materialism-Marxist or
liberal-was . opposed by a sense of the spiritual (the fascists "entered
religion, so to speak," wrote Jouvenel)j lO1 the united and disciplined

national collectivity replaced fragmented bourgeois societyj and the
young, athletic fascist replaced the flabby-muscled bourgeois. Fascism

represented a physical and spiritual renaissance, a moral revolution that
gave a new meaning to the dignity of the individual, who, after centuries
of decadence, was recreated in body and soul.

A New Civilization
From the end of the nineteenth century, the nonconformists, and par
ticularly the nationalists, had always painted the darkest picture of
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Fra nce. Meditations on national decadence had accompanied the anal
yses of the French political and social malaise of the 1880s. Barres,
Bourget, and Lemaitre, following Renan, pondered the intellectual and
moral rottenness of the period. Many intellectuals, in an atmosphere of
malaise that sapped their vitality, felt that they were living in the twilight
of a civilization. The writings of the young Barres and the works of
other nationalistic intellectuals give the impression that there were no
guiding principles or solid values or truths to fall back on. This feeling
of corruption and decadence found its most striking expression in a
terrible remark made by Renan to Deroulede: "France is dying, young
man. Do not disturb it in its death throes."JOI
The generation of 1890 also made its own case against positivism,
science, technical progress, and industrial development: modern civi
lization was associated with corruption, vice, decadence. The reaction
against the sense of helplessness, of sinking into the mire, of political
and moral decadence, the rejection of materialism and the way of life
created by materialism, was a key element in the development of the na
tionalist movement. To pessimism and doubt were opposed the cer
titudes of history, of the national collectivity, of the race; to the artifice
so prevalent in the cultural life of the period was opposed a cult of en
ergy and vitality; to an aging civilization, a cult of youth; to disintegra
tion and individualism, a sense of discipline and the powers of the
instinct.
The reaction of the generation of the thirties was similar, but its criti
cism of French society was much more extreme than that of the genera
tion of 1890. If Renan, Taine, Bourget, Baeres, Sorel, and Lemaitre had
"philosophized" about the fate of civilizations, or condemned a particu

lar way of life, culture, or regime, the next generation manifested a real
hatred of all that existed, including, over and beyond particular political

and social structures, the very nation itself. The only late-nineteenth
century writer to achieve the vindictiveness of Maulnier or Drieu was

�rumont. "Will we be able to emerge from the French state of abjec

tIon ?" asked Maulnier in November 1936 in an article on "the
French
decadence." The answer was not at all self-evident, for Maulnier
was
Worried about France itself and not only the bourgeois society or the

democratic regime. The sad reality, he felt, was that the France
of Saint
loUis, the Crusades, and Versailles had turned into "a nation
of swin
d ers, of eunuchs and street urchins." In this connection,
thought Maul

�

nler, it was worth pointing out "certain irrefutable facts."
A France
'sunk in its baseness and exulting in it with a sort of lewd bravado,
. . .
Incapable any longer of playing any role in the world, [and
regarding] as

:
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enemies of civilization all those who do nO[ take her own decadence as a

model-a France, hate-filled and trembling, proclaiming Democracy

and Human Rights throughout the world, but sweating with fear at the

slightest action of its neighbors, disturbing the peace of the mighty with

vain abuse, with a kind of provocative cowardice-that France is the
France of roday."'-

These ideas occurred repeatedly in the writings of all the revolution_

aries. It was in this image of "a certain France of innkeepers and pro
curers,"jl(, of an "atmosphere of facility," lL! which prevailed "in the

French swamp,"JU that the nonconformists found the justification for
their revolt. Possibly without knowing it, Doriot, too, returned to Bar

res's ideas: he deplored the "decadence" of a "socially . . . dislocated
,
country, ;l1J Barres had described France as "disunited and brainless."m

However, it was argued, the gravity of this sickness of the "triumph of

materialism"JlJ should not make us lose sight of the fact that the direct
responsibility for this state of affairs lies with democracy, liberalism, and

the bourgeoisie. "The regime has corrupted the country to the core," we
rcad in an editorial in

Combat. "Democracy has degraded us."m And

elsewhere we read that "capitalist democracy"J'7 ruins the country: de

mocracy and capitalism are merely "the economic and political aspects

of the same evil,"}'· and the damage caused by liberalism, that ideology

imported from abroad, is, "so to speak, immeasurable."lIt Democratic
institutions, we are told, betrayed the most important values of civiliza

tion,no parliamentarianism degraded the country and accentuated its
decadence,UI and the bourgeois spirit that had governed the nation had

produced "a civilization of pretense, of lamination, of stucco and plas

ter."lll One must therefore get rid of bourgeois culture, but, at the same

time, it would be absurd to rebuild France on the foundation of the
"slovenly vulgarity" of the people. One must at all COStS avoid subjecting
our civilization to proletarian values.l2l One must create another civi
lization, and therefore one must make a revolution.

This revolution for the salvation of the nation and of civilization

would have to be a total rcvolution-a cultural revolution,l24 an anti
bourgeois revolution,lll "a revolution of the community,"JU a "spirirual
revolution"m that "is commensurate with the drama of our period and

that in our souls,"m and an anti-Marxist revolution "that will outstrip
Marxism i n the destruction of the regime."JJf It would be brought about
by "all the 'right-wingers' who have understood the shame of capi

talism" and "all the 'left-wingers' who have understood the shame of
democracy."lJO Because the prescnt social and political systems "had
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brutalized and degraded the people," HI they had to be replaced with

new structures. "What one must do," wrote Maulnier, "is create an au

thority, a hierarchy, an ordcr-a harmonious, coherent and noble so
ciety." JJ2 Such a society could be achieved only through a "national"

revolution, that is, a revolution at once antiliberal and anti-Marxist.
The idea of a national revolution was taken up repeatedly by all the fas

cistically inclined French writers of the period,m and was therefore
widespread several years before it became the aim and slogan of all

those who sought to recreate France under the aegis of Nazi Germany.

Fascism thus appeared to be the only real and credible revolutionary

movement. In the period of the Popular Front, when communism
"one of the great hopes of humanity," as the fascists of

Combat put

itB4-had appeared to take "the path of democratic corruption" and
"join the language of James to the language of Deroulede," the inevi

table conclusion was reached that henceforth it was others who (as

Sorel had taught) had the duty not only of saving "socialism . . . from

democracy" but also of fostering among the enemies of the existing
order "the vocation of civil war."Jl$ A form of socialism divested of de

mocracy, reuniting, as Jouvenel said, all "anticapitalist elements"JJ6_
such, exactly, was the fascist synthesis. It is not surprising that it was

precisely these theoreticians of fascism who were beginning to weigh,
with Jouvenel, "the necessary acts of violence."m Drieu even declared

that "without this violence we shall not get out of the present vicious

cirde,")J' and Maulnier could already hear the "heavy footsteps" of
revolutionary justice. The crimes of the present regime, Maulnier said,

would really be repaid only on the day when "a whole flock of cattle

with Legions d'honneur in their buttonholes, administrators, cops and
judges, will be kicked toward the legitimately inhuman justice or re
venge of those who await their day."l)'

The fascists were the first to advocate a complete rupture-not simply

to hate the personalities, institutions, and authorities of the regime but to
"totally repudiate them."l40They were also the first to preach a contempt
for their country for the purpose of saving it. Maulnier claimed that this

"kind of healthy and creative . . . scorn" was really a form of patriotism,
for "to accept, love, venerate, serve France
as it is, is to make oneself the
active accomplice of its abasement." HI In France of the thirties
"the na
tional will and the revolutionary
will come together . . . i n a iberating
tnetamorphosis."Hl Only an upsurge
of energy, only a "historic act of
creation" .
,h commumty,
m Wh-ICh the Frene
' m a new synthesis, will triUtnph Over the antagonisms thar tear it apart,"}4) could save it from "the

i
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it,"J," The revolt against both lib
invasion of justice that lies in wait for
fied in the name of the salvation
eral and socialist democracy is thus justi
and the collapse of the regime can
of the nation and of civilization,
r for the nation or for civilization.
therefore never mean a defeat eithe
any and lack of ideological re
The ideological collaboration with Germ
ined: the fascists, the antiliberal
sistance to nazism are thus easily expla
amicapitalists could only watch
nonconformists, and the revolutionary
with sympathy. During the war,
the rise of German national socialism
reaction against the "dissolution
De Man still described nazism as a
e disintegration of the morality
of a civilization" and "the progressiv
of youth."J·'
seen in France as a phenomenon
As elsewhere in Europe, fascism was
t of youth for the sake of youth, in
of the younger generation-as a revol
the antithesis of that of the es
the name of a system of values that was
d of Boulangism onward the revo
tablished order. In fact, from the perio
against the bourgeois order in
lutionary right had constantly risen up
ger generation. A comparison
the name of the special values of the youn
lence of the generation of 1890,
with Barres, the representative par excel
ls an unfaltering ideological
is particularly instructive because it revea
continuity.
active, Barres brought Gen
From the moment he became politically
ger generation.H6 He regarded
eral Boulanger the support of the youn
t of the younger generation, a
Boulangism as first and foremost a revol
ng France, the young part"-the
message brought to the nation by "'ivi
Boulangism, he claimed, expressed
one that is "the whole of the future."
it
"the parliamentary tumult";
the rising generation's protest against
will open the windows through
was also a call for "a strong man who
'
ed and which will let the air in."H
which the garrulous will be precipitat
the
have
ld
ce on the scene wou
Barres hoped that Boulanger's appearan
ng
political structures and wipi
al
tion
effect of breaking apart the tradi
anger's
ions. Barres insisted on Boul
out established ideas and old divis
the op"
n: united in their disgust at
affinities with the younger generatio
n�rural
, enlightened youth and its
portunistic ways of the Republic
hshed
sive attack against the estab
leader would together launch the deci

H1

order.

.
state J
wonderfully deSCrIbed the
In his novel Les Deracines, Batres
its oWl'
longed to construct a world in
mind of this new generation that
n;
actio
of
l
nove
is, but it is also the
image. The book illustrates a thes
the
nst
account of a battle agai
the story of a failure, but also the
ising that, in his
s
lished order.J·� It is by no mean surpr
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with Deat's group, Leon Blum, who knew and liked the work of Barres
(especially

Le Culte du moi),l$O scoffed at his critics who demanded ac

tion from him, calling them "stuck-up teachers of energy."m However,
.
the generation
of 1930 had neither the literary qualities nor the sub
stance nor the depth of that of 1890, and, above all, it lacked a leader.
And yet, imprisoned as it was within a world it despised, that genera
.
that of the end of the nineteenth century, represented a tremen
tion, like
dous explosive force. Its thirst for action prompted it to engage in an
out-and-out struggle against all forms and aspects of the established
order.
It was their "need for action" that led the dissidents of French so
cialism to rebel against the party.m Their rejection of the path chosen
by Blum was, in their eyes, "an attempt to mold destiny."m They wanted
to achieve the "dynamism" that was the secret of fascism's success,JH to
respond to the desires of "the masses," who had voted, as Deat wrote
after the left had come to power in 1932, "in order that one should act,
in order that one should dare, in order that one should risk, in order that
one should build."JjJ "Our ideal is a short-term one and our certainties
(areJ provisional," declared the neos at the time of the split.'»' Adopting

De Man's formula, they described themselves as "voluntarists." ln They

were sure where they stood: "Planism and voluntarism are very close to
each other."m Undoubtedly planism, as a new kind of socialism was a
'
form of activism, and the neos were not wrong to insist on what sepa
rated them from socialism and liberalism.
Planism and neo voluntarism were perfectly in keeping with the ac
.
tiVist themes that recurred constantly in the writings of the rebels. These
themes are found in Jouvenel,m and also in Drieu La Rochelle who de
:.o
cI�red himself always in favor of "those who get down to it."
He ad
Illired Lenin and praised "the philosophy of mobility and action" advo
cated by Pareto and Sorel.J61 None of these writers had any use for
Blu , that "intellectual who doesn't berray";J61 they had a "taste for
�
service" and W3n,ed "to s ve und
��
�r a c1ear1y defined and strong or.
der." l'l In Bonnafous,s wrltmgs, thiS baSIC
element of fascist ethics is
naturally enough
.
d Wit
. h hiS
. memories
. of the Great War and the
assoCiate
Virtues of physica
l con ICt-"the JOY
·
dangerously. the taste for
af l·
Ivmg
·
· k
�
. � e aSSurance of physical courage. ".w..
'.
Itls
not surpflsmg
' .
that Jouvenel, who coined the term directed econ0'11
<; Y' Was among those who most enthusiastically espoused the prinPICs of the new moraI·Ity. He cIalme
·
d that the thirties had seen a
blOSSOnllng ofth
.
' moraJ'Ity, whose iegltlmacy
IS
he had implicitly asserted.
·

·
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In Jouvenel's opinion, it represented a revival of the principle of force
that had been praised by Proudhon and that, from the tenth century on·
ward, had enabled Europe to set out and conquer the world. "Nothing
but the high tension of their wills" had predisposed the rough and igno
rant barons of western Europe to this destiny.l65 From the time when
Europe first began to bristle with castles at the end of the tenth century
until Henry II of France was killed in a tournament in 1552, Europe
produced a type of man that assured its supremacy: the head of a family
and of a dan, a warrior and a landowner, who enjoyed a great deal of
authority over his own people and a great deal of independence toward
the state. As long as a society produces this type of man, thought
Jouvenel, as long as it admires it, it is a society in progress, but as soon
as this type of man ceases to be admired and disappears, decadence sets
in. According to Jouvenel, the salient historical fact of the sixteenth cen
tury was the decline of this type, a decline that increased in the seven
teenth century. In the eighteenth century they smiled at

Le CM, at the

end of the nineteenth Cyrano became a comic character, and in the
twentieth Kipling is for children.J66
This evolution, thought Jouvenel, is like that which took place in the
later Roman Empire. Taking up a theme that had been fully elaborated
by Bourget, Jouvenel asserted that in that era also a certain security and
ease, favoring the development of a certain intellectual agility, had de
stroyed the ancient criteria whereby a man was judged by his personal
prowess.J67 The human quality declined, and the Romans of the deca
dence regarded man as unchangeable. J6I The same was true in the mod
ern world, which was dominated by a "childish optimism" perfectly ex
pressed by the view of human nature put forward by Jaures. Jaures, said
Jouvenel, founded his "individualistic society" on "the postulate of the
natural goodness of man." For him, the human individual was "the mea
sure of all things." One could understand why European youth had
been drawn by the antithesis of this vision of the world, by "austere
Nietzschean pessimism." The Nietzschean concept of man, wrote Jou
venel, "restored the energies that had been waning." According to
Nietzsche, "man is something that has to be overcome." J6? This "heroic
remedy" had been used by "all the statesmen who had been restorers of
society: the Augustuses and the Napoleons had attempted to revive the
manly virtues-the sense of initiative, responsibility and command."
Jouvenel concluded, "The similarity of what Mussolini and Hitler are
attempting today is striking." J70
Thus, Jouvenel believed that under the tutelage of "our modern re-
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storers"-Hitler and Mussolini-"a kind of Judgment of God" was
taking place in Europe, and for youth "the thirties meant something
special: the liquidation, throughout the whole of Europe, of those who
hate effort by those who like it." 371 They also meant the victory of force,
about which Jouvenel said, "One cannot help admiring it, acknowledg
ing its rights, hailing its creative and ordering virtue."J7l He claimed
that it was this "taste for effort," for creating mankind anew-this re
naissance of the manly virtues-that, having contributed "to the forma
tion of fascist parties," was responsible for the process whereby "re
gimes of faith replace regimes of opinion," for, in the end, it is always
"faith that creates force."m Once again, it was no accident that, in the
,

summer of 1940, Jouvenel hailed the German victory as a triumph of the
spirit.l7<
Fascism thus appeared as a rejection of comfort, as a "need for a cer
tain intensity of life." The world, wrote a collaborator of Jouvenel's, "is
disgusted with ease, just as it is disgusted with economics."m Fascism,
said Mussolini to Henri Massis, "is a horror of a comfortable life."m
According to Drieu, fascism meant replacing "the incentive of lucre by
the incentive of duty"; it required "as the foundation of moral force . . .
a disposition to sacrifice, a will to fight" that cannot be denied..m

Indeed, Jouvenel viewed this revolution of the twentieth century that

he longed for as "the coming of an aesthetic power." He proclaimed the
"primacy of the ethical" and declared, just before the war, that the
major problem of our time "is the relationship between the temporal
and the spiritual."3?' Similarly, Deat advocated "a spiritual revolu
tion,"179 and Doriot came to the conclusion that the causes of the
"lamentable" situation in France "were primarily moral."lSO Even the
Solidarite Fran�aise-a movement that was launched by the perfume
manufacturer Coty in 1933 and that, from its first apparition on 6 Feb
ruary, brought together a few honest rowdies and many doubtful ele
ments as well as unemployed Arabs paid for the eveninglf1-preached a
return to "spiritual values."lil
Already at the end of the twenties, the intellectual of the Salidarite
Fran�aise, Jean-Pierre Maxence,JIl had published a series of Cahiers
whose main theme was that "the only definite misery was that of the
soul."31" In 1934, in collaboration with Robert Francis and Thierry
Maulnier, Maxence, deploring the "industrialization of intellectual val
ues,"J'S produced a book called Demain la France, dedicated to the
"dead of 6 February, first witnesses of the coming revolution, fallen be
neath the bullets of an antinational, antisocial and inhuman regime."316
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This book. which heralded Maulnier's Au-de/a dll nationafisme, at·
tacked "the materialistic society," J17 and concluded that "democratic
ideals lead to Marxist materialism."m In other words, all materialisms
were basically the same, and to overcome them one needed nothing less
than a total revolution.
It was precisely this revolution that fascism and nazism were carrying
out. The fascists and Nazis, wrote Deieu, "are moving toward a spiri
tual, aesthetic concept of sociery."J'1 1n the context of the long struggle
against materialism-against capitalism, Marxism, and liberalism_
such a vision of society was a revolutionary vision, and for that reason
Jouvenel mourned "these young German comrades whose naive ardor
aroused such friendly feelings in me." JKI Their death, he felt, had sig
nified the end of all revolutionary hopes: "The man who they had ex
pected would call them to the social revolution has turned against them
the automatic pistols of the poiice."m Jouvenel was unequivocal: "The
brown uniforms in the streets of Berlin were the external signs of a pro
letarian dictatorship." )'1 The revolutionaries whose death the brilliant

young French journalist, recently resigned from the Radical party,m was

bewailing were none other than the storm troopers liquidated by Hitler
on 30 June 1934 in the famous feud within the Nazi movement.
The dissidents' admiration for fascism and nazism was actually only
an aspect of their "disgust" for the existing regime. The word disgust
was used continually by the rebeis of the thirties,)H as it had been by the
Boulangists, who adopted it as a slogan. Generally, this disenchantment
with the existing order was expressed, again as at the end of the nine
teenth century, by a rejection of "ease" and by a demand for a "clean
sweep": reading Jouvenel, Abel Bannard, Montagnon, or Deat, one has
the impression that one is reading the Boulangist leaders.lt$ All these
rebels lived in a world that they despised, and that they wanted to re
form physically, morally, and intellectually. "Down with bourgeois cul
ture!" cried Maulnier/'" while Drieu, who regarded fascism as a "re
newal of human life,"J'1 called for passion "in order to attain gran
deur."H* Rene Vincent, like Barres who, half a century earlier, had re
jected "reason, that little thing on our surface," was replacing reason
with the living forces of instinct and the unconscious.n·, Finally, if these
men were conscious of the necessity for a "national mystique"""" for
France, if they wished to get the people to take part in magnificent
manifestations in which "the spectacle is for everybody, and delirium,
fervor, and dignity are also for everybody," if they realized that "France
must find some faith in honor, in grandeur, in creation and in adven-
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it would be necessary to "reduce the
rure,"OO' they knew also that
joy." OOl
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l of the nation
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l
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l activity, a
physica
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mist,
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"A nation is one, just as
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ch.O(I)
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t
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This "old gaga
o�
date."o
out-oftionalistic conception of life that is quite
only one
proves
world of the left-wing intellectuals," he concluded,
its leaders." thing: "the ideas of the socialist party are even older than
of the living
In contrast to this senile world, one had the "party
407 The fas
Sport."
through
n
body," the bearer of a "religion of salvatio
had for
men
that
cist revolution restored to validity "all kinds of values
ive celebra
gotten: dignity, pride in the body"; it encouraged "collect
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"good
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fat, "pot-bellied intellectual" Drieu
would
"
camping
of
sented by Doriot.409 Through him, "the France
were
"overcome the France of aperitifs and congresses."�'o All the rebels

y,
agreed on this, and all had great admiration for Italy and German
were
muscles"
ent
magnific
with
where "whole generations of athletes
ed
coming into being. "Life there," said Maulnier, could "be consider
hu
happy and straightforward."'" Was not fascism the "party of good
for
mor?"4U Like Dtieu, Brasillach reproached the opponents of fascism
their "total ignorance of fascist joy."4U "The young fascist," he said,
his
"exulting in his race and in his nation, proud of his vigorous body,
of
first
is
,
.
.
dear mind, scorning the cumbersome goods of this world .
the
all a joyful being.'H'� He is a person who, like Hitler's Germany or

staff of Je suis partout, lives a group life in joy and parmership.m The
unity and comradeship that he admired in the Naz.is Brasillach also
found when he spent the day working on Je suis partollt: [here was "a
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feeling for benet or worse of forming a band, and what might be called,
to shock the bourgeois, the gang spirit."·" Jouvenel also thought of the
victory of fascism as "that of the team," and he expressed the thinking
of his generation of dissidents perfectly when he brought the physical
and mOTal aspects of fascism together in the statement "It is through
spon that the concept of duty will return to Western society... ·l' The re
generation of the body, moral rebirth, and political regeneration consti
tuted a totality that could be realized only by the part of society that had
nO[ yet been affected by bourgeois decadence.
Never in any earlier period was such an effort invested in youth as in
the thirties. The dissidents were young men, and they were well aware
that their revolt was a generational phenomenon. With the possible
exception of Ddeu,'" all of them had broken away from other move
ments, and their entry into political life represented the radicalization of
younger men unhappy with the static quality of those movements. Valois
broke with the Action Franliaise; Maulnicr and Brasillach came out of
the Maurrassian movement, but went further; Jouvenel and Bergery, and
Deat and his colleagues, were defectors from the radical and socialist
movements, respectively. They all discovered in youth a potential that
they felt to be revolutionary, and they all produced a body of writings
that proclaimed their disgust with the world as it was. And all of them
declared themselves ready for action.
"Down with the old and long live the revolution!" exclaimed Jou
vend's weekly'" in an attempt to mobilize the young men whom Maul
nier considered resistant to the "comforts of decadence," to inertia, and

able to tackle the "hard and virile.rasks" that events offered.4!O For this
"available youth,"411 avid for "movement" and "a life of rapidity" and

"action,"411 the rebels proposed innumerable "plans for youth." They
,,
suggested convening a "States General, oB and proposed that the French
emulate Jose Antonio's Falange, the Romanian Iron Guard, and De
grelle's Rex,,14
Undoubtedly, the thirties wimessed a revolt against the cultural con
formity that dominated not only life in school and in the family but also
social and political life. More and more frequently, young people felt
that the accepted norms, the traditional means by which one "got
ahead," were conventional, artificial, and contrary to nature. De Man
explained what worried that generation: it regarded the overestimation
of the importance of money "as a contradiction of the natural order of
values, sexual taboos as a violation of the natural process of individual
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and social formation, the utilitarian platitude of an education directed
eXclusively toward profit as an oppression of the heroic instincts of
struggle, adventure and sacrifice, and the constraints of scholastic life
and urban civilization as a hindrance to the natural instinct for travel
OIl
and sport."
Drieu said that "fascism is the coalescing of European man around

the idea of manly virtue,"':' and SpOrts and parades, exercise and dance
were essential means to that end. Young people attempted, by means of
voluntary acts of asceticism, to rid themselves of the standards imposed
by culture. Brasillach hitchhiked and thought that all those "grave
people" who objected to this new way of seeing the world "obviously
lacked the fascist spirit" ':1-that spirit most clearly expressed, perhaps,
in the spontaneously desired communal culture to which that section of
youth in revolt against the bourgeois order aspired. This, surely, was the
"fascist atmosphere" referred to by Drieu,m and it was also Brasillach's
"immense red fascism," "with songs, parades, the conquest of power,
Jose Antonio, a virile youth, the nation."41'
Everywhere in Europe one found the same thing: fascism was an af
fair not of veterans but of a younger generation that rose up against the
established order-against society generally, but also against the family,
against school, against sexual restrictions, against a way of life whose
constraints that generation rejected. It was no accident that the fascist
leaders, like their followers, belonged to a much younger age group than
most political leaders. This fact earned them a good deal of sympathy.
The more tensions in Europe rose, the more did the admiration for
fascism and nazism increase. The dissidents despised the existing re
gime, and had confidence neither in their Country nor in its institutions;
and, at the same time, they professed a profound admiration for the
neighboring dictatorships. The sense of horror aroused by the memory
of the Great War, and the complexity of the international situation, do
not explain everything: a sympathy for a regime diametrically opposed
to the bourgeois democracy the dissidents so reviled played a major
part. And, moreover, had not the dissidents, since the day Hitler came to
power, constantly proclaimed the desire for peace expressed by the Nazi
youth and its fiihrer?4.lO But the vindication of nazism did not stop there.
In February 1939, Felicien Challaye, member of the National Council of
the Frontist party, returning from a study tour in Germany sponsored
by the Labor Front, reported on his mission. He praised the "national
socialist achievements in teaching," in political education, in town plan-
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ning. He particularly liked "the parry's college for the formation of the
national-socialist eiite."m The year before, Challaye had already de
clared his refusal to go to war "for the sake of Czechoslovakia." 411
This refusal to go to war was above all a rejection of ideological war,

of war for the sake of democracy. Maulnier spoke of "the annoying taste
that the democracies sometimes have for wars of principle";4H one of
his collaborators described Czechoslovakia as "an ideological repub
lic,"4)4 while Challaye condemned that "center of intrigues where too
many German refugees spread false reports that poison the moral atmo
sphere of Europe."UJ Jouvenel, too, made his contribution to this cho
rus of opinion. He said that when he met Hitler he found him "very
careful to act according to reason" but that he "suddenly lost all moder
ation on the question of Judeo-Marxist

bolshevism."·l' The reader can

draw his own conclusion, as did several of the quasi-fascist writers: is it
worth risking a war-a "democratic war,"')? "an ideological war"HI_
just for that? Is it right to give way to "an 'antifascist' war fever," 4J9 es
pecially as an external war can only mean the victory of the trusts? All
of the dissidents insist that "the defense of the nation is not the defense
of the trusts.""" Everyone who wants "the necessary revolution.. ..1
within the country must totally reject the outcome proposed by the ad
vocates of ideological war-"the union of the people of France with its
masters; the union of the robbed and the robbers ... ..
H Once again, all

the rebels use the same argument: an external war only obscures the real

problems, which are internal. Only now the challenge comes from a dif
ferent quarter than it did twenty years ago.
There was another category of instigators of ideological war: the jews
who were coagitators with the Marxists. A pacifistic attitude combined
with a sympathy and understanding of Italian fascism and German
nazism created a new channel for anti-Semitism. Deat, for instance,
writing his memoirs after the war in the Italian convent where he was in
hiding, still maintained that it was Blum's desire to "be done with Hitler,
the jew killer," that prompted him to return to power in 1938,.4J Simi
larly, in

Apres-coup, De Man declared that he had long been convinced

of the necessity of eliminating "from our political organism the foreign
body constituted by all the residues or embryos of the Ghetto." ..•.. De
Man believed that there was a real "historical conflict between German

thought and jewish thought."··� Dear and De Man never changed their
opinion, and on the eve of the outbreak of the Second World War they
found themselves in agreement not only with Maulnier and the writers
of

C<>mbat·... but also with Bergery, Claude Mauriac, and the writers of
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La Fleche. The attitude of these former militants of the League for the
Rights of Man is the clearest manifestation of the extent of the changes
(hat had taken place in France.

Attempting to explain anti·Semitism, Bergery, editor of La Fleche, re

nected on its causes: "I cannot better explain this reaction of the public
than by quoting the remark made to me by one of my friends who is
beyond suspicion of anti-Semitism but who, returning from some offices
where he had been sent from Rosenthal to Rosenfels and from Rosen
fels to Blumenthal, told me, 'A Jewish Frenchman is a Frenchman like
any other, but if one goes to see ten Frenchmen and they turn out to be
ten Jews, they are no longer Frenchmen like any others."' '''
This theme recurred constantly, in various forms, from the period of
the first Blum government. The worse the European crisis became, the
more was attention drawn to the presence of jews in public life. Reading
Claude Mau�iac·41 or Bergery makes one better able to understand the
view of the Statur des Juifs expressed in 1941 by the brilliant jurist Du
verger, formerly a PPF student. He felt that it was quite natural that the
new authoritarian and national regime in France should forbid public
office to naturalized Frenchmen and jews.'"
Bergery, however, claimed that the deepest and most serious cause of
anti-Semitism lay in the attitude of the Jews during the Munich crisis. To
be sure, said this man of the left, the jews did not form separate commu
nities in France as they did in eastern Europe, but "neither were they
mixed with the other nationals," and "many also form a bloc that re
fuses to intermingle through mixed marriage." Bergery recalled that
"the first racists were the jews, an elected race and people. Their per
secutions have only confirmed them in this error." It was thus only natu
ral that, put to the test, they chose a policy that would lead to war, "and
a war, as public opinion sensed, less to defend France's direct interests
than to defeat the Hitler regime in Germany-which means the death of
millions of French and Europeans to avenge a few dead Jews and a few
hundred thousand unfortunate Jews.""IO A few months later, Bergery,
taking up the title of a celebrated article by Deat, said he refused to "die
for Danzig."·51
It is in

Combat, however, that one sees, in the clearest and most co

hesive form, all the contradictions of the revolutionary right. Nation
alism, to be sure, had been since the 1890s a factor generating civil war,
but in the interwar period, when its radical wing together with the left
wing dissidents, in a common revolt against Marxism, developed in a
fascist direction, its contradictions became particularly evident. Thus,
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fascism was an international ideological movement, a movement in
which ideology played an essential role and according to which the
country was worth defending only to the degree that it possessed an ac.
ceptable regime. Seen in this aspect, fascism is not simply an extreme
fann of nationalism. Indeed, fascism is sometimes not a form of na
tionalism at all, for the nation is held to be of value only insofar as it
embodies the fascist ideal of society and civilization.
In April 1936. in an eloquent editorial "A France That Disgusts Us,"

Combat utterly rejected the idea of a national union. Just before the vic
tory of the Popular Front, when ttnsion in Europe was rising after the
reoccupation of the Rhineland by Hider's forces, these brilliant intellec�
tuals who had emerged from Maurrassism reacted strongly: "Down
with the Union Sacree!" said Mallinier's review.

Once again, patriotic verbiage is joined with democratic verbiage in order to
persuade us. Once again, it is a matter of Democracy and the Rights of Man and
Ubeny versus Despotism, and, no doubt, of the War to End Wars also. Once
again, the regime claims to defend its principles and pay its bills with French
blood.
We feel that we have had enough. We wish to denounce the horrible piece of
trickery that in dangerous times unites the communist agents of a foreign power,
radicals whom the crusade of 1792 prevents from sleeping, and stupidly pa
triotic conservatives in the same democratic cult and the defense of the regime in
the name of the Union Sacree.m
And the obvious conclusion: "Down with the Union Sacree! On no

account will we support the France of today. It is in opposition, in rejec

tion, and, when the time comes, it is in revolution that our only hope of
dignity is to be found. We agree to defend France, but only on condition
of regaining or rebuilding a France worthy of being defended."45J
The problem was of great importance. If, as Fabregues thought, it was
"necessary to Western civilization" that "armed conflict with Hitler's
Germany" should be avoided:l4 and if, as Jouvenel believed, Hitler and
Mussolini, far from being "despots who can do everything . . . , rather
resemble the founders of dynasties of whom our Capetians provide a
splendid example,"4l5 it was clear that a mobilization of energies, re
sources, and means such as was represented by (he Union Sacree be
came impossible.
Maulnier was well aware of the impasse presented by the contradic
tions of French nationalism. He was convinced, for instance, that war
should not have been declared in September 1938, because a defeat

fr

"would undoubtedly have been a defeat for France," while "a victory o
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that, though diminished by comparison with its revolutionary neighbors, was regenerated, virile, living dangerously, a France that was the
guardian of civilization and charged with a historic mission: to engage
in the great antimaterialist revolution .

Conclusion

The 19305 were perceived by contemporaries-as they still are today by
many historians-as a time of exceptional intellectual ferment.' People
as different as Georges Valois and Daniel-Rops had the sensation of
being involved in "a great intellectual turmoil"l and living through
"years that were a turning point. " } Statements like these abound, Jean
Touchard, attempting to describe "the spirit of the 19305," distinguishes
between the spirit of 1930 and that of 1936, and sees them as very dif·
ferent.4 j.-L. Louber del Bayle went so far as to limit his work on the
"nonconformists" of the thirties to 1930-34.5
Historians as well as those who personally recall them agree that
those "fresh years"6 had a specific and very special quality. Deat was
aware of this quality, and described these years as the period "that was
born dolorously in the painful birth of the depression."7 Twenty-five
years later, Andreu spoke of the period as the moment when "the twen
tieth century began to turn.'"

The First World War, said Louber del

Bayle, had undermined the faith in progress and confidence in reason
that had characterized the nineteenth century.9 Without a doubt the
generation of 1930 felt that it was passing through a period of deep mal
aise-through a moral crisis, an economic crisis, a crisis of civiliza
tion.1O It is necessary, however, to investigate the causes of this situation
and to describe the evolution of ideas in the thirties as it really occurred,
for what generation since the time of Taine and Renan has not had the
feeling of living at the end of an age? Which group of men did more than
the generation of 1890 to undermine belief in reason and progress? How
can one hold the First World War responsible for something to which
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Bergson and Sorel, Barres and Le Bon, Michels and Pareto had already
contributed so much some years before 1914?
Indeed, the same kind of intellectual and moral crisis, the same sense
of decadence, the same revolt against materialism, the same desire for
moral regeneration that characterized the generation of 1930 had typi
fied the generation of the turn of the cenmry. The same critical attitude
toward bourgeois society and its values, toward liberalism and democ
racy, the same wish to overthrow the existing order, imbued the
thoughts and deeds of these two generations separated by the Grea( War.
Even the strong dislike for certain aspects of industrial civilization
"Fordism," "Taylorism," and the "American cancer," as Robert Aron
and Arnaud Dandieu were to call it II_was already present, to a large
extent, in the last decade of the nineteenth century, when Barres called it

machinism. There was hardly any important aspect of the intellectual
ferment of the thirties (hat was not paralleled in this earlier period
also a period of unprecedented economic expansion.
This last point is an important one. Toward the middle of the last dec
ade of the nineteenth century there began in Europe-and particularly
in Germany and France-a period of rapid economic growth, and this
situation contributed to the stagnation of orthodox Marxism and to the
emergence, in France and Italy, of (he two characteristic forms of revi

sionism: that of the right (the schools of Merlino, Bernstein, Jaures, and
Turati) and that of the left (the schools of Sorel, Lagardclle, and Arturo
Labriola) . Reformism and Sorelian syndicalism were thus the conse
quence of the ideological inadequacy of Marxism and its inability to
provide a realistic theoretical response to the questions raised by the

new economic situation. Hence, the radicalism represented by revolu

tionary syndicalism resulted not from an economic crisis but from a sit
uation of relative prosperity.
At the other end of the political spectrum, the Action Fran�aise,
which emerged at that time, represented a similar process of radicaliza
tion. The Maurrassian movement filled the gap left by the collapse of
Deroulede's Ligue des Patriotes, of Lemaitre and Barres's Ligue de la Pa
trie Fran�aise, and of Drumont and Guerin's Ligue Antisemitique. The
ACtion Fran�aise did not result from either a military defeat or an eco
nomic recession. Its integral nationalism and the variety of socialism
�epresented by revolutionary syndicalism were both a reaction to the

lnab ility of the movements from which they originated to fulfill their es�
seotial function of acting as a revolutionary force against the liberal and

bourgeois order. The economic situation of bourgeois society therefore
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served only as a catalyst-it did not create the re�lIion. although it did
provide it with its combatants. The revolt of the end of the century can
sequendy arose neither from a disastrous international situation nor
from an economic recession: it represented a rejection of the bourgeois,
liberal order as such and was thus independent of that order, which ex
plains why though the Great War created conditions favorable to the
emergence of fascism as a political force, it made no real difference to
the evolution of fascist ideology.
That ideology was above all a rejection of "materialism"-that is, of
the essence of the European intellectual heritage from the seventeenth
century onward. It was precisely this revolt against materialism that per
mitted antiliberal and antibourgeois nationalism and that variety of so
cialism that, while rejecting Marxism, still remained revolutionary to
come together. That kind of socialism was also, by definition, antiliberal
and antibourgeois, and its opposition to historical materialism made it
the natural ally of radical nationalism. This synthesis represented the re
jection of a certain type of civilization of which liberalism and Marxism
were simply twO aspects. It represented a complete rejection of the eigh
teenth century, of which liberalism and Marxism were the heirs, and was
founded on a quite different view of the relationships between man and
nature and man and society. But, above all, this synthesis was based on
an antimechanistic explanation of human nature and a new conception
of individual motivation.
Thus, there is an unbroken continuity between the period before the
First World War and the interwar period. The idealism of the thirties,
with its ideas of transcendence and of the union of opposites, of "going
beyond" the classical ideologies and systems, simply took over from the
movement of revolt of the beginning of the century. Henri De Man's Au

delil du marxisme, Thierry Maulnier's Au-delO. du nationalisme, Arturo
Labriola's Au-dela du capitalisme et du socialisme, and Hubert Lagar
delle's "Au-dela de la democratie" could make no claim to originality

with readers of Sorel, Pareto, and Michels. Writing in 1935, Labriola

and Lagardelle, both theoreticians of the revolutionary syndicalism of
1905, would have had less difficulty than one might think in recognizing

themselves in their own writings of a quarter of a century earlier. The
contribution of that generation and its journals to the revolt against
"materialism," against liberalism and democratic socialism, against the
class struggle and capitalism, parties and parliaments, conservatives and
Marxists, preceded that of the interwar generation by some thirty years.
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This criticism of the established order-in its political and social as
pects as well as its ethical and moral aspects-in the period before the
First World War had a depth and a comprehensiveness not easily found
some twenty or thirty years later, for France in the twenties was rela
tively unproductive and lived chiefly on its cultural heritage. Proust,
Durkheim, Barres, Peguy, and Sorel were dead, and the truly productive
period of Gide, Valery, and Maurras was over. Though Bergson had un
doubtedly been the main figure in philosophy, there were practically no
more Bergsonians in France. Neither Barres nor Maurras nor Peguy had
any real heir among the younger generation; for all their qualities, nei
ther Maulnier nor Brasillach nor Mounier could claim to play the same
role or to have the same position in the history of ideas or in modern
French letters. The Marxism of the Left Bank was only in its infancy and
Sorel's legacy was spread out among several people. And, once again,
Sorel's only true successor, De Man, was a cosmopolitan-born in
Belgium, influential in France, but more active in the development of
ideas in Germany than in that of the Latin Quarter. While Paris had
been, at the turn of the century, the undisputed capital of arts and letters
and a world center for philosophy and the social sciences, the Paris of
the interwar period turned inward on itself. Freud and Weber were little
known there,ll and the city was chiefly distinguished for its circles of
"journalistic-political apprentices"U-to use a phrase of Jouvenel's that
well describes the new situation. This phrase also describes perfectly
bmh the moral fragility of that generation and its exceptional fluidity,
for the intellectual ferment of the thirties above all involved political
journalists or politicians who were also journalists, which explains why
the Resistance and the collaborators alike never had any real intellectual
leadership.
The revival that took place during those years could not obscure the
fact that, for the first time in many generations, Paris had lost its intel
lectual preeminence in the world. The new generation, which was much
less interested in basic questions than in topical affairs, and whose intel

lectuals were no longer pioneers, is nevertheless of great interest to the
historian. The participation in active politics that was then practically
the rule, the search for new formulas and unconventional solutions that
was so common, the endeavor to transcend and to pass "beyond"-all
this bore wimess to a state of grea[ confusion before a world that was
rapidly changing, and that one was not too sure one understood or was

able to master.
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Of all the major countries of continental Europe, France was the only
one, until the beginning of the Second World War, where liberal democ
racy had withstood the impact of fascism and nazism. The liberal revo
lutions of the nineteenth century and the failures of Boulangism and
anri-Dreyfusism had borne fruit; moreover, victory in the Great War
had spared the French enormous psychological tcnsions, and the slow
pace of the country's economic development had forestalled serious so
cial problems. Fascism, in France, consequently remained theoretical,
and never had to make the inevitable compromises that to some degree
always falsify the official ideology of a regime. Thus, in studying French
fascism, one is able to apprehend the true significance of the phenome
non of fascism in general, and in examining its ideology in its origins, i n
its stage of incubation, one obtains a clearer understanding of fascist
thought and behavior, as well as a clearer perception of the complexity
of the circumstances and attitudes that form the fabric of the 1930s.
Not every form of antimaterialism can be described as fascism, but
fascism was a form of antimaterialism, and it canalized all the main cur
rents of antimaterialism in the twentieth century. In this sense, fascism
was an authentic revolutionary movement: it wished to make a clean
break with the established order, and politically, ethically, and aesthet
ically provided a clear alternative option. Fascist spiritualism and ideal
ism provided the basis for a total revolution, the only one that did not
depend on a class struggle. This revolution of the spirit, of the will, of
the instincts constituted a totality: it sought to create a new type of man
connected in his very flesh with a new society. Society would no longer
be a kind of battlefield where individuals and social groups challenge
one another, but a collectivity in which all the strata and classes of so
ciety would work together in harmony. The natural framework of such a
harmonious, organic human collectivity is the nation-a purified, re
vitalized nation, in which the individual would count only as a cell in
the collective organism, and which would enjoy a moral unity that
could never be provided by Marxism and liberalism, both of which were
consequences of fragmentation and war. The embodiment of this unity
is the state, and its power derives from the spiritual unanimity of he
masses', but the state is at the same time the protector of that umty,

�

which it fosters by every available means, including the party, propa
ganda, and education.
In addition to a political revolution, fascism sought to bring about a
moral revolution. a profound transformation of the human spirit. Not
only the fate of the nation was at issue, but also the destiny of civiliza-
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tion: the problem of decadence was one of the major preoccupations of
fascism, which was animated by a desire to create a new type of man,

characterized by the classically antibourgeois virtues of heroism, energy,

alertness, a sense of duty, a willingness to sacrifice, and an acceptance of
the idea of the preeminence of the community over the individuals who
compose it. First and foremost of fascist qualities, however, was a faith
in the power of will-of a will that could reshape the world of matter
and shatter its resistance.
The moral unity of an organic society requires the creation of a new

physical environment and new forms of social organization and cultural
expression. The virile, vigorous fascist, spending his leisure hours on
the sports field and the racetrack, is the very antithesis of the bourgeois.
Fascist aesthetics also had an antibourgeois character. Because fascism

was a form of antimaterialism, it had an antimercantilist, antimechanis
tic aspect; but at the same time it was in awe of modern technology. Fas
cism was related to the futurist movement in literature and architecture,

for fascism had a modernistic side that helped to set it apart from the
old conservative world. A poem by Marineni and a building by Le Cor

busier were both immediately accepted by the fascists, for, better than
any literary dissertation, they embodied everything that distinguished
the revolutionary future from the bourgeois past.
The revision of Marxism in the interwar period (as undertaken, for
example, by De Man and Deat) and the SoreHan revisionism of the be
ginning of the century both expressed a desire to shatter and remold his·
tory and an attempt to discover a means of doing so. Corporatism was
found to be the tool par excellence of this struggle to change the existing
order of things, a struggle that always took the same course: Sorel,

Michels, and Berth, like the pianists and neosocialists rejecting histor
ical materialism, replaced it with psychological arguments, 6nally arriv
ing at a form of socialism in which the proletariat ceases to have
any
particular importance. Thus, socialism, from the turn of the century on
ward, developed into a socialism for all, for the whole collectivity
-a
socialism that opposes capitalism not in the name of a single class but
in
the name of the entire nation.
Thus, a perfectly natural alliance occurred between this form of so
cialism and the new-born nationalism-a radical
nationalism that also
set itself against the old world of
the conservatives, against the aristo
crats and bourgeois, and against social
injustice, and that believed that
he nation would be truly whole only
when the proletariat became an
Integral part of it. A socialism for the whole collectivity and a nation-

�
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alism that, dissociated from conservatism, aimed to be the vehicle of
unity and unanimity together formed an engine of war against capitalism
of unprecedented power. Corporatism and the strong state, having all
the resources of the economy at their disposal and liberated once and
for all from the trammels of universal suffrage, pariiamenrarianism, par·
ties, and committees, were to be the instruments of this assault against
the capitalist citadel, against a society fragmented into antagonistic
classes, against the national decadence and the disintegration of a whole
civilization.
In the France of the interwar period, such a message could not fail to
find a favorable response among large segments of the public. Many
young intellectuals-an important part of the world of letters-could
not remain unaffected by this way of thinking, or at least by certain ele
ments of it. The self-declared fascists were never more than a tiny mi
nority among all those who responded to this call for youth, ardor, dig

nity, and unity, to this rejection of determinism and materialism, this

affirmation of the primacy of the spiritual. Far more numerous than the
confirmed fascists were the supporters of a new, anti-Marxist, non
proletarian type of revolution-a revolution of the spirit. The response
to the ideas of the fascist intellectuals was thus much greater than is
often thought." But even more numerous than the fellow travelers were
those who regarded with a benevolent neutrality that resurrection of
antibourgeois values that Maurice Duverger called "the revolution of
1940" 'j-a revolution for the entire nation. Men and movements that

were hostile to the Nazi repression were nevertheless forced to pause
and reflect before what seemed, in July 1940, to be an opportunity to

save the nation by taking advantage of the fall of the regime-that hated

regime based on capitalist exploitation and inimical to spiritual values.
This point is all-important for an understanding of fascism. Fascism
was not merely an extreme form of nationalism, nor was it simply a re
turn to a primitive tribalism. It had a solid conceptual framework, and
could provide answers to questions much greater than those posed by
particular historical circumstances. Consequently, in the hour of testing,

fascist ideology did not fail and appeared to be the perfect type of politi
cal ideology-a system of ideas that could guide political action, pre
scribe choices, and reshape the world. Insofar as it possessed internal
contradictions, these were no obstacle to action. In the final analysis,
fascism, contrary to Brasillach's description, was not only a "spirit" but
also a "political doctrine." " It was also a system of ethics and aesthet
ics. One could say that fascism was a complete ideological system,
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rooted in a comprehensive vision of the world and having its own phi
losophy of history and its own criteria for immediate political action. In
all this, fascism hardly differed from the other great modern ideological
systems. Like any other ideology, it had its operational aspect.'7 lnsofar
as it was put to the test in France, this ideology showed that the distance
between its basic principles and its praxis was less great than had been
the case with the ideologies that preceded it. In June 1940 the hard core
of French fascists remained true to their principles and consistent in
their analysis of the situation and their choices.
Between the nationalists-for whom the concept of fatherland was
an absolute, not subject to any condition-and the fascists-who no
longer represented a form of nationalism but were part of a universal,
deeply ideological movement-were situated the other nonconformist
political forces and currents of thought, all in a state of great confusion.
Once again, it is in its period of incubation that one can most clearly
perceive a political phenomenon. Thus, if one is to judge people's behav

ior during the Occupation accurately, one must confine oneself to the

period between June 1940 and June 1941. For the noncommunists and
those not haunted by the shade of Napoleon, one might extend this pe
riod to the time of the Soviet counteroffensive in the winter of 1941-42,
but it was only until June 1941 that the best laboratory conditions
existed. Later, to a greater and greater degree, people's actions were in
fluenced by opportunism.
The political and moral collapse of the ruling elites in the summer of
1940 and the setting up of an alternative regime owed a great deal to the

discredit into which liberal democracy had fallen. The official fascists,
the avowed fascists, were only a radical minority, but they were backed
by the great battalions opposed to "materialism," and it was precisely
because it was not only capitalism that was attacked but also liber
alism-not only the bourgeois world but also certain universal prin
ciples readily associated with the bourgeoisie-that the harsh criticisms
to which the regime had been subjected during the previous decade now
took on their full weight and significance. Indeed, these criticisms were
directed less at a system of government that, in a fragmented society,
considerably weakened the power of the executive than at the very prin
ciple of democracy. Thus, a combination of circumstances existed that
CO�tributed much to undermining the foundations of democracy, of plu
rahsm, and of a certain view of the world generally associated with the
heritage of the Enlightenment and the French Revolution.
As an illustration of this point, the case of Mounier is particularly
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interesting, first of all because he was a figure of exceptional moral rec

titude, who� influence in the immediate postwar period was consider
able. His behavior under the Occupation demonstrates the deep moral

malaise, the disgust with the regime, and the longing for change that

exined in France. That someone like Mounier could choose to work for

more than a year within the framework of the Vichy regime shows that
almost anything seemed preferable at that time to a return [0 the former
situation.

Mounier, the philosopher of personalism, was a wonhy represen

tative of all the nonconformist intellectuals of the thirties who, search

ing for some non-Marxist form of revolution, automatically rejected the

liberal and social-democratic consensus. Mounier also rejected fascism,
but it cannOt be denied that his violent criticism of the "established dis

order" was similar to that of the fascists. His solutions to the problem

were different, but his criticisms were practicat!y identical. It is not sur
prising that, after Mounier's

Esprit was banned in August 1941, Jean de
Fabregues, coeditor of Combat, tried to offer Mounier's readers a Vichy
ist Catholic journal."

Analyzing his leader's motivations in 1940, Jean-Marie Domenach

wrote, "Mounier is not sorry to see bourgeois liberalism come to grief.
The situation is open: beyond the disaster he hopes a new world wit!

come into being." l' It is this very willingness to consider various possi

bilities that makes Mounier's choice so problematic. His reaction was

shared by at! the rebels of the thirties, and his rejection of "bourgeois

liberalism" led to acceptance of the legitimacy of Vichy, "to which," he

wrote, "my position as a Flench citizen attaches me for better or for
worse. UI Mounier worked for more than a year for the "national revolu
tion." In February 1941 he reproached the Christian-democratic leader
Etienne Borne for totally rejecting the regime. He wrote (this was not a

banal statement at the time) "that some of our friends, more or less con
nected with L'Aube, are once again starting to engage dangerously in
the formula of a

defense of democracy."21 To a certain extent he could

understand the behavior of Maritain, for whom "that had American as

sociations, very different from ours . . . . But in France, where one had

to create something new at all costS, it blocked up the very spirit of cre

ativity." U Mounier explained what he meant by that in an interesting
passage:

The antifascist defensive reaction in all its negative characteristics, like the anti
communist reaction that paralyzed La Heche, turned into a dangerous suin on
the ChriStian democrats. We do not doubt for an instant the vigor of the genuine
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no that one must oppose: to all spiritual infiltration of the spirit of the victor, but
here, as in military matters, defensive, even heroically defensive, positions are
bad and kill the creative spirit. When, after the armistice, we saw a number of

these: same Christian democrats . . . do nothing but sigh over past times as if the
"Popular Democratic party" had really brought France: something in the past
twenty years, we reacted vigorously.1.I

Mounier's rejection of the republican defensive reflex, which, from

the time of Boulangism, to (he Dreyfus affair, and up until the Popular
Front, had assured the survival of French democracy, hardly differed from

Maulnier's or Bergery's reaction in (he same circumstances. Mounier re

jected out of hand Borne's policy of "all or nothing," which he criticized
for casting discredit on "all that is being done now," and particularly on

those "real islands of sanity," those "truly free corners of France"
"the :Ecole d'Vriage" and "Jeune France."l' And, on the other hand,
Mounier made it clear by referring to
tion of Borne's criticisms of

L'Aube in the context of his rejec

Esprit that he did not believe "that an ob

solete journal can bear witness more honorably than another one that is

attempting to struggle. It's a fallacy: the pornographic booklets have

also disappeared from the shop windows." 1.1

In March 1941 Mounier stated that "we are stilt in an open situation"

and that the legitimacy "of an action declaring our presence" could not
be doubted.2' He was then very active as a lecturer and educator in

Uriage, "that fine rock of French fidelity," "in the 'Chantiers' and in the

�ovemcnts."n Mounier derived satisfaction from the fact that people
like Henri Massis associated Uriage with

Esprit, and that i n the youth

movements and the Chanriers, where "they at last felt the need for a

doctrine," only two things met the need: the "Action Fran�aise and Es

prit."u He worked out his doctrine in the course of lectures on "The
Present Positions of Personalism" and "The Christian Sense of the Com

munity," as well as on "The End of the French Bourgeois" and "Our
Cultural Revolution." 19

.I�

fact, Mounier's participation in the attempt at intellectual and

sPlntual renewal that took place within the context of the regime in the
Summer of 1940 was a consequence of the ambiguity of his positions in
the period when Esprit was founded. The editor of the new review then
shared at! the uncertainties of the rebels and dissidents of whom he
Was one, and who were headed by the members of the Ordre Nouveau
group. For a short time Mounier even broke with the Aron-Dandieu
gr up, and his opposition to the Hitlerian terror, as to the totalitari
�
anIsm of Mussolini's state, was to remain unwavering.lO But one finds in
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Mounier, as in most of the dissidents, a certain indulgence toward fas
cism, a cenaio appreciation of it, sometimes even a certain admiration
for it, which derived from their common perception of the weaknesses
and drawbacks of liberal democracy. The weaknesses, pettiness, and fra
gility of the French democracy seemed to them quite tragic compared to
the decisiveness, energy, and willpower displayed by the regimes of Italy
and Germany.
In December 1933 Mounier attempted to define his position. He re
fused fascism the fight to claim the preeminence of spirituality. He de
nounced fascism as a "pseudohumanism, [a] pseudospiritualism that
weighs man down beneath the tyranny of the heaviest 'spiritualities' and
the most ambiguous 'mysticisms': the cult of race, of the nation, of the
state, of the will to power, of an anonymous discipline, of the leader, of
successes in sports and economic achievements."J! He concluded that
fascism was a "new materialism," and could find no words harsh enough
to say about the "agents provocateurs of the spiritual revolution."ll Yet
at the same time he wrote, "We have no intention of being summary. We
do not deny that the fascist regimes bring, with respect to those that
they replace, an clement of health and a loftiness of tone that are mani
festations of energy that ought not to be despised. We know what very
great differences there arc between them. We do not doubt that a study
of their institutions, transposed into our own terms, would provide us
with valuable suggestions."H
And, simultaneously, he lashed out at the established order: "We are
no less severe toward liberal and parliamentary democracy. Jam foetet.
A democracy of slaves in liberty, deprived in their souls and in their live
lihoods, subjected to the brutal force of money that has affected even
their revolt. . . . Let us have the courage to say it: the problem of de
mocracy and the problem of authority are new, as yet unresolved prob
lems caused by the conditions that the modern world has imposed on
them."J'
Mounier's conclusion was somewhat curious: "We ought not to try
and conceal the fact: a dictatorship is indispensable for any revolution,
particularly a spiritual one, in order to neutralize and overcome evil
forces. " To be sure, "this dictatorship could only be a provisional and
limited one." Mounier immediately ruled out the possibility of a fascist
dictatorship, saying that the regime he was proposing "could not set up
the dictatorship of a state or of a party, and consequently, together with
the regime of falsehood, spiritual sterilization and the supremacy of ren
egades and courtesans." He finally provided his own solution to the di-
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lemma: "Our formula is: a material dictatorship, controlled as far as is
necessary, together with integral spiritual liberty"; and he added, "Lib
eralism is the grave digger of liberry."jj
This important text clearly reveals the internal tensions, the contra
dictions, and the search for new directions that characterized the think
ing of the dissidents of the thirties. Mounier shows himself here to be
closer to Maulnier, in many respects, than one might think.l6 He was
also closer than is generally thought to Pierre Dominique, the future
head of censorship of the Vichy government, who protected him against
the local censor in Lyons.17 Mounier's subtle distinctions are singularly
lacking in clarity and definition. Statements like "Yes, organic and func
tional hierarchy, but be careful," JI or "Order, discipline, authority, yes"
(which takes up the neos' famous formula), or "Youth, energy, awaken
ing, yes-and may there be an end to the rule of old men, dead ideas and
faintheartedness," even when qualified by statements like "Bur may the
call to youth be a call to ardor of faith, to simplicity of heart, and not to
brutality and the complacent confusion of vital forces or the dangerous
puerilities of armed schoolboys,"19 could only add to the general confu
sion. This lack of precision in political thought weighed heavily on the
thirties and undermined not only a certain "bourgeois liberalism" (to
use j.-M. Domenach's phrase) bur also, in Mounier's own words, "lib
eral and parliamentary democracy."4{1
Mounier's rejection of the old order of things finally brought him to
accept the principle of the "national revolution." To be sure, he bitterly
regretted its excesses, but his only practical response was a sort of game
of hide-and-seek with the Lyons censorship. On 19 October 1940 "the
shameful Statut des Juifs" was enacted, and Mounier felt himself "aged,
as though by a sickness." Six days later, he noted, "This morning, per
mission to start republishing Esprit arrived, with Montigny's signature,
at the same time as the news of the Hitler-Laval, Hitler-Petain meet
ings."" Mounier was aware of the profound ambiguity of the situation
that was emerging and, with full knowledge of that situation, made his
choice. The task of building a new order on the ruins of liberal democ
racy was in his view the overriding necessity.
Though it is absurd to see Mounier as one of the "Young Turks" of
fascism," at the same time it is important not to underestimate Esprit's
contribution to the intellectual confusion so characteristic of the inter
War period. In the creation of the intellectual climate that made the "na
tional revolution" possible and encouraged the rise of fascism this team
of writers undoubtedly played their part. Throughout the thirties,
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Mounier expressed his sympathy for attacks on materialism made from
the most varied quarters. He praised De Man's "critique of determinist
materialism" and his "spiritualism so close to being Christian."4l At the
same time, he expressed satisfaction at the revolt of the Jeune Droite,
declaring his "complete agreement with Jean de Fabregues on the spiri
tual reality of the problem, happy, moreover, [0 see him condemn capi
talist disorder more radically than some of his friends." .... He was also
sympathetically inclined toward the little fascist group L'Assaut, whose
ideas, he thought, had been recently "very well explained."45
These views are confirmed by certain other texts we should examine;
these are among Mounier's most revealing writings, and include his re
views of some important books. Thus, presenting Maulnier's Au-dela du
nationalisme to his readers, Mounier wrote, "Most of those who collab
orate on this review could sign their names to almost the whole of his
last book." 46 He drew a comparison between Maulnier's analysis of the
situation and De Man's, giving a perfect summary of their ideas-"Lib
eralism and Marxism have dealt convergent blows to the national com
munity and to the state, which must take on its defense from above"
and concluding, "Thus far we agree entircly."�7 The only criticism that
the theoretician of personalism could make of the theoretician of the
new nationalism was that he had disregarded "that republican French
soul, so profoundly sensed by peguy."·� Otherwise he had no objec
tions: analyzing Maulnier's ideas, Mounier declared that he "would not
change a line of his criticism of 'democracy."'�9 Maulnier's great mis
take, he thought, was simply that he failed to see "that this word con
tained another possibility, another tradition apart from bourgeois, capi
talist and parliamentary democracy, of which there is not one of us who
is not sickened."j� It is interesting that Mounier was well aware of the
dangers presented by Maulnier's ideas if "taken out of the small circle of
just and thoughtful people and put into an area where indeterminate
forces and approximate ideas are operating," 51 but nevertheless was
willing to take up a tradition, going back to the time of Boulangism, of
dissociating the "democratic" from the "republican." Claiming that
there was a "certain French sensibility that, if it is not always demo
cratic, remains deeply republican," he recommended that Maulnier take
that sensibility into account, and, addressing him, concluded:

:�

· Croix
That we should extirpate from the French soul the rad"IcaI canker and ItS
de Feu surgeons; that we should proclaim loud and clear that the
ir ReP r
was only a caric�t� re of democracy; �hat we sh?ul restore the slgn�fican
. the face of petlt bourgeOIs d strustfulness (wh le provid.
organic communltleS III
I
I

�
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ing the counterweight of a greater wariness of their pitfalls); that we should re
vise completely what empirically, for a short period of French history, has been
the so-called "democratic" notion of the state, of the social system, of political
life and of institutions; and that we should rid the very sources of the democratic
idea of certain pretentious and deadly ideologies, we agree wholeheartedly.52

Histoire de dix ansH and his later ac
GillesH were written in a similar spirit.

Mounier's review of Maxence's
count of Drieu La Rochelle's

Drieu, he said, "had come to diagnose the French prewar political sick
ness as a sickness of willpower, of virality,"H and Mounier thought he
was right. If he did not endorse Drieu's belief in "the necessity to do
something, no matter what,"5' the sentiments he expressed in a text
written in full wartime help to explain the atmosphere of uncertainty
that existed in November 1940, the month when

Esprit reappeared: 57

It is nonetheless true that prewar France needed some muscle and a bit of savag
ery: "Put together socialism, religion and a virile spirit," as one of Drieu's
spokesmen stated. The great lesson of the fascist regime that he echoed was to
set against the impotent and pretentious idealist rhetoric with which the democ
racies were so deeply impregnated the preeminence of Being and of affirmation
(from a taste for affirmation, however, one slips imperceptibly into a vindicatio
n
of force). It is not the attraction of ease that Gilles seeks in fascism; it is a sense
of monasticism that reasserts itself far more forcefully after a period of too
easy
achievcment. Drieu recently deplored the lack of suitability to present circum
stances of the ideas of more than one defender of the democracies. Indeed,
if the
poine of this war were to rerum, once the dangers have passed, to the charms
of
an age recently gone by, and to revive waltzing Vienna, slum·ridde
n Naples, Ba
roque Munich and glittering Paris, we should very soon lose
face. "Turn fascism
against Italy and Germany" remains an ambiguous, ill-balanc
ed formula, but,
yes-turn against the monstrosities of fascism the virrues of
fascism and what
ever living history it has given birth to in aberration
and terror, and there can be
no durable victory, adapted to the world
as it is, without such an integration.lI

This philosophy of history led Mounier to decide, in
the summer of
permission to revive Esprit in southern France. His desire
not to be excluded from the activitie
s that shaped the destiny of the
French nation prompted
him to write a programmatic article in Febru
ary 1941, "On
Intelligence in Times of Crisis."59 In this article, after
condemning the "wild and
decadent intelligentsia," he reflected on the
spiritual causes of
the defeat: "A certain Gidean climate a certain Va
lerian detachment,
a certain Bergsonian pathos, a certai political con
formism on the oppos
ing sides and a certain de luxe literature have
helped to
bring about the decomposition of the French 50ul."60 This,
he
sai.d, was
one of "the few fundamental truths" that it was "one of
the

1 940, to seek

�
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tasks of the national revolution, now that the measures of first aid have
been taken," to understand.';! Mounier was really encouraging people to
participate in the national revolution: he unambiguously rejected the
"temptation of all or norhing" and condemned "the fanaticism of the
opposition"-"those unhappy spirits, agitated by a demon of disputa
tion, who are fruitful only in an ever-destructive criticism." 61 It is diffi
cult to see this text as a caU to resistance.
One may also wonder about the significance of the following text of
Mounier's, which appeared in November 1940, when the oppressive
legal measures of the Vichy government were already in force: "From
the beginning, we have not ceased to condemn liberal democracy, but
that was a kind of act of politeness rendered to a secondary truth, if not
to a truth of the second order. We thought it was parasitic on France,
like some kind of dust or lichen: we did not realize that it ate away at it like
vermin, as surely as a spiritual sickness or social disorder. We had con
served the hope that a real democracy would overcome a formal democ
racy, an organic democracy would overcome an anarchic demagogy."63
The November 1940 issue of Esprit also contained a number of other
attacks on the democracy of the Third Republic. In those dark days, the
judgment of a man like Mounier of a past that could only be assessed in
relation to the present is very striking:
Not being an elector or a representative for a number of months, the Frenchman
is going to find himself deprived of a distraction that has preoccupied him a
great deal: a bit too much in fact. By not indulging ill political actions for some
time, the French have a chance to learn the value of an activity that has been

devalued by use, and a reflectiveness that has been swamped in verb iage They
will also be in the best position to deal directly with their activities and prob
lems, their work, literature and religion, abandoning the erroneous perspectives
in which these had been seen in the light of the political obsession. Who can
assert that this forced retreat had nOt become necessary to true culture, to
.

healthy labor, to true religion?"

In this connection, Mounier coined a new formula. He said he wanted
to see, within "the framework of the new regime," "a mentality of the
active vanquished,"6 5 which he felt to be the only possibility for the
French in 1940.

y,
With the satisfaction of a prophet who has been justified by histor
ed
Mounier recalled the special issues of Esprit of before the war devot
When
to "the death of the parties" and "the problem of representation."
lib
the war came, he said, Esprit posed "in new terms the problem of
ral
libe
erty and the problem of the leader.""" As for the struggle against
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democracy, Mounier now addressed himself to the Action Fran�aise:
"We still keep in store a few discussions with the Action Fran�aise for a
time when the French will have the heart to discuss things. But now we
must give in." 67
In the same issue, Mounier lashed out at individualism, the bour
geois, and "the revolution of '89," which "was not a popular revolution
but a bourgeois revolution."63 Like the Maurrassians, he attacked both
bourgeois mediocrity and communism. Indeed, bourgeois liberalism
and communism, whose "bottled-up virulence has not yet been elimi
nated from the French organism," between them, he said, bore the re
sponsibility for French decadence.69 Thus, in July 1941, a few weeks
after Hitler's invasion of the Soviet Union, Mounier, speaking of com
munism, expressed the hope that it would at last be possible "to sterilize
with hot irons the political and social wound that had developed in the
weakened body of Europe," for, he said, there was "nobody who is not
ready to hail the downfall of the somber Stalin regime, when it takes
place, as a deliverance for Europe, for it is not accompanied by equally
evil consequences. Among the faces of the Antichrist, that of the cun
ning, vain, and bloodthirsry little ryrant who for years has cut off Eu
rope from Holy Russia, and from all the power of the new Russia, has
been one of the most odious." 70 And, finally, quoting L'Action franr;aise
of 2 July 1941, Mounier stated that since "all crusades are not pure . . . ,
for the sake of Europe's honor its 'crusade' against communism ought
not to be a crusade of Pharisees."71
In July 1941, this way of speaking and this terminology-the many
references to ideas that then constituted code words for collaboration
with the new regime and a recognition of German hegemony over the
Continent-could only signify a de facto recognition of the new order
of things.
Another poim must be strongly made here. The fascination of fas
cism in the thirties had resulted primarily from a search for new values.
The attractiveness of fascism at that time was far greater than is today
admitted by the people who felt that attraction, their political col
eagues, or their followers. There can be no doubt that fascism, because
It Was to be the instrument of a profound
moral and spiritual revolution,
made an impression on the nonconformist circles of the thirties. Even
people who in the immediate postwar period became
symbols of the
n�w France
that had grown out of the Resistance had been favorably
Is�osed toward fascism at the time. Their
criticism of democracy, of the
entage of the French Revolution,
had been directed not against the

�

�
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practices of the regime and its institutional weaknesses but against its
very principles .

Speaking in May 1935 at the famous symposium organized in Rome
by representatives of the Italian fascist left, Mounier stated that "even
those in the French ddegation who by their training had been staunch

opponents of fascism publicly admitted the close kinship they felt with
the constructive vigor of the new generation."?!
This revealing text gives a good idea of the feelings of certain noncon
formist circles toward fascism: this sentiment of "dose kinship" among

the revolutionaries-all those up in arms against the old liberal and
bourgeois civilization-united fascists and some nonfascists in onc and
the same attitude of rejection. Mounier praised the left wing of Italian

fascism, that "lively and audacious wing, radically anticapitalist and
daringly constructive."1l Soon after the Nazis seized power in Germany,
one of his colleagues, Alexandre Marc, had expressed his agreement
with the harsh criticism of the Weimar regime advanced by its oppo

nents/' and three years later Georges Duveau, after proclaiming his dis
gust for the methods of Hitler's regime, nevertheless admined "that the
fuhrer's tone, his alacrity, his brutal, plebeian, brisk way of saying these

words-peace, war-give rise to an emotion that is not entirely devoid
of sympathy."7j In December 1938, Fran�ojs Perroux, in his turn, ex
pressed both his conviction that Europe had rejected the principles of
1789 and his faith in the furure of narional socialism/· Mounier like

wise saw the French Revolution as the origin of totalitarianism." He ex
pressed his rejection of the entire "bourgeois civilization" that was now
being challenged by the "fascist civilizations,"" and although he recog
nized and understood the totalitarian character of fascism, he could not

help but feel attracted by its lotal rejection of the liberal and bourgeois
sig
world-the total repudiation, wilhout any shadow of compromise,
of
negation
nary
nified by "fascism in its broad sense," that "revolutio
fascists:
bourgeois rationalism."� He admired the moral qualities of the
energy
"devotion, sacrifice, virile friendship," "the authentic spiritual
decadence,
that sustains these men violently uprooted from bourgeois
and a
filled with all the ardor that one possesses when one finds a faith
meaning in life."1<1

.
.
BraSil
The temptation of fascism thus was not felt only by people like
of the
lach or Drieu La Rochelle. A particularly instructive example
nou
attraction exerted by fascism and nazism is provided by L'Ordre
by
veau. From the time it appeared in May 1933, this journal, edited
about
Robert Aron and Arna ud Dandieu, expressed some reservations
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national socialism and at the same time showed a great deal of sympathy
toward it. The reservations concerned the practice of nazism, while the
sympathy was for the Nazi revolt that was simultaneously directed
against liberalism, socialism, and communism. Alexandre Marc even
suggested "leaving aside for the moment the question of national
socialist excesses and brutalities," claiming that "every insufficiently
prepared revolution is accompanied by brutalities and excesses."·' He
then outlined national-socialist ideology, which, he said, was "aimed in
its entirety against the doomed liberal and Marxist ideologies." 11 Marc's
text perfectly expresses the view of nazism current in the mid-thirties
among the Parisian nonconformists-even those who were to become
totally alienated from the Vichy regime or who were to become its first
victims.
In the sphere of home po/icy, national socialism has violently rebelled against
parliamentary democracy. It has regarded parliamentary democracy, quite cor

Tectly, as a survivor of a period that has forever passed, as a political conception
that is abstract, atomistic, and hopelessly obsolete. National socialism has
fought against the egotism, the corruption, and the impotence of political par

ties and has triumphantly exposed the fatal disorder of a regime dominated by
the rapacity of party politicians "devoid of character or capability" and sup
ported by a press willing to do anything!

In the sphere of foreign policy, how can one fail to approve of the revolt of
national socialism againsl the myths of decadent liberalism? The Treaty of Ver

�illes, which accumulated injustices and blunders and sought to hide fierce ego
nsms beneath a third-rate sentimentality, wrapping everything up in puritan hy
pocrisy and democratic rhetoric, could arouse nothing but scorn and angl!r in a
well-born soul. National socialism has also risen up against the internationalism
that denied human diversity, against Geneva-type pacifism-that religion of eu

�Uchs!-and against the falsehood of capitalist "solidarity," the League of Na
tions, and other publicistic rubbish . . . . And when Goering boldly declares that
the Disarmament Conference is merely a cynical farce, it is not
we who will con
tradict him.
In the economic sphere, national socialism represents a reaction against the
()(;cult dictatorship of anonymous and wayward finance. The Nazis
are not the
o ly ones to pass a severe judgment
�
on the "slavery of loans to interest." Not
Without reason do they attack the disorder of the
liberal economy the excesses
. d
'
of Ihe 10
.
.
ustrla,Ism
to WhICh
· Weimar
Germany surrendered itself out-and-out
�roductivism. . . . And at the same rime they refuse-at least in t eory-to fall
Into the
starisl trap and transfer all economic functions to the State. They are
OPPOsed to capitaiisl disorder and the super·industrialization it fosters
and to
tt�nomic absolutism
of the Stalinist type:. How can one not approve of this
re,ecrion ?
The social policy of national socialism is antagonistic to both capitalism
and
Marxism, which uproOt
people, tear them away from a living tradition. turn
.

h
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them into p roletarians. The national socialists deplore the servile condition of
this artificial man, this "man in the street," and advocate a return to a natural
�uilibrium and the re5wration of human frameworks-family, profession

(Stand). region ( lAndschaftl-the rehabilitation of small-scale ownership and
of man's direct relationship to his work and to the land.
Finally, in the cultural and spiritual sphere, national socialism m�lnifeslS a de
sire to break with materialism. Not that it has the slightest intention of denying

material facrorsj rather it refuses to accept the primacy of matler. It is opposed
to all the "by·products" of "free thought" and vehemently attacks decadent im
morality, license, and moral degradation,"

This rejection of materialism is a central point in the long "Letter to

Adolf Hitler, Chancellor of the Reich" which, as Mournier himself said,
"contained fourteen phrases of reservations and thirty pages of apolo

gies." Moreover, according to Mounier, Dandieu "was nOt without an
inclination for certain other leading tendencies of Hitlerism."'4 Signed
"Ordre Nouveau," this profession of faith is a document of rare interest.
With regard to nazism as an ideological system and a body of doctrine,

Dandieu and Aron boldly declared: "Your work is courageous: it has
grandeur."" They went on to say: "Your movement possesses in its foun

dations an authentic grandeur,"'" one that "consists in being, through
the heroism, the sacrifice, and the self-abnegation that it instills, a pro

test against contemporary materialism." v The writers of the letter in
sisted repeatedly on this idea.·· Since, in their opinion, it constituted a

"legitimate revolt against modern materialism,"" they maintained that
"in its spiritual origins, if not in the tactical development of the na

tional-socialist movement, there are the seeds of a new and necessary

revolutionary position."'"

For, first of all, the writers of L"Ordre nOlweau told Hitler, "You have
put an end to a lie, that of liberal democracy."" In overthrowing "this

maleficent regime . . . you have done something salubrious,"91 espe
cially since "in the same way that you have deflated the lie of political
of
freedom, you have deflated that of moral freedom. . . . In the state
slip
decadence into which a world to which all discipline is odious is
order,
ping because the inner order no longer corresponds to the outer
n
demo
it
gesture,
significant
a
your protestation is highly valid. With

strates your theoretical attitude, which we respect."YJ
occult
They concluded: "You have engaged in a struggle against the
er
dang
dictatorship of economics ... ... "You have understood what a
for
the myth of the proletariat propagated by the Marxists represents
anman . . . . You have understood and made it understood that Americ
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Bolshevik gregariousness and democratic-capitalist individualism must
be opposed with the sentiment of the organic collectivity, rich in frater
nity and love. Your dead young heroes bear witness to this great truth.
Have you succeeded in bringing it into the political structures of the
country? That is another maner."JJ
That, indeed, was the great question that concerned the writers of

L'Ordre nOUlJeau,

for if the Aron-Dandieu group entertained any

doubts about nazism, it was not because of the essence of the system nor
even its methods, but because of the institutional application of its prin
ciples and also a certain ideological confusion: "In the fight against ma
terialism," they wrote, "you will find us all in agreement, and yet we do

not belong to you. An abyss divides us."'"
What was this abyss? The writers of

L'Ordre nOUlJeau

reproached

nazism for a certain doctrinal weakness. If the greatness of nazism con
sisted in its revolt against materialism, its inadequacy was due to the
fact that this revolt "never gave rise to a new, sane, and fruitful concep
tion of the spirit."'» However, in order to avoid any misunderstanding,

L'Ordre nOUlJeau,

addressing Hitler, dissociated itself from the re

proaches "heaped on you by democrats of every kind and by defeated

total RellOlution, a
Revolution of order on which the future of humanity depends, that we

and discontented Stalinists";'" "as for us, it is with a

identify first. It is while supporting whatever is most authentically revo
lutionary in national socialism itself that we have a few questions to put
to you. It is in the name of the Revolution that we do not hesitate to
criticize you, to judge you." '"
Aron and Dandieu told Hitler that "if you have perhaps carried out a
revolution, Mr. Chancellor, you have not carried out

the

Revolution.

There can only be a universal revolution: you have not succeeded in rais

ing yourself to a broadly human ideal. You stopped on the way; you have

been content with half measures." 100

This, then, was the essential objection of the nonconformists of

L'Ordre noulJeau to Hitler:

all their other criticisms derived from this
basic point. Nazism did not carry out its ideas to the end; it did not
draw all the conclusions of its revolt against materialism. "Destroyer of
parliamentary parties" though it was, it never became "the revolution
ary destroyer of the party": '0' it fell back "into familiar grooves" and

�howed "a lack of audacity and a conOict of ideas." ,,)1 Antimaterialist as
It was, it instituted "a new religion, that of work. Once more, Mr. Chan
cellor," they said, "flagrante delicto of materialism." ,OJ What was even
IIlOre serious, however, was that in the final analysis Hitler was unable to
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avoid the pitfall of behaving like a democrat. His starting, point was the
mass rather than the individual, and he had liquidated "a regime of parI
liamentary oligarchy only to replace it with a Caesarian democracy." I)<
To be sure, the writers of L'Ordre noutJeau did not approve of "the
murders, the imprisonments, the beatings which," they told Hitler,
"you have not known how to avoid or have not been able to," but, at the
same time, they refused to associate themselves with "liberal opinion"
that condemns "your 'tyranny' and your 'atrocities'" (note the quota
tion marks enclosing tyranny and atrocities). Their stance was natural
enough for those, like themselves, who judged national socialism "not
from the paim of view of foreigners or immigrants like your opponents,
but from a profound viewpoim, a revolutionary viewpoint."'Ooi The
writers of L'Qrdre nouveau had no difficulty understanding how differ
ent Hitlerian nationalism was from the former "tradesmen's national
ism" or from "Pan-Germanism, of unhappy memory." H17lt was not hard
for them to condemn as inhuman a policy "which forces your people to
suffocate, stamping up and down in a territory which is tOO small for
them."'QI Finally, Aron and Dandieu had linle doubt about the essential
community of semimem between the Nazi movement and the ideas pro
fessed by the young intellectuals in whose name they claimed to speak.
They addressed themselves to Hitler and Mussolini with a tone of great
assurance: whether problems of civilization or imernational European
politics were in question, they believed that because of this affinity, be
cause of this essential agreement, they and their school were the only
valid partners in dialogue. "Mr. Chancellor," they said, "we know that
what we are saying here, few people are capable of understanding, but
we think that you who have come to power supponed by the emhusi
asm of youth will be able to understand. Musso/ini has understood. Hea
does not conceal the fact that if he considers it useless to enter intohe
deep engagement with the present French government, it is becausetime
believes it to be temporary, vain, and ineffectual. He awaits the the
ity will take on
when a real governmem with political responsibil
.
.
be
mission of France. When that time comes, one Will able to speakno'"
Where principles were concerned, the personalists of L'Ordre n of
veau, like most of the rebels, were hardly able to resist the attractio
con
the revolutions that had succeeded while they themselves were
rinually frustrated. These revolutions, after all, had been able to od�
come liberalism and social democracy. All these people recognize
flod
one way or another the superiority of the pO.litical cultures that
They
ished beyond the Rhine and on the other Side of the Alps.
,OJ

" lot

til
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admired what Jouvenel called "the great historical phenomenon of
our time: the seizure of power by young groups animated by an anti
bourgeois spirit."
Jouvenel emhusiastically hailed this "rise of a generation morally di
vorced from those preceding it"; the ideal type of this new youth, ac
cording to him, was "Ernst von Salomon, who, in Les Riprouves, had
celebrated the fate of those who had not taken rOOt, who lived the years
from 1919 to 1923 violemiy, who spem the years of ease in prison or in
exile." III Von Salomon, one should recall, was a member of the Freie
Koeps, which sprang up in the immediate pOStwar period and revolted
against the Weimar Republic, and he personified the rebel against liberal
democracy: the members of the Freie Korps engaged in terrorism and
von Salomon was implicated in the assassination of Walter Rathenau.
Imprisoned for five years, he was finally pardoned. It was during his
years in prison that he wrote his famous book "The Outlaws," in which
he related the history of that revolt that was in many ways a prelude to
the Nazis' seizure of power.
It was in these terms thatJouvenel explained the rise of Hitler. For the
first time in the recent history of Europe, he maintained, events had be
gun to work in favor of the "dynamic elements." Unlike France, Ger
many was a country in which "the static element was dying.""2 Thus, a
"revolution of youth" had taken place that had culminated in nazism:
"On 30 January 1933, this German youth came to power and seized the
reins of command." The conclusion to be drawn from this development
he thought was obvious: "Victory comes to the man who attaches to his
standard the leading idea of his rime, which henceforth fights with him
and on his behalf."
This sentiment seems to have been shared in many different quarters,
and it explains the ease with which the national revolution could be set
in motion in the summer of 1940. Seen in the context of half a century of
continuous history, the national revolution appears to be the logical
consequence of an intellectual trend that, though a minority tradition,
was always vigorous and on the lookout for a suitable opportunity.
France successfully met the terrible trial of 19]4 and something of that
Victory did credit to the regime. Owing to its slow economic develop
ment and its relative backwardness, France escaped the great economic
and financial crises of the beginning of the thinies, so the Republic
won a certain respite. But with the great collapse ofand1940
an ideology
that had infiltrated society for half a century rose to the surface
be·
came a force of profound influence upon the holders of politicaland
power.
110
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It was not only the confirmed fascists who wished to participate
in the construction of a new France. In this respect there was little
difference between Mounicr, Hubert Beuve-Metr, Pierre Brisson, and
JouveneL With the perspective of another half century, we can see that
the positions adopted by the founders of
those of the editor of

Esprit and Le Monde, like

Le Figaro, enable us to perceive the real signifi

cance of the regime that was being set up. The defeat had rid France of
liberal democracy, and the nonconformists would have been very untrue
to themselves if they had failed to avail themselves of the opportunity
that was offered.
Mounier's ideas contained nothing that had not been said constantly
throughout the thirties. In the summer of 1940 he thought that the hour
of the great nonconformist confederation had come, and he addressed
himself once more "to those young Frenchmen who, for the last ten
years, coming from everywhere (or waiting everywhere, no matter),
have reflected on their period and have committed themselves to the
necessary revolution." 11< Mounier invited these "young intellectuals . . .
coming

'from the right' and 'from the left'" to engage once more in

battle against "that form of liberal intelligence that was prevailing yes�

terday, in order to preserve the values of the spirit." Only now, he said,
the fight had to take place in different circumstances, for "one cannot
row against the stream of history, and even if one wishes to straighten its
contours, it is only by first embracing it that one can influence its direc�
tion. More precisely, this means that Europe is taking a totalitarian
[word effaced], if one understands by this term the quite vast variety of
regimes that have come into being, from Mr. Salazar's regime to the
Nazi regime."lU
Mounier was convinced during that period that Germany's victory
would last for a very long time, and he concluded, therefore, that it was
"our duty to be present at the event." 1 16 Hitler's perspective of a thou
sand years even seemed to him "a bit narrow." I!?

At the very moment when, with the permission of the Vichy authori
Esprit, Mounier, in an interesting article for his

ties, he was relaunching

American readers, attempted to analyze the causes and significance of
the collapse of France. First of all, he insisted on the fact that "our defeat
is a defeat for France rather than for the French army; at least for a cer
"'
tain France, and behind her a certain form of Western civilization."
The ultimate cause of the disaster, he thought, was the bourgeois spirit,
of which he wrote, "That invisible and open wound in the body of the
modern world, had completed its work of decomposition," and further
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on he said that "individualism is at the root of the evil." 119 Individu
alism and the bourgeois spirit, then (defined in a manner very familiar
to Mounier's readers), were held by Mounier to have been responsible
for the decline of France, and he added that "a certain form of parlia
mentary and libertarian democracy heightened this disorder through its
incompetence, irresponsibility, slovenliness and vulgarity-all perennial
evils, but a little too prevalent in our country in the last few decades." uo
He concluded that "what we condemn is more than a single event, it is

an epoch, and more than a nation, it is a sector of civilization." III

Once again, Mounier looked at the recent past to determine the na
[Ure of the trouble, what remedies ought to have been applied, and what
direction should be taken from now on. In a text that could easily have
been written by Drieu La Rochelle, he wrote:
A few young Frenchmen for a long lime have been saying this in vain to their
own country: the war which shakes Europe to its foundations is not imperialist
but revolutionary. Europe divided against itself is giving birth to a new order,
not only perhaps for Europe but for the whole world. Only a spiritual revolu
tion and an institutional rebirth of the same scope as the fascist revolution could
perhaps have saved France from destruction. The totalitarian countries pre
sent a frenzied image of the outlines of a civilization in which we will have
to discover, after them and better than they have discovered, the profound
essence. . . .
After a century of bourgeois languor, the adventurous life again claims its
place in the world. I see the twentieth century as a century of great stature, after
a century that has inaccurately been called stupid, and which was perhaps
worse, mediocre. There is no place in such an era for those who think only of
defending the quiet of their own garden, their own home, their own coun
tryside, their own habits. The vital question for every nation is to enter into this
epoch with a high and valid purpose. For times of conquest are never easy times.
I do not say that they cannot be Times of joy. Our duty is to save the joy of life
from the wreck of pleasure.m

Finatiy, Mounier compared his own period to the Renaissance. He
was certain that enormous changes would happen: the great revolution
of the twentieth century would take place on the ruins of individualism.
"It is the discontent with this individual and with his narrow and deso
late life which the revolutions of the masses in the twentieth century
express. Napoleon was conquered, the French revolution disappeared;
whatever outcome Americans can imagine for the present conflict, this
century will bring about throughout the world an anti-individualist and
communitarian revolution." IlJ
Such was the conceptual framework of Mounier's thinking in 1940.
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He regarded the national revolution as the natural conclusion of his long
ideological conflict with liberal democracy. He saw the new regime as
providing a unique opportunity, and his reactions not only illuminate
[he deep significance of the nonconformism of the thirties but also help
make it clear that the Vichy regime was part of a continuous develop
ment. He relaunched

Esprit not to fight the regime from within but to

participate in the building of a new France within a new Europe. He was
convinced that an era had died, and he was the last to regret it.
However, as the Vichy regime evolved, Mounier evolved also. Soon
enough, it became obvious that the "anti-individualist and commu
nitarian" revolution that he had hailed enthusiastically in October 1940
was developing in a direction quite different from the one he had fore
seen. At the same time, Mounier was becoming acquainted with other
aspects of national socialism. Goring's sallies of wit that he had once
found attractive II< and the spiritualistic, young, virile side of nazism
that had appealed to his imagination assumed a darker cast in the light
of the harsh realities of the war and the Collaboration. The outcome of
the conflict also appeared to be far more uncertain. On 6 December

1941 the Red Army launched its first great counteroffensive and the Ger
man army as it approached Moscow was in danger of collapse: the years
of easy conquests and spectacular advances were over. All this was per
haps nOt fully grasped in the regions of Lyons and Vichy, but, still, it
was dear to everyone that the days of the blitzkrieg were past, and that
Moscow, Leningrad, and Stalingrad had not fallen. These events no
doubt encouraged Mounier to modify his vision of a Hitlerian Europe
that fifteen months earlier he had thought he could see lasting a thou
sand years.
The rest of the story is much better known. In August 1941

Esprit

was shut down by the Vichy authorities: cooperation was no longer pos
sible between a regime that was becoming increasingly harsh and a team
of young intellectuals that was becoming increasingly aware. After the
publication of Marc Beigbeder's "Supplements to the Memoirs of an
Ass" in the July 1941 issue, the order of prohibition finally arrived,
signed by another nonconformist of the thirties, Paul Marion. On

15 January 1942 Mounier was arrested: he figured on a list of names
and addresses carried by an agent of the Resistance movement Combat.
Provisionally released, he was nevertheless kept under house arrest in
Clermont. Finally, on 1 May, he was interned in the residential prison of

Le Vivarais, where he began a hunger strike made famous by the BBC. In
October, the case of Combat was judged and Emmanuel Mounier be-
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came a great figure in the Resistance. Released, he settled in the Dr6me,
where he lived until the Liberation under the name of Leclerc.lll
The Resistance drew many recruits from the members of Mounier's
group. Their story, and especially that of the school of liriage, belongs
now to the history of fighting France. Yet these events should not ob
scure our view of the situation that existed in 1940-42, or the fact that
the liriage school had been founded to form the elites of the new regime
and not a combat unit of the Resistance, or the fact that Mounier turned
to the Resistance only after committing himself to the national revolu
tion. Seen in this perspective, Mounier's development is a good illustra
tion of the ideological continuity represented by the intellectual renewal
undertaken by the Vichy government. The dissidents' objective in 1940
was exactly what it had been ten years earlier: to destroy the intellectual
and political structures of liberal democracy.
Nearly all the nonconformist groups shared an implicit recognition
of the moral superiority of fascist Italy and Nazi Germany in relation to
bourgeois and decadent France. "Germany versus the West is Sparta ver
sus Athens, the hard life versus the pleasant life," wrote Mounier in Oc
tober 1940,IU and Jouvene1-a great liberal in the postwar period-saw
the German victory as a triumph of the spirit. He expressed this opinion
in one of his major works, Apres la defaite. Published in 1941, this book
was a classic condemnation of liberal democracy, of the intellectual heri
tage of the French Revolution, of the political culture opposed by fas
cism and naz.ism. He described the Nazi victory as the triumph of
youth, of a young people with "communitarian tendencies," over a
bourgeois society steeped in liberal values and destroyed by the French
Revolution: "The youthful character of Germany and Italy is to be at
tributed [0 the fact that, in these countries, youth has been given impor
tance, and that the top has been blown off institutions that, twenty years
ago, weighed heavily on it as they still weigh heavily on French youth
today." Jouvenel also sang praises to Mussolini and the "brawlers who
like to make the bourgeois turn pale" who came to power with him, and
waxed enthusiastic about fascist education, which stimulated violence,
swept aside the old bourgeois customs, and "encouraged as virtues the
blossoming forth of what were formerly called vices."1I7
Jouvenel viewed nazism as part of the continuity of German history,
and regarded the conquest of Europe by Nazi Germany as perfectly
naturaL "The thrust of the German revolution has carried German
might far beyond the limits intended by the thought of the nation'" he
said, "but that is exactly what happened to us at the time of our own
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Rc:volution," III The Nazi revolution was thus equated with the French

Revolution and Hitler once more compared to Napoleon.
It is not surprising that

Apres fa defaite was very popular among the

Nazi propaganda specialists. The Germans correctly understood the
true significance of this book, and saw its value as a tool of propaganda.
Aher its appearance in 1941, it was immediately translated into German
and was published that same year by Herbig in Berlin as

Nach der

Niederfage. Important passages from Apres fa difaite were included in
Phonix oder Asche?, a large anthology prepared by Bernhard Payr, a
dose associate of the Nazi ideologue Alfred Rosenberg. and published
in 1942 by Volkschaft Verlag in Dortmund. Finally, the book was re�
garded as so important that the German propaganda services-the
Propaganda Abteilung Frankreich-Gruppe Schrifttum-placed it on

Apres fa defaite was recommended
together with another important work by Jouvenel, La Decomposition
de ['Europe liberate. In As Gerard Loiseaux has demonstrated, Jouvenel
their list of works to be promoted.

was one of the six French writers particularly favored by the German
propaganda services in France.'J\!

To be sure, the attraction of fascism and the acknowledgment of the
moral superiority of Germany do not in themselves explain the defeat of
France. The responsibility for the outcome of the Battle of France does
not rest with the rebels but with the most extraordinary war machine in
modern history. And yet this was not how the nonconformists saw the
situation: to the rebels the defeat of France represented the overthrow of
a certain way of life, of a certain political culture, both in France and
elsewhere. In France in 1870 and in 1940, in Germany in 1918, in Italy
in 1896 after the battle of Adowa, and again in 1919-20, following the
psychological sense of defeat engendered by the peace treaties, the
blame was anached to the same cause: it was the values of democracy
that were responsible for the disasters that overtook the country. These
sentiments do not in themselves explain the military defeat, but they
help us to understand the ease, the naturalness with which the alter
native regime was set up in France and the wide consensus it enjoyed. Jt
was only then that half a century of ideological preparation was able to
bear its fruits.
In June 1940 the new France, freed from the enemy without, was
able to turn its attention to the enemy within. The aim was not just the
survival of the country but also its purification. The accession to office of
the new governing elites was made possible by the German victory, but
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the relatively broad consensus enjoyed by the national revolution was a
consequence not only of weariness and a desire to return to normality as
soon as possible but also of the long "antimaterialist" impregnation.
The discredit that overcame democracy, liberalism, and socialism was
rooted in a long tradition-previously a minority tradition, often mar
ginal, but always existing and awaiting its tum.

The new regime did not issue from an ideological vacuum. Where the

history of ideas was concerned, Vichy was neither an accident nor an
aberration but the logical sequel to the nonconformist attempts at re
newal of the whole half century that preceded the collapse of 1940. The
antimaterialist rebellion, to be sure, never succeeded in attaining power
in a period of peace and stability. As long as no major crisis threatened
the country, as long as economic growth, however slight, provided the
workers with employment and the petite bourgeoisie with a reasonable
purchasing power, the nonconformists were forced to vegetate. As long
as the country was not shaken by a military defeat, the republican con
sensus condemned the revolutionaries to impotence.
With the national disaster of 1940, however, the long antimaterialist
impregnation of France finally became effective, for it is always condi
tions of crisis, confusion, frustration, and humiliation that give revolu
tionary ideologies the mass support they need. The same was true in
Italy and Germany: in each of these three countries, a long-standing ide
ology of revolt succeeded in occupying the political stage only with the
onset of a profound national crisis.

An economic crisis with unemployment is never in itself sufficient to

cause such a complete break with the past. The rise of fascism in Italy
and nazism in Germany is explained not by the number of unemployed
but by the fact that the economic crisis was part of a general condition
of distress_ In such circumstances, an ideology of revolt can easily fuel a

political movement and sustain a regime. It was a crisis of this kind that
occurred in France in the summer of 1940. The crisis situations in these
three great European countries-France, Italy, and Germany-were
quite similar. Allowing for differences in circumstances and in regional
traditions, the remedies adopted were also quite similar. In France they
involved doing away with the principles of 1789 and the political struc
tures based on the "materialism" of the Enlightenment. Once again the
rebels insisted that the responsibility for the defeat rested with individu
alism and liberalism; once again a national, antimaterialist, antiliberal,
and anti-Marxist revolution was carried out in [he wake of a great crisis.
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Just as in Germany and Italy, it was effected in a country that possessed
aU the ideological equipment necessary for the application of alternative
solutions.
In this respect France, Italy, and Germany were similar-but only in
this respect. France differed from its neighbors in two important ways:
it had carried out the only liberal revolution on the Continent, and it
already enjoyed national unity, and had for a long period. Why, then,
was France not automatically immunized against fascism by the liberal
vaccine? Does not the example of France in 1940 compel one to reflect
on the fact that in none of the three great countries of western Europe
that had undergone a long impregnation by a fascist-type ideology was
the liberal order able to withstand the shock of a major convulsion?
And do not the cases of Britain and the United States confirm the fact
that considerable economic difficulties and widespread misery and un
employment are not enough to sweep away democracy?
To bring about a fascist or fascist-type revolution, two conditions are
necessary and perhaps even sufficient: there must be an ideology and
there must be a major national crisis. In the three major countries where
these conditions were met, alternative structures were set up, all of
which shared one common denominator: their purpose was to elimi
nate, once and for all, materialism and its by-products-liberalism,
Marxism, individualism, and democracy. The fascist revolution in Italy,
the Nazi revolution in Germany, and the national revolution in France
all had the same objective: to overthrow a political culture based on the
idea of the primacy of the individual. The application of the alternative
principle of the primacy of the collectivity varied in accordance with
local conditions, but common to all three countries was the belief that
only a great spiritual revolution, an antimaterialist, anti-Marxist, anti
democratic, and antiliberal revolution, could save the nation from deca
dence. These three great antimaterialist revolutions each possessed a
different degree of intensity and each necessarily developed in a different
manner. The national revolution in France was not always the least vio
lent. The anti-Semitism under Vichy, for instance (not to speak of the
behavior of the collaborationists in the occupied part of the country) ,
was far greater than in Mussolini's Italy.
Here we must make one point quite plain: most Frenchmen unques
tionably hated the repression that occurred in their country and under
the auspices of their government. One might say the same about the
Germans and the Italians. And yet, just as fascist Italy and Nazi Ger
many belong to the history of Italy and Germany as such, so the Vichy
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regime is part of the history of France. It was more than simply a paren
thesis. Considered strictly on its own, without taking the thirties into
account, the Vichy regime is incomprehensible. While the aspirations
toward a "national," "spiritual" revolution that one found in France
were similar to those that existed in Italy and Germany, the new French
regime had only a very short time in which to act; and yet it needed only
a few months to lay the groundwork of a genuine revolution-the most
significant since 1789. Whereas the setting up of the fascist regime in
Italy took up the whole of the third decade of the century, and Mussolini
had to overcome a great deal of resistance, the Vichy regime required
only one summer to sweep away mOSt of the inheritance of the french
Revolution.
The extent of the changes and the speed with which they took place
can no longer be laid to the charge of the conqueror. Thanks to Robert
Paxton, we have known for more than ten years that the Collaboration
was an option freely chosen by the French and not one imposed by the
Germans. Both the foreign policy of Vichy and its home policy were
freely adopted. Throughout the first year of Vichy's existence, the Ger
man authorities hardly intervened at all in french internal affairs,II I and

1940-41 therefore constitute a kind of test period and the only true cri

terion for understanding the real nature of the changes that took place.
The revolution would probably never have been possible without the
fascist impregnation and the respecfability acquired by antidemocratic
ideas throughout the half century between Boulangism and the Vichy
regime. To be sure, the pure fascists in France, as everywhere else in Eu
rope, were never more than a minority, but fascism owed its real success
to the support it received from outside its ranks, to the fact that its main
concepts-as opposed to its methods-aroused the sympathy of vast
sections of the public. Many different nonconformist circles found it
difficult to remain impervious to the appeal of fascism. or at least to
some of its elements. Far more numerous than is generally admitted
were those who were well disposed toward this revolution for the entire
nation, this cleansing revolution, this opportunity to save the nation by
taking advantage of the fall of the hated regime. From Drumont and
Barres to Brasillach and Maulnier, from Rochefort to Jouvenel, and

from the Maurras of the affair to the Maurras of Vichy, the rebels did
not confine their activities to a restricted intellectual coterie: they formed
an essential part of French society as a whole. Their books were often
best-sellers, and their journals and newspapers were sometimes widely
popular. After half a century, the cumulative effect of all this made itself
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felt. Drumont's La

France juive was

one of the besHclling books of the

nineteenth century, while the Dreyfusard press, at the time of the affair,
was patronized by only 1 1 percent of the reading public in Paris and 17
percent in the provinces. U2

Between the two world wars, however, the situation was different.

Drumoot, Barres, and Rochefort were gone, and Maurras had outlived
his great period, and yet their successors were by no means marginal
figures. If the readership of La Libre Parole had been four times that of
L'Aurore (one hundred thousand versus twenty-five thousand), in 1933
L'Ami du peuple still had twice as many subscribers as Le Popuiaire.
L'Ami du peuple was a typical medium of expression for the popular
right of the suburbs that had waged a long campaign against the "fat,
the plump, the well endowed" and against monopolies, foreign workers,
free education in high schools, and inviting Albert Einstein to join the
College de France. With its circulation of four hundred thousand and its
eighry thousand subscribers, Cory's newspaper had gained, in the words
of Leon Blum, "a kind of emotional hold over its readers and conse
quently over a considerable portion of public opinion." III In 1933

L'Ami

du peuple sold six hundred thousand copies. Writing after Cory had left
the scene, Blum was well aware of the role played by the popular press
in the formation of the political climate of the period, and he gave it
the importance it deserved. Now, the ideology of the popular press was

Combat, L'Ordre
nouveau, Plans, J.-P. Maxence's Revue fram;aise, and Jean de Fabre
gues's Revue du siecie. These intellectual publications effectively served

forged in small reviews of limited circulation like

their function, which was to generate the materials for political debate
and for the mass media of the period. Taken together, they had not more

Candide had three
Gringoire had six hundred thousand. No
publication of the left or of the center could compete with Gringoire.
than twelve thousand subscribers, bur the right-wing

hundred thousand readers and

During the war, one million Frenchmen freely chose to watch the
well-known Nazi movie, Jud SUSS.B4 This famous piece of racial propa
ganda was distributed on a purely commercial basis: people had to pay
to see it. Similarly, nobody was forced to buy the fascist papers every
morning-and they sold by the hundreds of thousands. Nor was any
one forced to make a best-seller of Lucien Rebatet's Les Dicombres. No
French publisher was obliged to sign the censorship agreement with the
German authorities in Paris, yet all the major publishers decided to do
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Conclusion

Without a great deal of sympathy for the antimaterialist revolution
beyond the Rhine, collaborationism would never have started up with
such success. In October 1940, no pressure was brought to bear on the
new regime to make it fall in line with the Nazi racial legislation: be
cause of its intellectual origins, the national revolution took measures
comparable to those in force in the two neighboring countries, and par
ticularly in Germany, not for "reasons of state" but to put into practice a
policy advocated in France itself for half a century. Far more than the
presence of the occupying power, it was the delegirimization of French
democracy that explains Vichy legislation. The small amount of resis
tance this legislation encountered cannot be explained only by the shock
of the disaster. One wonders if the very favorable view of the measures
taken by Vichy expressed by Pierre Brisson in his paper,

Le Figaro, did

not represent a fairly widespread attitude. "June-December 1940: SIX
MONTHS IN THE HISTORY OF

FRANCE-The Political, Economic and So

cial Achievements of Marshal Petain"-this was the headline of a whole
page of

Le Figaro

dealing with the new legislation. The initial para

graphs introducing this page, signed "P. B.," are of particular interest:

On 17 June 1940 Marshal Petain assumed power. We have thought it worth
while to draw up a list here of the reforms carried out under his guidance. They
are far-reaching, some of them are of great importance, all of them reveal a real
istic sense of what is required. They reveal a desire for strengthening and moral
recovery worthy of the most decisive trials of our history.
For 180 days, without sparing himself any time, the marshal has devoted
himself unflinchingly to saving the country. It would be superfluous to pay him a
tribute. He has understood that the conditions for an alliance with the victors
depend on mutual respect, and that the first requirement for such an agreement
can only be the spiritual union and confidence of all Frenchmen. ".
Brisson was to become one of the leading opinion makers and one of
the most outstanding figures in postwar Paris, as was that other great
"molder" of public opinion who came out of the Resistance, Hubert
Beuve-Mery, who for a quarter of a century following the Liberation
commanded an unprecedented authoriry among the French intelligent
sia. In 1941 the founder of Le Monde was not as disapproving of the
new regime as a well-established legend would have it. How, for in
stance, is the reader, even taking the existence of censorship into ac
count, to understand the following declaration made by Beuve-Mery in

March 1941? "Consequently, it is a human revolution, as much as a na
[jonal one, that cannot remain isolated. It allows, it even postulates a
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daring rationalization of Europe, which the peace of Versailles had ridic
ulously divided up." IJ7 Beuve-Mery concluded with the following obser
vation: "That is to say that principles that long determined the fate of
Europe-the absolute sovereignty of states, large and small, the Euro
pean balance of power, the right of neutrality-must give way to a more
ordered arrangement of the conrinent." lJI
Like Mounier, Beuve-Mery attacked the very sources of the trouble:
the "150 years of individualism" that had "emptied" man "of all sub
stance," and the "Marxist solvent" that attacks "national communities
. . . in theif very heart and soul."tn Thus. "a profound crisis for the
whole of civilization" had arisen: the national communities "had re
acted strongly" to this crisis, and, "in its turn, which was practically the
last, France entered the arena and was late in carrying out its revo
lution.""o This reaction to the crisis of civilization, he said, this revo
lution that France "does not want to, ought not to, miss," was the
"national revolution."lol What were the necessary conditions for the
success of such a revolution? Beuve-Mery's ideas on the subject deserve
to be quoted at length:
The national revolurion in France can be neither radical nor quick, for a number
of reasons.
A revolution mUSt have a leader, cadres, troops, a faith or a myth.
The national revolution has a leader and, thanks to him, the main outlines of
a doctrine, but it is looking for its cadres. Many old cadres, still solid-too
solid-try to persist and to mold the revolution to their own requirements. The
new ones often fed the effects of their improvisation.
The revolution is recruiting its troops, but the aging of the population, the
softening up resulring from a long prosperity, the stupor following great defeats,
the absence of two million prisoners, and the occupation of the greater part of
the territory are all reasons why the new spirit can penetrate the masses only
lIery slowly.
The revolution has its ideal, but the trilogy Family, Work, Fatherland cannot
immediately attain the explosille force of a revolutionary myth. The binomial
formula Person and Community is not yet sufficiently detached from its philo
sophical matrix. None of these expressions, as Fran�ois Perroux says, "catches
you in the throat" or "hits you in the diaphragm." A long-drawn-out effort, he
roic testimonies will be required in order to give insipid or obscure words an
immediate resonance for elleryone, the value of dogma or a talisman.'"

For this school of thought, the revolution would thus be a "total
revolution," a total "spirimai and material revolution,"") which would
enable "an organic significance to be found in this national union that
"
for years was only a subject for speech and a profitable illusion.' > !

Conclusion

Mounier felt that "France had reached the crisis point
where
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only a con
version can save a man or a country." 14j Accordingly, he
said, "we shall
have no other concern in the months to come except to help
in the deliv
ery of the new world that must gradually be born on the ruins
of the old.
In the situation in which France finds itself, our readers
will understand
that we are concentrating our energies on this creative task."1
4& It is diffi
cult to see how even the cleverest reader could have regarde
d these texts
as an encouragement to resistance.
In 1941 the national revolution appeared to be the natural
Outcome
of a process that seemed worth exploiting, and that was regarde
d very
favorably even by people who later threw themselves enthusi
astically
into the Resistance. Of course, we must always be aware of the
context
in which all this took place. If we look at these events in the
context of
the collapse of France, we can see that the natural reactio
n of these
people to the disaster was not to rally to Gaullism or the Resista
nce but
to join Marshal Petain in participating in the national revolut
ion. The
reactions of people like Mounier, Beuve-Mery, and Brisson
are particu
larly significant because they help us not only to explain the
attitude of a
large section of the public but also to understand why
the structures of
the French state did not collapse in the summer of 1940
and why its
personnel-the administration, the police, the army,
the church, and
other official bodies-for the most part chose to serve the
new regime at
a time when its sinister character was already appare
nt.
One must insist on the revolutionary nature of the
Vichy regime.
Contrary to a well-established idea, the national
revolution was any
thing bur "eminently reactionary." 147 The Vichy
authorities aimed nei
ther at conserving the status quo nor at teturni
ng to the past. Quite the
opposite: they forged ahead even faster than the
Italians, although, even
so, their reforming zeal did not enrirely
satisfy the Paris-based collabo
rators. They vigorously dismantled all the
structures that had existed
for seventy years and unhesitatingl
y demolished all the lSO-year-old
principles. At the end of 1940 a new
order was established and France
c anged more radically in
a few months than at any other time in its
history since the summer of
1789.
The alternative structures that were
set up were of a particularly
modern character and relatively
close to those of the totalitarian sys
tems. Even the importanc
e attached to certain traditional values-as
re
flected, for example, in the
veneration of the family and the village
Was paralleled in Mussolini's
Italy and was part of the general war
against "individualism." As for
the benevolent attitude toward the

�
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French church: there again it was a matter of undoing the French Revo
lution and opposing "materialism." The measures of repression (be
ginning with the racial legislation), the recruitment of the young, the

reforms in the school system, the propaganda, the manipulation of in
formation, and the attempt to impose a kind of corporatism-were all
aimed at creating a new consensus and a new type of unity. None of
these reforms attests to the conservative nature of the regime, and nei

ther does, finally, the institution of the dictatOrship of a charismatic
leader. The peaked cap and old age of the marshal should not deceive us.
Finally, one must bear in mind that. in the situation that existed on

the eve of the Second World War and just after the defeat, this rejection
of the established order posed an insoluble problem. If the Third Re
public was a regime that was hard to defend, it was nevertheless the re
gime of democracy. Thus, a rejection of the evils of capitalism led to a

rejection of democracy itself. The rebels threw aside the last barrier of
democracy, which since the time of Boulangism had consisted of an al
liance of all the moderates-of all those who, whatever their revolunon
ary rhetoric, had been willing to abide by the rules of the game as played

within the context of the republican consensus-and set out in search of
a fourth possibility beyond liberalism, Marxism, and democratic so
cialism. This path inevitably led to a form of fascism.
The dissidents were far from being marginal figures. Luchaire,

Bergery, Marion, and Jouvenel were regarded by their colleagues as the
most brilliant members of their generation. Jouvenel spoke of Drieu as a
legendary personage,'''' and Brasillach and Maulnier considered them
as
selves Barres's successors. Who could ever think of Deat or De Man

All
only a marginal figure? 149 A dissident is not necessarily marginal.
their
ad;
widespre
was
that
thinking
of
these people represented a way
and
relentless criticism of capitalism, always associated with liberalism
ent
democracy, of the regime of egoism and irresponsibility, their perman
.
agalOst
struggle not only against the weaknesses of the system but also
de
liberal
on
attack
The
e.
respons
a
its very principles, met with deep
t e
s
segment
many
mocracy enjoyed a measure of legitimacy because
crItlCIZ
in
d
public, beyond the fascists themselves, were actively engage
merely the
ing the established order, so that the fascists appeared to be
the same
radical vanguard of a great army united in one battle against
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wrong.
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faSCism
Here we can perceive the banality of fascism. In the thirties,
option, rep
was a political ideology like any other, a legitimate political
beyond the
far
resenting a fairly common way of thinking that extended
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limited circles that described themselves as fascist or, like Brasillach, in
sisted on the unique national characteristics of French fascismyo Fas
cism formed part of the general interaction of ideas and shared all the
ambiguities of the political life of the period. Some of the people and

movements that, in 1942, resisted fascism, nazism, and the German oc
cupation ten years earlier could easily have professed ideas that the
present-day historian identifies as partly or wholly fascistic, while oth
ers who called themselves fascists in the twenties later joined the Resis

tance (for instance, Valois, and also Jacques Arthuys, cofounder of the
Faisceau, who in the fall of 1940 created the Organisation Civile et Mili

taire, was arrested, and, like Valois, died in a German concentration
camp). Thierry de Martel, a well-known rightist, son of the famous
anti-Semitic femme de lettres Gyp, who was also a militant of the Fais

ceau, committed suicide when the German army entered Paris. Philippe
Barn�s joined the French forces in London, while Marcel Bucard was
executed for treason on 19 March 1946. Both had been active support
ers of Valois. Among the members of the Resistance were also some neos
and pianists-people like Louis Vallon and Andre Philip, who refused
to accept the defeat of France.

There were pure nationalists who saw the country as separate from
the social order or political system that it possessed at any given mo
ment in its history. These were only a tiny minority. And there were also

�
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dissidents and rebels, some of whom (notably Brasillach, Drieu,
Deat, and Doriot) were also very bold in their thinking, believing that,
to save civilization, one had to impose a new political and social order
on the nation and endow it with a fresh spirit. The whole nation, they
.
malOtained, had to be drawn into the great crusade against liberalism
and Marxism. The point of view of this hard core of fascists
went
far beyond nationalism, and its true significance lay elsewhere
. What
was now at stake, from the fascist point of view, was the fate of
civiliza
tio itse1f, and, in t is gigantic confrontation, nationali
sm took on a
.
qUite different
meamng. The members of this school-Brasillach Deat,
'
.
Donot,
·
Manon-never thought of changing sides during the German
.
IOvasion and occupation. Even when the outcome
of the conflict was no
longer 10
" doubt, It
" never occurred to them to betray the
cause, for, in
.
thiS
huge confrontation between good and evil, the nationa
l interest as
narrowly understood, the sectarian
egoism of yesterday, had become
anachronistic.

�

�

�

ascist ideology in France extended far beyond the restrict
ed and
ultimately unimportant little groups that
described themselves as fas-
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cist. It was not people like Bucard and Jean-Renaud, or the vague
Cagoulards, who endangered liberal democracy: the most dangerous
enemies of the dominant political culture were the intellectual dissidents
and rebels, of both the new right and the new left. From the end of the
nineteenth century this new right-which was distinguished from the
conservative right not only by its violence, its radicalism, and its rejec
tion of the rules of the game but also by its social concern-was embod
ied first in Barresian nationalism, then in the Maurrassian movement,
and finally in the Jeune Droite, whose philosopher Thierry Maulnier
wanted to be. The new left, on the other hand, entered the dissident
movement with revolutionary syndicalism. In its revolt against histori
cal materialism, it found strong support in the philosophical ideas of
Nietzsche, Bergson, and Croce, as well as in the political sociology of
Pareto and the psychology of Le Bon and Freud. In the post-First World

War period this dissident left, which, since before 1914, had also refused

to be integrated into the liberal-democratic consensus, was represented
by the new revision of Marxism of Henri De Man, Marcel Deat, the
"pianists," the "dirigists," and the "futurists," of whom there were then
a great many in western Europe. The new right and the new left to
gether forged that brilliant and seductive ideology of revolt that the his
torian identifies as fascism, many of whose adherents never wore a
brown shirt.
Many intellectuals could thus be fascists without admitting it, al
though some, like Drieu or Brasillach, declared themselves as such.
Others preferred not to declare themselves. However, to a large extent,
fascism owed its influence to the wide diffusion of ideas that became a
generally accepted currency. It was not until the end of the Second World
War that the rebels, whether of the right or of the left, were able to rec
ognize that to condemn political liberalism and economic liberalism, so
called bourgeois Iiberries and so-called bourgeois virtues, democracy,
Marxism, and "established disorder" at one and the same time meant to

open the way to fascism. No other ideology so depended on the ambigu
ity and vagueness of thought prevalent in the interwar period.
Thus, the growth of the fascist idea can ultimately be attributed to
the presence of a favorable environment. The pure fascists were always

small in number and their energies were scattered. However, the exis
tence of quasi-fascist channels of transmission-people, movementS,
journals, study circles-devoted to attacking materialism and its by
products-liberalism, capitalism, Marxism, and democracy-created a

certain intellectual climate which was to undermine the moral legiti-
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macy of an entire civilization. This ideology of revolt advocated a revo
lution of the spirit and the will, of manners and morals. It offered not
only new political and social structures but also new types of relation
ships between man and society, between man and nature. In periods of
economic growth, abundance, peace, and stability such an ideology has
only a limited hold on society, but in times of severe crisis the revolu
tionary potential of such a system of thought becomes clearly evident,
and it can fuel mass movements of an exceptional destructive force. To a
world in distress, fascism represents a heroic opportunity to dominate
matter once more, and to subdue through an exertion of power not only
the forces of nature but also those of society and the economy.
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